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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

by

M.J.Hartmann
NASA

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio, USA

I. INTRODUCTION

The 55th (B) Meeting of the Propulsion and Energetics Panel Specialists on Centrifugal Compressors, Flow
Phenomena and Performance was convened at the Bibliotheque Royal (Albertim Royal Library), Mont des Arts in
Brussels, Belgium on May 7-9, 1980. The purpose of the meeting was to provide to both the research scientist and the
development engineer new knowledge gained by theoretical flow field calculations and by new experimental investiga-
tions. The following sessions include 21 papers and the related discussions:

I Experimental Investigation of Flow in Impellers
11 Theoretical Calculations of Flow in Impellers

Ill Interaction Between Impeller and Diffuser
IV Design Experience and Performance of Advanced Centrifugal Compressors (Part I)
V Design Experience and Performance of Advanced Centrifugal Compressors (Part 1I)

2. SUMMARY AND COMMENTARY

The meeting was arranged with the general theme and perhaps the expectation that advanced flow calculation
procedures and advanced flow measuring systems which have evolved over the past several years may be used to provide
centrifugal compressors with substantial performance improvements. The expected improvements to be achieved by
providing designers and developers of centrifugal compressors with the ability to extend stable operating range. The
meeting theme addresses the need for exchanging information between the analysts developing new analytical flow
calculational methods and experimental engineers presently engaged in advancing technology through contemporary
methods. In addition, considerable information was brought forth on the present design and development methods and
the high levels of performance being achieved in centrifugal compressors. The meeting provided an excellent information
exchange through the paper presentations and the related discussion periods. The papers were generally of very high
quality and the meeting arrangements were excellent.

Rapid advances are being made in the area of flow analysis in centrifugal compressors. Several numerical analysis
methods have been developed, programmed and some computations have been made, generally by the authors of the
methods. The laser based and other methods of obtaining detail flow distributions with minimal or without intruding
into the flow stream have been applied to compressors of moderate speed and pressure ratio. The authors of the
numerical methods are attempting to validate the calculated flow and determine the necessary complexities and the input
and boundary conditions required to properly model the observed flow in these machines. Partial agreement between
calculation and experiment has been achieved. It is also noted that differences between the various theoretical analysis
methods have not been totally resolved. Considerable experience and research are necessary to establish the level of
confidence in the numerical methods to establish them as the basis for the design of high pressure centrifugal
compressors.

Present design and development methods are being utilized to continue the advancement of centrifugal compressor
technology. High levels of performance, and broad stable operating flow range, and other requirements have been
achieved through extensive development efforts. In some cases, novel concepts have been evolved to provide desired
improvements.

There is no doubt that these analytical methods will be utilized and are necessary to support the advancement of
high pressure centrifugal compressors. The exact manner in which this support will evolve cannot be determined at this
time. Htowever, a strong dependence on contemporary design and development methods will be required for the foresee-
able future.
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3. RECOMMENDATIONS

The advancement of centrifugal compressor technology will be strongly depcndent on Continued research and the
discrimination of information in a number of key areas. The key areas identified as a result of the subject neeting and
recommended for additional consideration during the next five years are the following:

Instrument at ion and measurement systems that provide detail flow information in high pressure ratio cen11triluga
compressors (6: 1 or greater).

The use of' numerical methods ia the flow analysis and design of centrifugal compressors ofi moderate pressure
ratio.

Analytical and experimental studies of the structural design and aerodynainic-structural interaction in high speed
centrifugal compressors.

Flow phenonena and performance of' high pressure ratio centrifugal compressors (0: 1 or greater).

4. DISCUSSION

The general outline of the meeting provided first a discussion of the detail flow experimentally observed ill celitri-
fugal compressors. Secondly, the status and some new developments in theoretical flow computations in impellers was
presented. The third session was primarily devoted to diffuser flows and diffuser impeller interactions. Finally, the last
two sessions dealt with contemporary performance and the design/analysis/development approaches utilized to
advance performance levels. The comprehensive review and information exchange afforded by the five sessions will be
discussed in the following paragraphs.

Session I - Experimental Flows in Impellers and Diffusers

The four papers in this session dealt with the complex flow conditions which must be considered in a InCaniingful
theoretical analysis of centrifugal compressor flows. Particular difficulty exists at the exit of the iiipciler and the
entrance to the diffuser where the flow is highly spacially distorted and subject to severe unsteady conditions. Diffuser
performance, however, is remarkably high at part speeds and in compressors, designed for modest pressure ratios. These
poor flow conditions do result in high losses and limit stable operating range of high pressure. high speed compressors. In
analyzing the flow in centrifugal compressor components, both experimental and theoretical researchers have observed a
variety of flow distributions. The reason for these differences may result in part because the analytical methods are still
being developed; each method has unique capability and is subject to the interpretation of the researchers. It may also
be that substantially different flow distributions do occur in centrifugal compressors. This probably should be expected
in compressors since a number of interacting flow phenomena occur simultaneously. The observed flow configuration
then is dependent on the particular phenomena controlling or dominating the flow process for the particular design or
operating condition under study. Thus, in some cases what appear to be small design changes cail result in considerable
change in the detail flow configuration. Somewhat different secondary flows have been observed in impellers utilizing a
front cover as compared to one that has no front cover. The fourth paper very neatly points out that ill multistage
centrifugal units the vaied duct returning the flow to the following impeller inlet contains a substantial velocity
distortion. These velocity distortions like other flow defects in moderate pressure ratio machines can be empirically
accounted for in the design in such a manner as to minimize the performance defect. To be successful and useful,
advanced theoretical flow analysis methods must observe and suitably account for a wide variety of real flow phenomena
shown to exist in moderate pressure ratio centrifugal compressors.

Session II - Theoretical Calculations of Flows in Impellers

The five presentations in this session indicated several advanced analytical methods that are in various stages of
development. It is also known that numerous other theoretical methods employing analytical and numerical methods are
under study. The streamline curvature, two-dimensional and quasi-three-diniensional methods have been continuously
improved for many years. Analysts have included larger numbers of stations hoth radially and circuiferentially. Some
accounting for secondary flow effects and three-dimensional boundary layers have been included. Substantial improve-
ment ill computational time have been achieved through the applications of large computers and improved computation
methods. Substantial progress has .tlso been achieved iin the adoption of numerical methods which can provide complete
three-dimensional viscous flow simulation to the analysis of centrifugal compressors. The methods that provide solutions
for the complete Navier-Stokes equations have generally been characterized as requiring excessive computational time.
The advanced scientific computers and improved coding may reduce this substantially but the extent of the conmputa-
tional time reduction must still be determined. Improved algorithms providing for the modeling of three-dimensional
inviscid and viscous flows in impellers that result in relatively short computational time are in various stages of develop-
ment. Some of these methods are being examined by the authors and compared to available experimentally determined
flows. Besides investigating the numerical performance of these codes, the authors are investigating such factors as the
effect of inlet vorticity, inlet boundary layer, and imipeller clearances to determine the impact these factors have on the
general flow configuration. Whereas some general agreement between calculations and experiment has been achieved.
notable exceptions in flow configuration and particularly in magnitude are also noted. Comparison between theoretical
methods is presently not well in hand. Because the theoretical analysis methods are in various stages of development, it
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is difficult at this time to draw overall conclusions concerning tile relative merits of the methods, the degree of
complexity necessary to suitably model the flow, or tile manner in which these methods can best be applied. Substantial
research of the theoretical flow analysis methods is still required to fully describe the flow at the near design (high
efficiency) operation and even more effort will be required to extend the analysis to the off design and to the advanced
levels of performance now expected of centrifugal compressors.

Session III - Interaction Between Impellers and Diffusers

Flow conditions in the diffuser component and the interaction of the diffuser flow with the impeller are not well
understood. Advanced analytical methods apparently have not yet been devised that adequately describe the adverse,
time unsteady, flow conditions in th diffuser. Available analytical studies do indicate that the geometries and flow
conditions in the region of the diffuser are very sensitive to small changes in effective flow areas. Thus, what are generally
thought to be small boundary layer or blockage effects can result in substantial changes in velocity gradients. Generally,
empirical data and experimental development studies are coupled with the design process to achieve the best performance
of inducer impeller combinations.

Shock ;md unsteady flows result in detrimental interactions between the diffuser and impeller flows particularly
when high flow velocities occur at the entrance to the diffuser vanes. Poor flow and/or structural damage have been
observed. Detail flow measurements in the region of the diffuser indicate that rotating nonuniformities (rotating stall)
may be observed at certain operating conditions. The last paper in this session provides an interesting experimental
approach to determine the diffuser performance defects associated with tile unsteady and the steady diffusion.
Continuation of 'his or related developments could lead to a more rational and less empirical design method for diffusers.
The discussion presented in this session indicated that the diffuser performance and the interaction of the diffuser and
impeller flows are probably the least understood and most difficult pieblem associated with the centrifugal compressor.

Sessions IV and V - Design Experience and Performance of Advanced Centrifugal Compressor (Part I and Part 11)

The presentations of these two sessions delineated a number of very important points in considering the methods to
continue advancing centrifugal compressor technology. Present analytical/empirical design methods have been
computerized so that centrifugal compressors can be optimized for a given application. These overall flow design/analysis
systems have been developed in a consistent manner and are backed by an extensive experimental base. These optimiza-
tion approaches generally include directly or indirectly stress and aerostructural computations and evaluations. In some
cases, impeller blading is adapted to particular computer controlled or automatic machining processes as well as providing
an optimum performance potential indicated by the data base. Extensive background also exists to "trim" or optimize
the design through an experimental development program. These experimental development programs have in.some cases
been long and costly but they generally have resulted in centrifugal compressors of very high levels of performance. In
the course of developing advanced compressors, "novel" concepts have often been utilized. These concepts include
various approaches and are the "stock and trade" of the development engineer. The extent that a design system can be
"stretched" with dependence on these novel concepts must be based on experience with the particular design system.
How these or similar concepts can be exploited in the analytical/design process is not yet known.

Flow conditions that control the surge line of a high performance compressor continue to be relatively unknown.
It should be noted that compressor flow components contribute to surge through energy addition and/or loss, and their
dynamic stability characteristics such as rotating stall. These flow components determine the compressor dynamic
performance characteristics, which along with those of the system, determine the likelihood of surge. Thus, a discussion
of surge is not meaningful when considered only from the standpoint of compressor design. It has also been observed
(and should come as no surprise) that compressors operating in different systems exhibit changes in the surge lines. The
compressor technologist should be concerned primarily with the energy addition and/or loss characteristics and the stalling
characteristics of the flow components of the compressor. These are the areas he has available to extend the capability
of the compressor to operate surge free. No suitable analytical method yet exists for dynamically matching of the flow
components of a centrifugal compressor. Until this is achieved, it must remain the task of the empiricist (by correlations
or experimental) to extend and predict by whatever available means the performance characteristics and in particular,
the stalling characteristics (and thus the surge margin) of advanced centrifugal compressors.

S. CONCLUSIONS

The 55th (B) Meeting of the Propulsion and Energetics Specialists on Centrifugal Compressors, Flow Phenomena
and Performance provided a good interchange of information between analytical and experimental researchers. Contem-
porary as well as advanced design/analysis/development methods were discussed and a reasonable indication of the level
of technology achieved in centrifugal compressors was displayed. The meeting provided an opportunity to consider the
evolutionary nature of centrifugal compressor technolngy and specifically pointed out the following:

- Substantial progress has been made in the development of several new flow analysis methods. It is quite probable
thit over the next several years the authors of these methods will have demonstrated the capability of calculating
the flow field characteristics which have presently been measured in centrifugal compressor impellers of moderate
pressure ratio. These flow analysis methods can be an effective and necessary design/analysis tool in improving
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perfornmance and delaying flow conditions leading to stall of moderate pressure ratio compressors in the near
future. Detail flow measurements in a broad range of centrifugal compressor impellers will be necessary to verify
and develop a high degree of confidence in the flow analysis methods.

The application of the advanced flow analysis methods to design very high pressure ratio centrifugal compressors
(t) : I or greater) will require considerable research. It is necessary to examine a number of analysis methods to
determine tile type of analysis required to predict the more extreme flow conditions. It is quite possible that
several analytical methods will be necessary over the range of flow conditions usually encountered. The research
will require a substantial number of detail flow measurements in centrifugal compressors. It will be necessary to
extend the instrumentation and measurement systems to be capable of obtaining the detail flow data in high
pressure ratio compressors.

It is not evident that present numerical analytical methods being evolved will totally model the severe flow condi-
tions encountered in the diffuser element of centrifugal compressors. It is desirable to reduce tile diffuser flow
Mach number through increased impeller backswecp. This requires higher rotational speeds to achieve a given
pressure ratio, and structural difficulties may result. The unsteady flow interactions between the diffuse and
impeller increase these difficulties. The unsteady aerodynamic forces have been observed to excite a wide range
of structured modes resulting in impeller or diffuse cracking and failure.

The advanced flow analysis methods will not in the foreseeable future replace the experimental development
approaches presently employed to achieve advanced levels of performance in centrifugal compressors. The
analysis methods will be used in conjunction with advanced experimental development methods. The exact
manner in which the flow analysis will be utilized cannot be predicted at the present time. The levels of perfor-
mance and technology achieved will depend even more, than with present methods, on the skill and ability of the
researchers to interpret the available analytical and experimental information.
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DISCUSSION FOLLOWING TECHNICAL EVALUATION

by

M.J.1lartrnann

Opening the discussion Mi Jansen tNREC) asked whether the suggestions and recommendations that had been
generated by the imeCting would be followed up by AGARD. He particularly wanted to know whether AGARD was able
to provide any financial assistance in order to ensure that the more important recommendations for further research wer,-
properly followed up. Dr Dunham (Chairman of the Propulsion Panel) explained that AGARD is an organisation which
has no funds of its own for sponsoring research; funds are provided in order to organise conferences and for certain
consultative missions. The technical recommendations of AGARD meetings are really addressed to managers of research
in commercial or university research organisations. It is really for them to take the initiative and to follow up the
reconimendations. )r Dunham hoped, however, that the existence of a recommendation from an AGARD Panel may be
sufficient to convince those who control the funding in research organisations which topics are worthwhile and that
rcsearcl, support would bring benefits. Dr Dunham then went on to say that he had noted from the discussions and from
the papers presented at the conference that many flow field calculations had been described, covering a great range of
complexity. lie enquired as to whether there was any concensus as to how complicated a method is required to represent
the viscous and other important effects in a centrifugal impeller. Is it necessary, he asked, to make a big advaacc in order
to imnprove one's modelling of the flow?

Mr lartman replied that, as he saw it, the situation in the centrifugal compressor is very analogous to the situation in
the axial compressor. For machines of reasonably easy duties then the simpler methods are sufficient to give the designer a
knowledge of the flow within the machine but for compressors which are attempting duties of an advanced nature. or
for compressors for which speeds and Mach numbers are high, then it is necessary to employ a more complicated flow
model, probably including viscous effects.

Dr Japikse said that, in his view, history had shown that good turbomachines had been designed with comparatively
simple analytical tools, but he wondered how long this pattern is likely to continue. lie said that the analytical worker
should keep the design objectives in mind and that dialogues are required between the analytical researchers and the
compressor designer so that the more advanced analytical tools can become effective. This dialogue had been absent from
the present conference. Mr lartmann agreed. There seemed to be a missing link due to the fact that analysts who are
presently working on advanced methods would in future go on to work on other advanced methods rather than assist the
designer in benefitting from the advancements. The kind of man that is missing, lie said, is a designer with an analytical
viewpoint.

Prof. E.Covert (MIT) said that he could see that there was a difference between design and analysis problems. The
designer has to solve the inverse problem. that is to say he would like to specify the performance of a compressor or a
blade and have the analytical tool to design the shape for his required duty. Most of the analytical methods that had been
described in the conference could not be reversed in tile way that the designer would prefer.

Dr Cumpsty (Cambridge University) said that, as far as he could see, calculation methods, no matter how
sophisticated, have no use unless they are properly verified against good experimental results so what are needed badly are
good definitive test results. The results of Eckardt, however, are the only examples of well-categorised comprehensive
measurements in a centrifugal impeller. This seemed to be, said Dr Cumpsty, an indictment of the research programmes
that we are pursuing. in order to make a correct assessment of analytical methods each one should be examined with
reference to the same set of experimental results, In mentioning the overall results for compressor stages presented at the
conference. Dr Cumpsty continued by saying that there was a need to provide measurements and complete geometry for
the whole compression system before one could make definitive statements, particularly about range and surge margin.
lie therefore asked that investigators should provide all the necessary information when reporting overall compressor rig
measurements.

Professor Scrovy (Iowa State University) very much agreed with Dr Cumpsty. lie said that Working Group 12 of the
PEP had recently been examining the subject of throughflow in turbomachinery but so far they had managed to ignore the
problem of centrifugal compressors, in spite of making reasonably good progress in axial compressors. In the light of the
progress of Working Group 12, Professor Serovy confirmed that what are needed are good test data obtained from
carefully defined geometry.

Dr Eckardt (MTU. Munich) stated that his compressor test results which have been so widely used by other
investigators have only recently been made fully available by the German industrial concerns who funded the experiments.L x



However, in the recenit ASME Conference (New Orleans, 1980) further details of the geometry of the radially-bladed
impeller had been released and also laser anemometer measurements on a swept-back impeller had been described.
Dr Eckardt stated that any researcher who required further details of either the measurements or the geometry of' both of
these impellers could contact him and there would be no difficulty in providing lull information on these machines. lie
supplemented this by saying that much of the aerodynamic data which had been gathered had not been reported even in
summary form anJ there was very much more data available than had been mentioned in the literature.

Dr Japikse added to this the information that the Creare centrifugal compressor of pressure ratio 8 had also been
extensively tested and that full information on the measurements and geometry were available on application to (rcare.
tie added that measurements did not, of course, include detailed information about the flow within the impeller as in the
case of the Eckardt compressor.

Mr Langdon (Holset Engineering) said that others were following Eckardt's lead: ilolset, in collaboration with
Cranfield Institute of Technology, have been conducting a programme of laser anemometry measurements in a centrifugal
impeller for 2 years. Unfortunately it was not possible to produce the information obtained which was considered to be
of a proprietary nature.

Dr Moore (Virginia Polytechnic Institute) said that, as early as 1861, a pump of 68 per cent efficienicy had been
constructed and that, in his opinion, the progress made since then had been great. We are now struggling to obtain the
last remaining available deficits in efficiency. lie hoped, however, that 3-dimensional viscous methods will be able to
assist the designer in improving efficiency by small amounts and that these methods would be indeed used by compressor
designers. He pointed out that his method and the method of Dodge in the USA are already being used by turbine
designers for the design of turbine nozzle vanes with some success. In this context he emphasised the importance of
3-dimenional flow, particularly the effect of secondary flow. Dr Moore said that 2-dimensional or quasi 3-dimensional
blade-to-blade methods such as that recently developed by Serovy and Hatnsen which include some viscous effects are
extremely useful but only in a limited range of near 2-dimensional situations. Three-dimensional methods will bring
important light to bear on many turbomachinery flow situations.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS ON THE INTERNAL FLOW

IN A CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR DIFFUSER

by

H. Krain

DFVLR-Institut fUr Antriebstechnik
Linder Hdhe, 5 Kdln 90, W. Germany

SUMMARY

Based on empirical flat diffuser performance maps a two-dimensional straight diffuser
has been designed and tested. First experimental results concerning overall diffuser re-
covery, diffuser inlet conditions and diffuser performance development are presented. A
two-dimensional finite difference blade-to-blade calculation method has been developed
taking into account diffuser losses and sidewall blockage.

NOMENCLATURE

A area

AR diffuser area ratio

AS diffuser aspect ratio

B boundary layer blockage B = 1 - A eff/Ageo

b meridional diffuser height (Fig.3)

c absolute velocity

C p diffuser recovery coefficient cp = (Ppref)/(Ptref-Pref)

HU hub

h diffuser width (Fig.3)

ht total enthalpy

L/h diffuser length/width ratio (Fig.3)

M Mach number

Amass flow rate

n shaft speed

n unit streamsurface normal vector

PS pressure side

p static pressure

Pt total pressure

R gas constant

r radial coordinate

rpm rotations/minute

SH shroud

SS suction side

s entropy

T temperature

x cartesian coordinate

y cartesian coordinate

y/t relative blade spacing

z/b relative diffuser height (Fig.3)

zd diffuser blade number

zR impeller blade number

aabsolute flow angle (Fig.17)

An3i diffuser incidence

6 1 displacement thickness

2c diffuser passage divergence angle

nefficiency

Kspecific heat ratio

ITt  total pressure ratio

p density
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stream function

SUBSCRIPTS

0 compressor inlet

1 inducer leading edge

2 impeller tip

2* jet/wake mixing out

3 vaned diffuser inlet

4 vaned diffuser discharge

c absolute

D diffuser

eff effective

geo geometrical

max maximum

red corrected to standard conditions

rel relative

s isentropic

s-t total/static (efficiency)

th throat

t-t total/total (efficiency)

INTRODUCTION

Small gas turbines utilizing centrifugal compressor stages are predominantly used as
helicopter engines and are increasingly tested for vehicular applications. Especially in
regenerative gas turbines compressor efficiency influences specific fuel consumption con-
siderably [1, 2, 3]. Requirements for small and efficient engines necessitate high pres-
sure ratio centrifugal compressors with relatively high stage efficiencies. Todays total
to static isentropic peak efficiencies of centrifugal compressor stages are about 84 %.
This level is generally only reached by centrifugal compressors equiped with vaned
diffusers, since vaned diffusers typically have higher recovery compared with vaneless
diffusers.

Although diffusers are much less restricted by mechanical limitations than impellers,
they are very often the critical flow elements which govern both surge and efficiency of
centrifugal compressor stages. Their difficult fluid dynamic task is the conversion of
kinetic energy into static pressure. At the design point impeller discharge Mach numbers
range from 0.9 to 1.2. Consequently transonic flows connected with shocks - which may
extend into the impeller - occur. Due to the highly distorted impeller discharge condi-
tions (Jet/Wake) the flow is significantly unsteady in both the absolute and relative
frame [4]. On the other hand it has to be expected that diffuser vanes will affect the
three-dimensional unsteady flow within centrifugal compressor impellers. In order to con-
tribute to the enlightenment of this complex flow situation, a flat straight-channel
diffuser has been desianed and employed at the DFVLR centrifugal compressor test rig.
This paper deals with the design procedure and the experimental and theoretical results
gained during the first period of this research program.

DIFFUSER DESIGN PROCEDURE

Precise diffuser recovery prediction is a still unsolved task in centrifugal
compressor fluid dynamics. Inviscid, steady flow theories connected with boundary layer
calculations may reveal an impression of diffuser performance development but in most
cases fail quantitatively in the impeller exit/diffuser entry region, since usually they
do not take care of the highly distorted impeller discharge flow [6]. Therefore the de-
signer of centrifugal compressor diffusers generally is forced to refer to empirical data
available in the open literature. Most extensive experimental data concerning flat diffu-
ser performance has been published by Runstadler, Dolan and Dean [5]. Fig.l, which has
been reproduced from Runstadler's Diffuser Data Book, shows typical flat diffuser per-
formance maps. Diffuser recovery cp, dependent on geometry and boundary layer blockage B,

is plotted. Runstadler's experiments revealed that besides the geometrical parameters
boundary layer blockage has a strong influence on diffuser recovery (Fig.2). Maximum re-
covery is obviously obtained for aspect ratios AS - 1, divergence angles 7 < 2C < 10° and
length/width ratios about 16 < £/h3 < 20. It is this material which generally is the
basis of todays diffuser design methods, although it is well known that the transmission
of these data to real machine applications is affected with several uncertainties. This
is predominantly due to our limited knowledge about

- boundary layer development from impeller discharge to diffuser throat,

- shock wave boundary layer interactions in case of supersonic impeller discharge
Mach numbers,
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- impeller/diffuser interactions especially in the transonic flow case.

Despite thcse uncertainties the diffuser data presented by Runstadler, Dolan and Dean
are todays m,-,' effective design tool for flat centrifugal compressor diffusers.

Runstadlei's performance maps are presented for diffuser aspect ratios of AS = 0.25,
1.0 and 5.0 (Fig.1). Unfortunately, due to imposed geometrical constraints, the designer
is often forced to deviate considerably from the available diffuser performance maps.
If an appropriate diffuser has to be designed for an existing impeller, diffuser entrance/
impeller exit radius ratio r3 /r2, the meridional diffuser depth b3 and the absolute flow

angle a3 at diffuser leading edge are largely fixed (Fig.3). Since maximum diffuser re-
covery is always desirable the designer will be intended to select a diffuser with as-
pect ratio AS = 1. Especially for high specific speed centrifugal compressors this pro-
cedure may reveal inconvenient overall compressor dimensions. Fig.4 shows such an example
for a 4 : 1 radial discharge compressor. Maximum admitted diffuser exit/impeller dis-
charge radius ratio is r4 /r2 = 2. For AS = 1 and maximum diffuser recovery the resulting

radius ratio r4 /r2 is about 3.0 and exceeds the permissable radius ratio of (r4 /r2 ) max 2

considerably. In order to realize the geometrical conditions two possibilities may be
taken into account

1. passing over to a diffuser design with AS > 1, which according to Fig.2 - especially
for B > 0.08 - results in a significant recovery deficiency,

2. deviation from optimum length/width ratio 1/h3 , which - depending on the degree of
deviation - also results in a recovery deficiency. Fig.5 indicates the chosen de-
viation from optimum i/h3 , which delivered the dotted line of Fig.4.

Sometimes both procedures have to be performed simultaneously since otherwise the
corresponding blade number becomes too large (see Fig.4). In these cases an interpolation
between the plotted diffuser maps has to be carried out, not knowing, whether such an
interpolation - as indicated in Fi 2 - is tolerable. Fig.6 shows the estimated compressor
and diffuser performance for bothFthe maximum recovery and small dimension design. Be-
cause the admitted deviation from maximum recovery has been small, performance deficiency
seems to be acceptable. Nevertheless, significant reduction of overall compressor dimen-
sions is to be recognized (Fig.4).

Table I displays the final diffuser geometry obtained by the indicated empirical
approach.

TABLE I

diffuser parameter description

r = 1.1 radius ratio diffuser leading
edge/impeller discharge

r = 1.905 radius ratio diffuser discharge/impeller
discharge

AS = 1.6 throat aspect ratio

X/h3th = 11.46 length/width ratio of channel diffuser

2e = 7.540 divergence angle

zd = 27 diffuser blade number

THEORETICAL APPROACH

The empirical design procedure previously described permits the selection of a geo-
metrically appropriate diffuser and an estimation of the diffuser recovery to be ex-
pected. However, it yields no information about the flow field development ahead of and
within the diffuser passages, which would be of prime interest, especially if the de-
signer has to deviate from the published diffuser performance maps. Unfortunately, no
convenient flow theory - taking care of the previously mentioned flow phenomena - is avai-
lable. Most existing theories are based on a steady, inviscid approach - although some-
times they take into account entropy gradients [8 ] - but mostly don't take into consi-
deration such significant effects as boundary layer growth and secondary flows [7 - 13].
Present advanced analysis is mainly based on Wu's fundamental work [14], who splitted the
steady, adiabatic, inviscid three-dimensional flow equations into two sets of equations.
The introduction of prescribed SI and S stream surfaces permits to deal with the ac-
tually three-dimensional problem in a mithematically two-dimensional manner. Although it
is well known that this concept, applied to centrifugal compressor diffuser flow, might
fail quantitatively, it nevertheless may yield valuable insight into the flow develop-
ment to be expected ahead of and within the diffuser blade passages. Preliminary infor-
mation concerning blade loading and flow deceleration for an empirically selected high-
performance centrifugal compressor diffuser may be extracted.
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A blade-to-blade calculation - based on Wu's streamsurface method - has been devel-
oped. For a flat, straight channel diffuser the corresponding Si stream surface is plane!
A steady, adiabatic flow and a gas of constant specific heats have been assumed. The
principal equations for these assumptions are:

Continuity:

V (pC) = 0 (1)

Motion:

-cx(Vx ) = -Vht+ TVs (2)

Energy:

Vht = 0 (3)

State of gas: 1 - s-s

P/Po = (T/T) K-1 e R (4)

Geometric condition:

n C=0 (5)

If a streamfunction * is introduced into equations (1 - 5) a governing second order,
elliptic partial differential equation is obtained, restricting the calculation method to
subsonic flows:

Streamfunction:

- = -B p c (6)xy b-6 1
i B -=

= B p c x  (7)Dy

Fundamental equation (cartesian coordinates):

2 2+ = n +npBE + sp _ ( 2 /s
2y 2y ~ (p T -L Dp/3y (8)

ay2 ax ay 3y ax ax ay

These basic equations are solved by using a finite difference scheme described in
detail in references [7, 12]. Due to equatior. (3) a constant flow property distribution
at impeller discharge has been postulated, an assumption certainly doubtful for a station
before jet/wake mixing out [4]. Along the suction and pressure side of the blades the
stream function has been taken constant. For simplicity the flow boundaries in the vane-
less diffuser part have been assumed as logarithmic spirals (constant swirl).

Fig.8 illustrates a typical result of the approach described. Isobarics are plotted
for the impeller exit/diffuser entry region. A strong pressure gradient connected with an
Pbrupt raise of the isobarics is observed upstream of the diffuser throat, whereas a
nearly one-dimensional flow occurs downstream of the throat. This predicted flow pattern
agrees qualitatively with measurements [1, 15, 16, 17] and indicates a significant pres-
sure rise in the prediffuser region, which has to be overcome by the hub and shroud side-
wall boundary layers, resulting in a considerable throat blockage, which - according to
Runstadler's diffuser data - is a dominating variable governing channel diffuser re-
covery (Fig.2).

Throat blockage prediction is mostly based on an empirical approach which necessi-
tates knowledge about the pressure rise from impeller discharge to diffuser throat. Fig.9
shows such a correlation suggested by Dean [1]. Utilization of these data requires a--o
field prediction in the impeller discharge/diffuser entry region unless compiled empi-
rical data, derived from previous experiments, are available.

TEST RIG AND INSTRUMENTATION

A detailed description of the DFVLR centrifugal compressor test rig is given in
references [4, 19]. The rig has been equiped with a radial discharge impeller of 400 mm
outer diameter and the flat straight channel diffuser of Fig.7.

The first experimental investigations have been mainly concerned with diffuser flow
analysis in the impeller exit/diffuser entrance region. Consequently most measurement
systems have been located in this area. Fig.10 shows the corresponding measurement system
arrangement from impeller discharge to diffuser exit. In reality - due to space limi-
tations - the static pressure taps as well as the combined time averaging total pressure/
flow angle probes had to be distributed circumferentially assuming periodic flow in this
region. However, the distribution has been carried out in such a way that the pressure
taps and probes kept their relative position to the diffuser blades as indicated in
Fig.10. 6 combined total pressure/flow angle probes, spacing one diffuser pitch, have



been employed at a radius ratio r/r2 = 1.075. Measurements have been performed at 9 equi-
distant axial positions. A similar arrangement has been employed at a radius ratio
r/r2 = 1.975 situated near diffuser exit/collector entrance. Total temperature measure-
ments have been performed at the compressor inlet and exit plenum. Mass flow has been
measured by means of a venturi nozzle situated within the inlet pipe, Fig.11 and 12 show
the test rig equiped with the described measurement systems.- The compressor is driven by
a Ward-Leonard regulation of 1 500 KW maximum power input.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig.13 displays the measured compressor performance map up to 18 000 rpm. Maximum
achieved total to static isentropic efficiency at measurement plane 4 (r/r2 = 1.975) is
83 %. Flow range at 18 000 rpm is about 17 %. Nearly constant maximum overall compressor
efficiency occurs up to 16 000 rpm, whereas at 18 000 rpm a remarkable efficiency-drop
is to be observed, which seems to be due to Mach number influences. Fig.14 reveals the
mean Mach number level at inducer tip, diffuser entrance (r/r2 = 1.075) and exit
(r/r2 = 1.975). The approach Mach numbers for the impeller and diffuser are approximately
equal and vary - dependent on rotational speed - between 0,6 < M < 0.9, whereas the Mach
number distribution at diffuser exit is mostly independent of compressor speed and varies
between 0.15 < Mc4 < 0.3. The Mach number levels at inducer tip and diffuser entrance for

18 000 rpm indicate that Mach number effects caused the mentioned efficiency drop at
this rotational speed. Fig.15 illustrates the measured overall diffuser recovery cPD 34.

Maximum recovery is obtained for all speed lines near rotating stall, whereas diffuser
recovery drops rapidly for constant impeller speed and increasing mass flow, resulting in
a considerable overall stage pressure-drop indicated in Fig.13. Maximum achieved re-
covery is largely independent of entrance Mach number corresponding with Rundstadler's
flat diffuser performance measurements. Therefore the observed stage efficiency-drop at
18 000 rpm is obviously caused by the impeller and not by the diffuser.

Diffuser inlet conditions for n = 14 000 rpm and ii = 5.3 kg/s are displayed in Fig.16
- Fig.19. Fig.16 shows the measured total pressure distribution 5 mm ahead of a diffuser
channel. The total pressure is smooth circumferentially and raises gradually from shroud
to hub. The corresponding absolute flow angle and radial velocity distribution are
illustrated in Fig.17 and 18, which reveal a much more disturbed pattern in both the
circumferential and axial direction. A mass flow concentration is to be observed in thL
hub region, indicating that jet/wake mixing out has not yet finished up to this measure-
ment area. The circumferential flow angle distribution is obviously a result of the
diffuser blades which react upstream causing impeller/diffuser interaction. For 5 axial
cross sections Fig.19 shows the absolute velocity direction in reference to the diffuser
blades near diffuser leading edge. In the shroud region the flow is directed towards the
pressure side and near the hub towards the suction side of the diffuser blades, resulting
in a considerable incidence distribution across the relatively small diffuser height.
Despite these non-uniform inlet conditions the diffuser reveals a good overall recovery
(see Fig.15), which seems to be due to enhanced high-intensity mixing at diffuser inlet,
which is known to increase diffuser recovery considerably [20].

A comparison between the measured and calculated static pressure development along
the diffuser blades and along the diffuser passage mean centerline is presented in Fig.20.
The calculation has been performed assuming a constant polytropic efficiency and constant
mean boundary conditions at impeller discharge (r/r2 = 1), which have been derived from
measurements. Good coincidence is obtained in the passage diffuser region (r/r2 > 1.15),
whereas - due to the theoretically assumed two-dimensional, steady, inviscid blade-to-
blade flow - expected deviations between measurement and calculation occur in the vaneless
and prediffuser region (r/r2 < 1.15).

Fig.21 is a photography of the shroud wall after compressor dismantling. Pro-
nounced separated flow patterns - caused by air pollution - are to be observed at the
blade suction sides in the vaned diffuser exit area and behind the blade trailing edges.

CONCLUSIONS

The investigations described in this paper revealed a highly distorted flow pattern
at the vaned diffuser entrance. A comparison with calculated data proves that the simpli-
fied steady, inviscid blade-to-blade calculation is not capable to predict the flow field
in the diffuser entrance region sufficiently. More detailed experimental investigations -
especially concerning the unsteady flow character at the diffuser entrance - are ne-
cessary to improve todays calculation methods continuously with respect to reliable flow
field predictions in this'area.
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Fig.7 Final design of the flat straight channel diffuser

Fig.8 Calculated isobarics for the impeller discharge/

diffuser entry region,
bred = 6,73 kg/s, nred = 17 600 min
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Fig.12 Test rig and distribution of static pressure taps in
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DISCUSSION

P.M.Came, NGTE, UK
In tihe calculation by Wu's SI method, how was the value of polytropic efficiency chosen? Also, please could tile
author explain how the boundary layer blockage value was selected.

Author's Reply
Both values were taken from measurements of tile corresponding parameters.

T.Yoshinaka, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, Ca
According to the calculation results shown in Figure 8 an aerodynamic loading appears (at the upstream end of the
vaneless diffuser) which causes a static pressure discontinuity in the circumferential direction inside the vaneless
space. Would the author please explain this phenomenon.

Author's Reply
According to the assumed boundary condition in the vaneless space a streamline curvature occurs at the impeller
discharge. Due to this curvature a static pressure gradient in the circumferential direction has to be taken into
account by this calculation method.

Y.Ribaud,ONERA, Fr
I cannot see the difference between your theoretical calculation and Katsanis' method which also takes account of
blockage and polytropic efficiency.

Author's Reply
The author is not familiar enough with Katasanis' calculation method to answer your question in detail. However,
the presented results have been obtained by using our own calculation method developed at DFVLR. This method
is not based on a computer program published by Katsanis.

D.Eckardt, MTU, Munich, Ge
Looking at Figure 10, it is obvious that at least three out of seven probes at diffuser discharge are within the diffuser
blade wake region. Would the author please comment on firstly, the applied averaging procedure in this plane;
secondly, the relevance of wake probe readings with respect to the overall compressor exit state.

Author's Reply
The averaging procedure at the diffuser exit was actually the same as in the measurement area near diffuser leading

- ,edge. The mean total pressure is an integral mean value of the measured total pressure distribution, the mean static
pressure is an arithmetical mean value across the diffuser pitch. The indicated total pressure in the separated flow
area betind the diffuser leading edge coincides with the corresponding static pressure.
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FLOW IN CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR IMPELLERS

A THEORETICAL & EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

by

A. GOULAS*
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Bedford

The flow field in various centrifugal compressor impellers is studied both theoretically and experimen-
tally, the aim being:

(i) To improve the understanding of the flow phenomena involved, and

(ii) To develop numerical methods capable of predicting the complex viscous
and turbulent flow field.

The circumferential and radial components of velocity and the rms of the corresponding fluctuations in
the impeller of a centrifugal compressor have been obtained using a Laser Doppler anemometer. The results
indicate a two unequal vortex arrangement with opposite direction of rotation and with the smaller vortex
immediately behind the suction side of each blade. The radial velocity profiles indicate a weak wake at
the centre of the passage near the shroud as for curvature dominated flows.

The study of the published experimental data points to the vorticity being a dominant feature of the flow
inside the impeller.

Numerical integration of the vorticity equations shows that the production of streamwise vorticity is
affected by:

(i) the diffusion achieved in the inducer, and

(ii) the length of the radial part of the impeller, both major design parameters.

The prediction method is a finite difference scheme based on the matrix through flow analysis as has been
modified to incorpor ate the effect of viscosity and turbulence on the flow field.

The results obtained for a low speed compressor are compared with data given by Mizuki. Furthermore,
results for a high speed compressor impeller are presented and quantitative agreement with experimental
data is shown. Finally the problems of turbulence modelling in centrifugal compressor is discussed in the
light of the experimental data obtained and the turbulence models available.

Nomenclature

B Integration factor

C1 , C2, C Constants in turbulence model

D Dissipation force per unit mass

F Body force

G Generation term defined by Equation

ho  Stagnation enthalpy

h Enthalpy

I Rothalpy (I = ho - Wr Vu)

N Normal to the stream line

n Normal to the stream surface

r Radius

S Streamwise direction

s Entropy

T Temperature

V Absolute velocity

W Relative velocity

* Seconded to BHRA Fluid Engineering, Cranfield, Bedford



x. Cartesian space coordinates (S, N, n)

z Axial direction

Greek

E Rate of dissipation of turbulence

K Kinetic energy of turbulence

A, 1 Angles of stream surface

Pt Turbulence viscosity

p Density

T Stress Tensor

8 Angle

pStream function

W, Angular velocity

Subscripts

b Basic

e Inlet

h Hub

p Perturbation

r Radial direction

s Shroud

u Circumferential direction

z Axial direction

1. Introduction

The calculation of the flow in impellers plays an important role in the theoretical research and
design of centrifugal compressors. As the three-dimensional turbulent flow within the impeller is
too complicated to allow a full numerical solution, several methods are developed assuming steady and
inviscid flow. The calculations usually involve a combination of the flow field obtained by solving
the governing equations for different stream surfaces. Such solutions are described by Stanitz (1),
Katsanis (2), and recently by Krimmerman et al (3). Comparisons of the above solution with the expe-
rimental results of Eckardt (4) , Adler et al (5) and Johnson et al (6) reveal significant differences
in the velocity profiles which can be due to the effects of viscosity and turbulence on the main flow.
Better predictions, therefore, of the flow inside centrifugal compressor impellers can only be
obtained when viscosity and turbulence are taken into account.

Furthermore, examination of the experimental results of Eckardt (4) and Adler et al (5) , obtained
using laser anemometry and Johnson et al (6) using pressure probes, shows significant differences
between each other although the phenomena involved are basically the same. Thus the need for further
experimental information which will allow a better understanding of the flow inside centrifugal
compressor impellers. In addition, in the above reports, there is no information of the turbulence
characteristics and since they are often responsible for the mean flow characteristics and aid to the
understanding of the phenomena involved, their determination is very desirable.

An experimental investigation was carried out in order to improve the understanding of the flow
phenomena inside centrifugal compressor impeller passage. It made use of laser-Doppler anemometry,
which allowed the measurement of the centrifugal and radial components of velocity and the correspon-
ding normal stresses, and an Air Research compressor which was rotated at 11,800 rpm. The flow
configuration and instrumentation are described briefly in the next section detail ard can be found in
reference 7 and is followed by the presentation and discussion of the experimental results.

An outline of the theoretical method follows and the results of calculations of the flow field are
presented and discussed. Finally the problemsof turbulence modelling are discussed in the light of
the experimental data obtained and the turbulence models available.

2. Flow Configuration and Instrumentation

The centrifugal compressor is part of an Air Research TO4B turbocharger. The impeller had 16 blades
with tip and eye radii of 0.035m and 0.022m and had a nominal design speed of 80,000 rpm. For the
present work, it was driven at 11,800 rpm by the turbine of the turbo-charger unit which was supplied
with compressed air. A 90 degree segment of the shroud was removed and replaced by a plexiglass
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insert which allowed optical access over the 90 degree sector and from a radius of 0.028m to 0.035m.
The surfaces of the plexiglass insert were polished.

The rotational speed of the impeller and the location within a blade passage was determined by the
optical tachometer of ref. (8).

The laser doppler anemometer comprised an optical transmission arrangement and a data acquisition and
signal processing unit.

The optical transmission arrangement contained an Argon laser, a water filled Bragg cell, focussing
lens, a back scatter light collecting arrangement and a photomultiplier.

The signal from the photomultiplier was input to a frequency analyser which was controlled by a micro-
processor. The microprocessor arranged for the signal to be swept with a 300 kHz bandwidth filter and
Doppler bursts were observed above a preset amplitude of 5mV and their frequency recorded on magnetic
tape. The sweep rate corresponded to steps of 1 MOz and a velocity of 1.478 m/s. An analogue signal
was provided by the spectrum analyser and had a voltage level, proportional to the Doppler frequency,
which changed with each recognised Doppler burst of new frequency. A typical signal is indicated
diagramatically on figure 1 which also presents the basis for its analysis.

As indicated on figure 1, the signal was differentiated, amplified, rectified and Smidth triggered
to produce TTL-compatible pulse which represent the time at which the particle crossed the measuring
volume. The output from the tachometer provided a pulse for each blade and splitter, as indicated on
figure 2, and a counter reduced these pulses to one per revolution. The resulting pulse triggered a
pulse generator which produced a sequence of equispaced pulses which, with analogue to digital con-
version resulted in a ramp. The time between pulses indicated the circumferential position and could
be preset to provide a desired spatial resolution and the duration of the enable gate which allowed
the measured frequency to be recorded on a magnetic tape.

The present results were obtained with 64 pulses within a blade passage of 22 degrees and correspond
to a circumferential spatial resolution of 0.3 degrees. When a particle crossed the measuring volume
and the enable gate is high, a pair of pulses instructed the system to store the value of the Doppler
frequency and the instantaneous position in a buffer. On completion of 1024 pulses, the stored infor-
mation was written on the magnetic tape which was analysed subsequently on a CDC6400 computer. Each
value of velocity and normal stress was determined from between 60 and 200 individual frequency values.

The error associated with the measurements was analysed and the results of this analysis are as
follows :

The radial and axial positions of measurement were known to better than t O.0001m and introduce no
significant error as does the evaluation of circumferential position. Similarly, gradient broadening
was calculated and found to be insignificant as was the effect of the bandwidth of the spectrum
analyser filter. The sweep rate of the analyser precluded the interpretation of an individual velocity
within ± 0.739 m/s and was probably the largest single source of uncertainty. Bias errors may have
been introduced by the method of averaging but, in view of the low turbulence intensities, would have
an insignificant influence on the results. In general, it can be expected that the measured mean and
rms values were within t 2.5% and = 10%, respectively of the maximum measured values.

3. Results and Discussion of the Experimental Study

The measured distributions of mean and rms radial and circumferential velocities are presented in
figures 3 and 4 respectively. One of the features of these profiles is that they are different for
the two channels formed between blade-splitter and splitter-blade surfaces. This is a particular
characteristic of the impeller under consideration and has been observed by Goulas (9) at the exit
of the same impeller using hot-wire anemometry. The difference is probably due to the geometry of the
leading edge of the splitter which is usually matched with the blade leading edge to produce similar
profiles when the compressor operates at the design point. For operation at an off-design point, as
here, differences tend to be magnified.

The radial velocity profiles for the two channels share common features. They indicate an area near

the pressure side with 3V /ae < 0 , a low velocity area near the centre of the channel, and finally an
area of high velocity wit Vr/30 > 0 near the suction side of the blades.

The circumferential velocity profiles indicate the presence of two vortices, a large one covering most
of the channel and a smaller one behind the blade at the suction side. This system of vortices
produces positive velocities in the region near the shroud (positive being flow towards the suction
side) for the large vortex and negative velocities for the small one as is the case here.

The core of the small vortex is established near the suction-side-shroud corner of the passage where
it is fed with air by the tip leakage flow. The radial velocity profiles do not show a wake in the
suction side-shroud corner where an isentropic flow is established since the gradient of the radial
velocity WVr/a8 , is almost equal to 2w. Thus the present measurements indicate a weak wake near the
centre of the channel. The measurements of Adler et al (5) show similar radial velocity profiles at
the centre of the closed channel, which correspond to the shroud area for the unshrouded impeller.
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The rms values of the radial component of velocity, figure 5 , has maxima at the suction side of the

splitter and at some distance away from the suction side of the blade. These maxima suggest that
small scale vortices are shed into the flow from the region of separation formed near the leading
edge. This region of separation is largely the result of the negative angle of incidence (-150)
associated with the present impeller and its rotational speed. As the length of the blade is greater
than the length of the splitter, the vortices formed at the blade leading edge have time to be con-
vected into the main flow. As a result, the two maxima lie in different circumferential positions,
relative to the suction sides of the blade and splitter. The rms value of the circumferential
component of velocity, figure 6' , near the pressure side of the blade or the splitter is of the same
order of magnitude as the radial one, suggesting near-isotropic turbulence in this region. Near the
suction side of the blades, the rms value of the circumferential component is almost half its radial
counterpart and suggests suppression of turbulence in this direction due to the stabilizing effect of
the coriolis force, see Johnston et al (10) in their investigation of flow in rotating diffusers.

4. Theoretical Investigation

The three-dimensional flow field in a centrifugal compressor impeller can be predicted by solving the
following equations:

1. continuity (I)

2. motion (3)

3. energy (1)

4. state (1)

These six equations are sufficient to determine the mean components of velocity and the mean fluid
properties, provided enough information is given about the turbulence correlations in the form of a
turbulence model. A straight numerical solution of the above system of partial differential equations
though, requires a prohibitive amount of computer storage and time, instigating thus the need for a
method to reduce at least the necessary computer core.

The method used here is based on Wu's (11) general theory as was improved by Bosman et al (12) and
Goulas (13) and consisted of a combination of hub-to-shroud and blade-to-blade solutions of the
viscous and turbulent flow field. Details of the method can be found in reference 14. Here only the
basic points will be presented.

4.1 The 3-D Prediction Method

The solution procedure starts by obtaining a solution of the flow field on a hub-to-shroud stream
surface having geometry similar to the blade camber surface.

The resulting streamline s can then be used to generate several axisymetric blade-to-blade stream
surfaces. The solution of the flow field on each individual stream surface will provide the geo-
metry and integration factor distribution on "basic" hub-to-shroud stream-surfaces. The solution
will proceed into solving the flow field on each one of the hub-to-shroud stream-surfaces star-
ting from the surface nearest to the pressure side and "marching" towards the suction side of the
passage. During solution the geometry of each stream surface is allowed to deviate from the
geometry of the basic stream-surface in order to satisfy the relation,

W.n = 0 (1)

4.2 Flow on a Stream-Surface

Expressed in a curvilinear orthogonal system of coordinates with axes S along and N across a
streamline on the stream-surface and a third axis n normal to the surface, the equations gover-
ning the flow on a stream-surface are:

i) Continuity

(ii) Equation of motion for the N-direction:

N . Wx(VxV) N . (VI - TVs) (2)

(iii) Equation of motion for the S-direction:
D s =

T - .D (3)
fit

(iv) Equation of motion in the n-direction.

(v) The energy equation for steady flow:

DI- = 0 (4)

(vi) and the equation of state.
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For the flow on stream-surfaces Wu introduced special derivatives in order to reduce the number

of independent variables from three to two. Thus when r-O are the two variables the special

derivatives are defined as:

_n _

axi  ax, n. a

For the z-e variables the special derivatives are:

a ni
axi  ax1  nr ar

Finally for the r-z variables the special derivatives are:

n ni

axi  ax rnu ae

A stream function V can then be defined for each individual pair of coordinates such as to
satisfy the continuity equation. At the same time an integration factor B must be introduced
which is equal to the thickness of the stream surface. The N equation of motion then can be
modified to produce a Poisson type equation from which T can be calculated.

The definition of T for each pair of coordinates together with the resulting equation for y are
given below:

For the r- e variables:

- -BpW
3r u

(5)
1 ._ = BpW
ra r

+ WIp W (BP) - W (Bp) + (Bp) 2  
dI +

Dr
2  r2  r r 30 U ar d

(6)

+TBp [S (Wu  Wtanp) s1 (W tan +
WaX - W ZI (WEU W

+ tan tan J pB + r+ 2w Bp

For the z-0 variables:

z= -BWu (7)

I .i Dp1z
r36 =

r e
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rz z +rW (Bp) - W (Bp) + (PB)
2 

!'-

r
2 

2 0 2 z r 36u az i

TBP [1- .. (8)
W 6 (W - WrtanX) -as (Wu  Wtani +

r13r ~ Wr 1 (wU
+ Bp r tanX - - tanji -Bp r+ 2wj tanX

For the r-z variables:

il = pBrV
Br z

(9)

= -pBrV
;Z r

+ - r (pBr) -V (pBr) + (pBr) - -

9r
2  3z

2  rz

(10)

- pBrT (V - W tanp) - aS - W O +

w2 - 3 (Vr - Wutan

+ pB anp jj (rVu) - tanU -z (rVu

The angles X and u define the local geometry of the stream-surface. For example in the case of
the r-z coordinates X and P are given as:

tan A .nr tan P = (1

n n
u u

During the third stage of the calculation, calculation of the flow field on various hub-to-
-shroud stream-surfaces, the circumferential component of the relative velocity is split into
two parts. One part W is dictated by the geometry of the "basic" stream-surface; the other
one is a perturbation circumferential velocity W UP, so:

S = W u - W (12)

This perturbation is considered to be the result of the stresses which arise due to circumferen-
tial gradients of velocity. If the flow is isentropic, the viscosity is zero and, thus, W will

be zero. Therefore: Up
W]= w (13)

] isentropic Ub

and the flow will follow the stream-surface.
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For non-isentropic cases, the geometry of the stream surface will change in order to take

account of the different circumferential component of velocity. Therefore, the integration
factor B, has to be changed accordingly.

An equation for the "perturbation" of the circumferential component of velocity can be obtained
from the e-equation of motion. The final expression is:

D (jj)= r(D u  - D ) - W t
(rWu) P-D D WU = Qu (4
Dt u s ub Pr u (14)p s p

where:

aF (a3VO I~ _ p wu all

P(D) r t 
+t+ ( k - -t

ui r DO 3r r -2 taoD

(15)

+u t-- t 3z Dre 6 taz r
2  ae

where i stands for either s or b.

The term (Du)b is obtained from the previous step, the solution of the flow field on the blade-
to-blade stream surfaces.

The change in the geometry of the stream surface requires changes in the integration factor B.

An equation for B again can be derived as:

-D (B - Br ) Wz - E16T -B) = - ( I (tan A) + (tan A) (16)

The above two expressions for Wu and B were derived assuming that the deviation of the geometry
of the stream surface from the "Easic" one is small and circumferential gradients of W are
negligible.

The solution of the flow field on any stream surface is obtained by solving equation (6) , (7)
or (10) according to the system of coordinates appropriate to the geometry of the stream surface
simultaneously with the streamwise equation of motion, eq. (3).

The dissipation force which appears in (3) is shown by Goulas and Baker (.3) to be,

I (V . T) (17)
P

For turbulent flows a turbulence model has to be used to obtain the stress tensor. Throughout
the present work, the K-C turbulence model, as described by Launder and Spalding (15). is used.
The stresses in this model are given by the equation:

*-j = Uj l.It ax px6ij K (18)

The scaler turbulent viscosity, u is given as:

ut = c u 2/ (19)
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The kinetic energy K and the rate of dissipation c of turbulence are obtained by solving the
following system of differential equations:

OK 1 t DK (20)

Dc I a ut aK3 + G - c (21)

U1 3
X L~ ati K 2 K

The generation term G is given by the following relation:

ut [awi awK awl2)

G - 3 1 _3Kl aW (22)
P ~aK a x

The constants involved are given as:

Cp = 0.09 , c =1.44 , 2 =1.92

UK  . , 1.3

4.3 The Voricity Equations

The production of vorticity has been recognized as an important factor in the development of the
flow field within the impeller passage (see ref. 6 and 16).

Relative vorticity defined as

* = VxW

is produced by the interaction between velocity gradients in the axial direction and/or density
gradients with 0 and by the interaction of normal components of vorticity with curvature.

The transport equations for the streamwise and normal components of vorticity on stream surfaces
are given as (see ref. 16) :

a = pWL + 2S + -(VW) (23)

for the streamwise component, and

a3 W + 2 f 5W (24)aan + "'N a
YS- (CNW) =  

anH as { nN %a

for the normal to the streamline component of vorticity. Equations (23) and (24) can be integrated
along streamlines on stream surfaces to obtain the secondary vorticity components.

4.4 Numerical Solution

The numerical solution of the flow on a stream surface involves the simultaneous solution of eq.
(1) , (3) , (21) , (22) and during the final stage of the calculation eq. (14) and (16), together with
one of the eq. (6), (8) or (10) according to the system of coordinates used.

The finite difference scheme used is derived from Taylor's ser-s expansion. The lattice for each
point extends over four grid lines in both directions. This ensures accuracy of the finite difference
of the

ax4
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In the last stage 'marching stage' and for the circumferential gradients, a backward finite

difference scheme is u-.d.

The solution procedure to obtain the flow field on a stream surface is an iterative one. Each

iteration starts with an initial distribution of the stream function i, on the stream surface.

Differentiation of the t, will give two components of velocity with the third calculated through

eq. (1). The next step is to solve eq. (10) and (23) for the kinetic energy and the rate of

dissipation of turbulence. With the turbulence viscosity itthen known the stresses can be obtained

through eq. (18) and finally the dissipation force from eq. (17).

Eq. (3) , (14) , and (16) can then be integrated along streamlines to obtain the distribution of

entropy s, perturbation velocity Wu and integration factor B. The integration is possible because
the distribution of the stream function is assumed to be known. With velocity, rothalpy and

entropy known, the density can be obtained from the equation of state.

Finally, with velocity, entropy and density known, the right hand side of eq. (6) or (8) or (10)
can be calculated, a banded matrix can be set up, so the system of linear equations can be solved.

The resulting distribution of i has to be compared with the initial one and the whole procedure
repeated until a convergence criterion defined as

*new - Oold < 0.001

' old

is satisfied at each point of the stream surface.

The boundary conditions necessary are as follows

The distribution of the stream function at the inlet is calculated from the given initial dis-
tribution of velocity at the inlet, by integrating eq. (5a) for the blade-to-blade stream surface
or eq. (9a) for the hub-to-shroud one;

The stream function is constant along solid walls;

The exit conditions are : for a hub-to-shroud stream surface 0 = where x is the grid lineax
direction parallel to the solid walls; for the blade-to-blade stream surface the Kutta condition
was used;

Solid walls are streamlines thus ' is constant along walls.

The boundary conditions for the stresses at the walls and the values of the kinetic energy and the
rate of dissipation of turbulence at the nearest internal point of the flow field are obtained
using the logarithmic law of the wall. Details about the relations involved can be found in
Launder and Spalding (15).

The lolarithmic law of the wall is als.) used to calculate the tangential velocity gradients near
the pressure and suction sides of the channel.

For the vorticity calculations the initial boundary conditions are

C= 2w

i.e. the absolute vorticity is zero.

5. Results of the Theoretical Study

Two types of centrifugal compressor impellers were studied using the above described method.

The first is a typical high speed centrifugal compressor used for turbocharger applications. Fig. 7
gives the meridional cross section and the camber line of the blade. The calculations were carried
out for a tip speed of 228 m/s, rotational speed 60000 RPM, and for the corresponding mass flow of
0.14 kg/s. More details of the results can be found in ref. (16) and (17).

Fig. 8 gives the pattern of streamlines for isentropic flow and the prediction obtained using the
,C- turbulence model. The growth of the boundary layers can be seen as a displacement of the stream-
lines away from the walls for the K-. turbulence model.

Fig. 9 shows the meridional velocity at the grid points nearest to the shroud along the shroud for
the same impeller, but with or without shroud. There are differences at the inducer and the radial
part. In the curved region connecting those two parts, there are no changes since the curvature
effects, which are the same for both shrouded and unshrouded impeller, dominate the flow in this region.
The relatively small effect of the presence of the shroud on the flow, indicated by Fig. 9, is in
agreement with the experimental results obtained by Howard and Kittmer (19). They obtained velocity
profiles within a radial impeller with backward curved blades. They found that the primary velocity
profiles were basically unaltered despite the considerable change in the secondary flow patterns thought A
to result from the tip leakage. Such effects, however, have been ignored in the present calculations.



In Fig. la the streamwise component of vorticity along the nub and in Fig. 10b along the shroud for a
mid-passage hub-to-shroud stream surface is presented.

Along the hub, S is the same for both cases of shrouded and unshrouded impellers; negative and in-
creasing in strength.

Along the shroud, the streamwise component is different. For the shrouded impeller, the streamwise
vorticity is increasing in strength. For the unshrouded impeller, the vorticity is reduced in strength

along the shroud. This is due to different circumferential velocity gradients in the two cases as
the primary flow on the stream surface remains almost unchanged.

Fig. 11 gives the normal component of vorticity along the hub and hroud. There is no difference
between shrouded and unshrouded impeller as is not affected by velocity gradients. In real terms,
there will be differences introduced by the b~normal component of vorticity n and the radius of
torsion T which are different for shrouded and unshrouded impellers.

In the case of the unshrouded impeller the initial rise in strean.4ise vorticity is followed by a reduction
in strength and as a result the vorticity may even change sign. In this case the secondary flow is ex-

pected to change drastically. The factors affecting this change are the length of the radial part and
the maximum value of streamwise vorticity produced within the inducer, which in turn depends on the
diffusion within the inducer.

As for the length of the radial part, experience has shown that there is an optimum ratio of eye to tip
diameter either side of which efficiency for the same otherwise design drops.

As for the importance of the diffusion within the inducer, Dean (18) suggests that most of the diffusion
within an impeller is obtained in the inducer.

The flow field within the low speed centrifugal compressor impeller used by Mizuki et al. (21) ,(20) is
predicted also using the method described in Section 4.

The calculations were carried out for the C-type impeller with a tip diameter of 270 mm, rotational
speed 6000 RPM and for a flow coefficient = 0.50.

Fig. 12 shows the measurements by Mizuki and fig. 13 shows the predicted velocity profiles. Although
direct comparison is impossible because of the scales of fig. 12, the relative trends are correct.

Fig. 14 shows the velocity distribution near the hub at the inlet to the radial part of the impeller.
The comparison with the experimental data is satisfactory.

Fig. 15 shows the pressure distribution along the pressure and suction sides at mid-height and for
the nearest calculation point. There is some disagreement with the experimental results at the suction
side in region of the inlet of the radial part. This may be attributed to the fact that due to
curvature, pressure gradients may exist which will make direct comparison of the results difficult.

6. Conclusions

The experimental results obtained using laser anemometry do not show a large wake area as it was
experienced by Eckardt and Johnson and are in agreement with the results obtained by Adler. The present
and Adler's measurements were taken in impellers without an inlet pipe. Eckardt and Johnson's measure-
ments, on the other hand, had a long inlet pipe. This may indicate that inlet boundary layers are
responsible, to a certain degree, for the secondary flows experienced in centrifugar compressor im-
pellers. Theoretical studies show that vorticity plays an important role in the development of the
flow field in a centrifugal compressor impeller.

The experimental results of the RMS show also a suppression of turbulence near the suction side, similar
to that experienced by Johnston et al. (10). This effect cannot be predicted by the usual turbulence
models, i.e. K-E model, without introducing empirical corrections.

The prediction method discussed was used to calculate the flow field in two impellers : a high speed
impeller and a low speed one. The results show satisfactory agreement with the experimental data
available.
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DISCUSSION

H.Weyer, DFVLR, Cologne, Ge
Could the author please comment on what kind of seeding was used in the experiments. Does the author realize
that particles should not exceed 0.3 microns in order to avoid errors due to particles following the flow badly?

Author's Reply
It is well known that particle size control is necessary to avoid errors in laser doppler signal interpretation. It is also
known that the largest size of particles which can be tolerated is a function of the maximum velocity encountered

within the flow field.

In this application silicon oil was used for seeding with a mean droplet diameter of 2 pm. This was considered
acceptable as the maximum velocity encountered was only 50 m/s.
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RESUME

On pr~sente des r~sultats exp~rimentaux obtenus A la sortie des rouets et dans des
diffuseurs lisses de deux compresseurs centrifuges avec et sans couvarcle .

Deux m~thodes de mesure sont ainsi compar~es, l'une conventionnelle qui utilise
des sondes de pression directionnelles, lautre qui fait intervenir l'utilisation d'un
syst~me Laser.

A partir des r~sultats obtenus, une tentative d'analyse des 6coulements secondaires
est faite en prenant pour base les r~sultats d'un calcul m~ridien quasi-tridimensionnel.
L' approche "dcoulement secondaire" exploite les rdsultats ddja acquis pour le cas des
machines axiales avec une prise en compte plus compllte des termes suppl~mentaires qui
interviennent dans la formulation.

ABSTRACT

EXPERIMENTAL FLOW ANALYSIS IN A STAGE OF CENTRIFUGAL MACHINERY

Experimental results obtained at the exit of the impellers and in the vaneless dif-
fusers of two centrifugal compressors, with and without a cover plate, are presented.

Two measurement methods are compared : one is conventional and uses directional
pressure probes ; the other rests on the use of a Laser system.

Based on the results obtained, an attempt is made at analyzing secondary flows,
using the results of a quasi-three dimensional meridional calculation. The "secondary
flow" approach uses the results already acquired for axial machines, taking fuller ac-
count of the additional terms appearing in the formulation.

I INTRODUCTION

Les deux derni~res d~cennies ont vu un progr~s considerable dans le domaine des
compresseurs centrifuges, longtemps abandonn~s au profit des compresseurs axiaux.

Afin d'amdliorer les performances de ce type de machines, une clarification des
idles a 6t6 rendue n~cessaire devant l'impossibilit6 d'appliquer directement les modules
issus des exp~riences acquises dans le domaine des machines axiales. Le d~veloppement
des moyens de mesure stationnaires, instationnaires et embarquds a contribu6 en grande
partie A cette clarification (i a 103*

De nombreux rdsultats d'essais ont ainsi permis une meilleure connaissance de l'6-
coulement et une meilleure compr6hension des ph6nom~nes. Cependant, ces essais s'appli-
quent en grande majoritd soit A des compresseurs d'6cole basse vitesse, soit A des pro-
totypes de haut de gamme. Par contre, le domaine des compresseurs centrifuges de type
"process" dans lequel peut 8tre class6 le compresseur utilis6 pour cette 6tude est rela-
tivement inexplor6. Ce type de machines utilis6 pour des applications terrestres se
trouve, par sa gamme de fonctionnement, A mi-chemin des diff6rentes machines prdcitdes.

Les analyses exp~rimentales qui ont 6t6 mendes visent deux objectifs. Le premier
consiste A am6liorer la prediction du champ de caract6ristiques de ce type de machines.
Le second objectif qui se situe A plus long terme, est d'aborder les problfmes qui res-
tent sans rdponse en ce qui concerne le d~veloppement des 6coulements visqueux, et les
m~canismes de production des pertes dans les rouets de telles machines.

Pour mener ces 6tudes, la Soci~t6 Creusot-Loire a developp6 et construit un 6tage
de compresseur centrifuge correspondant A sa gamme de fabrication. Ce compresseur a 4t6
muni des 6quipements sn'cifiques n~cessaires A une investigation d6taill6e de l'6coule-
ment. Deux versions de la roue mobile ont 6t6 r6alisdes, l'une 6tant munie d'un couver-
cle et l'autre version n'en poss~dant pas.

Les mesures ont dt6 effectu~es sur le banc d'essais install6 au laboratoire de
M~canique des Fluides de l'Ecole Centrale de Lyon.

* Les chiffres entre crochetscorrespondent aux r~f~rences.

III -I I I i. . . . , " ' " . .. .
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II OBJECTIFS DE L'ETTJDE

Pour r6pondre A l'objectif concernant la prediction du champ de caract~ristiques
nous nous sommes inspir~s des travaux qui traitent le probl~me sous un aspect monodimen-
sionnel. Ces travaux peuvent 6tre d~compos~s en deux categories :ceux gui traitent du
niveau d'6nergie transf~r6 de la roue au fluide, et ceux qui s'irteressent A la mani~re
dont s'effectue ce transfert c'est-A-dire A la qualit6 do lSncrgie abs'orb~e par le flui-
de. Pour ce qui est du premier point ii necessite la mod6lisation du coefficient de glis-
sementpour lequel on peut citer les travaux de WIESNER (11], LIVSHITS (12], BALJE f 131.
Quant au second, ii prend en compte les divers mod~les de portes parmi lesquels on peut
mentionner ceux de COPPAGE (14], JANSEN [15), et VAVRA f161.

tUne comparaison de ces diff~rents critcres disponibles a 6t6 effectu~e, et un choix
a 6t op~r6. tin effort particulier a port6 sur l'analyse des caract6ristiques en dehors
du point nominal. Enf in, une 6valuation des caract~ristiques de l'6tage sera 6galement
pr~sent~e en utilisant une analyse globale de 1'6coulement dans le diffuseur lisse.

L'id~e contenue dans l'objectif A long terme est de r~aliser des progr~s tangibles
dans la conception des compresseurs centrifuges. Pour celA nous avons pens6 qu'il 6tait
interessant d'explorer la possibilit6 of ferte par les mod~les de calcul et les exp~rien-
ces effectudes dans le domaine des compresseurs axiaux. La formulation th~orique qui a
6t d6velop~e jusqu'A maintenant A VE.C.L. [17 .183 a notamment fait ressortir certains
aspects originaux de l'6coulement visqueux dans une machine axiale, et a abouti A une
rn~thode de calcul int~gro-diff6rentielle des 6coulements secondaires A l'int~rieur d'une
grille d'aubes. Quelques r6sultats illustrant les performances de cette m~thode seront
pr~sent6s ici. Bien que nous soyons conscients de certaines limitations quant a la mod6-
lisation utilis~e, nous avons d~cid6 de nous en inspirer pour d~velopper une m~thode
sp~cifiquement adapt6e A une machine centrifuge.

La d~marche ainsi suivie nous a conduit a mettre en oeuvre un calcul quasi-tridi-
mensionnel de l'6coulement dit 'sam'", dont quelques r~sultats seront prcsent~s. Les
r6sultats de ce calcul doivent servir de base au d~veloppement th~orique concernant 1'6-
coulement visqueux, dont nous avions d6jA tent6 une premi~re formulation (19].

Cependant, il faut conserver A ]2esprit le fait qu'un calcul complet reste actuel-
lement hors de port~e de l'ing~nieur, et que la seule possibilit6 gui nous reste est le
d~veloppement de mod~les de calcul utilisant plus ou momns de donn~es semi-empiriques
tir~es de l'exp~rience. En effet, notre connaissance sur les 6coulements visgueux forte-
ment tridimentionnels, tels qu'ils se prdsentent dans une machine radiale, reste encore
incompl~te malgr6 les efforts qui ont 6t6 effectu~s en ce domaine notamment par JONHSON
et MOORE (20]. Notre savoir concernant un 6coulement stationnaire dans un rep~re fixe
est d~jA tr~s limitd. La pr6sence de la force de Coriolis pour le cas tournant compligue
les choses de fagon sdrieuse comme le montrent les travaux de BRADSHAW [21, 223,
JONHSON (231, PAPAILIOJ [24], et BERTOGLIO et Al [25]. De plus, ii s-emble que le caract6-
re instationnaire de 1'6coulement joue un r~le suffisamrment important pour qu'un calcul
stationnaire visqueux mgme complet ne donne pas une reprdsentation de l'6coulement con-
forme A la r~alit6. Cet effet a notamment 6t6 mis en dvidence par DEAN [26].

Ceci met laccent sur la n~cessit6 du d~veloppement de proc~dds de mesure donnant
notamment acc~s A des informations sur le comportement de l'6coulement A l'int~rieur du
canal tournant de la roue mobile. Il faut de plus souligner la haute precision demand~e
aux mesures destin4os A pr~ciser quantitativement les caract~ristiques d un 6coulement
visqueux. Ce fait a 6t mis en 6vidence par 1'6quipe de turbomachines de l'Ecole Centrale
de Lyon [27] lors de mesures effectu~es sur un compresseur axial. Ces deux remargues
apportent sa justification A l'utilisation de moyens de mesure sophistiqu~s telle l'an6-
mom~trie Laser.

Dans le cadre des objectifs pr~cit~s, on pr~sente apr~s une description de linstal-
lation et des moyens de mesure les r~sultats d'une analyse unidimensionnelle pour les
deux versions du compresseur. Les essais d6taill~s qui ont permis cette analyse globale
seront ensuite compards A des rdsultats locaux obtenus par l'an~mom~trie LASER A la
sortie de la roue mobile.

Ces rdsultats seront ensuite conipar~s avec des m~thodes de prediction quasi 3-D de
1l6coulement qui constituent la base du d~veloppement d'une formulation des 6coulements
secondaires dans les compresseurs centrifuges.

III DESCRIPTION DE L'INSTALLATION ET DES MOYENS DE MESURE.

III_1-Le banc d'essai de comeressersz

Le compresseur 6tudi6 a 6t6 mont6 sur le banc d'essais de compresseurs du laboratoi-
re de M~canique des Fluides de l'Ecole Centrale de Lyon. Ce banc a une puissance installde
de 630 kw. Il se compose d'un moteur 6lectrique A courant continu auquel sont adjoints
deux multiplicateurs en s~rie permettant d'obtenir une vitesse de rotation maximum d'en-
viron 14000 tours/mn. Le circuit de d~charge est constitu6 par une vanne de r~glage, une
vanne anti-pompage, et un venturi servant A is mesure du debit. La salle dams laquelle
est implant~e le compresseur servant de cais.6on d'alimentation, les conditions amont
correspondent donc aux conditions atmosph~riques.

L'ensemble des manoeuvres et de l'acquisition des donn~es s'effectue par l'inter-
m~diaire d'un calculateur Hewlett Packard install6 dams une salle de contr~le s~par~e.

Conmme nous l'avons d~jA signal6 les caract~ristiques du compresseur d'essai de is
Socift6 Creusot-Loire, dont on trouvera une reprdsentation sch~matique figure (1), corres-
pondent aux gammes de fabrication g~n~ralement utilis~es par le constructeur. Nous allons
les 6num~rer bri~vement ci-dessous.
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a) Le taux de compression de l'6tage s'6tale de 1.25 A 1.75.
b) Lentr~e de l'6tage est axiale af in d'assurer des conditions a~rodynamiques initia-

lescorrectes.
c) tin pavilion d'entr~e relativement long a cependant 6t plac6 af in d'obtenir des

6paisseurs de couches limites pari~tales suffisamment importantes A l'entr~e de la roue
mobile, telles qu'on les rencontre dans une machine multi~tag~e.

d) Le rouet r~alis6 r~pond A des crit~res industriels :encombrement axial faible,
aubes du type "couch~es en arri~re" g~n~r~es par des surfaces simples, et presence d'un
couvercle.

e) L'6volution de la largeur du canal permet de maintenir la section de passage sensi-
blement constante.

f) La largeur de veine du diffuseur lisse purement radial est suffisamment importante
,our permettre une exploration d~taill~e.

g) La volute est du type industriel et permet d'6tudier lea 6ventuelles distorsions
azimutatles quien r~sultent.

h) Af in de mettre en 6vidence leffet de jeu, et de permettre la r6alisation de mesures
par an~mom~trie laser un rouet sans couvercle a 6galement dt6 r~alis6 et 6tudi6. Pour
cette seconde version de la roue, seul un anneau a dt conserv6 dans la partie axiale Pour
des imp~ratif a de tenue m~canique des palesen rotation.

i) Les principales caract6ristiques g~om~triques et a~rodynamiques de la machine sont
pr~sent~es dans le tableau ci-apr~s

_E 0,059

At (deg) 63

N (tr/mn) 8000

Q (Kg/s) 6,5

TT (-) 1,75

Sicnalons enf in que pour permettre les essais Laser, le carter a 6t muni d'une
-ren~tre en verre dispos~e le long de sa g~n~ratrice verticale.

III 3 - Descri2tion et im2lantation de l'instruimentation.

a) D~terminalon des plans de mesure.
Les sections choisies pour ef-ectuer les meaures de pression statique pariftale et

r~aliser les explorations de l'6coulement sont respectivement pr~sent~s figures (2) et (3).
Le grand nombre de sections qui a 6t d~fini a permis d'obtenir le maximum dinformations
A Vamont de la roue mobile et surtout dans le diffuseur lisse. Les prises de pression
atatique y sont rdparties suivant le rayon et la circonf~rence et ce sur les deux flasques
de ce diffuseur. Les explorations ne sont, elles, effectu~es que pour une position azimutale.

b) Le choix des sondes d'exploration.
La grande pr~cision de mesure n~cessaire aux explorations des zones pariftales des

machines axiales que nous avons pr~c~demmnent r6alis~es [27] nous a donn6 une certaine ex-
p~rience dans ce dornaine. A la lueur de cet acquis nous avons utilis6 deux types de sondes
pour r~aliser ces mesures. Celles-ci sont pr~sent~es figure (4). Il a'agit de sondes de
preasion directionnelles gui permettent de d~terminer les valeurs de la preasion totale et
les caract~ristiques du vecteur vitesse dans un plan,noyennant un 6talonnage angulaire
pr~alable pour plusieurs valeurs du nombre de Mach. tine perle de thermocouple insdr~e dans
ces sondes donne 6galement acc~s A la mesure de la temperature totale connaissant le coef-
ficient de r~cup~ration.

La forme gdom~trique des deux sondes a 6t6 d~termin~e af in de pouvoir s'approcher au
plus pros des parois. La sonde cylindrique dite 'droite" pouvant entrer A l'intcrieur de
son bossage permet la rdalisation de neaures juaqu'au droit de la paroi ext~rieure de la
veine. La sonde type "crochet" permet par contre d'approcher la paroi oppos~e au bossage.
Cette derni~re poss~de en outre une prise de pression gui peut Atre assimilde A une atati-
que, et les r~sultats obtenus par son interrn~diaire seront discutds. Notons que pour un
mane plan de sondage, il est possible dobtenir une zone de recoupement des informations
recueilliespar les deux sondes. Ceci va nous permettre de minimiser les risques d'erreur
de mesure.

Cependant la presence m~me de la sonde dana 1'6coulement va induire un certain non-
bre d'erreurs de mesure dues A des effets de d~placement, de gradient et de blocage. Il
est n6anmoins possible par une analyse complbte des r~sultats de restituer la coherence
des meaures, et de pouvoir faire confiance A la nesure au momns en ce qui concerne certains
param~tres. Ce point particulier fait ressortir l'int~r~t de poss~der un moyen d'investi-
gation tel que l'an~nom~trie Laser.

c) Le syst~me d'an~mom~trie Laser.
La v~locim~trie Laser ne pr~sente pas lea inconv~nients pr~cit~s. Elle n'est notam-

ment pas lixnit~e par la vitesse de l'6coulement, et surtout elle n'y procure aucune per-
tubation. Outre qu'elle ne donne pas acces aux mesures de la pression et de la temperature,
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il ne faut cependant pas non plus minimiser lea probl~mes nouveaux qu'elle sou1~ve. Parmi
ceux-ci nous pouvons citer la n~cessit6 d'ansamencer l'6coulement et le coat relativement
@lev6 des installations. La v~locim~trie Laser reste cependant un moyan d'investigation
puissant, et le seul A nermettre des mesures A l'int~rieur de la roue mobile de compres-
seurs haute-vitesse, la solution consistant A embarquer des moyens conventionnels (10
25] s'av6rant tr~s difficile A mettre en oeuvre loraque la vitesse de rotation de la

machine exc~de 3000 tours/mn.
La taille r~duite du canal inter-aubes ou de la veine dans le diffuseur lisse des

compressaurs radiaux, et la volont6 d'obtanir des informations sur l'6coulement jusque
dans les zones visqueuses pari~tales nous ont fait opter pour un type de v~locim~tre
laser A temps de vol (TFV). En effet, si des masures ont d~jA 6t effactu6es avec succ~s
dans des compresseurs A grande vitessa avec des v~locim~tres laser-Doppler (LDV) [28
29], elles ont mis en lumi~re 1'extrfme difficult6 qu'il y avait A s'approcher A &

distance de momns de 10mm d'une parol opaque. Si l'on excapta lea quelgues tentatives
faites pour adapter la v~locim~trie LDV A la mesure dans de patites machines S30], la
v~locim~trie TFV dont les bases ont di: jat~as par THOMSON [31] a~t TANNER [32J samble
atre la saule A permettre des mesures tr~s pros des parois ( momns de 2mm) comme l'ont
montr~es les exp~riences effectu~es au DFVLR (33] ,[34] et[:351,ce qua nous confirmons ici.

Il eat de plus apparu que dana un souci technique et financier il n'6tait pas aou-
haitable d'acqu~rir une version commercialis~e d'an~mom~tre, mais que nous devions en
redessiner un. En effet, il devait a'adapter d'une part A la g~om~trie des compressaurs
radiaux at du banc d'eaaaia en notre possession, et utiliser au xnieux lea moyens d'acqui-
sition ddjA A notra disposition af in de diminuer le coat de linatallation, montrant de
ce fait qu'il 6tait possible, avec des moyans financiers raisonables, de se doter d'un
outil puissant aux performances acceptables.

L'an~mom~tre laser qua nous avons rdalisd ast sch~matis6 figure (5). La chalne
optique a 6t6 dessinde af in de r~pondre aux diverses contraintes gdom~triquea, et a obta-
nir lea caract~ristiques ddsirdas du volume de mesure. L'optimisation de ces caractdris-
tiques prand en compte un certain nombre de paraxn~tres qui sont 6num~r~es ref [36].

Lea caractdristiques retanues sont lea suivantes :una distance entra lea taches
de convergence de 0.5 mm, une longueur axiale d'anviron 0.4 mm, un demi-angle de conver-
gence des faisceaux laser de 5 degr~s et un diam~tre de focalisation d'environ 15 i m. La
distance entre ce volume de meaure at la lantille frontale de l'an~momotre eat d'anviron
210 mm.

La support aur lequel repose l'ensemble du v~locim~tra eat en granit ce qui lui as-
sure une grande inertia tharmique at une meillaura rigidit6 qu'un support an acier pour
un poids trois fois momns important. La positionnement du point de masura s'effectue par
d~placemant de tout cat ensemble.

La source lumineuse ast constitu~e d'un laser Argon qui peut fournir 2.4 Watts sur
la ja varta A X =5145A. Cette puissance donna una marga de s~curit6 importante par
rapport A la centaine de milliwatta n~casaaira A llexp~rience.

[in ach~ma synoptique de l'6lectronique eat donn6 sur la figure (6). Las signaux
issus des deux photomultiplicateurasont, apr~samlification,anvoyda respactivament aur
lea entr~ea START at STOP d'un compteur qui travaille en mesure d'intervalla de- tamps entra
deux entrdes. Las donn~es sont ensuite atock~as puis trait~es A Vaide du calculataur
Hewlett-Packard ddjA mantionn6.

Af in d'enaemencer l'dcoulement deux g~n6xateurs de particulas ont 6t6 utilis~s. La
premier utilise la dispersion de poudre de dioxyde de ailicium A partir d'un lit fluidis6,
at le second parmet la production de fuxnda par combustion lenta d'huile de type vaselina.

L' an~momL'tre laser a 6t6 pr~alablement test6 aur una configuration de jet pari~tal
bidimensionnel dont la section de sortie 6tait de 80x4mm. Lea r~sultats pr~sentds figures
(7) at (8) d~montrent a bonne r~aolution longitudinale ce qui parmet d'una partd'affec-
tuer des meaures dana dasveinasde faibla dimension en pr~sence de gradients importanta at
d'autre part de pouvoir approcher lea parois A un millim~tre au momns. De plus,la pr~ci-
sion de meaure eat encore acceptable dana des 6coulements fortament turbulants (intensit6
de turbulence d~passant 30 %)

IV PRESENTATION DES RESULTATS ET ANALYSE

De maniore A couvrir le maximum du champ de caractdriatiques, 8 points de fonction-
nement ont 6t6 choisis pour affactuer lea explorations d~taill~es par l'interm~diaire des
sondes. Cas points, portda figure (9),ont 6t4s retanus pour lea deux versions du compres-
seur avec at sans la pr~sence du couvercla.

Noua pr~senterons principalement lea rdaultats des sondages concernant le diffuseur
lisse pour lequal lea 2 versions seront syst~matiquement compardes. A titre informatif,
la figure (10) pr~aente 1V6volution de la vitassa mdridianne en axnont de la roue mobile

Lea r~sultats des sondages en sortie de roue mobile pour la version sans couvercle
seront ensuite compards A ceux obtenus A l'aide de I'an~mom~trie LASER. Cette comparaison
porters sur la point nominal de fonctionnament.

IV 1-:Lacrc~itge a~o~a us dana- la- diffu saur lisse.

Les caract~ristiques moyannes de l'6coulement sont d6duites des quantit~s locales
telles qua las distributions de pression totala P., temperature totale To, at angle ab-
solu ckrespectivement pr~sent~es figures (11), (12) at (13). On notera lea possibilit~s
de recoupement des valeurs obtanues Par les 2 types de sonde at la coh~rence des r~sul-
tats.

a - L'6volution des caract~ristiques moyannes dana le diffuseur lisse
Pour lea 2 versions du compresseur, on pr~sente fig (14) las 6volutions des pres-



sions totales,de l'angle absolu et de RV~pour un point do fonctionnemont. Le premier plan
de sondage apr~s le plan de sortie de laroue mobile est situ& A un rapport de rayon

=1.068. Ceci veut dire que V'on ne pourra obtenir les caract6ristiques dans 1e plan
de sortie du rouet qu'A laide d'une extrapolation. Le cas deo la quantit6 PV~ & put

alors 8tre examin6 car il dolt satisfaire ) l6.gi~tion d6nergjie et recouperlo niivoau de
tempdrature totale mesur6.

Les 6carts les plus inportants enrogistr~s apr~s d6pouilloment sont do lordre do
1% comme on peut le voir sur la figure (1M) en consid6rant Lion entendu la zone "saine"
de l'6coulement dans It- diffuseiur lisse pour R =1.068.

b) Le choix des pressions statiques
On connalt les difficultds qui surgissent lorsque lVon vout mosurer arie prossion

statique surtout dans des 6coulements d~livr~s par la ruu mobile d'un cinoprossour cen-
trifuge.

La tendance o e'mjstp : prendre en coi.iptc 'co; iti~i. tiques pariotales et
g6n~ralement une distribution lin6aire est adoptdo ontro los 2 flasques du liffuseur.
Cette hypoth~se donne effectivement do meilleursrecoupemoentsdu d(~Lit darn rntre ras,
comme on pout 1e voir figure (16) . Il ost d'ailleurs n~cossairo, pour i. r(
correct, do prendro on compte les 6ventuelles distorsions enro7)lstrCes fl; (17). Cette
hypoth~se do distribution lindaire do pression statique a pu 6tre 6,jalenort v(~rifivo pai
un calcul d'6quilibre d'6coulement. Ce calcul prond en coripto los distribaitior~s rnosur&,
de prossion totale, tempdrature totale et anglo absolu. Los courburon so',t g~go.La
convergence s'effectue sur le d6bit impos6 et on en d~duit lcen pressionrs tditiques loca'
Le recoupemont est tr0,s bon avec les mesures des prossions pariftalcs conino on pout Ic-
voir fiqure (18).

Cola confirme, enfin, la confiance que l'on peut avoir dans los mosuros de P%, T.
et Ok . La mosure des pressions-tatiques obtenuos par los sondes rosto donc un problhrno.
Il faut cependant noter quo con m~mes sondes ont donn6 dos r~sultats tr~s satiqfaisants
dantz 10 cas do veinesaxiales plus larges 127).

IV 2 :- Analyse des r~sultats.

IV 2.1 - L'aspect mono-dimensionnel.

a) Transfert d'6nergie
Etant donn6 la possibilit6 quo nous avions do comparer los performances dune

m~me machine avec et sans la presence d'un jou, le choix des crit~res do portes proposes
dans la litt~rature ouverte s'est port6 sur los auteurs qui avaiont tent~s une classifi-
cation des pertes rouesmobile comme JANSEN [21 ou VAVRA [16] en particulior. Notons ici
l'importance des termos qui prennent en compte, dans cos formulations, la d~cdl6ration
relative de l'6coulemient . Ceci met l'accont sur la bonne connaissance du coefficient de
blocago n~cossaire pour ce typo do pr6diction.

Le calcul du diffuseur lisse prond on compto los effets d'6clatement brusque A la
sortie do la roue iobileet le calcul dos of fets du " jet-sillago' propos6 par DEAN et SENOO
r371 stendu A un 6coulerent compressible [38] et r39]. Los mod~lisations do la largeur do
la zone do sillage et du rapport do d~bit ont 6t introduites d'apr~s los travaux do
GREGG (40] pr~sent6s fig (19) et (20).

b) Los caract~ristiques on dehors du point nominal.
L'essentiel porte sur la bonne determination do 1'6volution du coefficient do

glissement. D'apris los travaux do GREGG [40J, il est possible do d~duire uno courbo
empirique prdsent~e fig (21). Los r~sultats expdrinentaux confirmont la tondanco observ~e.
L'analyso gui consisto A faire 1'hypoth~se d'un angle relatif constant on sortie de roue
mobile quelque soit le point do fonctionnement donne do bons r~sultats pour 1e cas ana-
lys6 fig (21).

c) Los pr~dictions des caract~ristiques moyennes.
On pr~sente figure (22) la comparaison du champ do caract~ristiques sortie roue

mobile mosur6 et calcul4 pour los deux versions du compresseur 6tudi6. En ce qui concer-
no 1'6tage (plan do sortie du diffuseur lisse) los r~sultats sont pr~sentds figure (23).
On pout estimer quo la pr~diction est correcto surtout si l'on. consid? re quo los critores
ont 6t6 fix~s uniquement au point nominal do fonctionnement.

L'analyse des r~sultats dans 1e diffuseur lisso conduit A d~terminer un coefficient
do frottement Cf diff~ront pour los 2 versions commo le montro la figure (14). Los tra-

vaxdo SENOO4 1] et [42] ont d~jA montr6 l'importance do 1'6coulement d~livr6 par la
roue mobile sur le fonctionnemont du diffuseur lisse~et l'approcho propos&e par SENOD
confirme le caractcre trop global d'uno analyse qui no prond en compto qu'un coefficient
do frottement moyen.

TV 2.2 - Los caractfristiguos ilocles do 1&6oulement d~livr! par laroue., mobile.
Comparaison avc l 52s meues LASER.

Pour des raisons do simplification, cotto analyse portera sur le point nominal do
fonctionnoment des 2 versions 6tudi~es.

a) Le r~sultat des sondagos
Dans le plan do mosuro 1e plus proche du plan do sortie du rouet on constato des

diff6rences notables surites c1strihution-ies prossions ot dos temp~ratures totales ontro
los 2 versions du mirne compressour fig (24) . il reste cepondant quo los distributions do
langle absolu Cke t du rendement isentropique sont comparables du momns dans une zone oo
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les effets visqueux sont n~gligeables fig (25). Les differences que lVon constate dans
les zones pari~tales, en particulier l'augmentation de la vitesse tanoentialle li~e aux
variations de Vangla ol, dans le cas de la roue sans couvercla,confirmant l'analysa de
SENOO at al (43) sur l'auqmentation du coefficient de glissement. Nous avons tir6 de la
r~f (43) une courbe fig (26) oQ nous figurons le cas du compresseur test6. Le rendement,
par contre est plus faiblamourlacas sans couvercie dtart donn6 lapr~sence du jeu. on Peut
remarquer que la corr~lation propos~e par GREGG (40) pr~sentee figure (27) est satisfai-
sante.

b) Les essais laser
Trois sections de mesure ant 6t explor~es pour les rapports de rayon

R/R2 = 1.018, 1.059 et 1.107.
Les histogrammes de probabilit6 de lanqle absolu de 1l6coulement A la sortie du

rouet, pr~sent~s figures (28) at (29), montrant une fluctuation tr~s importante de cat
angle (plus de 40' pour le cas le plus d~favorable). Ce ph~nombne peut saexpliquer en
granda partia par la tr~s granda inhomog~n~it6 circonf~rentiella pr~sent6e par 1'6coule-
ment A la sortie du rouet dans le rep~re relatif aux aubages. Cette inhomogdn~it6 est en
g~n~rale d'autant plus marquee que Von se situe A proximit6 de la sortie de la roue d'une
part, et du couvercla d'autre part C201 ce qui doit se traduire dans le repare absolu par
une fluctuation de vitesse et dangle 6quivalente. Cette explication samble 6tre valable
car les fluctuations dWangle enregistr~es saint effactivement d'autant plus importantes
que Von se rapproche d'une part de la sortie du rouet et d'autra part du couvercla, mame
si les effets du jeu dans cette zone sont 6galement tr~s importants. Seule une mesure
synchronis~a avec la rotation de la machine permettrait de confirmer d~finitivamant catte
hypoth~se.

En ce gui concerne las r~partitions d'angles moyans, pr~sent~es figure (30), nous
pouvons faire plusieurs ramarquas. Tout d'abord las valeurs des angles pour les deux sec-
tions sant A peu pros identiques, au demi degr6 pros, ce qui est en accord avec la physi-
que de l'6coulement. La seconde remarque concarne la comparaison, pr~sent~a pour
R/R2 = 1.059, des mesures laser avec des mesures provenant d'une sonde diractionnelle de
pression. L'allura g6n~rale des deux courbes est tout A fait comparable, mais on anregis-
tra entre les daux un d~callage d'environ quatra degr~s. Ce d~callaga syst~matique ne
peut s'expliquer que par un mauvais rep~rage angulaira initial du volume de mesure par
rapport A la machine.

Las r6partitions de vitasses absolues et leur comparaison avec las mesures par son-
deade pressian, pr~sent~es figure (31), sont alias tout A fait satisfaisantas. L'6cart
maximum enregistrt& est voisin du pour cent, et las courbes saint comparablas jusqu'A une
distance d'un millim~tre des deux parois. Notons cependant qu'aucun sondage avec une son-
de de pression n'ayant Wt effactu6 dans le plan le plus proche de la roue, las valeurs
port~es sur la figure (31) ont 6t6 extrapol6es sur chaque ligne de courant ca qui intro-
duit une certaine impr~cisiam dams des zones pariftales. Cette extrapolation donna ce-
pendant una id~e des niveaux de vitesse at peut Otre consid~r~e comma assaz pr~cisa, au
maims dans la zone m~diane.

Les r~partitions de fluctuations de vitesse, pr~sent~es figr (32), nWont pas 6t
compar~es A cellas obtenues avac des moyans conventionnels. Las 6volutions
anregistr~es semblent cepandant correctes. On assista en effat a une 16g~re augmentation

Kde la fluctuation avec le rayon (effet de gradient le prassion), at le rel~vement de
cette fluctuation dams las zones pari~tales est en accord avac 1l6paississament anregis-
tr6 de la couche visqueuse.

V ANALYSE THEORIQUE

V-1-- Le calcul de l'6coulement_"samn"_2ar la n~ thode de 6 ents finis.

Un programme de calcul m~ridien a 6t6 d~velopp6 dams le labaratoira pour abtanir
las caract~ristiques de 1l6coulament "samn" dams un compresseur centrifuge (441 at r45]
Las r~sultats du calcul du compresseur ant 6t6 compards avec ceux d'un programma ddjA mis
en place A CREUSOT-LOIRE (m~thode de cburbure des lignes de courant), at dant an peut
voir un example de r~sultat figure (33). Las blocages dOs aux couches limitej pariftales
ant 6t6 introduits ainsi q'una distribution de glissement at de perte sur la largeur du
canal de sortie af in d'obtenir un r~seau de lignas de courant gui est le point de ddpart
de l'approche "6coulament secondaire".

Les distributions de vitassa sur las aubagas d~duitesde ces deux calculs quasi-
tridimansionnels ant 6t compar6esaveccettesobtanuesavac une m~thoda matric~elle d~velop-
p~e par KATSANIS [461. Cetta Pomparaison ast pr~sentde figure (3 4)pour deux lignas de
courant caract~ristiquas au moyeu at au carter.

V 2 - La 2E§4iction des carac t~ristiguiE etlatives de l'4coulement sain.

Catta pr~diction porte sur las valaurs de l'angle ralatif at de la pressian tatala
relative en sortie de roue.

a) L'angle relatif
La pr~dictian de l'angle ralatif p~,pour chague ligna de courant ddduite du cal-

cu 1 m~ridien, utilise le calcul circonf~rentiel de KATSANIS [46] at las travaux de MILLER
(473. Las r~sultats saint pr~sent~s figure (35), at on ramarque une tros bonne concordance
de la distribution dWangle P. dams 1'6coulement sain obtanu par ca type d'analyse,avec
las masuras.

b) La pression totala relative fig (36)
A partir da la r~partitiam da vitesse d~duite des analyses pr~c~dentes il est pas-
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sible d-a calculer los caract~ristiques des couches limites se d6veloppant sur les aubageb
A Ilaido d'un calcul int&3ral prenant en coznpto les effets de courbure et de CORIOLIS
[24. Les r6sultats ne sont pas encore disponiblos mais los premiers calculs tont~s don-
nent des r~sultats tr~s encouragoants.

V3-Formulation th~origue de la 2r DEdic tion des 6coulemonts secondaires dans un

292K 2Lrradial.

tine formulation th~orique concernant l'6coulement visqueux qui so d6voloppe dans
los zones pariftales d'une grille d'aubes a 6t6 d6volopp6e, incluant au syst~me d'6qua-
tiong 'A nal le cadre semi-ompirique nC-cessaire & la fern*-ture dui Probl'ivi [173 . Cotte for-
mulation a 6t6 test6e de mani6re satisfaisante en pr6sonce d'un jeu C183. Cette m~thode
a 6galerent 6t6 appliqu6e tello quello au cas d'un compresseur axial transsoniouoX- avec la
prisenco d'un jou C191J. Quoique non conque pour celA, et malgr6 los nombrouses approxi-
mations qut ont dQ 8tre faites afin de lappliquor 4 un cas compressible sur mac:hine, elle
a donn6 des r~sultate tr~s encourageants fig (37).

C'est cette m6thode quo nous avons essay6 d'6tendre A l'6coulement compressible
sD~cifique d'un compresseur centrifuge C36] et que nous pr~sentons bri~vement ici.

a) Mod~le des trois zones

L'hypoth~se consistant A diviser l'6coulement dans 1e compresseur en trois zones
distinctes (mod6le dit "des trois zones") a Ct6 retenuenour cotte formulation, bien que
nous ne rejetions pas l'6ventualit6 de machines no s'y adaptant pas. Des mosures effoc-
tudes en sortie du compressour Creusot-Loire fig (36) tendent copendant A confirmer la
validit6 do ce mod6le, au momns en dehors du passage aub6 et pour cetto gamme do machines
m'3me on pr6sence d'un jou.

b) Equations utilis~es.
Nous avons fait usage pour la resolution du probl~me des dquations int~grales de

quantit6 de mouvement moyenngesdans la direction circonf~rentielle, d'une 6quation r6gis-
sant 1e d~veloppement do la composante longitudinale moyonne deorticit6 dito secondaire
et do l'6quation d'entrainoment do HEAD. Cos 6quations sont d6velopp~es dans les systiames
do coordonn~es orthoclonales curvilignos adapt~s a la g~om~trie do la machine fig (38). Les
6quations do HEAD et do quantit6 do mouvoment sont A caract~re parabolique et r~gissent
1l6volution do la couche limite dams son ensemble (forme int~grale) dams la direction
longitudinalo. L'dquation deVorticit6 abordo ello 1e problhmo dams la direction transvor-
sale sous une forme diff~rentielle, et restitue au problhme son caract~re elliptique.
Cos 6quations sont pr~sent~es on Annexe 1.

c) Cadre somi-ompirique
L'information semi-ompirique n~cossairo A la formoture du probl~me pout 9tre divi-

s6o on six points

le1 pro f i longitudinal do vitesse moyonne.
le 10accordement A li paroi du profil transversal do vitesse moyonno.

*la loi do frottoment A la paroi
V information relative A 1'6quation d'emtrainomont
*la relation r~gissant la variation do la masse volumique
Velstimation des termrs additionnels provonant d'une part dos integrations succes-

sives et d'autre part du dogr6 sup~rieur doapproximation utilis6 dans cotto formulation.
Co cadre semi-empirique est pour 10 moment issu do l'exp~rienco accuniul~e dans 10

domaine do la grille d'aiibes. 92ules des mesurespr~cises, quo nous comptons obtenir A
l'aide do l'an~mom~trie laser, dams la roue mobile d'un compresseur radial nous pormet-
tront do contr~ler la validit6 do ces relations, et do los modifier si bosomn est. Nous
pouvons copondant d~ja, A la luour dos r~sultats oxp~rimentaux obtenus, faire quelgues
romarquos.

En ce qui concerno 1e prof ml longitudinal do vitosso moyenno, une famille do profils
bidimonsionnolle A doux param6tresa 6t rotenue. Cotto famillo propos~o par KUHN et
NIELSEN [491 d~crit do faqon acceptable 10 prof il mesur6 juste en aval du rouot du compros-
sour test6 fig (39), et co rdsultat est encouragoant m~me s'il n~cessite une confirmation
A l'intdriour du passage intoraubes.

En ce qui concorno los tormos addit!Dnnels explicit~s en Annexe 1, ce sont los compo-
santos 6Dj, et ADimdu d~ficit do force di3 A la variation do la force d'aubago A l'int6-
riour do la coucho visquouse, los composantos AbL1 et 61,de la variation des fluctuations
circonf~rentiellos des param~tres do 1'6coulementt la quantite AIDjqui r~sulte do la va-
riation do la prossion statique dans la direction normale A la paroi et los composantos
8M4,et 61),qui sont issues du d~gr6 sup~rieur d'approximation utilis6 dans cotto for-
mulation.

tine relation liant los deux composantes du d6ficit do force miso en 6vidence 'tar
PAPAILIOU et al £503 nous ormot do los 6liminer de la formulation.

Le termo do deficit do pression statique a 6t6~ n6glig6, hypothbiso qui a 6t v6rifi~e
en grille et sur comprosseur axial transsonicrue. Notons qu'uno v~rification sur machine
radialo est reridue extrt-ment difficilo car los mesures do pression statique dans los
veines do petites dimensions tello qu'on los rencontro dans ce typo do machine s'av~rent
tr~s d6licates.

Aucune mod~lisation noxiste actuellemont concernant los tormos do fluctuations,
bien quo lour importance roste tr~s controvers~e. La compr~hension do ph~nom~nes complexes
parmi lesquols nous pouvons citer la migration du fluido A basso dnergio du disque vers
1e couvercle dams los zonos prochos des aubos et la structure jet-sillage est indispensa-
ble avant do pouvoir esp~rer mod~liser corroctoment ces termos.
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Quant aux termes suppl6mentaires apparaissant dans notre formulation et qui prennent
notamment en compte les radients normaux de vitesse de l'6coulement sain, les courbures
des lignes de courant de ce m~me 6coulenient et la pr~sence de la force de CORIOLIS, uls
ne constituent pas des inconnues suppl6mentaires du prob1~me. Ils sont en effet parfaite-
ment d~termin~s lorsque les deux profils de vitesse sont connus, et seront inject~s avec
un pas de retard dans la proc6dure it~rative de calcul. Nous avons 6valu6 ces termes pour
le cas du compresseur Creusot-Loire. Nous avons pour cela utilis6, d'une part les r~sul-
tats d'un calcul m~ridien de l'6oulement sain, et d'autre part ceux d'un calcul des
couches visqueuses pari~tales simplifi6, tel qu'il a 6t6 d~velopp6 pour une grille d'aubes.
Les deux termes additionnels ADk,,etb1D4 nt 6t6 calcul~s A partir de ces donn6es. Leurs
6volutions A travers le passage inter-aubes sont donn~es figure (40).

Enf in nous prdsentons figure (41) une comparaison entre les valeurs mesur~es des
6carts de Adans les couches visqueuses pari~tales par rapport A 1'6coulement sain, et
celles obtenues par un calcul simplifi6 (incompressible et sans termes suppldmentaires
AD. ). La concordance est bonne dans ce cas pr~cis. Notons cependant que lexistence

du prof ii transversal de vitesse li6 A cette variation de dans ce cas est en majeure
partie explicable par le changement de rep~re A l'entrde du rouet.

VI - CONCLUS IONS

Des mesures ddtailldes des caract~ristivues de 1 '6coulement d~livr-6 par la roue mobile d un compresseur
centrifixqe ont 6t6 effectu~ies. Ces essais ont rxort6 sur des confiaurations de rouet poss~dant et ne poss~dant
pas de couvercle. Les tentatives de restitution du chapy, de caractristicues de I ensenble de 1 tace
(roue et diffuseur lisse) ont donn6 de bons rdsultats en utilisant d3es critares globaux de pertes et de glis-
sement. y ccvvris po~ur les zones de fonctionnerent hors adaptation.

Les rdsultats obtenus en sortie de roue rrobile Dar des moyens conventionnels de mesure ainsi que Dar
rure technique d'an~rcm~trie LASER dans le cas de la roue sans couvercle , nous oonfortent dans 1Vid~e, qu'au
rinins: pour ce type de machines, V~analyse de P* cxuiement peut s'appuyer sur le irod~le dit des "trois zones"
tel qui i est d~veloppde dans le cas des mrachines axiales.

La prdvision des caractdristiques de 1l 6coulerrent samn a 6tj§ abord~e en utilisant. un proqranm de calcul
quasi 3-D gui utilise la n~thode des 616ments finis. L' evaluation des 6ooulements secorndaires , mftl si elle
f ait encore appel 21 des simprlifications a dlonn6 des r~sultats encouracreants.

Une formlation olus caiv1~te a alors 6t6 tentde Dour le cas de mrachines radiales. Ceci devrait neret-
tre , en sarxanpuant sur des mesures LASER A 1' intarleur du passage ixter-aubes de telles machines, d' en tester
l1'extension possible pour une plus large ganir de machines
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ANNEXE 1

Nous pr~sentons ci-dessous les diverses 6quations qui servent de base au calcul
des 6coulements secondaires.

a) Les deux Equations int~grales de quantitE de mouvement. dans les directions
circonf~rentielle u et m~ridionnale m sont les suivantes

'D4,, + "J +] b ,

+ e~~ + +~ , .

o0 gest l'Epaisseur de d~placement dans la direction m.

et 91Asont des 6paisseurs de quantitE de mouvement.

Les quantit~s indic~es i sont relatives A la paroi, et indic~es 0 relatives A V'ex-
t~rleur de la zone visqueuse. L'indice e indique que la valeur s'applique A 1'6coulement
sain de r~f~rence.

Les termesAb etAb. expriment le d~ficit de la force d'aubage A l'int~rieur de la
AWb 4 TA
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couche visqueuse pariitale, les termes02det &DImsont lea termes de fluctuation et 6
prend en compte la difference entre la pression satique impos6e par l'6coulement sain
dans la couche visqueuse et celle qui existe r~ellement.

Les termes Da~uet &DAwqui sent issus du degrfi sup6rieur d'approxlimation utilisfi
dana cette formulation s'expriment ainsi

bi It- -J"K

n..

+ V1 .0fV.

bz RI

0 'H, i "'

4 4z

4 1
b) ~ K L'qain detaieetd.ED se frnl is

+ I " _ . =R WomW e gq Ar R n\tn

b) L'6quation d'rint dvleen dDe onl csantelniudnl e tct

dite econaire

Cet 4utlo'Rz eVpim 14vlto eI opsnelogtdnl oen evri
cit6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - Feza epnal upo i rnvra evtaeeta~rtdn erpr n
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trinsbque (N,S,n) sous la forme suivante

(Lo S\t

Dans cette 6quationq~repr~sente la d~flection de 116coulenent sur la surface aube-
Ah-aube.

La composante longitudinale moyenne de vorticitOQ~ainsi obtenue, induit un champ
de vitesse que nous appellerons secondaire sur une surface normale aux lignes de courant.
Ce champ de vitesse est ddtermin6 par la fonction de courant~ , ui s'obtient A partir
de 1'6quation suivante

oil h n et h.sont les m~triques du systbme de coordonndes intrins~ques.

nn

n, o

Proh 
loangitudial

WS~j de vilesse
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DISCUSSION

H.Weyer, DFVLR, Cologne, Ge
I was surprised by the good agreement between the laser anemometer data and the probe data for velocity measure-
ment. At the beginning ot your presentation you referred to differences in measurements between the various
types of probe. What probe was used for the velocity measurement?

Author's Reply
A cobra probe and a straight probe were used for the velocity measurement. We were able to obtain good
velocity measurements using the information given by the cobra probe in the region opposite the fixing lug and by
the straight probe in the other region. Both probes give the same information in the intermediate region. The
information from the 2 probes we took into account are:

- total pressure
total temperature
absolute angle

The static pressure is given by the wall pressure.

The two probes were calibrated in yaw and pitch angles over a range of ± 10' and a Mach number range from 0.2 to
0.8. A calibration was also done for the temperature recovery factor for the same conditions.

C.Rodgers, Solar, US
Would the authors care to generalise concerning the efficiency which is obtainable firstly from shrouded, and
secondly unshrouded impellers?

Author's Reply
The authors are unable to comment in a general way on efficiencies obtainable from shrouded and unshrouded
impellers.

K.D.Papailiou, University of Athens, Gr
The authors should like to thank Dr Schodl of DFVLR for his most valuable assistance in helping us to interpret
our laser anemometer measurements.
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INLET FLOW DISTORTIONS
ON INDUSTRIAL CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR STAGES

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS AND EVALUATION
OF EFFECTS ON PERFORMANCE

0 by 2) 3
E. Benvenuti , L. Bonciani , U.Corradini3 )

Nuovo Pignone S.p.A.
Via F.Matteucci, 2 - 50127 Firenze, Italy

Abstract

In the manufacture of process centrifugal compressors use is made of standardized
stages,whose performance must be individually known and experimentally evaluated in the
same fluid-dynamic environment present on the multistage configuration. This latter usu
ally implies the presence of a return channel with high-turning de-swirl vanes upstream
of the impeller, and associated circumferential and radial flow distortions. Results are
presented of tests carried out on a stage equipped with three different inlet configura-
tions,two of which with,respectively, curved de-swirl vanes and straight vanes, and one
with no vanes. Test results show the presence of high intensity wakes downstream of both
the curved and straight vanes, that are not completely mixed-out along the path towards
the impeller. Wake mixing is associated with a total pressure loss,whose magnitude can be
well evaluated from the measurements. Stage efficiency is decreased by the presence of
both straight and curved vanes, the decrease being almost the same despite the different
wake amplitudes produced by the two types of vanes;the strong wakes from the curved de-
swirl vanes decrease the impeller's head coefficient somewhat at high flows. The good
repetitiveness and consistency of test results are indications of the reliability of the
procedures selected for investigating complex flow-fields of this kind and assessing
their effect on stage performance

Introduction
In process centrifugal compressors a relatively high number of stages must be assem-

bled inside a single compressor casing.This can be achieved if stage geometries having
reduced axial pitch are available insofar as manufacturing and operating requirements allow.

Fig. 1 shows the horizontally split diaphragms and rotor of a multistage process compressor;
as can be seen,180 • U-bends at the impeller inlet and between the diffuser outlet and de-
swirl vanes are necessary for achieving stage axial compactness.
On its way through the U-bends and interstage de-swirl vanes strong deflections that produce
highly complex and sometimes irregular flow-fields,whose existence is clearly shown by
testing carried out on this type of configuration (Refs. 1 and 2). Generally speaking it is
virtually impossible to predict flow-fields of this kind exclusively by means of the avail-

able analytical methods.

This paper describes test procedures and related data reduction methods set up and calibra-
ted within an extensive and continuing process centrifugal compressor stage testing program.
The purpose of this detailed testing program was to investigate the structure of the radial
circumferential flow distortions existing at the impeller inlet and the related effect on
performance. In fact,distortions are normally of prime importance in determining stage per-
formance and flow range, especially during operation at the high Mach numbers required for
achieving high pressure ratios per stage.

Testing standardized stages
Combining a number of standardized stages, i.e.stages each having given and fixed ge-

ometrical configurations,may represent a design procedure for multistage process centrifu-
gal compressors (Ref.2). To predict the performance of compressors set-up with standardized
stages,it is essential that the single stage performance curves be available. These can be
obtained experimentally from stage test configurations that reproduce as closely as possible
the flow conditions existing during operation of the same stage inside the complete compres
sor.The flow-field at impeller inlet,one of the essential conditions, can be reproduced by
assembling the components present in the compressor right on the test set-up. Specifically,
in the case of an intermediate stage of a multistage compressor, a return channel with de-
swirl vanes must be installed upstream of the impeller in order to simulate the presence of
the preceding stage.

1) Manager, Design Computing System Development, R&D Dept.
2) Senior Design Engineer, Tarbocompressor and Steam Turbine Division

3) Specialist, Radial Turbomachine Aerodynamics, R&D Dept.,1
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Fig. 2 shows an overall view of a test rig of this kind used for routine testing of in -

dustrial centrifugal compressor stages. The components are shown clamped to special de -
vices specifically designed for quick set-up of the test configuration.

A typical cross-section of a stage set-up on the test rig is shown in Pig. 3. A thorough
investigation into the flow field at impeller inlet on configurations of this kind is im
perative for two major reasons:

a - the average total pressure at the de-swirl vane outlet has to be accurately determined
in order to evaluate stage performance parameters (pressure ratio and efficiency).

b - since the impeller geometry does not usually allow direct measurement of the flow pa-
rameters at the blade leading edge, accurate knowledge of these parameters for an
upstream section is very helpful when used in conjunction with appropriate analytical

methods for checking the flow conditions at the blade leading edge, thus allowing
correct evaluation of the incidence angles.

In order to achieve these objectives, particular test procedures were set-up and special
devices were designed, as will be shown below.

Measuring flow distortions at impeller inlet

Fig. 3 shows the special device designed for investigating non-uniform flow fields
at impeller inlets. Its purpose is to allow aerodynamic probes to be traversed in two
fundamental flow-path sections: the de-swirl vane outlet (corresponding to the inlet of
the stage being tested) and the impeller eye (the section closest to the blade leading
edge that is accessible without particularly complex devices).
The device consists of a shaped hub (A) which reproduces a portion of the inlet channel
and can be turned 3600 around an axis coincident with the impeller's centerline. A rake

of kiel probes (B) located close to the de-swirl vane trailing edge and a three-hole co-
bra directional probe (C) that can be radially traversed across the impeller eye are in-
stalled on the hub. Miniature pistons moved by high pressure oil rotate the hub and ac-
tuate traversing of the cobra probe. Accurate positioning is pre-programned and operated

by a minicomputer which handles all data acquisition.
The combined movement of hub rotation and cobra probe traversing allows complete maps of
total pressures and flow angles at the impeller eye to be drawn. The kiel-probe rake
in turns provides a complete map of the total pressures just downstream of the de-swirl
vanes. As the flow's circumferential distribution is repetitive, exploration is normally
limited to a circumference sector that includes a minimum of two de-swirl vanes. Explora-
tion takes a relatively short time as the device is automatically operated by the mini-

computer.

It has been proven by the long-term testing of a large number of stages that detailed
knowledge of the flow-field structure at impeller inlet is essential for correctly calcu

lating the average values to be used in evaluating stage performance.
Repeatability of the measurements is achieved through the use of the previously-described
procedure, which, however, must be properly suited to routine testing by keeping the num-
ber of measuring positions within limits representing an acceptable compromise between

accuracy and time requested.
This result is also achieved by availability of present-generation computer-controlled
data acquisition systems capable of handling, analyzing, and synthesizing the huge mass
of data resulting from each individual test.

Test data reduction

The kiel-probe total pressure readings require no correction since they are valid
over a flow angle range of 1600. On the other hand, the total pressure measurements of
the non-rotated cobra probe have to be corrected versus pitch and yaw angles, by means
of calibration curves (Fig. 4). Moreover, the local static pressure is evaluated as an

average of the P2 and P3 cobra-probe side pressures, and corrected for yaw and pitch an-
gles, by means of other calibration curves (not shown in Fig. 4).
Since the static pressure measured by means of cobra probes is generally speaking not
wholly reliable, a correction is performed by integrating the mass flow on the probe's
measuring section and comparing it with the flow measured by means of the calibrated
orifice installed in the piping at the test rig outlet. The static pressures measured
with the probe are then corrected until the measured mass flow is coincident with the
flow integrated on the measurement section.
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For weight-averaging the total pressures measured by the kiel-probe rake, static pressures
are measured on the two opposite channel walls, and linearly interpolated inbetween. Lo-
cal dynamic pressures can then be estimated, allowing the weight-averaging of the total
pressures on the whole section to be established with sufficient accuracy.
After a preliminary data reduction that allows the local values of the flow parameters
(total pressure, static pressure, and flow angles) to be known, first the circumferential
weighted averages and then the radial ones, are calculated. This is followed by calcula-
tion of the average total pressure at the de-swirl vane outlet and at the impeller eye
for determining the performance of respectively the whole stage and the impeller alone.

It is worth noting that the average total pressure at the stage outlet used to calculate
overall performance is measured in the same way as that at suction, i.e. by means of a
rotating device fitted with a multiple probe (detail D in Fig. 3).

Characteristics of the flow-field at the impeller inlet

A number of results from measurements made at the impeller inlet of a typical stand-
ard stage using the equipment and procedure described above are shown below.
The impeller specific speed n--

S=(Had) 3/4

was equal to 38 (with n expressed in rpm, Q1 in m
3/sec and Had in meters). This corre-

sponds to a value midway among those typical of impellers commonly uced in process com-
pressors. The impeller blades were 300 backward-leaning at the outlet..

The results shown refer to the three different stage inlet section configurations tested.
The first (shown in Fig. 3) is typical of a multistage compressor intermediate stage with
a return channel and vanes for removing the flow swirl coming from the preceding stage.
The second was identical to the first, with the exception of the inlet duct that was
fitted with straight vanes in place of the curved de-swirl vanes. This configuration was
examined for estimating the effect on performance of wakes having not as great an ampli-
tude as those coming from strongly curved de-swirl vanes. Furthermore, straight vanes
are sometimes used upstream of the first stage on a multistage configuration to remove
any swirl coming from the inlet scroll.
Lastly, a series of tests were also carried out with an inlet configuration typical of
the front end of a multistage compressor (Fig. 5). No vanes were fitted for this test,
which was aimed at determining the performance of the stage fitted with an inlet duct
without any obstacles; the results were used as reference for evaluating the net perfor-
mance loss associated with the presence of upstream vanes (curved and straight).

Figs, 6a and 6b show velocity distributions at the curved de-swirl vane outlet. These
were evaluated by making use of the total pressures measured by the kiel probes and the
wall static pressures. Of note is the substantial circumferential repetitiveness of the
flow field for all capacities and the considerable magnitude of the wakes filling the
whole sector included between two consecutive vanes.

Wake mixing that reduces wake sise occurs along the path between the de-swirl vane outlet
and the impeller eye. Fig . 7 shows the circumferential velocity distributions at the
impeller eye correspnnding to the cobra probe's six radial positions for maximum capacity.
Although the wakes are still well-defined and easily distinguishable in the vicinity of
the hub and shroud, they are flatter at the mean radius and also have lost their repet-
itiveness. Nonetheless, in all positions, wake sizes are appreciably smaller than those
existing at the de-swirl vane outlet.

Variations in wake magnitude for various stage capacities are shown in Figs. 8a and 8b
for the streamlines adjacent to the shroud (8a) and hub (8b). While wake size drastically
decreases as capacity decreases at the shroud, this fails to occur at the hub; this fact
can be seen quantitatively in Fig. 9. For each circumference sector between two consec-
utive de-swirl vanes, the following parameter was evaluated:

VMaX - Vsin

average

Its average was evaluated at the de-swirl vane outlet and the impeller eye respectively
for the four sectors investigated. The ratios between the two averages for various capac-
ities representig wake size reduction at shroud and hub appear in Fig. 9.

Figs. loa and 10b show the velocity distributions measured at the exit of the straight
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vanes near the shroud and hub respectively.
The smaller size of the wakes is of special note. This is due to the presence of vanes
without aerodynamic loading in place of de-swirl vanes providing a 650 deflection. The
decay of the wakes at the impeller's eye is equivlent to that observed on the config-
uration with curved vanes, and is not shown here. There is a drop in total pressure in
conjunction with the decay of the wakes. Using the weighted averages of the total pres-
sures measured, the wake mixing loss coefficient for each test point was calculated:

Um _ R, vane Q)(ik -,Imp. eye (2)

(PT - Ps) mp.eye
The bmix coefficients are shown in Fig. 11; it is evident that the loss coefficient
is only 37% that of curved vanes as a consequence of the minor initial intensity of the
wakes.

Fig. 12 shows the radial meridional velocity profiles at the impeller eye. They were
obtained by circumferentially averaging the velocities measured on the configuration
with curved de-swirl vanes. The velocities were referred to the weight-averaged velocity
corresponding to maximum efficiency capacity. A substantial consistency of the meridio-
nal velocity distribution can be observed despite the differences in wake magnitude at
shroud and hub shown above.
The same figure also shows meridional velocity profiles calculated using a potential
streamline curvature flow analysis method for maximum and minimum test mass-flow rates
respectively. Measured calculated velocities mostly agree over two-thirds of the section
span. The divergence observed near the hub may be attributed to local thicknening of the
boundary layer due to deceleration along the hub contour (not present along the shroud).
The boundary layer actually shifts the streamlines, producing curvatures different from
those considered by the potential calculation justifying the difference in velocities.

In the configuration with curved de-swirl vanes, the flow at impeller inlet shows whirl
due to the deviation of the flow with respect to the geometric angle at the vane outlet.
Fig. 13 shows the radial distribution of the whirl angles, circumferentially averaged,
for different flows.

Stage performance

The performance parameters of the different stage configurations were made non-dimen
sional with respect to the corresponding values measured at the maximum efficiency flow
stage with free inlet (Fig. 5).
The performance trends shown here refer only to the impeller design speed, since prac-
tically identical behavior was observed at other test speeds.

Figs. 14 and 15 show the overall stage polytropic efficiency and the head coefficient
based on total temperature increase:

Head coe[f. = g5 6Ttot (3)ut

Since, as previously described, there is a certain amount of flow whirl at the impeller
inlet in the configuration with curved de-swirl vanes, the head coefficients were cor-
rected by the additior of the corresponding inlet angular momentum to make them compara-
ble to those measured on the other configurations:

Head coef. (correaed) - gCP ATt° + VU4 
r  (4)

u"1 U2r,
where U2 is the impeller tip speed, r, the mean impeller eye radius, and r2 the impeller
outer radius; the corrected head coefficients correspond to curve 4 in Pig. 15.
Likewise, in Fig. 14, the efficiencies measured on the configuration with curved de-swirl
vanes were referred to flows corrected as a function of the average flow whirl angle at
the impeller eye (curve 4). The corrected flows correspond to those required in the ab-
sence of flow whirl to obtain average incidence angles at the blade leading edge equal
to those actually existing in test conditions.

Fig. 15 shows that the head coefficients relating to an inlet fitted with straight vanes
and a free inlet do not appreciably differ at flows below maximum; at maximum flow, some
residual wake from the vanes reduces the work output to a certain extent. Efficiencies
with straight vanes average 1.3) lower than those with free inlets.
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At first glance, the performance curves with de-swirl vanes reveal a shift in the flow
capacities toward lower values as an effect of the positive impeller inlet whirl. Com-
parisons of the head coefficients and stage polytropic efficiencies with the equivalents
of the other two configurations are possible by using the curves corrected for pre-whirl
as previously described (curves 4 in Figs, 14 and 15). Efficiency is not apparently re-
du'ed with respect to the straight vane configuration if the shift in capacities due to
whirl is removed.

As far as head coefficients are concerned, adding the flow angular momentums due to the
de-swirl vanes brings them back to values measured on the straight vane configuration,

with the exception of high flow points where a 2 - 3% decrease is observed. This fact is

an indication of the possible existence of residual wakes at the blade leading edge which
prevent the impeller from providing more work; in fact, incomplete mixing of wakes,espe-
cially on the shroud streamline, was previously noted at the impeller eye for high capac
ities.
From the two above illustrations, it can be concluded that the stags performance is only
slightly affected by the pressure of upstream vanes, either straight or curved, and dif-
ferent associated wake amplitudes. This fact, in turn, can be considered a good indica-
tion of a fair inlet duct system capability for handling and damping circumferential
inlet flow distortions.

Conclusions

The experimental results described and analyzed aoove offer a number of useful indi-
cations for determining the effect of inlet distortions on performance, as well as estab-
lishing the validity of the test procedures set up for executing fluid-dynamic measure-
ments within flow fields of this kind. This latter aspect is of great importance when
considering that a relatively high number of stages must be tested and reliable perfor-
mance data must be provided for predicting overall performance of multistage compressors
designed by suitably combining these stages. Also, a sufficient amount of detailed infor-
mation about the structure of the flow field is required for improving the design and
related analytical tools.
With regards to the aspects mentioned above, the main conclusions that can be drawn are:
- at the de-swirl vane outlet, total pressure gradients are of such great magnitude that

it is unadvisable to take measurements by keeping the kiel-probe rake in a fixed posi-
tion where the local average total pressure corresponds to the circumferentially weight-
averaged value. No matter how greatly test times are decreased this way, the reliability
of the measurements would still be appreciably reduced.

The regularity of the meridional velocity profiles and flow angles at the impeller eye
and the repetitiveness of the mixing loss coefficients downstream of the de-swirl vanes
make it possible to decrease the number of radial traverses with the moving probe. How-
ever, this can only be done after the non-variable parameters of the configuration being
tested have been identified by means of a series of preliminary measurements.

Despite the great intensity of the wakes at the curved de-swirl vane outlet, the merid-
ional velocity profiles circumferentially averaged at the impeller eye are still not far
from those-predicted using sxi-symmetric streamline curvature potential analysis methods.
This is also a sign that the inlet duct geometry is able to handle, and even reduce, the
circumferential distortions,without producing considerable meridional flow separations.

The presence of both straight and curved vanes upstream of the impeller causes a varia-
tion in performance (polytropic efficiency and head coefficient) which is relatively'
limited compared to the corresponding performance obtained with the free inlet. This
limited effect represents still further confirmation of the quality of the design of
the inlet configuration which successfully minimizes the effects of wakes even when
they are of great intensity.

Similar testing performed on stage configurations differing from the one described in
this paper has shown that, despite the repetitiveness of certain phenomena and flow
field parameters, the stage performance may be accurately known only by direct testing
on the actual configuration itself. This depends upon the degree of variable pre-whirl

at the outlets of different de-swirl vane configurations and upon the different degree
of wake damping provided by the inlet duct configurations which at first glance would
seem to differ only slightly.

I-f
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Fig. 1. Typical multistage process centrifugl compressor
showing the flow-path layout.

I-.

Fig. 2. Test rig for individual process compressor stage

aerodyamic testing.
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Fiig. 3. Stage test set-uap assembly -Upstream return

channel installed.
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DISCUSSION

H.E.Gallus, Technical University of Aachen, Ge
The results of your paper depend on the profiles of the return channel vanes. The figures of your paper give no
information on this topic. Could the author say where such information can be found?

Author's Reply
An indication of the type of shapes used for deswirl vanes can be found in Part I of the paper cited in the reference
list of the present paper. The profiles used arc of types specifically designed for this application and experimentally
developed especially to match the flow conditions existing at the exit of the crossover bend. For more details of the
flow behaviour within the deswirl vanes the authors refer you to the above cited paper.

C.Rodgers, Solar, US
In matching the inlet meridional profile to the impeller blading, what radial variation of impeller incidence is
prescribed?

Author's Reply
In two-dimensional impellers which are dealt with in this paper, with moderate specific speeds, the blades used are
simple with constant angles at the same radii (non-twisted blades). The inlet blade angle variation from hub to
shroud is obtained by inclination of leading edge in the meridional plane. This procedure may not allow one to have
optimum incidences over the entire leading edge. In these cases incidence is minimised at the shroud (design point
incidence is kept equal or close to zero) allowing for a few degrees of incidence at the hub where the relative Mach
number is a minimum. For impellers operating at higher overall Mach numbers (e.g. for operation with heavy gases)
the design is usually changed by making use of three dimensional (or twisted blades) with an inducer section that
protrudes forward into the inlet channel. In this case more freedom is available for selecting incidence angles, andmore use is made of criteria coming from axial compressor technology and from design of high speed, high pressure

ratio, inducer-type impellers with axial inlets.

T.Yoshinaka, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, Ca
Could the author please tell us how many points in efficiency would be lost if the severe vane wakes were kept at the
impeller inlet.

Author's Reply
From the experience gained in the testing of a large number of industrial pressure stages we may predict a loss of
efficiency of two to three per cent in the presence of wakes of considerable amplitude at the leading edge with
respect to situations with little or no wakes. This figure should however be kept as an indication, referred to
medium specific speed, medium Mach number impellers with conventional blades. Considerable scatter in efficiency
variation for operation at high Mach numbers is possible. Also, specific speed, inlet configuration, and blade shape,
can give substantial changes to the quoted figure. It should also be kept in mind that severe inlet flow distortions
can affect surge limit considerably especially in high Mach number, high specific speed impellers. In several cases,
improvement of the impeller inlet flow field was pursued in order to achieve a better surge margin as primary goal
that usually also led to improvements in efficiency levels.



CALCUL DE LICOULEMENT TRANSSQNIQUE DANS UN COMPRESSEUR CENTRIFUGE
PAR UNE METHODE PSEUDO-STATIONNAIRE

par Roland SOVRANOJ

Office National d'Etudes et do Recherches Adrospatiales (ONERA)
92320 Chitillon (France)

RESUME

Une 6tude de l'6coulement de fluide parfait A travera un compresseur centrifuge eat effectude. Un
accent particulier eat mis sur la mathode de calcul de l'ficoulement relatif A des surfaces de courant de
ravolution en rfigime tranasonique. Bas6 sur la rdsolution des 6quations d'Euler - sauf l'6quation de l'6nergie
qui eat remplacae par I'6quation de Bernoulli atationnaire - , le calcul vise l'obtension de la solution per-
manente de l'4coulement A travera is grille 6tudige. Cette approche, qui comprend Is diacration explicite des
6quations suivant is technique prgdicteur-correcteur, conduit, en dafinitive, A une mathode conservative dont
is. misc en oeuvre ne pose pas de difficult6s particuligres. Lea rdsultats, que fournit cc calcul, constituent
une fitape importanta dana l'6tablissement de projets de turbomachines A performances dlev6es.

SUMMARY

A study of perfect fluid flow through a centrifugal compressor is presented here. The calcufat ion
of a transonic flow on a blade-to-blade stream surface is emphasizee. Based upon the solution of the time
dependent Euler equations, -except the energy one which is replaced by the Bernoulli steady equation-, the
study is directed towards the obtaining of the steady flow through the blade row. The numerical scheme is
a time marching method derived from the Mac Cormack model,extended at ONERA. This approach, combining an
explicit discretizatian of the equations according to the well-known predictor-corrector technique, corres-
ponds to a conservative method the writing of which is not too difficult. The numerical results are very
useful for designing high performance turbomachines.

I - INTRODUJCTION

Parmi lea nombreuses approches des 6coulaments tridimensionnela dana lea turbomachines, cells qui
est d6crite ici eat semblable A calla pracanisge par Wu Wi. Ella consists A repr6santar l'6coulement com-
plet par daux 6coulements fictife bidimensionnels relatifa A daux surfaces de courant dinossn6es Si at S
par Wu. Lea premiares (SI), supposias de r6volutian autour de l'axs de rotation de la machine, sont dater-
mindas par un calcul d'Acoulement axisymfitriqus, dasign6 encore sous le nom d'6coulement mayan, tandis qua
lee secandes (S2) sant aesimilgcs aux surfacas-squelettes des aubages at ce dane l'hypothase d'un nombre
d'aubes tras 6lev6.

La dafinition gaomfitrique des surfacas Sl, dana la compresseurs axisux ou centrifuges, eat scuel-
lement largement ripandue E21, £31, [4), E53, £6. A lONERA, una mithode matriciells a servi A l'obter.tion
de ces surfaces de courant de r6volution (72. Son domains d'applicatian recouvra lea 6coulements compreesi-
bles subsoniques, mais lareque localement apparaissent des 6coulements tranesoniques, il rests l6gitime de
supposer qu'en l'absence de phfinomanee parturbateurs intanes (ddcollements de couches limites, andes de
chocs, phanomanes secondaires), la gAamdtries des tubes de courant ne vsrisnt pas de fsion trap sensible,
de sorts que celles qui sant abtenues dana Is gamme dee 6caulements hautement subsoniques peuvent itre con-
servfies pour lea 6coulaments transaniquas. Dana lea compressaurs centrifuges, lee domaines trassoniques
strouvent essentiellament en t~te de pale A l'entrde du roust (en fouvement reatif) et en aval de is roue

(en mouvement absolu) lorsque les machines dalivrent des taux de prassion flevas.

CVest is calcul "d'aube a1 aubs" do ces ficoulements transsoniques sur lea surfaces de courant sinsi
dfifinies qui seas d~crit at rfalisai grice A une mfithode pseudo-instatiannaire, dariva. d'un sch~me prfconi-
s6 par Mac Carmack (83 at dfiveloppie A I'ONERA par Viviand et Veujllot [93.

Les applications aux roues mobiles at diffuseurs do campresseurs centrifuges serant illuetrfies
par un example.

2 - EQUATIONS GENERALES

Pour un ficoulament de fluide compressible non wisqueux, lea 6quatians ganarales de cantinuitf, de
mouvemant at d'Anargie s'6crivent

(2)ew + a

Co travail a Mt .1 fectul scue contrat DET.
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avec D.

*temps,

fmasse volumique du fluide,
~,vitesse relative A la roue considdrge (absolue dans les grilles fixes et relative dans lea roues mo-

biles),

vitesse angulaire de rotation (supposle conStante dans lee rotors et nulle dans les grilles fixes),

Zposition radiale du point considdr6.
: ,pression locale,

,r nergic interne du fluide,

*quantit6 de chaleur 6changee avec l'extdrieur,

A ccc 6quations, il faut associer 1'6quation d'6tat

(4) A =y 7 7

0ii kR ddsigne la conetante massique du gaz,

etr)"7 la templrature.

D'aprls le premier principe de la thermodynamique l'6quation de l'6nergie en rlgime permanent
peut encore s 'icrire sous Ia forme:

oadet 4 re::;s:n::n r:::e::ivement l'entropie et Venthalpie massiques du fluicee, avec .,e#

L'itroucton ourun coulement adiabatique (Q =0) de la rothalpie en mouvement relatif ou
de l'enthalpie d'arrit H en mouvement absolu

(7) m d

oti C)46 est la vitesse d' entratnement et V la vitesse absolue,

conduit 1 modifier 1'fquation du mouvement (2) qui devient

Le passage de l'8coulement relatif 8 l'6coulement absolu se fait simplement par la misc A zlro de
&0~ et l'identification de W et V, donc de .7 et i

3 - ECOULEMENTS SUR LES SURFACES S1 ET S

3.1 - Ecoulement axisym~trigue - definition des surfaces Si

Dans un rep~re de coordonnges cylindriques (4,I9,"*), liiA l a grille fitudi~e, le traitement des
fquations gfin~rales a lieu, moyennant les hypoth~ses suivantes:

- l'6couleuent eat considirg comme permanent dans le repare choisi ( /decc qui revient A n~gliger les
influences des "sillages" des aubes sur les grilles situies plus en aval,

- Ie noubre d'aubes et suppose tr~s filev6, de sorte qu'en premiare approximation les diverses grandeurs
a~rodynauiques ne dipendent que des coordonnges axisle et radiale (~et-t)

- dens lea grilles, la vitesse et supposie tangents A une ligne moyenne fixde A l'avance, ddduite des sque-
lettes des aubes, mais pouvant Stre corrigge gventuellement pour tenir compte du "glissement" du fluide.

L'introduction d'ure fonction de courant, satisfaisant 8 l'Aquation de continuiti (1). permet de
transformer l'6quation du mouvement (8), et conduit A une fiquation diff~rentielle non lindaire du second
ordre aux dfriv~es partielles, suivant lee directions sxiale et radiale, de cette fonction de courant.

Sa r~solution, effectugie dane un maillage 6pousant au mieux la g~om~trie de Ia machine, ngceesite
une discritisation des dgrivies partielles qui soot approchges par un d~veloppement limit# au second ordre.
Lee conditions aux limites sont de type mixte, soit de type Dirichlet at de type Neumann.
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Le proced4 itiratif employ , associ6 A une technique de relaxation, permet une rapide convergence
du calcul, de sorte que. apr~s obtention de Ia solution, ii eat ais de di~terminer, par interpolation, Ia
g~om~trie des tubes de courant de revolution, dont 13 "trace moyenne" constitue Ia surface SI.

3.2 - Ecoulement sur lea surfaces Sl - Ecoulement d'aube 1 aube

Le passage du calcul de l'4couleuxnt axisym~trique, r~alis6 dans le systmede coordonndes ( ),
au calcul dans un tube de courant d'6paisseur locale 4 , mesur~e normalement A is surface de courant S; d4'
finie ci-dessus, conduit A utiliser un rep~re ( 34,0D), oi6 so& repr~sente l'abscisse curviligne m~ridienne.

La figure I repr~sente sch~matiquement is g~omC-trie de tels tubes de courant darF on plan m~ridien
et leur d~velopp~e dana le rep~re (,),limit~e & deux lignes de courant distantes d'un pas des aubes.

Lea 6qoationa instationnaires a '&crivent, avec 1'6quation de mouvenent projet6e suivant les direc-
t ions vL et ae

(9) b4 fA (Iv=0

(__0) - +_ __ + ,~~

oil ".~ et AF dfisignent lea composantes de '17 suivant 1 % et 9

Dana 1'kcriture de ces jquations, ii eat admis implicitement que lea variations locales, suivant
la normals a SI, sur i'gpai s eur- du tube de courant, sont n~gligeables, ce qui suppose que lea hauteurs
du tube fitudi6 restent mod~rges. De plus, l'absence de source ou poits se traduit par on second membre nul
dana 1'6quation de continuit6 (9). Dans un 6coulement adiabarique (cas g6n4ralement rdalis6 pour lea comn-
presseurs), 1'6quation de 1'6nergie (12) peot itre prise sous sa forme int~gr~e atationnaire (6) 00 (7), ce
qui entralne que le syst~me d'6quations(de (9) A (12)) n'eat plus enti~irement inatationnaire, d'oi lIa d~no-
mination de pseudo-instationnaire.

Cette modification implique une diminution du noinbre d'inconnues, r~duit A 3 (4 yj,4tIfA~s, ~f
et se traduit par un gain de temups de caicul. En revanche, lora du d~roulement du calcul it~ratif, lea rg-
sultats interidiaires n'ont ps de signification physique.

Si lea itgrations convergent vera une solution unique, c'est elle qui repr~sentera l'6coulement
atationnaire de fluide parfait dana le tube de courant tudii.

4 - TECHNIQUE NUMERIQUE

La. r~solution num~rique des 6quations (9) a (11), compte tenu de (6), eat effectu~e dana le do-
maine de calcul tel que celoi repr~sent6 sur la figure lb, dans le cas de 1'6tude d'une roue mobile. La

discritisation des 6quations et is choix des conditions aux limites sont faits en fonction de Ia ggom~trie
de ce domains.

4.1 - Domaine de calcol

Dana le rep~re (i,)le domaine de calcul comprend, outre la grille proprement dite, des zones
amont et avab, dana besquebbes on 6coulement non uniforme peut s'6tablir par suite des variations de rayon
(done de"%,) et de Ia pr~sence d'ondes de choc (pr~s des bords d'attaque notansuent).

Le maillage du champ eat constitu6 de lignes 6pousant globalemwnt la forme des lignes de courant
et de cobonres qui sont quasi-normabes A ces lignes (figure 2), ce qui a pour effet iPo'tention de uailes
qoasi-rectangulaires. Le temps de progression do calcul eat bi6 aux 'inensions de Vll~ipse inacrite dana
de telles mailles ; comme pour lea mailles "rectangulaires", cette ellipse sat proche d'un certe, on remarque
que ls maillage choisi se pr~te A nombre de points de calcul donn6, aux pas de temps lea plus grands.

4.2 - Sch~ma de calcul

La m~thode de Mac Cormack C8], utilis, e pour r~soudre le syst~me d'6quations hyperboliques pseudo-
instationnaires, consists A prendre en chaque point, pour le passage do temps t'~ au temps .t' = jtA
on schema pridicteur-correcteur ; au coors ds chacune des phases, lea dgriv~es, repr6sent~es par des diff6-
rences, soot d~centr~es (avancges A 1'6tape pr~dicteur et retardies A 1'6tape correcteur).

Partant de l'iquation matricielbe

'13) it/ . Lm ~
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reprisentant le systame d'4quations de (9) A (11)

oa (4o , 1j- Itr

la d~composition du calcul!'c~mprend, pour le point courant Af(4,j), telle que le repr~sente Is figure 3,
les trois phases suivantes que V'on suivra facilement stir cette figure.

Igre phase :pridicteur

- L

oti lea d~riv~es apatiales Cavanc~es) sont obtenues simplement par tin d~veloppement limitg sau premier ordre,
en consid~rant lea points P et N, voisina de M, soit pour la fonction F par exemple

FPyt ( )'4 (O -9 X

De ces relations il eat aia4 de d~duire lea d~riv~es partielles par rapport A 'YK et A

A partir de I'4. de V' i ion d~ktat et de 1l6quation de l'6nergie que nous avons pris
stationnaire, on peut calculer les p. ,G!~ #

2ime phase :correcteur

(16) U'

44 ,~i

oa, cette fois, lea points consid~r~s autour du point M soot Q et R, et lea diff~rences seront retardges.

Mame phase :introduction d'une viscosit6 artificielle

Afin d'asaurer une meilleure stabilitd aux calculs, notammnent dane lea r6gions A forts gradients,

il eat ngcessaire d'introduire un terme dissipatif, appel6 'viscositg artificielle", dont le r~le est de
corriger lea r~sultats obtenus dana Ia phase 2.

Durant chacune des principales phases (pr~dicteur et correcteur), sont calculges lee conditions
iinpos~es stir lea frontiares.

4.3 - Conditions initiales et conditions aux limites

4.3.1 - Conditions initiales

Jusqu'A pr~sent, nous n'avons d~fini que la g~om~trie de Is machine. La dgfinition de l'icotilement
n~cessite de plus la connaissance des caract~riatiquee de 1'6coulement :vitesse de rotation, dgbit, preasion
et temp~rature g~ngratrices.Au moyen de ces donnges, il eat possible en principe d'initialiser, ati temps
t - 0, lea inconnues dana tout le champ, en effectuant par exemple une approximation par tranches planes.
Ces conditions de d~part peuvent tre aasez 6loign~es du r~sultat final, cependant, on a tout avantage A
partir d'une solution initiale qui ne soit pas trop gloignge de ls solution atationnaire finale, de fagon
A r~duire les temps de calcul.

4.3.2 - Conditions aux limites

Le traitement des conditions atix limites a 6t d6crit de facqon d~taillge en [9]. On peut le r~su-
mer ainsi. Cosmme le achima de Mac Cormack ne petit s'appliquer tel quel sur lea fronti~res, par suite du man-
que de "points voisina", ii eat n~cessaire de calculer lea d~rivges spatiales A I'aide d'op~rateurs aux dif-
f~rences d~centrges. De plus, il aemble int~ressant de pouvoir traiter toutes lea frontizares (solides oti
non) par tin mime mode de calcul, tout en assurant des conditions sp~cifiques A chaque fronti~re.

En considgrant un syatame d'axea local, 1ig A la frontiare (figure 4), on peut r66crire I'6quation
(13) sous la forme

oa t1 .18) d~signent lea matrices de passage d~pendant de Ir seulement. La th6orie des caract~ritiites
montre qti on peut obtenir tine combinaison lin~aire (oti relation de compatibilitg) des 6quations (17) oDl
n'interviennent que lea dgriv~es suivint deux directions dana tin plan caract6ristiques(quisera choisi ici
cosime celui dont la trace dana tin plan t - cte sera parall6le A ia frontigre, c'est-a-dire A IVsxe Mjp).



Dana ces conditions, si les ddrivdes partielles par rapport A sont connues sinsi que la matrice
unicolonne H , il auffit de chercher dana le plan (f,.e ) les direct ions caract~ristiques (ou valeurs propres
de la matrice fAl ), 1jif/J k ainsi que lea relations de compatibilit6 associ~es au systame

(18)

Comme Ir a trois composantes (-4 4.P, 4
A P-Alj , t4,,oii -441' et U sont lea composantes de

la vitesse W- suivant et ,on peut obtenir aisement lea valeurs propres e [A3

.4 +

(9 1.

A ces valeurs propres, on asancie lea vecteura propres (,solution du systame:

(20) w~' Rah) - o C eat la matrice unitE,

soil:

(21)

ce qui conduit A

(22) + + o(

otiUs '4L -4, AfVV~ (au pr~dicteur cosine au correcteur), tandis que R
aura pour expression, d~duite du schama. nuindrique

au pridicteur, et

(23b) W U~Uf 4 )* J [J!~

au Correcteur.

- Conditions de gliasement

Le long des profils, considdrds cosmmc paroi impersigable, Ia condition de glisseisent a '6crit aim-
plesient par .-4I 0 (on. vitesse normale nulle), donc le module de la vitease sera donng par M.b, et partant
des valenra propres nigatives ou. nulles (on directions caractaristiques sortant du doisaine), on aura lea
deux relations du type (22)

(2-4)

ot) lea vecteurs propres 0(1f e t O1)sont aesocigs aux valeura propres P. eO 4 A

Dlu syatfte (24), on calcule 1 (ou e) t £4 (ou f.4L3 ) donc, le module de Is vitesse.
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- Conditions amont et aval

Le nombre de conditions a imposer aux "infinis" amont et aval depend de Is nature subsonique ou
supersonique de l'icoulement dans ces r~gions, c 'est-5-dire de la grandeur de la vitesse ALI normale A ces
fronti~res. Ce nombre eat 6gal a celui des directions caraetgristiques *. entrant dans le dmaine de cal-
cul, done X>O0

Si la normale A une fronti~re est dirig~e vers l'int~rieur du domaine de calcul, alors lea vites-
sea normales en amont sent positives, tandis que celles en aval sent negatives, alors le signe des v'aleurs
propres s'en d~duit imiidiatement par (19).

Un tableau peut r~sumer le nombre de ces conditions

Front i~res Axaont Aval

Supersonique 3 1 0

Fronti~re amont Sboiu

Dans le cas d'un 6coulement supersonique A l'entr~e du domaine, trois conditions sent impos~es,
A savoir, la pression gindratrice, is direction et le module de ls vitesse.

Pour un icoulement subsonique, c'eat encore is pression g~n~ratrice que Von imposera et on lui
adjoint soit Is direction de 1'Ecoulement, soit le nombre de Mach, le sch~ma num~rique par une relation de
compatibilit6 calcule Is grandeur inconnue.

Fronti~re aval

Lescas lea plus fr~quemment rencontr~s dans Ia pratique des compreaseurs centrifuges concernent
ceux oi 1'6coulement sortant du domaine est subsonique. Comme on doit imposer une condition, naturellement
on pense A Ia pression statique qui ous le r8le de contrepreasion, ce qui, ajout6 aux relations de corpa-

tibiit~assci~s au vaeur prpre et ,fournit un syat~me lingaire de trois 6quations A trois
inconnues, dent la r~solution ne pose pas de difficult~s de principe.

5 - APPLICATIONS

La m~thode pseudo-inatationnaire de calcul d'gcoulement, d~crite ci-dessus, a ft6 appliqu~e A di-
vera probl~mes d'gcoulement stationnaire de fluide parfait, tels que ceux rencontr~s dans lea grilles d'au-
bes E10], [111, dans lea entr~es d'air aupersoniques avec un couplage A1 un calcul bas6 Cur is m~thode des
caract~ristiques.

Pour le calcul de l'gcoulement dans les compresseurs A taux de pression 6levg (compresseurs cen-
trifuges notamment), one extension do programme de calcul relatif A des configurations fixes (tuy~res, gril-
les d'aubes bidimensionnelles) a 6t6 r~alisge.

5.1 - Cas d'une roue mobile

Afin de valider 1'6tude pr~c~dente, une comparaison des riaultats obtenus par cette m~thode et
cella d~velopp~e par Katanis C121 A Ia NASA a 4t effectu~e dana Ie cas d'un 6coulement subsonique aur une
surface de courant de rgvolution. Le bon accord entre les deux calculs a aervi de base A l'extension de Is
m~thode pseudo-instationnaire vera les domaines tranasoniques. Les r~sultats de calcol pr~sent~s ici corres-
pondent au caa d'un compreaseur centrifuge. Nous ne montrerona que lea r~sultats obtenos pour un tube de
courant qui pr~sente une convergence de 3,33 at un rapport de rayon de 1,98 entre l'aval et l'amont.

L'6coulement d'entr~e eat A Mach subsonique tras glev6 (Iff = 0,927). Lea profila aont de faible
6paisseur et constituent des pales couch~es en arri~re. La figure 5a montre is variation le long du profil
(4Z = -rapport~e A Ia corde projetge Cur l'axe) de l'angle de cet aubage. Le calcul a permis de repr~sen-
ter Ie nombre de Mach Ie long de l'aube (figure 5b). On peut conatater Is faible charge dana la partie de
captation de Is roue ; elle eat vraisemblablement due A Is g~om~trie locale du profil, associ~e aux effets
d'incidence qui sont importants. Dana le cas considgrg, lea ph~nom~nes tranasoniques sont limit~s au voisi-
nage du bord d'attaque. Un calcul relatif A on compresseor dent lea profila sent 6paia et le pas relatif
asaez faible a donng les r~aultata port~s sur Is figure 6.

5.2 - Cas d'un diffuseur

Le diffuseor est g~ngralement constitu6 par une grille bidimensionnelle, placge en aval de la roue
mobile ; sa r~alisation ne pose pas de grog probl~mes d'ordre m~canique. Sur le plan a~rodynamique,
le diffuseur est chargg de r~cup~rer de is preasion par ralentiasement de la vitessa absolue du fluida.
Plac6 dans de difficiles conditions de captation (le fluide issu de Ia roue mobile pr~sente des h~t~rog~n6-
1t~s tant axiales qu'azimutales, le diffuseur a un comportement qui eat fortement influencg par son 6cou-
lament incident.

Cependant, dans une premi~re 6tape, on n's pris en compte le voisinaga imm~diat de la roue
mobile que par Ia simulation de l'gcoulement issu de cette grille par une source tourbillon d'intensit6
connue.

Pour valider le calcul, les subes du diffuseur ant it assimil~es A des lignes sans 6paisseur.
6quivalentes aux lignes de courant de l'6coulement source-tourbillon donn6.
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Les rdsultats numdriques sont portfs sur Ia figure 7, sur laquelle les ripartitions de nombres de
Mach le long des lignes moyennes sont comparees & celles que donne l'ecoulement de source-tourbillon. Deux

cas ont 6ti trait~s, l'un concerne un fcoulenent subsonique et l'autre un 6coulement transsonique.

Le bon accord obtenu entre la mithode numirique et le calcul th~orique laisse augurer un avenir

int~ressant pour des applications A des diffuseurs r~els.

6 - CONCLUSION

L'approche thgorique prisentfe ci-dessus des calculs d'6coulement transsonique done les turboma-
chines et notamment les compresseurs centrifuges offre des avantages ind6niables mais possdent des incon-
v~nients certains.

Parmi lee avantages, on peut citer la relative commoditg de mise en oeuvre de tels programmes de
calcul, le faible encombrement mmoire dans lee ordinateurs, l'int~rit des r~sultats pour le calcul de pro-
jet de compresseurs.

En contrepartie, le temps relativement long des calculs pseudo-instationnaires ainsi que l'hypo-
th~se de giomtrie axisymitrique pour lea tubes de courant limitent la portie de ces mithodes. Cependant,
tent que d'autres mthodes, notameent tridimensionnelles, n'auront pas Et6 mises au point, la mdthode de
calcul prfsentie ci-dessus, qui permet d'Atudier le comportement de grilles d'aubes placges dans des 6cou-
lements transsoniques, continue A itre d'une grande utilitg pour les motoristes.
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DISCUSSION

P.M.Came, NGTE, UK
In your application of the SI surface calculation to a vaned diffuser you mentioned the introduction, in the future,
of irreversibilities. Could the author please comment on how he would include the effects of irreversibility in the
calculation. Would it be by the use of a viscous/inviscid interaction method or would the viscous terms be included
in the equations or motion?

Author's Reply
In the future. the introduction of irreversibilities in the flow calculation to a vaned diffuser will include the viscous

terms in the equations of motion. This calculation will be realised by means of two steps:

- in the near future, a two-dimensional calculation will be developed,
- and later, the three-dimensional type will be treated, once the flow pattern at the rotor outlet is known.

P.Ramette, CEP, Saclay, Fr

Is the term artificial viscosity necessary in all calculation cases? This term helps to ensure the stability of the calcula-
tion but does it not risk the increase of calculating times in certain cases? Is the value of this term optimised
perhaps?

Author's Reply

The term artificial viscosity is introduced essentially to ensure covergence of the calculation especially where strong
gradients exist, for example in the presence of shock v'aves. Depending on what type of flow is being calculated,
this term is applied and it works best as a function of pressure ratio. It is true that some time is lost because of the
extra calculation caused by this term but in general the artificial viscosity stabilises the calculations and in particular
one obtains a gain in time because of the improvements in the convergence obtained. At present, it is difficult to
give an optimised value for such a parameter when a general non-square mesh is used in a two-dimensional flow

calculation. In fact, this term is compounded of the product of a constant coefficient multiplying the second
derivative and the absolute value of the gradient of each variable, and that in the two directions m and 0.



NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE THREE DIMENSIONAL
VISCOUS FLOW FIELD IN A CENTRIFUGAL IMPELLER

Leonard Walitt

Numerical Continuum Mechanics, Inc.
6269 Variel Ave., Suite 200

Woodland Hills, California 91367

SUMMARY

The steady three-dimensional Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations have been
solved numerically via a successive approximation method. The method is applicable to
centrifugal impellers, axial rotors, turbines and stator cascades.

Viscous flow fields have been calculated in a radial impeller, two backswept
centrifugal impellers, one with a splitter vane, and an axial supersonic compressor cas-
cade. The radial impeller field contained a significant separation region near the
trailing edge of the suction surface, while the backswept fields showed significant
leading edge separation and some trailing edge separation near the shroud. Kulite
recordings of the shroud pressure variation between the blades in the inducer region and
in the radial portion of the backswept impeller with the splitter vane, generally agreed
with corresponding calculations. Pressure measurements on the blades of the supersonic
compressor cascade agreed with corresponding computations.

This paper reviews numerical methods for turbomachines, describes the successive
approximation method employed in this study, and presents results of its application.

SYMBOLS

A small area in (x,y) plane contained within the region bounded by the
closed curve C

a local sound speed
C perimeter of curve in (x,y) plane
(hxhy hz) metrics of transformation in the (x,y,z,) directions,respectively

,I,kS unit basis vectors for (x,y,z) curvilinear coordinates
f fhx dx

m fhydy
n unit normal to surface
p pressure

Pt total pressure
X mesh point coordinate velocity in x-direction
t y mesh point coordinate velocity in y-direction
t time-like-coordinate
Uz marching velocity of computational surface
(u,vw) curvilinear velocity components in xy,z, directions, respectively

Wzs streamwise component of velocity
W r critical velocity

z-direction velocity perturbation (wl = w-Uz)
(Xlx 2 ,x3 ) cartesian rotating coordinates
(x,y,z) rotating curvilinear coordinates (z =Uzt)

(I density
(0rxx,:cyx,tzx) stress tensor components associated with x-direction
(Oyytxy,tzy) stress tensor components associated with y-direction

Ozz normal stress in z-direction
Co3 angular frequency

INTRODUCTION

Based on advanced experimental means and quasi-three-dimensional numerical methods,

such as those of Katsanis and McNally (1) and Hearsey (2), significant advances in the

design of centrifugal compressors have been made. Dean (3) indicates that state-of-the-

art stage efficiency varies from 85. at a stage pressure ratio of 3 to 75% at a stage

pressure ratio of 10. Resolution of the detailed viscous fluid mechanics of the centri-

fugal compressor can lead to ultimate stage efficiencies of 90 (3).

Dodge (4,5) has developed a technique for analyzing viscous flow in turbomachines.
The basis for this technique lies in the substitution of a potential gradient plus a

viscous perturbation for the velocity vector. A steady partial differential equation is

developed for the potential function comprised of terms on the right hand side having to

do with the viscous perturbation. All terms on the right-hand side of the potential
equation are presumed known. Furthermore, an additional equation is developed by Dodge

for the viscous potential itself. The relaxation method of hurman and Cole (6) was
modified to numerically solve the potential equation. The viscous perturbation equation

is solved by marching in the streamwise direction. The Dodge code can handle up to

10,000 mesh points and requires a few minutes on the CDC 7600 to solve a problem. The

method appears useful for turbo-machines whose blade passages are filled with potential

flow and attached boundary layers. However, a strong, three-dimensional vortical flow
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in a separated region adjacent to the blade surface of a. turbomachine is beyond the scope
of this technique (see Supersonic Compressor Cascade example).

A solution of the unsteady, 3-D Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes equations is clearly
the most viable way to account for the complex flow field in the passage of a centrifugal
impeller. However, unsteady, 3D viscous numerical solutions are impractcal on present
day computers such as the CDC 7600. To properly account for 3-D and viscous effects
(such as separations and boundary layers) in the complicated impeller flow field, finite
difference meshes of the order of 100,000 points are required. Current 3-D time-dependent
implicit methods overrun core memory on the CDC 7600 computer somewhere between 10,000
and 20,000 mesh points. Explicit 3-D techniques require a core memory near 30,000 mesh
points.

Pulliam and Steger (7) have developed a 3-D, time-dependent, viscous code using the
implicit method of Beam and Warming. Their technique is second order and can be run at
high Courant numbers, i.e., Cr = 400. The flow field was calculated over a sphere-
cylinder body at a Mach number of .90, a Reynolds number based on cylinder diameter of
212,500 and at 50 angle of attack. The finite difference mesh employed was comprised of
30 axial points, 30 radial points and 18 angular points, i.e., 16,200 points. Spacing
of axial points was to coarse to resolve the leeward separation at the sphere-cylinder
junction. Experimentally separation was recorded; however, numerically attached flow
was determined. A large discrepancy in calculated and measured leeward surface pressure
resulted.

Kutler (8) developed a propeller code using the Beam and Warming method. This com-
puter program was set up to solve either an inviscid or viscous propeller problem. The
code was applied t o compute the inviscid flow field about a turbofan operating at Mach .80.
A finite difference mesh was used, which was comprised of 18 points along the chord of
the propeller airfoil section, 11 points along the span of the propeller and 45 points
normal to the propeller surface, i.e., 10,000 mesh points. The numerical solution had

oscillations in it, and had to be smoothed artificially, i.e., through the use of smoothing
functions. The detailed flow field numerical results were therefore of dubious value.
However, overall performance predictions based on these results may have some value.

Thompkins (9,10) solves the 3-D, time-dependent Euler equations using the Mac-Cormark
time-splitting method. For an axial rotor the finite difference mesh is composed of 18
radial points, 17 tangential points and 100 axial points, i.e., 30,600 mesh points.
Inviscid solutions have been obtained on four rotors. A recent calculation, performed
by Haymann-Haber (11), was on a transonic axial compressor of tip mach number 1.2 and inlet
hub to tip ratio of .5. Comparisons were made between the computations and the fluorescent
density measurements of Epstein (12) taken on various blade-to-blade sections of constant
radius. The computed solution agreed qualitatively with the measurements as long as data
on these blade-to-blade sections far from either blade surface were considered. Important
differences occurred in the shock position and in the size of the low density region in
the blading passage. The most difficult effect to resolve in these comparisons was
viscosity. The Thompkins solution did not contain viscous effects while the measurements
did.

Due to the impracticality of unsteady, viscous, 3-D computations, a solution of the
steady, Reynolds-averaged, 3-D Navier Stokes equations appears to be the most viable
alternative for the rotor problem.

A set of computer codes, called VANS was developed to embody the successive approxi-
mation numerical method. The numerical method is best termed an Alternating-Direction
Explicit technique, i.e., ADE. A set of finite difference analogs of the full three-
dimensional, compressible Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations is solved explicitly
in the blading passage of a rotor. In addition to three-dimensionality and compressibility,
the following effects are included:

1. Centrifugal and Coriolis forces
2. Transition and turbulence
3. Arbitrary geometry
4. Blade tip clearance

This paper formulates the numerical method for a radial impeller, describes the VANS
computer codes and gives four numerical examples to show the results that can be obtained
with VANS.

I. Calculations of the flow field in the blading passage of a radial impeller
operating at 38600 r.p.m.

2. Calculations of the flow field in the blading channel of a backswept impeller
operating at 75000 r.p.m.

3. Calculations of the flow field in the blading passage of a backswept impeller,
with splitter vanes, operating at a pressure ratio of 3.

4. Calculations of a supersonic compressor cascade with splitter vanes.

The letters VANS stand for Vectorized Asymmetric Navier Stokes codes.
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; FORMULATION OF NUMERICAL METrHOD
The successive approximation VANS numerical method has been describedin detail

previously (13), and the integral equations which are numerically solved have been cited
(13). It is the purpose of this section to briefly review the method.

For illustrative purposes we start with a schematic of a radial impeller for a
centrifugal compressor shown in Fig. 1. The machine is rotating clock-wise about the
system's axis. Let us consider the darkened blading passage. The blade surface labelled
"pressure surface" is like the windward side of an airfoil, while the blade surface,
labelled "suction surface" is like the leeward side of an airfoil.

In the blade-to-blade mode of marching, the computation takes place on a blade-to-
blade surface which is normal to the meridional planes of the machine, extends from
inducer to the discharge, and moves from the hub to.the shroud. The darkened surface of
Fig. 1 is the hub blade-to-blade surface. The blade-to-blade method of marching is
illustrated in the blade passage schematic shown in Fig. 2. The xl, x2, and x3 coordi-
nates of Fig. 2 represent a left handed, rotating, Cartesian coordinate system and cdordi-
nates (x,y,z) represent a left-handed, rotating, orthogonal, curvilinear coordinate system.
The z-direction is the marching direction with the calculation taking place in the (x,y)
blade-to-blade surfaces. The (x,y) blade-to-blade surfaces move from the hub to the shroud
of the impeller. As the surface moves from hub to shroud, elliptic terms of the finite
difference equations are evaluated from the zeroth approximation, i.e., the solution of
Katsanis and McNally (1), while parabolic terms are evaluated directly from data within
the blade-to-blade surface. Elliptic terms have to do with hub to shroud derivatives,
with respect to z, and all other terms are considered parabolic terms.

In the cross-sectional mode of marching we move down the channel, from the inducer
to discharge, in cross-sectional surfaces normal to the hub and shroud of the system. A
schematic of the blade passage with the cross-sectional surface indicated is presented
in Fig. 3. The z-direction is now normal to the (x,y) cross-sectional surface of Fig. 3.
The (x,y) cross-sectional surfaces move from the inducer to the discharge of the impeller.
The elliptic and parabolic terms in the cross-sectional mode of marching are the reverse
of what they were previously in the blade-to-blade mode. Now streamwise derivatives
become elliptic terms, sincer moves in the streamwise direction, and hub-shroud deriva-
tives are parabolic terms. This permutation of elliptic and parabolic terms, resulting
from alternating the direction of marching, produces rapid adjustment of the field in a
few passes through the system.

The blade-to-blade march accounts for blade separations and up stream influence

effects, while the cross-sectional march accounts for shroud scrubbing, blade leakage,
hub effects and channel corner vortices. The cross-sectional mode of computation
integrates the blade fluid mechanics with the effects of the shroud, hub and leakage.

To illustrate the elliptic source terms and parabolic terms of the equations of
motion, the equation for y-momentum conservation on a zone of the blade-to-blade sur-
face (Fig. 2) is presented below.

V-direction momentum
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Equation 1 represents the conservation of momentum in the y-curvilinear direction
in terms of area integrals for a zone in the (x,y) plane and line integrals on a curve
C representing the zone perimeter in the (x,y) plane. Curvilinear effects are accounted
for by the metrics hy ,hy,hz and their derivatives. The term on the right-hand-side of
Equation (1) is an elliptic source term and must be evaluated from flow field proper-
ties of the zeroth approximation; the (-) s ybol indicates a property from the zeroth
approximation. The second term on the left-hand-side of Equation 1 is a parabolic
term which is evaluated directly. The third term on the left-hand-side of Equation
accounts for centrifugal and coriolis forces. Term 4 on the left-hand-side of Equation
1 is associated with grid motion and the elliptic source term on the right-hand-side.

Terms 2 and 3 on the right-hand-side are associated with forces due to the shear stress
tzy, while Term 4 on the right-hand-side accounts for the metric derivatives and the
stresses. Finally, the last term on the right-hand-side is the force balance in the
y-direction on the perimeter of a zone in the (x,y) plane.

THE VANS COMPUTER CODES

Under sponsorship of the Research and Technology Laboratory, Aviation Research and
Development Command, and uader contract to NASA Lewis Research Center through the U.S.
Army Propulsion Laboratory, the VANS computer codes were developed. These codes, which
solve the steady, Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations in rotatin coordinates
fixed with respect to the rotor, are applicable to impellers, rotors o axial stages,
turbines and cascades.

The VANS codes are applied in modular form to generate the successive approximation
solution. In the first module the quasi-three-dimensional technique of Katsanis and
McNally (1) is used to generate the zeroth approximation. Based on the zeroth approxi-
mation, we employ the blade-to-blade module to march from the hub to the shroud of the
system; Fig. 2 illustrates the blade-to-blade mode of marching. In this way the first
viscous approximation is developed. The second viscous approximation is generated
from the first through the cross-sectional module, which moves through the blading
passage; Fig. 3 illustrates the cross-sectional mode of marching. This alternating-
direction method permits computation of blade separations, secondary flows, shroud
scrubbing, shroud separation and leakage effects (13). Turbulence is computed from
an eddy viscosity model based on Prandtl's mixing length theory (13).

At present there exist two VANS computer codes; namely, I. a blade-to-blade version
designated "VANS/BB," and 2. a cross-sectional version, designated "VANS/CS." The
principal differences between the two codes are in the boundary conditions and the im-
plementation of the turbulence model. For computational efficiency, both versions of
VANS were vector-coded to take advantage of CDC 7600 hardware (14,15). A brief descrip-
tion of the numerical method embodied in VANS follows as well as a discussion of the
VANS/BB and VANS/CS computer codes.

Finite difference analogs to the continuity, momenta, and internal energy relations
of Reference (13) are integrated in the z marching direction by an explicit first order
method based on the work of Trulio (16). The principal attribute of the scheme is that
the difference equations maintain their self-consistency property; that is, the finite
difference equations for continuity, momenta, and internal energy imply exact satisfac-
tion of the consistently differenced equation for total energy. This means that the
total energy, which is not a directly calculable dependent variable, is computed to the
same degree of accuracy as the directly calculable variables. To the knowledge of the
author, this is the only numerical scheme known which maintains self-consistency of the
finite difference equations of motion.*

The VANS/BB code computes the field on (x,y) blade-to-blade surfaces which move
from the hub to the shroud of the system and distort as the blade surfaces distort.
This version of VANS has a subroutine which automatically develops the finite difference
mesh in accordance with the blade geometry. Identical boundary conditions are prescribed
for all blade-to-blade surfaces. Let us consider the blade-to-blade surface of Fig. 2.
The boundary conditions are as follows:

1. No slip flow is imposed on the blades.
2. Periodic conditions are imposed on the lateral boundaries upstream of and down-

stream of the blades.
3. Zeroth approximation properties are specified at the upstream boundary.

WThis self-consistency property is a valuable tool for debugging the VANS codes. F

_________
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4. The static pressure is varied along the downstream boundary of each blade-to-
blade surface to maintain the integrated passage mass flux.

A mixing length turbulence model was incorporated into the VANS/BB code (13). The
formulation con3idered only the components of velocity in a given blade-to-blade surface,
and included the turbulent boundary layers growing on both the suction and pressure blade
surfaces. At a given point in the blade-to-blade surface, normals were constructed to
the pressure and suction blade surfaces. The shortest normal distance defined the tur-
bulent boundary layer, either on the suction or pressure surface, from which the eddy
viscosity was computed.

The VANS/CS code computes the field on (x,y) cross-sectional surfaces which move
f.:om inducer to discharge and distort as the blade surfaces distort. Due to the nearly
rectangular cross-sectional surface geometry, specification of the mesh points in (x,y)
space was relatively simple. The boundary conditions for the cross-sectional computa-
tional surface of Fig. 3 are as follows:

1. No slip flow enforced along the hub upstream of the blade trailing edge and on
the blades of the system.

2. Periodic flow is enforced at the lateral boundaries upstream of and downstream
of the blades.

3. An angular component of velocity equal to the product of the local radius and
the angular frequency, i.e., u =ro is imposed on the shroud of the system and
the system's hub aft of the discharge.

A mixing length turbulence model was incorpozated into the VANS/CS code (13). The
formulation considers all components of velocity, as well as streamwise boundary layers
along the blades and hub of the system. A cross-sectional boundary layer grows on the
shroud of the system due to the angular motion of the shroud relative to the blades. The
eddy viscosity coefficient at any point in the cross-section is determined by the nearest
wall turbulent boundary layer. The nearest wall is defined by the shortest normal distance
from the point to all the walls.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES - RADIAL CENTRIFUGAL IMPELLER

To test the numerical method, blade-to-blade calculations were made for a radial
impeller operating at 38,600 r.p.m. (17)k The deciign pressure ratio = 1.55; the tip
diameter - .152m; and the tip speed - 304.8 m/s. The Reynolds number, based on arc
length along the hub, was set to 5000. This was done to permit relatively coarse finite
difference meshes in the blade-to-blade surfaces of computation. The geometry of the
hub and shroud lines are shown in Fig. 4. In the remainder of this section the finite
difference mesh is discussed, the zeroth approximation to the impeller field is presented,
and the numerical results are shown.

The hub blade-to-blade finite difference mesh is shown in Fig. 5. This mesh is com-
prised of 20 streamline-like-lines and 39 potential-like-lines for a total of 780 points.
Mesh point spacing is finer near the blades and coarser in the center of the passage.

Based on the velocity gradient method of Katsanis and McNally (1), the zeroth approx-
imation field was generated. First the relative velocity field was calculated on the mean
hub-to-shroud surface of the impeller, and suction surface and pressure surface velocities
computed. A linear variation of relative velocity with angle produced the velocity field.
Density and specific internal energy were computed from the relative velocity field using
the constant rothalpy principle and the isentropic relations. Fig. 6 shows a relative
velocity vector plot on the hub blade-to-blade surface from the inviscid solution. These
vectors have magnitudes proportional to the particle velocities in the (x,y) plane with
their tails emanating from the mesh points of Fig. 5. Velocities are seen to increase
as one moves from the pressure to the suction blade surface.

The radial impeller problem was run through 750 cycles** on the CDC 7600 computer.
After 750 cycles the blade-to-blade surface moved to approximately 37% of the distance
between hub and shroud at discharge. The computation required 23 minutes on the CDC 7600
computer.

The viscous solution is depicted in the relative velocity vector plot shown in Fig.
7. This figure corresponds to a blade-to-blade surface located 31% of the distance be-
tween hub and shroud at discharge. The meridional trace of this surface is seen in Fig.
4. At the trailing edge of the suction surface a large separated region is indicated.
This region, which is caused by blade loading, initially forms Just aft of the trailing
edge and then moves into the channel. Suction blade velocities upstream of the vortex
adjust to the vortex and'accelerate around it due to the reduced flow area. The VANS
blade-to-blade computer code has duplicated, at least qualitatively, viscous flow
phenomena that have been observed in the radial portion of an impeller (3).

This work was monitored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center under Contract No. NAS3-18016.

**A cycle of computation consists of updating all the dependent variables of motion
on one blade-to-blade surface.



BACKSWEFT CENTRIFUGAL IMPELLER

An advanced backswept impeller, developed by CREAkE, Inc. served as the second
turbomachinery application of the VANS computer codes. In this study both blade-to-
blade (13,17) and cross-sectional approximations (13)* were completed for the backswept
impeller operating at 75000 r.p.m. The design pressure ratio = 8; the tip diameter =
.1595m; and the tip speed = 626.36 m/s. The Reynolds number, based on an avegage invis-
cid relative velocity along the hub and distance along the hub, was 1.43 x 10 . This
Reynolds number produced transition from laminar to turbulent flow in the blading channel.

To adequately describe this calculation five topics are covered; namely,

1. geometry and mapping
2. meshes
3. zeroth approximation
4. blade-to-blade numerical results
5. cross-sectional numerical results

The geometry of the backswept impeller hub and shroud lines is shown in a meridional
plane in Fig. 8. In addition, Fig. 8 presents two families of orthogonal lines, the
first family coincides with the hub and shroud lines and the second family is orthogonal
to the first. Let us consider the point P(xl,x2,x3) of Fig. 8 as a function of the
rotating Cartesian coordinates (xlx2,x3 ). The mapping of the point P(x1 ,x2 ,x3) to
curvilinear space P(x,y,z) is defined as follows. The streamline-like-l lne passing
through P is rotated about the system's axis. This surface of revolution defines the
coordinate z. The potential-like-line passing through P is also rotated about the
system's axis. This orthogonal surface of revolution defines the curvilinear coordinate
y. Finally the angle the meridional plane passing through P makes with some reference
meridional plane delines the curvilinear coordinate x. Thus, the point P(xl,x2,x3) is
uniquely related to the point P (x,y,z). The metrics and their derivatives for this
axisymmetric, orthogonal curvilinear transformation have been developed by Vavra (18).
The above defines the mapping for the blade-to-blade mode of marching; a permutation
of the y and z coordinates defines the mapping for the cross-sectional mode of marching.

The hub finite difference mesh is shown in Fig. 9. This mesh is comprised of 30
streamline-like-lines and 101 potential-like-lines, i.e., 3030 points. Streamline-like-
lines are spaced finely close to the blade and coarsely in the center of the passage.
About five points are present in the boundary layer at the suction surface trailing edge.

The MERIDL computer code, developed by Katsanis and McNally (1), was employed to
generate the zeroth approximation. This code determined the inviscid velocity field.
The density and specific internal energy fields were then computed as functions of the
velocity field by invoking constant rothalpy and isentropic flow assumptions. Fig. 10
shows the inviscid velocity field on the hub blade-to-blade surface. The velocity
increases from the pressure surface to the suction surface.

The procedure for generating the blade-to-blade solution with the VANS/BB code,
starts by first attempting to stabilize the flow field near the hub. This is done by
moving the blade-to-blade surface slowly near the hub. After stabilization has occurred,
i.e., the hub field changes little with continued computation, the blade-to-blade surface
is moved more rapidly until it coincides with the shroud. To complete this procedure
required 8073 cycles of calculation, which took 4.5 hours on the CDC 7600 computer.

The viscous field is shown in the velocity vector plots of Figs. 11 and 12, on a
blade-to-blade surface located 19% of the distance between hub and shroud at discharge.
Fig. 11 shows a leading edge seppration on the suction blade and a boundary layer growing
along the pressure surface. Due co the backswept geometry, the blade-loading is reduced
at discharge and flow separation is prevented there (Fig. 12).

The cross-sectional approximation integrates the blade-to-blade field, which princi-
pally gives the effects of the blades on the flow, with the effects of shroud scrubbing,
blade leakage and hub effects. Based on the blade-to-blade field on a three-dimensional
mesh of 106,000 points as the previous approximation, the VANS/CS computer code was run
through 6300 cycles of calculation. A single cycle of calculation consists of updating
all the variables of motion on one cross-sectional surface comprised of 1050 mesh points.
The solution required 2.3 hours on the CDC 7600 computer.

On cross-sectional surfaces just aft of the blade leading edge, the leading edge
suction surface separation was re-computed. This separation extends from hub to tip
along suction blade. Through alternating the direction of marching a vortex was computed
in cross-sectional surfaces which did not contain the vortex. This points out one of
the principal advantages of the ADE numerical method.

The cross-sectional flow field contained two other fluid mechanical phenomena that
could be identified and understood; namely,

I. A vortical secondary cross-flow
2. Flow separation along the shroud at discharge.

rhis work was monitored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center under Contracts NAS3-18016 and NAS3-20032.
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Secondary impeller cross-flows are depicted in velocity vector plots in cross-sec-
tional surfaces tipped nearly normal to the camber surface of the blading (Figs. 13 and 14).
Fig. 13 shows a velocity vector plot in the inducer region of the impeller. A cross-
sectional vortex is clearly seen in the figure. It is believed that this vortex is caused
by the relative motion between the shroud and impeller blades. At the discharge of the
system the vortical cross-sectional flow disappears. This is shown in the velocity
vector plot of Fig. 14 at the discharge. In addition, Fig. 14 shows the effect of shroud
scrubbing on the fluid.

Flow separation along the shroud at discharge is depicted in a contour plot of the
ratio of the streamwise component of velocity to the local critical velocity, i.e.,
W /W . Fig. 15 shows contours of Wzs/Wcr plotted on a cross-sectional surface near
tA; dficharge. At the intersection of the pressure blade and shroud, acontour labelled
W /W = 0 encloses a contour labelled W s/W = -.03. Since a great amount of impeller
p~piif has taken place Wcr is high; thus, thfrnegative streamwise flow is substantial.

BACKSWEPT CENTRIFUGAL IMPELLER WITH SPLITTER VANES

An advanced backswept impeller with a splitter vane, developed by General Electric
Company (19), is the third turbomachine application of the VANS computer codes. The
blade-to-blade field has been generated by the VANS/BB code, and the VANS/CS computer
code is in the process of computing the cross-sectional field.* The impeller has a
design pressure ratio of 3 and a tip speed of 420 m/sec. The Reynolds number, based op
an average inviscid velocity along the hub and distance along the hub, was 1.0196 x 100.

The general flow field structure computed by the VANS/BB code, contained three
elements, 1) a separation in the vicinity of the suction surface leading edge, 2) strong
boundary layer flows along both blade surfaces and 3) a small separation at the suction
surface trailing edge. The suction surface separation did not occur at the leading edge
itself; hence, the shape of the camber line may be the cause of this vortical flow. Due
to the leading edge suction surface separation more mass flux passed between the splitter
suction surface and main blade pressure surface than in the passage between the splitter
pressure surface and main blade suction surface.

Three comparisons of blade-to-blade numerical computations were made with experi-

mental data; namely,

1. Measured averaged shroud pressures were compared with calculations.

2. Calculated shroud pressure variations with angle, at two stations along the shroud,
were compared with Kulite measurements.

3. Measured impeller stage efficiency and slip factor were compared to corresponding
computed values.

At the blade leading edge and in the radial portion of the impeller, calculated shroud
average pressures agreed with measurements. In the inducer region the calculated pres-
sures were a little lower. The calculated shroud pressure variation with angle in the
inducer region and radial portion of the impeller in general agreed with corresponding
Kulite measurements. Differences were recorded across the blade tip and splitter vane tip.
The calculated impeller stage efficiency and slip factor were slightly higher than cor-
responding measured values.

The three comparisons with data qualitatively described above, tended to verify the
blade-to-blade field computed by VANS/BB. Since this field does not include shroud
scrubbing, impeller tip blade leakage, secondary flows and huFfects, the above areas
of difference are to be expected. The cross-sectional approximation, which includes
these effects, should bring the computational results in closer accord with measurements.

AXIAL COMPRESSOR CASCADE

The cascade flow field was computed through blade-to-blade and cross-sectional approx-
imations (20)**at a fr~estream Mach number of 1.46, at a freestream Reynolds number (based
on chord) of 1.36 x 100, and at a pressure ratio of 1.883. To describe this calculation
five items are discussed; namely, 1) geometry and mapping, 2) meshes, 3) zeroth
approximation, 4) blade-to-blade numerical results and 5) cross-sectional numerical
results.

The geometry of the cascade is shown in Fig. 16 in terms of traces of the contoured
sidewalls and symmetry plane in a fictitious meridional plane. A radius of 254m was added
to the ordinates of this geometry to provide an axis from which the axisymmetric, ortho-
gonal, curvilinear coordinates (x,y,z) were determined. In a manner similar to that des-
cribed for the backswept impeller, the curvilinear coordinates x,y,z were lumerically gen-
erated.

The finite difference mesh in the (x,y) plane, corresponding to the lower contoured
wall blade-to-blade surface (fig. 16), is shown in Fig. 17. The main blade and splitter

This work funded by General Electric Co. under Purchase Order Numbers 201SL4829323
(1978) and 201SL4908656 (1979).

**This work was sponsored by the U.S. Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory under
Contract No. F33615-76-C2011.



peometries are indicated in figure. The blade leading edge occurs at y - .000416 radians,
the trailing edge occurs at y = .0006167 radians and the main blade chord is .0762m.
There are 42 streamline-like-lines and 80 potential-like-lines, i.e., 3360 points. Stream-
line-like-lines are spaced finely near the blade surfaces and splitter vane are coarsely
elsewhere.

The zeroth approximation was generated by the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Program UD0300 (2). The inviscid UD0300 velocity field was employed to compute the cor-
responding density and specific internal energy fields through invoking constant stagna-
ent halpy and under the assumption of isentropic flow.

The VANS/BB computer code was applied to solve for the cascade flow field by marching
in blade-to-blade surfaces. The blade-to-blade surface was moved from the lower contoured
wall of Fig. 16 to the symmetry plane. This calculation required 5300 cycles and took 3.68
hours on the CDC 7600 computer.

Fig. 18 shows a velocity vector plot of the cascade flow field on a blade-to-blade
surface 62% of the distance between contoured wall and symmetry plane of the system. A
large separation region is indicated on the suction surface starting approximately 14 per-
cent of a chord aft of the suction surface leading edge and terminating at about 60 percent
of a chord. In addition separated flow is indicated along the pressure surface of the
splitter vane.

Fig. 19 presents a velocity vector plot of the inducer region of the cascade flow
field on a blade-to-blade surface 80% of the distance between the lower contoured wall and
symmetry plane. A curved bow shock wave emanates from the pressure surface leading edge
and causes the suction surface boundary layer to separate. This strong suction surface
separated region distorted the cascade flow field downstream and resulted in high system
losses, particularly in the passage between the pressure surface of the splitter vane
and main cascade blade suction surface.

Based on the blade-to-blade field on a 3-D finite difference mesh of 63840 points as
the previous approximation, the cross-sectional calculation was carried through 2216
cycles. In 2216 cycles the cross-section, which is comprised of 1200 mesh points, moved
from the upstream boundary of the system (Fig. 16) to the cascade exit. The cascade cross-
sectional approximation required 53 minutes in the CDC 7600 computer. In order to run
this iterate, the boundary conditions described previously for the VANS/CS code were re-
vised for the cascade (20).

The flow field structure is depicted in contour plots of the ratio of the streamwise
component of velocity Wzs to the local sound speed a on cross-sectional planes tipped
nearly normal to the blading. Fig. 20 presents such a contour plot on a cross-sectional
surface located at an axial distance ratio Qr of .206 of the total axial distance from
the leading to trailing edges of the blades. This cross-section is located in the region
of suction surface separation computed earlier in the blade-to-blade approximation
(Fig. 19). Upstream of the blading Wzs/a = 1.46, while in the tipped cross-section of
Fip. 20 velocity ratios less than one appear. Therefore, the shock wave pattern upstream
of the cascade entrance is sufficient to produce subsonic conditions. Boundary layers
are clearly indicated on the hub and pressure surface of the main cascade blade.

A contour level of Wzs/a - -.20 exists in the vicinity of the suction blade surface
(Fig. 2C). The negative ratio indicates the presence of a separated region. The sepa-
rated region starts at an ordinate m of about .04 and takes up about a third of the
cross-section. The shock wave emanating from the leading edge of the pressure surface
of the main cascade blade interacts with the turbulent boundary layer flowing along the
suction surface to produce the separation. This separated region reduces the effective
flow area of the cross-sectional surface; thus, markedly disturbing the flow pattern
there.

The suction surface separated region shown in Fie. 20 Is in accord with the suction
surface separated region of Fig. 19, computed in the blade-to-blade approximation. Thus,
two successive approximations produced nearly the same separated flow. Furthermore, as
in the case of the backswept impeller, through alternating the direction of marching a
vortex was computed in cross-sectional surfaces which did not contain the vortex.

A comparison of calculated and measured static pressures along the main blade and
splitter vane are shown in Figs. 21 and 22, respectively. These data are taken at the
symmetry plane of the system. The solid line indicates VANS calculated results, the
darked line indicates results from the Dodge code (5), and these data points represent
measurements of Holtman, McClure and Sinnet (21).

On the main suction blade (Fig. 21) the VANS computed pressures are generally in
accord with these data. The Dodge computed pressures indicate good correlation with
measurement along the suction surface to about the 65 percent chord station. At this
point.the numerical results tend to drop off and then gradually build up to the proper
level at the trailing edge of the system. Previously Fig. 18), it was indicated that
re-attachment of the suction surface separated flow takes place at about the 60 percent
chord station. Thus, it appears that the re-attachment process was not properly computed
by the Dodge code.
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Comparisons on the main blade p.ressure surface (Fig. 21) of VANS computed pressures
and pressure data are generally good. The VANS surface pressure distribution has a
leading edge compression, followed by a rapid expansion to the 5 percent chord station,
and then a more gradual compression. The Dodge curve has the same general shape; how-
ever, the expansion minimum occurs at about the 38 percent chord station. Aft of the 40
percent chord station the VANS and Dodge results are in accord with the data.

Numerical and experimental static pressures at the symmetry plane are shown in Fig.
22 for the cascade splitter vane. The calculated pressures along the splitter suction
surface are in excellent agreement with corresponding data for both the VANS and Dodge
numerical methods. Near the trailing edge of the splitter suction surface the VANS
pressures are higher than the Dodge predictions. More data are required to evaluate
these results. The initial drop in VANS predicted pressure on the splitter pressure
surface is due to separation. It appears from Fig. 22 that the VANS calculated initial
pressure drop is over-estimated; thus, the extent of the separated region may be over-
estimated. The Dodge pressures on the splitter pressure surface are in excellent agree-
ment with these data. After reattachment has taken place the VANS numerical and experi-
mental pressures are in accord on the splitter pressure surface.

SUMMARY AND C)NCLUSIONS

An alternating direction explicit numerical method has been developed to solve the
steady, 3-D Navier-Stokes equations for impellers, turbines and cascades of airfoils.
The method is based on successive approximations, which start from a quasi-three-dimen-
sional solution to generate a flow field on blade-to-blade surfaces of the turbomachine
or cascade. The blade-to-blade field is then employed to develop the flow field on cross-
sectional surfaces in the blading passage.

The VANS computer codes, which embody the ADE method, were applied to solve for the
flow fields within the blading passages of a radial impeller, two backswept impellers,
and an axial cascade. Detailed viscous fluid mechanical phenomena were calculated, such as
trailing edge suction blade separation for the radial impeller, leading suction blade
separation and shroud separation for the backswept impellers, and a strong shock-wave
boundary interaction for the axial cascade. Information of this type is essential to the
development of significant improvements in the performance of blading for impellers,
turbines and cascades.

The impeller and cascade computations indicate that the ADE numerical method can
produce a useful engineering solution to complex turbo-machinery problems within two
iterations. Future computations of turbo-machinery problems, involving more than two
iterations, are required to demonstrate convergence of the method and quantitatively
define its accuracy.

The VANS/BB and VANS/CS explicit computer codes are presently being converted to run
on the CRAY-I computer. Shang and Hankey (22) determined the speed of their 3-D, explicit
Navier-Stokes code on the CRAY-I computer. It was found that the vectorized CRAY-l version
outperformed the scalar CDC 7600 version by a factor of 24.5. Thus, it is not unreason-
able to assume that the VANS CDC 7600 codes can be sped-up by a factor 6f 10 on the CRAY-l
computer. Therefore, on the CRAY-l computer the VANS codes will run turbo-machinery type
problems in 40 minutes. In addition, the real time to solve a problem will diminish from
2k months on the CDC 7600 computer to four days on the CRAY-I computer.

It is further pointed out that in the area of computational efficiency great strides
may yet be made. It may be possible to speed-up the VANS codes by an additional factor
of ten. The VANS finite diference equations can be upgraded to second order accuracy
and high computational efficiency through implicit computation. In implicit computation
the marching increments may be increased markedly from the CFL marching increment. For
example, on an implicit basis we may be able to affect the cross-sectional mode of
marching in 200 cycles of computation, where the present explicit cross-sectional code
of marching requires 8000 cycles. A cycle of computation is defined as updating the
dependent variables on all the mesh points of one blade-to-blade or cross-sectional sur-
face. Therefore, it seems very possible that the VANS codes can become a design tool,
requiring a few minutes on a CRAY-I computer.
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DISCUSSION

T.Yoshinaka, Pratt & Whitney, Ca
Your calculated results must be affected by tile loss model used.

Author's Reply
There is no loss model used in the calculations. The appearance of loss arises simply from the viscous terms in tile
flow equations as governed by the turbulence model. There is however a degree of empiricism in the calculation of
the tip clearance loss and tile eddy viscosity.

G.Serovy, Iowa State University, US
Could the author please describe in more detail the nature of the blade-to-blade calculating surfaces which are
defined by the grid. Are these specifically stream surfaces?

Author's Reply
The calculations are carried out on a set of blade-to-blade calculating grids but these are not stream surfaces because
there is no assumption made that flow cannot pass through these surfaces. They are simply surfaces defined by grid
points and there is complete freedom of movement of flow across them.

K.Papailiou, University of Athens, Gr
I would like to congratulate the author of this paper on an excellent piece of work. I would also like to ask him if
the effects of Coriolis and curvature are dealt with in the turbulence model.

Author's Reply
The Coriolis and curvature effects are not contained in the turbulence model and so the method is deficient in this
respect.

J.W.Railly, Birmingham University, UK
In the example of the calculation of flow through an axial cascade the author referred to the calculation of flow in
the presence of supersonic inlet Mach numbers at incidence. Please could the author explain how the elliptic
calculation copes with this situation. The only steady method of which I am aware which can account for this
situation is ,he method of Spalding, which uses pressure-marching terms in the blade-to-blade plane.

Author's Reply
Professor Railly addresses an important problem, that of development of an upstream boundary condition. We
prescribe the velocity components along the upstream boundary and the inlet mass flux. The computer code
computes the density and pressure at the upstream boundary. Provided that the upstream boundary is located a few
chords upstream of the cascade, disturbances emanating from the cascade are small at the upstream boundary.
However, it is clear that a boundary condition is required which permits the upstream boundary to be located close
to the cascade.
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rIIRIA: DIMENSIONAL INVISCID ('ALCULATIONS IN (I:NTRIFU(,AL COMPRIESSORS

by
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Vrije Universiteit Brusscl Universit0 Libre de Bruxelles
Dept. Fluid Mechanics Dept. Continuum Mechanics
Pleinlaan. 2, 1050 Brussels Av. Fr. Roosevelt, 50, 1050 Brussels

SUMmARY

An inviscid, rotational, three-dimensional flow model in centrifugal compressors is presented. The 30
flow is separated into a potential flow part and a rotational part described by a simple additional funct-
ion. The solution of the potential flow part is described in this paper and applied to several centrifugal
compressors. Results are compared to experimental data as well as to results of a ouasi-ID calculation
procedure.

INTRODUCTION

Recent attempts to model the complex three-dimensional flow in centrifugal compressors range from full
viscous calculations to various quasi three-dimensional calculation techniques as illustrated in a recent
ASME symoosium on Performance Prediction in centrifugal compressors ill. The viscous calculation methods
besides the larger computer times they require, are presently limited to *parabolic marching' approximations
[21, [31, valid only in absence of back flow and hence do not yet handle properly strongly seoarated regions
such as the wake flow occuring frequently in the shroud-section side corner of radial comnressors. On the
other hand the quasi three-dimensional calculations (Q30) combine various two-dimensional flows in an inter-
active way (through-flow and blade-to-blade stream surfaces) based on inviscid calculations with super impo-
sed loss models and eventually 2D boundary layer calculations. With the exception of the Adler and Krimerman
calculation [41, these methods are all based on axisymmetric blade-to-blade stream surfaces and hence do not
consider properly the secondary flow components.

All these methods require some level of emoirical innut. The viscous calculations need information with
regard to the turbulence and as shown in [3lead to results which are quite sensitive to the intensity of the
turbulent eddy viscosity introduced in the model. The Q30 calculations are based on the existence of an
inviscid core flow and require either empirical incut with regard to loss levels and slip factors or emniri-
cal input with regard to three-dimensional effects when 0 boundary layer calculations are coupled to the
basic inviscid model.

If one accepts a boundary layer type approximation, eventua.lly with an adanted calculation for the separa-
ted renion, an intermediate model between the viscous calculation and the interactive 031 calculation is
provided by an inviscid rotational three-dimensional model. Methods based on this model can be ouite fast
on present day computers since they require a smaller number of mesh point and less operations per point than
the viscous calculations. Hence, the question arises to define under which conditions such a model would he
acceptable as an intermediate level of approximation. The present naper is an initial step in an attempt to
answer this question.

The first step in such a calculation is provided by a potential flow model, the second step consisting in
addino a rotational component to the basic potential flow, This procedure will be described in the first
section and the second section presents the basic method and the Finite Element procedure for the potential
flow part.

Results are obtained for this irrotational component for the A, B and C impellers of Mizuki A al 151 161
and are compared with experimental data and with previous results based on a quasi-3D calculation [71.

1. General eguations

We consider the 3D steady flow of a non-viscous, compressible fluid through a blade row, which might be
fixed or rotatino at constant angular velocity Q. The basic equations are written as follows, assuming
steady relative flow

continuity equation q(oV) = i o (1)

Euler equation 1A(UAl) =I - T oS (2)

conservation of energy 0 I = 0 (3)

When the blade row is of the stator type we have

U W= =

and I, become respectively H, in equation (1) to (3).

From (2) and (3) follows the entropy equation, in absence of any drag force,

9 VS = 0 (4)

As appears from eq.(2), the qeneral flow is rotational when the rothalphy I and the entropy S are not con-
stant in the whole flow field.

If one considers inlet flow conditions without tangential distortion and more particularly an inlet flow
field of the form
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V= (r) (5)

and initial profile of I and S with only radial nradient, that is

I = I(r) and S = S(r) (6)

than one has the property that

l= I S = 0 (7)

where is the absolute vorticity vector

.=hv (8)

Eq.(7) together with eqs.(3) and (4) will be compatiblP with eq.(6) i the inlet flow field satisfies the
condition

Vr = 0 (9)

that is, the inlet flow has no radial velocity components.

This situation is likely to occur in most of the practical inlets to radial compressors, or can be simula-
ted in a model by an appropriate inlet region. The interest of relations (7) lies in the fact that it al-
lows to reduce the number of unknown functions from three to two.

The general representation of a rotational flow field can be written as (the so called Clebsch represen-

tation)

V = + li S + P2V I (10)

the three unknown functions 0, w1 and p2 correspond to the three unknown velocity components.

With (3), (4) and (6), one has

VI VS (11)

leading to a representation of the form

V= + Os (12)
or

V O v + iI (13)

Since, from (12) (Vi : AVS (14)

eq. (2) leads to the equation for 0

T l (15)
Simularly, the representation (13) leads to

T U- 1 (16)

Therefore, introducinq the representation (12) in the continuity equation one obtains

-POS + lp (17)

which can be solved interactively together with eq.(15) for the unknowns o and p.

The importance of this family of flows comes from the property shown by Cazal[8] that if (7) is satisfied
at a qiven instant, it will be satisfied always.

In ref. f81 an equivalent representation is used, namely

V = VO + sv

leading to an equation for o identical to (15) but with a reverse sign.

The function o is the potential function and describes the irrotational flowfield. The o function will
therefore describe the rotational components of the flow if initial gradient of I or(and) S are present.

It appears from (17), that the basic equation does not differ fundamentally from the potential flow equa-
tion and that the same basic computational method can be adopted.

The first step is therefore to developa calculation method for the potential flow component and this step
is described in the present paper.

Assuming

V1 'VS = 0

R-'-'Z -. h (18)
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eq.(2) reduces to the irrotationality condition for the absolute flow

V = 0 (19)

and with the introduction of the potential function

= (20)

the continuity equation leads to

=$ .tJ p (21)

which is the equation to be solved for the 31) potential flow.

As is well known, the condition I = H - UV_ e t in the flow field, with H =t in the in- and outlet
regions, implies that (rV.) remains constant in the in- and outlet regions.

2. Finite Element Solution for Potential Flow

The Finite Element method is applied to solve the basic three-dimensional potential flow field, through
a standard (alerkin method applied to eq.(21), leading to

fV pv W
i vo dV -f V U Vo.Wi dV + 6S - Wi dS (22)

where V is the volume taken by the whole flow domain
S is the surface, enclosinn V
Wi is a weighted function.

The flow region is discretized with finite elements

= i (23)

where Ni are the shape functions, and using the shape functions as weight function, (23) becomes

EO. fVP . VN i vNj.dV f V U VpNidV + 6S P a Ni dS (?4)

The boundary conditions are defined as follows

Along the inlet and outlet surfaces, the normal derivatives

Pn- PVn

are imposed where V will generally be the meridional velocity taken usually as uniform if the planes are
sufficiently far downstream and upstream of the blade row.

Along the blade surfaces, one has

S +
an I n

expressing that the relative normal velocity component is zero.

Along the boundaries limiting the domain in the pitchwise direction upstream and downstream of the blade
row, neriodicity conditions are imposed - fig. 5.

OQ - OP = CB - OA = (sVe)in

OQ'- OP'= OB'- OA'= (sVe)out

where B and A are periodic points.

At inlet, Va is known while at outlet V8 is obtained through a slin factor or a Kutta-Joukovski condition.

The present computational procedure is an extension of the two-dimensional methods developed for subsonic
blade-to-blade flows (9]. Finite element computations of the 3D notential flows have also been performed by

Worster (101 for incompressible flows in pumps and by Laskaris[Ill for the compressible subsonic case.

Ap2lication to radial compressors

The finite element code for potential flows has been developed with cubic trilinear elements (8 nodes per
three-dimensional element) and applied to the three compressors A, B, C tested by Mizuki & al.15],[6].
Figures 1 to 3 give a three-dimensional view of the flow domain between two blades, for respectively com-
pressors A, B, C, the numbers of the different stations being indicated on the finures. For the sake of
clarity, not all of the grid points are shown on these figures.
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Inorder to obtaina solution which satisfies accurately the boundary conditions, a higher density of grid-
points near the blades, hub and shroud is required. Finures 4, 5 show the distribution of the nrid points
in respectively a meridional and blade-to-blade surface of compressor C. As can be seen 9 blade-to-blade
and 11 meridional surfaces are used. Using 3 stations upstream and downstream of the blade row, the total
number of gridpoirts is 2178. Figure 6 shows the evolution of the calculated velocities in the meridional
surfaces, qoina from suction towards pressure side, for compressor B and 0 = 0.5. The first surface is
the suction side of the blade and the last one the pressure surface of the next blade.

Fiiure 7 shows thevelocities insome points on the hub side of compressor A for 0 = 0.5. Figure 8 repre-
sents the streamlines in the same case, as obtained by the quasi-30 method 1 71 and in figure 9 the measu-
red results by Mizuki et al. [6are shown. On the three finures it is seen that, halfway the oassane, the
streamlines sligthly bend from pressure toward suction side. At the outlet of the blade row there is a

slip tendency from suction toward pressure side.

In finures l) to 15the blade static pressure distributions in the hub and shroud surfaces are represented
along the suction and pressure sides. The points show the experimental results obtained by M4izuki et al.
151 . The continuous line represents the calculated three-dimensional inviscid results, while the dashed
line shows the results as obtained by Adler and Krimerman with their 3D calculation method [121. The mass
flow is in all cases 0 = 0.5.

In the case of compressorA ,fin. 10, a local acceleration is found at the suction side near the shroud,
in a point approximately 30L downstream from the impeller inlet, i.e. at exit of the inducer. This decrease
might be caused by the shocked inlet conditions at the reducer, accordinn to Mizuki et al. [5 . Due to
the larqe gradient of static pressure along the shroud-suction surface streamline, the flow will separate
in this corner. As the present model is non-viscous, the obtained results disanree rather strongly with
the experimental data. Near the hub the flow is not separated, due to the concave wall and better agreement
between measurements and prediction is obtained, fig. 11.

CompressorBalsoshowsadecreaseof pressure at inducer outlet, at the suction side near the shroud. The
decrease is smaller than for the A-type and therefore the flow is not separated. In consequence the predic-
ted results follow the measurements quite closely, fin. 12 and 13. The third line on the firures 12 and 13
shows the results obtained with a quasi-3D method [71 with axisymmetric blade-to-blade surfaces. It is to
be noted that the measured data correspond to the 7/8 streamline of ref 51 while the calculated data were
taken along the shroud. The results obtained from the calculation show indeed a less marked drop in pres-
sure along the corresponding streamsurface, aithounh the loca' acceleration is still stronner than in the
measured data and stronger than the calculated distrubutions Dy Adler and Krimerman.

In the case of compressor C, fin. 14 and 15, the measurements show a pressure reversal near the shroud,
i.e. the pressure on the suction side becomes higher than the pressure on the pressure side. This reversal
is not found theoretically; it can be attributed to secondary and shroud clearance effects as well as even-
tually to flow instabilities induced by the convex wall boundary layers. Only a slinht decrease of the pres-
sure at inducer outletoccurs and again there will be no separation. The predicted and measured results
agree quite well with the data and with the calculation from lp121, with the exception of the mentioned re-
versal effect. Figures 16 to 18 show the pitch-averaned pressure alonn the shroud for the three comores-
sors. Again the continuous line represents the results obtained with the present 30 potential Dronram
'qhile the dashed line shows the prediction of Adler, Krimerman 112j .In all cases,0 is set to 0.5. The
sudden pressure decrease at inducer outlet for type A comoressor, indicating a flow separation, is noticed
anain, fig. 16. After the point of separation the nredicted results differ rather stronnly from the mea-
surements , as already mentioned earlier. Better agreement is obtained for the B and C comoressors, fin.
17 and 18, althounh the calculated isentropic pressure rise is stronner than the measured one in both cases.
In finures 19, 20 the secondary flow pattern in station number 9 of compressor 8 is represented, for 0=0.5.
Figure 19 shows the results obtained by the 30 potential pronram, while fin. ?n shows the measured flow
pattern as obtained by Mizuki et al. 161.

As can be seen on fi .20, the real flow yields a clockwise rotation, i.e. a rotation in the sense of N, in
station number 9. As mentioned in [61 a part of this rotation can be derived from the potential flow theo-
ry (fin. 19).

Hence,the inherent secondary flow components in station 9 could be obtained by subtractinn the velocity-
vector, from the 3D potential flow calculation, from the real measured velocity-vector.

The same results,predicted and measured, for compressor C, 0 = 0.5, are renresented in respectively finu-
res 21 and 22, and the similar potential flow rotation is seen.

Figure23 showsacomparisonbetweenmeasured and calculated meridional velocity distributions from the
pressure side to the suction side alonn station number 13 for the hub blaJe-to-blade surface. The full
line is obtained from the present method while the dashed line is from a quasi-3I calculation of 161. As
noted also by Adler and Krimerman (121, the fully potential flow calculation nredicts a slope which is
closer to the measured data, althounh the level is underpredicted, due probably to blocane effects of tihe
wall boundary layers.

CONCLUSION

A three-dimensional potential flow calculation method has been developed and annlied to the three com-
pressors tested by Plizuki et al. The calculated data show that a potential flow model can be used with an
acceptable prediction capability, if no separation occurs asin comnressors B and C. Secondary flow effects
are not predicted by the present calculation and their inclusion, tonether with the addition of hub and
shroud boundary layers should improve further the reliability of the 3D computations in absence of stronn
separation.
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NOMENCLATURE

H total enthalphy
I rotalphy;= H - U V

r radius
S entropy
s pitch
T static temperature

0 wheel speed vector = ar a

V absolute flow vector

S relative flow vector
p specific mass

potential function; mass flow coefficient= mean outlet radial velocity outlet wheel speed
S unknown function in the expression for
n rotor angular velocity

W curl of the absolute velocity vector.

SUBSCRIPTS

n normal component
r radial component
e tangential component

X
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DISCUSSION

D.Japikse, CREARE, US
I would like to ask the author if he has calculated the secondary flow for Case 'A' of Mizuki which was published at
the ASME conference earlier this year. I would also like to ask the author if he feels that the wake structure in the
impeller is predictable using inviscid methods only.

Author's Reply
The calculation of the secondary flow is not possible with the potential function alone. The addition of the non-
viscous rotational component will allow that calculation which is underway for various compressors and in particular
for the case 'A' of Mizuki, However these results are not yet available at the present time.

As is well known the calculation of a separated region is not possible with non-viscous methods. However, we feel
that a rotational, non-viscous calculation would be able to detect the tendency towards separation, since one car,
consider, in a "boundary layer sense", that the non-viscous flow determines the tendency towards separation and
"triggers" the viscous separation. However this should be confirmed by explicit calculations.

Y.Ribaud, ONERA, Fr
I would like to comment that two types of vortex flow seemed to appear in a centrifugal rotor where the flow is
assumed to be non-viscous.

(1) For low flows there appear true vortices on the pressure surface. These are shown by flow visualisation using
smoke.

(2) In the cases where there are strong gradients of stagnation pressure upstream of the impeller where, if the work
varies spanwise, there will be downstream of the leading-edge a vortex sheet which one must take into account
in the calculation. The use of the velocity potential will help to simulate this effect.

Author's Reply
The shed trailing edge vortices, appearing from the deviations from free vortex flow, can be described by the present
method and will automatically be included in the solution when the rotational components are added to the
potential flow solution.

f
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BY A TIME DEPENDENT METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS

by
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SUMMARY

Difficulties in the numerical solution of the flow in advanced centrifugal compres-
sors arise from the transonic nature of the flow. In order to solve this problem a time
dependent method of characteristics, which takes into account shock waves, boundary layer
and wakes, is presented.Separated flow is simulated by simplified models. Such a program
is proposed for centrifugal compressors both for impellers and diffusers. Extension of
the method to unsteady phenomena is discussed. Results are discussed, and they demonstrate
the possibilities of the method at the present state-of-the-art.

LIST OF SYMBOLS SUBSCRIPTS

a speed of sound in inlet
b channel width J in the jet
h enthalphy out outlet
h channel height (see Fig.1) P at the pressure side of the blade
m meridional coordinate (see Fig.1) R total values in relative motion

mass flow rate S at the suction side of the blade or
M Mach number shear layer between jet and wake
n normal coordinate (see Fig. 1) sep at separation point
p pressure t at blade tip (shroud)
r radius T total values in absolute motion
S entropy W in the wake
t time 0 at inifity upstream
tin time for impeller acceleration I at blade inlet
U peripheral velocity 2 at blade outlet
V absolute velocity
W relative velocity
x,y,z auxiliary transformed coordinates

(see appendix Al)
x1 ,y 2 natural coordinates
X,y rectangular working coordinates
a,p functions defined by Eqs. (5)
E angle of m-lines in the meridional

plan (see Fig.1)
a angle between W and meridional

coordinate m
P density
(P angular coordinate (see Fig.l)
W angular velocity
E,n,L rotated coordinates for the blade

nose definition (see App.Al)

1) INTRODUCTION

In the last 20 years great emphasis has been placed in designing centrif'igal compres-
sors with very large pressure ratio and rotating speed. For this purpose transonic calcu-
lation methods have been developed in order to deal witha very heavy flow conditions with
particular regard to viscid and 3-dimensional phenomena, e.g. rotating boundary layers
and wakes. Moreover, many authors pointed out that the energy exchange in the mixing
process downstream of the rotor are fundamentally unsteady. Different approaches are
proposed for this goal.

In the present paper a time dependent method is described, which has been applied
successfully in turbine and compressor cascades. Such method seems to include many of the
required features even if the present time its extension to 3-dimensional cases is unrea-
listic.
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2) METHOD OF ANALYSIS

2a)Equation of Motion
The equations of motion for adiabatic and inviscid flows, neglecting gravity forces,

from the point of view of a relative observer, who turns toghether with the turbomachine
rotor at a quasi-constant angular speed, are:

1) continuity equation 4t+V(0 Wi) = 0 (1)
2) momentum equation 4N - W

2  u2r2  1
3t W x (VA +2) + V(Ai - + -Vp 0 (2)

W2

3) energy equation d'h -t (-) dt (3)
R at 2

The equation (3) is written along the particle path, the symbol (d') beindefined by
(d) = W.7( ) dt. w

2  
(wr)2

We introduced the total enthalpy in relative motion h = h + 2 
_ ___R 2 2

Of course the equation of state should be added,p = ph,p).
A blade-to-blade surface, with arbitrary radii and channel heights, in the usual hy-

pothesis of stam surfaces coincident with surfaces of revolution (1) is considered and
the equations 1-3 are written in (m,() coordinates (2).

r

al (b?

Fig. 1) Blade-to-blade surface of revolution (a) and meridional channel (b).

According to Carriere and Capelier (3) the equations on this blade-to-blade surface

are derived for a natural coordinate system (xj+y 1 ) defined by

dx,= cos%5dm + r sin d(p dy1 = r cos adW - sinidm (4)

Finally the system (x,,yl)is normalized by introducing two functions C and D defined
by dx 1=adx and dy,

= Od Y so as to obtain a new system (X,Y) where X is parallel to the
velocity and Y is perpendicular, which is cartesian and rectangular if a and 0 (considered
as functions of X,Y,t) satisfy the conditions:

aa 38 si8 -_ a cos8
act 

+
-!a a sin sin E - C ! = a. co1sine (5)

which are the integrability conditions for the system:

dm = acos 8dX - 1 sinOdY d, = a sin- dX + c--- 0dY equivalent

to Eqs. (4). If Eqs. (5) are valid we have a correspondence between the systems (m,cp) and
(XY). We can work in the rectangular system (X,Y) where streamlines are lines Y=cost.
By making use of the equations of motion it is possible to develope Eqs. (5) so as to ob-
tain the relations:

.y in (aW) T (-- - (2w sin - -

a n (1PWh) C ap (for h, see Fig.1)

T ( ) WP at

If the instea y phase is not too rapid, according to the physical transient phenome-
non,only the term:W (2casine) is important to the right side of Eqs. (6), It is im-
portant to notefrOm Eqs. (6) , that a can be assigned onan arbitrary streamline and
on a X constant arbitrary line (normal).

The blade-to-blade equations, in (X,Y) coordinates, become:
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_ L 2 + Aa aw Rn e (7)p at a ax pac t wayC

2-W t W3 + 1 L 2 = (8)
at a ax pa 

ae-0 +  2-0 +  = c (9)
at + 1 ax = caw +- +p ax

where C,= - aW cos8 (k + sin C)
n r

C = 
2 r cos 0sin e

C,= - sine (W2 sin* + -f-sin 4 + 2wW)

k 1 3 and £ . sin 3 are defined in Fig.(1)
nh am am

The functions a and D are to be recalculated for all time-steps.In appendix I practical
expressions for a and a are derived from Eqs. (b-9).

2b Equation of characteristics
Being the equations to be solved hyperbolic in the time coordinate, a characteri-

stic surface is found to exist at any point M at time t. This surface is a conoid, hav-
ing M as a vertex, which cuts X,Y plane at time to = t-dt along a pseudo-ellipse having
(a/)dt and (a/O)dt as main axes.Furthermore, also the trajectory O-M has the properties
peculiar to characteristic,being the point 0 the position of the physical particle M at
time to.

According to the classical theory,it is pos- Y
sible to write the equations (7-9) on this surface
or even, on particular lines of it, but in this
case it is not possible to eliminate all partial
derivatives. If we choose the four lines (bicharac-
teristics) passing through the intersections of the
ellipse with its main axes (see Fig.2), the deriva-
tives along thedbicharacteristics are predominant.
If the symbol indicates derivatives along the
line considere ,we obtain the Eqs.(10),(11),(12),(13). /

The energy equation can also be written in a
discrete way along the trajectory; anyway, if the D

irreversible effects due to shock waves are expli-
citly accounted for by means of the Hugoniot re- I l

lations, the energy equation can be simply written
as SM = So for all the points not crossing the Adt

shock waves.Combining the four equations (10-13), which _----_- ____-_- ______

are not indipendent, we obtain WM,aM,PM starting
from the points A,B,C,D at time t pM and hM can
be calculated from PM and SM by tge equation of
state. To calculate the points lying along the Fig. 2) Characteristic cone passing
boundaries some of the Eqs (10-13) can be substi- through the point M.

tuted by imposition of proper boundary conditions.

line line equation (d/dt) line compatibility equation

dX = W+a dY 0 a W+a 1 d- + dW = aW a
dt -- 't at a ax pa t dt 2 - T (10)

BM W-a dY 0 a 2W-a a P dp =dW C - C2 aW aOdt a - dt at aX pa d t = C C a (11)

dX W dY aa w a a, _1 ddtt + d + aS
CM t a , d = at a a - aY oa dt dt 1 3 a (12)

dX W dY a a Wa a a 1 _ W d8 - AW
D dt a dt O at a ax 0 ay pa dt dt 1 3 a (13)

Table I Total derivatives with respect to time and compatibility equations.

3)BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND SPECIAL POINTS CALCULATION

The possible situations which can occur on the characteristic surface at various
boundaries (inlet and outlet:subsonic and supersonic, boundary profile, free jet, slip-
lines periodic boundaries, etc.) have already been described in details in (4). In par-
ticular as to the study of blade or wing profiles,it must be remenberd that the first
and the last streamline are copied one pitch to the left and to the right respectively,
to obtain periodicity conditions between upstream and downstream boundaries; this allows
to calculate the points on periodic boundaries as internal points. In this case the pro-
file is put inside the flow field.

To solve the flow in steady or rotating turbomachine blades, with radii and meri-
dional channel height variations, regarding boundary layer, separated flow, and finite
thickness wake including possible energy exchange with the main flow, the following pos-
sibilities have been necessarily introduced into the calculation program.



1) Possibility of imposing different inlet and outlet boundary conditions for supersonic
flows discriminating between Ma !I , as in the Table 2.

UPSTREAM DOWNSTREAM

1O D equation from point B W is calculated from point A

M 0 p or Ware is calculated from points C and D
and or given arbitrarily S is calculated from 0

Sand p is given arbitrarily

Note: Point D is not considered

M>1 A D 1 equation from point D(C if 3>O) W is calcaulated from points A and
Ma<1 0 or a are given arbitrarily 3 is calculated from point C

P p or a g (D if 3>0)

anB andS is calculated from 0

M Note: if D is outsideitis extra- p is given arbitrarily

polated from inside

Ma>1 p,W,8,S are given arbitrarily p,W,3,S are calculated from

M A,B,C,D,O

Table 2. Conditions at inlet and outlet boundaries for different Mach numbers.

2) Possibility of a strict leading-edge subsonic flow solution that is necessary for the
two following reasons:
- the leading-edge solution gets singularities in velocity, angle, -0 auxiliary func-

tions and partial derivates at the right of Eq.5 (10-13), nevertheless such quan-
tities must be obtained in the internal points of the calculation network. Since the
usual interpolations become invalid in the region near the leading-edge and cause
calculation instability, it is necessary to resort to interpolations respecting the
function singularities at the leading edge and derived from the analytical solution
of the flow. Being impossible to deal with the leading-edge region by increasing the
meshes n-mber of the calculation network not to exceede in the calculation time, rough
solutions , as for example the one of the incompre sible flow at a corner, are to
be excluded because inadequately approaching the blade profile in the first mesh,
and because neglecting the circulating flow due to the bladelift;

- it is necessary to follow properly the evolution of the stagnation point along the
blade profile at the changing of the velocity circulation during the unsteady calcu-
lation period, not to cause an inconsistent velocity distribution deriving from the
trailing-edge closure condition.
Because of the previous reasons it has been approached the blade profile in the leading
edge regiont in order to obtain an adequate analytical approximation and a good flow
solution in such a regioneven if very large meshes are employed.Such amethod in its
fundamental lines is referred in appendix A 2 .

3) Possibility of modifying the blade profile in order to simulate the boundary-layer di-
splacement thickness, calculated in several times during the calculation, by means of
classical steady methods. The separation point is therefore determined in different
times. Anyway, in this paper, very simple empirical separation criteria havebeen em-
ployed, because of the great difficulty of this problem in the radial turbomachines
wheels.

4) Possibility of dealing with separated flows in a simple way up to the trailing-edge
and imposing complex closure conditions,fit for finite thickness trailing-edge and
wake.

5) Possibility of treating wake points downstream the trailing-edge by means of a genera-
lization of a double slip-line point calculation, so that it is possible to consider,
besides velocity discontinuities, trasversal wake pressure gradients and different di-
rections (connected with the thickness wake variation)between right and left wake
flow, at the boundary with the jet-flow.

6) Possibility of accelerating the wheel by varying its angular speed (a up to the final
value. The flow model sati fying the points 3-5 is referred in appendix A 2 and derives
from the jet-wake chassical model (5), (6), (7). It provides the matching of the non-
viscous, quasi-bidimensional mainflow (jet), with a zero or small flowrate flow (wake)
in which most of the losses accumulate, and which is therefore at an initial energy
level very inferior to the jet one.

4) FLOW CALCULATION IN A CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR

The computer code requires the initial flow conditions. The flow field at the subse-
quent instant is calculated as follows: definition of upstream and downstream boundary
conditions; boundary-layer calculation and blade profile correction; pressure imposition
into the possible separated region; evaluation of the wake quantities; calculation of all
the points inside the inviscid flow by means of the characteristics method; imposition of
the periodicity condition; calculation of a and a functions; determination of the physical
network( m, p). After increasing the time by a dt, the code again calculates the flow fi-
eld following the previous scheme up to steadiness of the flow, or assigned end time.



This computer code was used for the flow calculation of the centrifugal compressor
wheel 1611 VL I developed by the Northern Research and Engineering Corp.. The calculation
was made in cooperation with Franco Tosi s.p.a., (Italy).

The main data of this machine are:
rotational speed = 39,000 rpm
total pressure vaneless diffuser exit/total inlet pressure 7.15
relative Mach number at impeller inlet: hub = 0.611; casing = 1.303
absolute Mach number at impeller exit = 1.259
blade speed at impeller exit (fps) = 1726.9

For the time being, calculations are available for the hub profile blade; the appli-
cation of the computer code to the tip profile blade, where relative Mach number exceeds
unity, does not present any problem: indeed the same code was already used without diffi-
culties in supersonic axial compressor calculations. Because of operating reasons it was
necessary to remove the "splitter" blade from the channel. Therefore the results cannot
be compared with the available data.

The meridional channel profile was calculated for a flow rate equal to 1/10 of the
total, having arbitrarily assumed the meridional velocity profile, since this is out of
the purpose of this paper.The initial flow configuration was obtained by means of a clas-
sical blade-to-blade method (10) for angular speed and mass flow rate equal to half of
the design values and assuming that no flow separation exists under such conditions. Whe-
ther the above position is true or not is not relevant because the final solution is not
affected by the initial approximation.

The network calculation is made by 11 streamlines and 30 normal lines, 19 of which
are inside the blades. The transient conditions consist of rotational speed acceleration
and contemporary static pressure increase at the downstream boundary, while the total pre-
ssure and absolute inlet angle are kept constant. Actually the counter-pressure is a flow
rate function; however it was imposed by means of a different law because of computer co-
sts: indeed, being the channel inlet very small, the time step (proportional to the mini-
mum width of the numerical meshes)is strongly limited. This makes impossible to extend
the transient period to more than 200-300 time steps. Under these.circumstances, perturba-
tions propagate too slowly. Finally the downstream pressure increase was anticipated, so
that it could propagate in due time inside the rotor. This makes phenomenon history less
realistic.

Two types of calculations were made: the first one in the hypotesis that no separati-
on exists; the second one in which flow separation is progressively accounted for star-
ting from the initial solution. In this second case the ratio v wake velocity over separa-
tion velocity was arbitrarily assumed equal to 0.2;the variation law of wake thickness
downstream the trailing edge was imposed altough this can easily be computed (see appen-
dix A2).

5) RESULT ANALYSIS

Though in this calculation the shock waves are no taken explicity into account, they
are correctly predicted in an isentropic flow calculation; consequently, the thermodynamics
quantities are affected from error; particularly the continuity equation is not satisfied
and the pressure discontinuity is over estimated. The flow solution at half of the design
rpm, from which the time dependent calculation starts,is refenzedin Figs. (3a-3b).

A stability test was conduced with no condition change. It was possible to verify
that the solution was very stable after 300 time steps. Particularly the obtained slip-
factor value was equal to the one imposed to the solution deriving from (10).

Thebasic time period t is assumed equal to the time in which the rotating speed
reaches the final value. CoAgequently to the acceleration of the rotating speed,the mass
flow rate increases correctly. The flow shows an excessive trend to accelerate (see Fig.4
at time = 2t. ) if the downstream boundary pressure increasing is not sufficiently rapid.
The large trARsversal gradient of the velocity shows that steady state is not yet reached.

The flow is chocked at time t = 2.5 t The counter-pressure goes upstream into the
blade channel and at time t = 5 tin a very trong shock wave reaches the final position
at the end of the inducer.

The flow is sufficiently steady in time and satisfactorly uniform ee Fig.9A). The
pressure at the impeller outlet is very high (p/p 4). The calculation made with a
counter pressure less than the previous one showsT1%.6) large Mach numbers, and an un-
steady situation at t = 4 tin; this demonstrate the importance of the outlet law in func-
tion of time.

Meaningful results are obtained in the case of separated flow (Fig.8,9)even if a sim-
plified model was used. The flow separation leads to a large variation at the outlet; ne-
vertheless at t = 4.5 t there is an opposite trend, and the variation is still large.
The Mach number at the Mundary between jet and wake is not constant because the total
relative enthalpy is not yet constant either as well. In such a condition it is impossi-
ble to-distinguish clearly the jet-wake energy exchange, but some interesting informa-
tion on the variations of the mainquantities isavailable (Fig.10).

For Figs. (3-9)a conformal mapping is used:

f, X=Xin+ r for the inducer, ' RRine'r for the impeller.



6) CONCLUSIONS

The proposed method is interesting for the following reasons:
- possibility of taking into account transonic flows without any difficulty even with

very different upstream and downstream conditions;
- possibility of dealing with very sophisticated conditions along particular streamlines

in a simple way, due to the use of a natural calculation network;
- possibility of dealing with inlet variable conditions, as distortions, rotor-stator in-

teractions, etc..

In author's opinion it is very interesting to use this method for the study of ro-
tors and transonic diffusers, moreover, in the case of unsteady conditions. It could be
very useful in dealing with intrinsically unsteady problems as the reversible energy
exchange into the mixing process downstream the centrifugal compressor wheel.
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APPENDIX I
LEADING EDGE CALCULATION

The initial blade profile,unstream the two former meshes 1D,IV, is approximated by
a pseudo-ellipse.This was obtained by transforming a unit radius circle,centered at the
origin of an auxiliary plane z=x+iv, in the physical plane = E +i n by means of the folio
wing conformal transformation: C = h + k/(z - z ) where z = iyo.
For y =0 an ellipse is obtained,whose half-axes gre a =(h k), b =(h-k).For y # 3 the
ellipse is distorted in the ordinate and is transformed into a simple line, r8presenting
the blade nose even in the case of small thickness blades.The parameter y0 is automatical
ly determined in order to make the line to pass through the given point (°IV).

EEI
0 L.E. u.. 0 hLE

a) PIIAL PLANE (m,,?) b) TRANSFORED PLANE (Z) c) WORKING PLANE (X,Y)

Fig. A1-I) Leading Edge Model

Obviously,the center and the half-axes of the pseudo-ellipse are necessarily given.
The flow in the leading edge region is calculated by means of conformal transformation

of the translo-circulating flow around the circle in the z plane, which at the upstream
infinite has velocity U = V h, and anqle o = a -3 a ,being V ano 0o obtained by ave-
raging the inlet flow o? the blade to be cacula~ed bt

The ratio V /V determines the velocity circulation r; then all the quantities clo-
se around the 19ad1Xg edge can be computed. Classical corrections can be done to the in-
compressible solution for taking into account large Mach number flows. In the calculati-
on of the points A, B, C, D, E, F, G (see fig. Al-a for the physical plane and fig. Al-c
for the work plane) part of the dependence domain is into the region near the leading ed-
ge; therefore the points of the bicharacteristics are interpolated by the use of the ana-
lytical solution which must be matched with the time dependent one. The flow near the
trailing edge is quasi-potential and the work coordinates (X,Y) are proportional to the
functions 0 and T obtained from analytical solution: in fact it is dO/dx:=V=cost/a;
dT/dy,=W=cost/0.The X, Y definitions and the previous relations give dM=aWdX, dW=oWdY.
From the Eqs. (5), (6), it is possible to demonstrate that for W-0 aW and OW can be
taken constant.

APPENDIX 2
JET AND WAKE MODEL

Referring to the classical jet and wake scheme (see Dean (5)and Senoo (6)), an invi-
scid jet flow and a wake one, in which all losses are supposed to be concentrated, can
be discriminated.The general calculation principle is based on the fact that the method
is unsteady and, consequently, a flow solution at a previous time is always available.
This allows to evaluate the side boundary evolution, in order to account for the follo-
wing quantities: boundary layer from the leading-edge up to the separation point S1 ,free
jet from S, to S2 and wake downstream the trailing-edge.At the initial time the calcula-
tion generally starts from an inviscid solution; in such a case the boundary layer and
separated flow introduction is made gradually in time to avoid calculation discontinuit-
ies.

Boudary layer - It is possible to use an approximate method in order to evaluate the
boundary layer displacement thickness (8).

spation oint - To determine the separation point on the suction side of the blade
the Pu fDR=Wit/W - at the tip is taken from (9). Actually, the knowledge of the
meridional plane velocE? is reqired , but the distribution of such a velocity was assu-
med without check, being its evaluation beyond the aim of the present work. Once the se-
paration point is determined by means of the time dependent computing code, it is possi-
ble to evaluate hjsep, hRjsep-

Separated flow - According to Van den Braembussche (7) the jet Mach number at the
boundary with the separated region is assumed to be constant. This is equivalent to sup-
posed that there is no diffusion in the jet downstream the separation point and the pre-
ssure is to be conditioned only by the centrifugal potential. This is true only for zero
or very small wake velocities.Furthermore,h RJS is assumed constant in the hypothesis



that the wake evolution has to proceed slowly (quasi-stuady) compared to the rotating
speed and flow rate variations. Along the boundary (S) it is: hjs h + U2 -W',/2
i.e. 2 2is R, S

U2 aj S  2 (2I

js = hRJ,sep 2 2 J,sep (A2

where the sound velocity a is a function of the enthalpy h and entropy Sj assumed
constant in the jet. FinalI,it is possible also to determi4pi . .from the state equa-
tion.The wake flow is evalueted from the separation point. 'Vor the jet it is

h sep-W 2  + U 2
-U

2  U -U 2  w2  - 2  u2-u;
Js sep 2 2 2 ' h sep 2

If WW, hw'w are the averaged values inside the wake, being the ratio

V=Ww/Wj,= Ww/Wj sep assigned, at the impeller outlet it is

w2

h w,2h i's + (1-vz) e2 (A2-2)

than, being the pressures at 2 and(sep) known, it is possible to evaluate the average pres-

sure PW,2 = 1/2 (PjIp2+ P is) from which 6W,2 =f(Pw,2'%,2
)

W. IP -

I ' WAKE

b z wake lefit si e)

FP2 '

JETw ake rnqtside)

se arat~- ii
Fir!

a)PYICAL PLANE (m.T) b) WORKING PLANE

Fig.A2-1) Jet and Wake Model
The pressure computed at the previous time is sufficiently precise to calculate 3

Since the ideal flow calculation network is made along streamlines and normal lines, iW
is useful to assume as separated flow final section the normal arc b This is auto-
matically defined by the streamline S Sitdetermines also the wake pitcw' Ortion =S 2p/pS
at the impeller outlet and the mass flow ratio (wake to total) X=i/(W+mj).

The last quantity to be defined is the trasversal pressure difference q=lp-pp). In
contrast with what was assumed for the density and enthalpy, the pressure mast 96 taken
variable in the wake, following, for example, a linear law. The previous ditference must
balance the following terms: the Coriolis force F directed normally to the flow and in
opposition to the rotating speed, the force F2 dul to the flow curvature in the wake (ge-
nerally in opposition to F , if rc>O) and the component of the centrifugal force F nor-
mal to the flow. It followa 3n

w
2

q=bW5W,-(20±WW,- ---- lwlir sin fW 2 ) (A3-3)
c

usually the first term is preponderant; if necessary, the curvatures radius must be as-
signed.

Trailing-edge condition - Being (p s _Ps) and (p -p) known, the closure con-
dition of the blade requires the contemporary calcul~tioE of the points sep and P by
means of six bicharacteristics (only four are indipendent) and by imposing the two pro-
file angles and pressure difference (p -p ). There is one redundant condition to de-
termine the two velocities and the two pes~ures: such a condition defines the blade pro-
file circulation, which usually is assigned by means of the downstream flow angle (slip-
factor).

Jet and wake mixing process - Let q=p -p . Suppose that the wake pressure tangential
distribution is linear (at the same radiui) End neglect the forces due to the wall diffu-
ser and jet-wake drag in order toevidpce the reversible energy exchange. W are
the wake averaged quantities, the wake motion equations are (7):
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continuity m = bwhWw = bw 2 h2Pw,2WW,2  (A2-4)

tangential momentum -W r r . + rWinWI= q (A2-5)

radial momentum wWW rI COS~w+ bW dPW - b . -- (A=qradial~cs moetmWCSW- T W r°SP (rw+Wwsinb W) 2qtg bW (A2-6)
PIPW dr W Cos% co )

Removing q from the previous equations, only one differential equation in WW is found:

dW 1 dw W d W
(sin'r COS

2
b) - =W W

-a
_ - W - 4isinfCw - W sin2% -

-

W W dr NW W dr r W

1 and a varying with the radius can be obtained with a good agreement by the time depen-
dent cal~ulation at the previous time. The density W is found from the enthalpy calculat-
ed by means of the following energy equation:

hTJ&J + TW-W = TJ 2 J +h ' 2

from which

w+ LW ) + h (1-M ! 2 i X + h (1-X) (A2-7)

The absolute wake velocity VW is obtained from w and aw.
Once the equation(A2-6)has been solved by means of standard methods, it is possible

to evaluate q from Eq. (A2-5), and c = n /tL&wrcos d ) trom Eq. (AZ-4 .Therefore it is pos-
sible to compute the transversal pressure difference Apw = (p -pp) and the angle diffe-
rence A8 which constitute the input quantities for the invisjid jet calculation by means
of the tme dependent method. For this reason six bicharacteristic (four indipendent e-
quations) and the two path lines are used to evaluate WsW ,PsP,. Imposing APw and
A p , pp0 8 can be determined. The points S and P in the (X,Y) plane become an u-

If mw # 0 it is possible to take into account the decrease of the jet flow rate in
a simple ay by a fictitious increase of the meridional channel height.

1
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DISCUSSION

R.Sovrano, ONERA, Fr
Could the authors please discuss the problems of convergence of their calculation method?

Author's Reply
The authors have conducted stability tests and the method was found to be extremely stable in the compressor case.
It was also found to be stable in the case of a turbine blade.

I
I

. i
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL, VISCOUS FLOW CALCULATIONS

FOR ASSESSING

THE THERMODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS

- STUDY OF THE ECKARDT COMPRESSOR

John Moore and Joan G. Moore

Mechanical Engineering Department
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061, USA

SUMMARY

A calculation procedure for partially-parabolic flow is used to calculate flow in the impeller and
diffuser of the Eckardt centrifugal compressor. This is a general-geometry cascade-flow method including
the effects of tip leakage and stationary walls.

The calculated and experimental results for three-dimensional viscous flow and overall thermodynamic
performance are compared. Wake flow, resulting from boundary layer accumulation, causes blockage of the
impeller passage. Calculated wake development, with and without flow leakage through the tip-clearance
gap, is compared with measurements.

The thermodynamic process in the Eckardt compressor, at the maximum efficiency point at 14000 RPM, is
represented on a temperature-entropy diagram. Calculated results of the development of mass-averaged
temperature and entropy through the impeller and diffuser are presented. The work done, the pressure
ratios and the efficiencies of the impeller and compressor are calculated to within 1 or 2 %. The influence
of the boundary conditions on the compressor flow and performance is discussed.

NOMENCLATURE

c,C absolute velocity Subscripts

c specific heat capacity at constant pressure tO,N standard stagnation state at impeller inletp
H rothalpy inlet flow inlet (Fig. 1)

H,P,S,S hub, pressure, shroud, suction sides r reduced static

i,j,k grid indices r,O,z radial, tangential and axial components

6 mass flow rate t absolute stagnation

p pressure 0,1,3,t3 etc. state points (Fig. 22)

r or R,B,z cylindrical coordinates

R2  radius at impeller exit Efficiency Subscripts

a entropy D diffuser

T temperature p polytropic

u,U,W relative velocity s-s static-to-static

ul,u2,u3 calculated relative velocity components t-s total-to-static

Unormal velocity component perpendicular to t-t total-to-total
measurement or calculation plane W wheel

I - V measurement planes in the impeller

0,1 flow angles (Table 2)

blockage factor (Table 2) Superscripts

efficiency (Table 2) * rotary stagnation

11 viscosity; or slip factor (Table 2) area-averaged

P density mass-averaged

0 flow coefficient (Table 2)

Wf angular velocity of the impeller

INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper (1], we presented a calculation procedure for partially-parabolic flow in general-
geometry turbomachinery cascades. Incompressible flow through a shrouded centrifugal impeller 12] was
calculated. In this paper, we report the further developments necessary to allow the method to handle
compressible flow with tip leakage and a stationary shroud wall. We demonstrate the method by calculating

flow through the centrifugal impeller and diffuser tested experimentally by Eckardt [3,4,5]. The

calculated and experimental results for three-dimensional viscous flow and overall thermodynamic performance
are compared, and the influence of the boundary conditions on the compressor flow and performance is
discussed.

The main objectives of this study were
1. to calculate steady, three-dimensional, viscous, compressible flow in a centrifugal impeller and

diffuser, allowing the development of secondary flows due to curvature and rotation (6,7] and due to tip

leakage and stationary walls,
2. to calculate the accumulation of low-momentum, boundary layer fluid under the action of these !econdary
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flows to form a wake flow at the impeller exit,
3. to calculate the subsequent mixing of the wake with the jet in the vaneless diffuser,
4. to calculate the entropy production in the flow field particularly near the wall boundaries where three-
dimensional flow is known to influence losses [8,9,10],
5. to represent the thermodynamic process in Eckardt's centrifugal compressor on a temperature-entropy
diagram [11],
6. to compare the calculated flow development and thermodynamic efficiencies with the measurements of
Eckardt.

The physics of the flow phenomena in a centrifugal compressor is, of course, contained in the conserva-
tion equations of mass, momentum and energy for turbulent flow. To meet the objectives of this paper,
these equations are solved with appropriate boundary conditions using an appropriate non-uniform, finite-
difference grid.

Five different boundary conditions were used in the present calculations:
1. an inviscid wall, for the inviscid flow calculations used to build up the pressure solution 19,10],
2. a viscous wall with zero relative velocity at the wall,
3. a stationary viscous wall with zero absolute velocity at the wall,
4. a circumferentially repeating boundary used upstream of the impeller leading edge and downstream of the
impeller trailing edge,

5. a combined viscous wall and repeating boundary condition used for blade surfaces with tip leakage.

These boundary conditions together with the non-uniform grid spacing allow the calculation of
1. non-collateral wall boundary layers, in which significant transport of low-momentum, boundary layer
fluid occurs,
2. tip leakage flow, with the associated unloading of the static pressure at the blade tips,
3. flow near the stationary shroud wall in the impeller and near the stationary hub and shroud walls in
the diffuser,
4. gradients of rothalpy near the stationary walls,
5. shear stresses and entropy production near the walls,

6. mass-averaged temperature and entropy.

ECKARDT'S CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR

The detailed investigations of the flow within a high-speed centrifugal compressor impeller and in the
constant-area vaneless diffuser downstream, which Eckardt performed between 1970 and 1977 at the DFVLR, make
this compressor flow one of the most carefully documented in the literature 13,4,5]. From the results of
laser and hot wire anemometry and from instantaneous pressure measurements, relative velocity profiles are
presented showing boundary layer accumulation leading to the development of a jet-wake flow pattern within
the impeller, and then shoing the mixing of the jet and the wake in the impeller discharge flow. Flow
angle measurements indicate the magnitude and likely configuration of secondary flows, and static pressure
measurements along the stationary shroud wall monitor the static pressure rise through the compressor.
Sufficient information is also given by Eckardt from which to reconstruct the geometry of the impeller [12]

and the overall thermodynamic performance of the compressor.

Flow Geometry

The geometry of Eckardt's impeller is quite closely described by equations [12] for an elliptical-arc
camber line, and for circular-arc hub and shroud wall profiles. With the assumption that the blades have
radial sections and with blade thickness information obtained from velocity profile figures, a reasonable
representation of the impeller geometry can be obtained. Our reconstruction resulted in the geometry shown

in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1 shows the flow domain used for the present study. The calculations start with axial flow
upstream of the impeller inlet, march through the impeller to the radial exit at a radius R2 of 0.2 m, andthen proceed to station 4 in the constant-area vaneless diffuser at a radius ratio R/R 2 of 1i.687. The

flow is assumed to be steady relative to this rotating flow domain.

A meridional cross-section of the flow domain is shown in Figure 2. This shows clearly the locations
of five of the measurement planes I-V on which Eckardt made detailed laser anomemetry measurements within
the impeller. These planes and the other intermediate planes shown were used in generating the finite-

difference grid for the present calculations.

Thermodynamic Performance

In this paper, we consider the flow development at the maximum efficiency condition, test point M2, at
a rotational speed of 14000 RPM and a mass flow rate of 5.31 kg/s. The overall thermodynamic performance
of the compressor at this operating condition is described by the states shown on the temperature-entropy

diagram of Figure 3.

The standard stagnation conditions at the impeller inlet, state t ON, were 288.1 K and 1.0133 bar. The
static conditions at the impeller inlet and the diffuser radii R/R2 - 1.017 and 1.687 are states 1,3 and
4 respectively, and the corresponding absolute stagnation conditions are points 0, t3 and t4. State U (11]
corresponds to the isentropic centrifugal pressure rise in the impeller, and state E3 is the relative

stagnation condition at R/R2 - 1.017.

The impeller tip speed at this test point was 293.2 m/s, the measured total-to-total pressure ratio
was 2.094 and the measured total-total efficiency was 0.88. States 3, t3, 4 and t4 on Figure 3 are based
on pressure and efficiency data given by Eckardt; states 0, 1, U and E3 are based on estimated flow conditions
in the inlet duct and an estimate of the change in rothalpy through the impeller. The pressures and
temperatures at these state points are tabulated in Table 1. The remaining points derive from measurements
in the vaneless diffuser; the triangles represent instantaneous pressure measurements and the circles

represent conventional pressure measurements.

. . . ..0 . . . . . . . . . . l li i i. . . . i . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .
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Figure 1. The domain for the flow calculations in the Eckardt centrifugal
compressor. I - IV, measurement planes in the impeller.
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Figure 3. The thermodynamic performance of Eckardt's
centrifugal compressor as derived from his measurements

-- - -at test point M2 (14000.RPH and 5.31 kg/s). 1, 3, 4,
A, G , static conditions; 0, t3, t4, absolute stag-
nation conditions; E3, relative stagnation; U,

Figure 2. The calculation field for the Eckardt isentropic centrifugal pressure rise.
compressor in the meridional plane, showing grid
lines appropriate for inviscid flow calculations

with no tip leakage. I - V, measurement planes
in the impeller.

THE FLOW MODEL

The Governing Equations

The equations are written for the steady flow of a perfect gas relative to a reference frame rotating

with constant angular velocity, q. An isotropic viscosity u is assumed and compressibility effects are
neglected in the viscous terms. Viscous work associated with gradients of Q x R and with gradient of
velocity in the streamwiae direction are neglected. Energy conservation is written in terms of the

rothalpy H, where

H - cpT+1(uu) -- ( x R • A x R).

Mass conservation:

V - pu - 0.
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Momentum conservation:

(V pu)u- (V •V)u V Vu
T 

-Vp- (2 u + Q (R R).

Energy conservation:

(V pu)H - (V • V)H = 0.

Here, c is the specific heat capacity of tha gas; T, the static temperature; R, the relative velocity
vector;PR, the radius vector; p, the density; and p is the static pressure.

The effective viscosity is the sum of the laminar viscosity, p., and a turbulent viscosity described
by a mixing-length formulation 2ff =£ + pL2 "du/dy".

This model has been used with success in our earlier work [10,11. Again the edges of boundary and shear
layers are defined in terms of a gradient of local dimensionless stagnation pressure,

* P - PrtAP r
L ,

P max -Pr

However, here we redefine the rotary stagnation pressure,. p , and the reduced static pressure, Pr' for use
with compressible flow, as described in the Appendix.

Solution Procedure and Rothalpy Boundary Condition

The finite-difference solution procedure used here is that appropriate for partially-parabolic flow in
general cascade geometries and is described in Reference 1. The extensions required for the present calcu-
lations are the solution of the rothalpy equation, calculation of the density and the inclusion of alternative
boundary conditions. The rothalpy equation has the same form as the momentum equations, i.e.
(V-pu-V.vV)*-B . It is solved following each solution of the momentum equations. The density is recalcu-
lated after eah adjustment of the pressure correction.

The boundary condition used for the rothalpy equation is an adiabatic wall; that is, the static
temperature gradient normal to the wall is zero. The rothalpy gradient in the normal direction, n, Is

3H = c 3T + u • a u - x R 3 (Q x R).

an P an an n0

a(il x R)/n is negligible, therefore

an) wall = L'!wl

When the wall is stationary in the relative reference frame (aH/an)wall-0 and rothalpy is conserved. When

the wall is stationary in the absolute reference frame (aH/an)wall - -2 x R a au/an and the rothalpy
increases.

The Finite-Difference Grid

The finite-difference grid used for inviscid flow calculations is shown in the meridional plane in
Figure 2. Seven points at relative spacings of 0., 0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.95 and 1.0 span the hub-to-
shroud (k) direction. Seven points at the same relative spacings also span the circumferential (blade-to-
blade, j) direction.

At viscous walls more points are required to represent three-dimensiunal turbulent boundary layer flow.
In these regions three more points, each a factor of five closer to the wall, were added giving points at
relative spacings of 0.0004, 0.002, 0.01 and 0.99, 0.998, 0.9996. This distribution of points was chosen
so that the near-wall point was sufficiently close to the wall that it was either in or near the edge of the

laminar sublayer.

For the tip-leakage calculations a 1 % tip gap was used. Thus the blade tip was at a relative hub-to-
shroud spacing of 0.99. To allow the equations sufficient freedom in determining the flow through the tip
gap, a point near the blade tip is required in the tip gap. Therefore additional grid points at a relative
hub-to-shroud spacing of 0.992 were used.

In the diffuser, where the additional points included for the calculation of tip leakage flow and
boundary layer flow on the blade walls are not required, they are omitted. The additional points required
for the calculation of the boundary layers on the diffuser walls are, of course, retained.

Calculation Details

Calculations of the flow in Eckardt's compressor were performed with three different viscous-wall
boundary conditions:
1. no tip gap with a rctating shroud attached to the impeller;
2. a tip gap with a shroud rotating with the impeller and a rotating diffuser;
3. a tip gap with a stationary shroud and stationary diffuser walls.
Eckardt gives little information about the tip clearance of his impeller. For simplicity we assume a
uniform relative gap size equal to 1 % of the hub-to-shroud distance. The tip gap for the calculations was
then 0.95 Emm at the impeller inlet decreasing to 0.26 mm at the exit.

The conditionq specified at the flow inlet, shown in Figure 1, were uniform axial velocity in the free
stream and turbulent boundary layers each with a thickness of 5 % of the hub-to-shroud distance on the walls.
Here also, a uniform static pressure was prescribed.

RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS - THREE-DIMENSIONAL VISCOUS FLOW

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS

The blade loading of Eckardt's impeller, calculated for the case of an attached rotating shroud, Is
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I! shown in Figure 4. The calculated reduced static pressures, p, in the four corners of the impeller passage

are normalized with the inlet stagaatio. pressure p For Isentropic flow from the inlet, the local
value of p* will equal p tN everywhere, and thus te'Npressure ratio gives the local isentropic
Mach number, as shown in tfe Appendix.

The inducer is lightly loaded almost to measurement station II. The loading at the shroud wall then
increases to a maximum between stations III and IV (see Figures I and 2), before decreasing rapidly as the
impeller exit is approached. At the hub, the loading is low until station III and the isentropic relative
Mach number remains below 0.2 almost until station I. In the hub/pressure-side corner region the flow is
close to stagnation, a Stanitz-eddy effect, until station IV quite close to the impeller exit.

The isentropic relative Mach number at the shroud wall in the inducer is approximately 0.6. In the
shroud/suction-side corner region the local Mach number increases to 0.7 at station III, before rapidly
decreasing to approximately 0.38 at the impeller exit. This steep pressure rise in the shroud/suction-side
corner region of the impeller passage clearly influences the rapid growth of the wake flow which Eckardt
observes at this location between stations III and V.

Figure 4 also shows the elliptic pressure variation upstream of the impeller leading edge.. A rapid
deceleration of the flow at the hub wall on the spinner upstream of the leading edge is seen. This elliptic
influence is allowed in the present partially-parabolic flow model.

The calculation with the attached, rotating shroud wall allowed the blade loading in the shroud corners
of the impeller passage to be obtained free from the influence of tip-leakage with its associated local
blade unloading. The corresponding distribution of static pressure p on the shroud wall therefore also
shows the blade loading through the impeller, as seen in Figure 5a. Here the static pressure is normalized
with the static pressure, Pinlet at the inlet to the flow domain. The long lightly-loaded inducer is
clearly seen, together with the rise in pressure to a static pressure ratio of approximately 1.5 at
the impeller exit and the subsequent pressure rise in the vaneless diffuser.

The shroud wall static pressure distribution, calculated for the case of a stationary shroud and a I %
tip gap is shown in Figure 5b. Now the repeating boundary condition in the tip gap allows the static
pressure distribution to repeat, and the calculated distribution of static pressure ratio agrees very
closely with Eckardt's measurements shown in Figure 5c.
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Figure 5. Contours of static pressure ratio, p/p , on the shroud surface in the impeller and diffuser.
Fig. 5a. Calculated with no tip gap and rotating IhRud and diffuser walls. Fig. 5b. Calculated with 1 %
tip gap and stationary shroud and diffuser walls. Fig. Sc. Eckardt's measurements.
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corner; PH, pressure-hub corner.

In three-dimensional flow calculations using pressure-correction methods, if the geometry is adequately
described and if the three-dimensional pressure distribution is correctly building up, it only remains to
improve the turbulence model and improve the solution procedure to get corresponding agreement from the
velocity distributions. Thus this agreement between the measured and calculated pressure distribution is
encouraging.

The calculated distribution of reduced static pressure p r, again normalized with the inlet stagnation
pressure, are shown in Figure 6 for the inlet plane and for Eckardt's five measurement planes, for this
case of a stationary shroud and a 1 % tip gap. The gradient of Pr never becomes completely tangential,
showing that the curvature of the impeller in the meridional plane is an important factor in the flow
development. Indeed, even at stations IV and V, where the passage is nearly radial, the lowest reduced
static pressure is still found in the shroud/suction-side corner. This is important, for it is gradients
of reduced static pressire and not of static pressure itself which govern secondary flows in impellers. It
is a most important contribution, in fact, in determining the location of wake flow in the impeller exit
plane, for low-momentum boundary layer fluid tends to migrate towards the region of lowest reduced static
pressure. In the shroud/suction-side corner region, wake fluid in Eckardt's impeller experiences an adverse
gradient of reduced static pressure which causes it to slow down, increasing the blockage it causes in the
flow. Clearly the blockage will be a maximum for wake fluid constrained to remain in this region. Flow
adjacent to the middle of the shroud wall, for example, will experience virtually no adverse gradient of
reduced static pressure in passing from station IV to station V.

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS

Velocities Normal to Measurement Planes

Figure 7 shows the distribution of velocity normal to the five measurement planes, as measured by
Eckardt. The results have been replotted from his perspective views to show contours of velocity normalized
by the impeller tip speed, wR2 .

At all five stations, a large potential flow region can be recognized with a velocity gradient corres-
ponding to the gradient of reduced static pressure described above. A near stagnation of the flow in the
hub/pressure-side corner region is also evident.

At station III on the shroud wall, the first evidence of three-dimensional boundary layer accumulation
is observed at y/t 0.6. The wake flow then grows rapidly from these small beginnings to become a signifi-
cant blockage in the flow at station IV. It is worth noting, as discussed above, that the wake grows in a
region of adverse reduced-pre-sure gradient, and that it penetrates the flow until at station V it extends
out to mid-way between the hub and shroud walls.

Eckardt uses a blockage factor ck3(c) to quantitatively describe the blockage caused by his wake. This
parameter is defined as - =

tk3 (C) lc -r3k/ cr3 ,

where, at the diffuser station R/R2 = 1.017, cr3k is the area-averaged radial velocity and cr3 is the mass-
averaged radial velocity. At the test point M2 considered in this paper, this blockage parameter had a
measured value of 0.183.

Figure 8 shows for comparison our results obtained with a 1 % tip gap and a rotating shroud wall. At
stations I, II and III, we obtain remarkably good agreement with Eckardt's measured velocity contours
indicating that we have the impeller geometry reasonably well described. We see signs of wake formation at
station III in our calculation and the wake grows to present a significant blockage in the flow at station
V. The normal velocity distribution at a radius ratio of 1.017 in the vaneless diffuser is shown in per-
spective view in Figure lOa. This calculated result gives a blockage factor Ck3(c) of 0.119.

Our calculations with a 1 % tip gap and a stationary shroud wall gave the results shown in Figure 9.
Again early in the passage the agreement is good, as expected. Now, however, with this combination of tip
gap and boundary condition, the calculated wake flow is mixed out across the shroud wall and located
centrally at a location where it does not experience an adverse pressure gradient between stations IV and
V. Consequently it does not grow to form the large blockage observed in Figure 8 and especially in the
measurements of Figure 7. At R/R2 = 1.017 the calculated normal velocity distribution is as shown in
Figure lOb and the blockage factor is 0.074.

Figure lOc completes the series of calculations with different boundary conditions by showing the
results obtained with a rotating shroud wall and zero tip clearance. The location of the wake flow is
reasonably well calculated in this case but the blockage is only 0.056.
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A question of interest is how quickly the wake flow mixes out in the vaneless diffuser. Eckardt's
measurements show it still causing significant flow non-uniformity at a radius ratio R/R2 = 1.151. Our
calculations confirm this, as shown in Figure lOd. This shows the development of the velocity profile in
the vaneless diffuser for the case of the stationary shroud wall and the 1 % tip gap in the impeller.
Clearly the velocity profile has not become uniform at R/R2 - 1.151 , and there is a significant axial
gradient of radial velocity from the shroud to the hub wall.

Secondary Flow Velocities

The secondary flow velocity components solved for in the present calculation procedure are u2 and u3,
normal to finite-difference grid surfaces of constant j and k respectively. These two components are not
necessarily mutually orthogonal but they are both orthogonal to the uI velocity component in the bulk flow
(i) direction.

Figures 11 and 12 show u2 and u3 velocity components calculated mid-way between blades and mid-way
between the hub and shroud walls. Figure 11 gives the results for the case of a 1% tip gap and a stationary
shroud wall, and Figure 12 shows the velocities from the calculation with no tip gap and a rotating shroud.
The results are shown for measurement planes II - V in the impeller.

Immediately apparent from the comparison of the two figures is the effect of the different shroud-wall
boundary conditions. No overturning of the flow, to give a velocity component from the pressure side to
the suction side, occurs near the shroud wall in the calculation with the stationary shroud wall. This is
contrary to the measurements presented by Eckardt at planes III and IV of his impeller. In contrast,
Figure 12 shows that with the totating shroud and no tip gap secondary flow velocities from the pressure
to the suction side do occur near the shroud wall. Possibly our estimate of 1 % tip clearance is too large.

Evidence of the influence of the relative eddy (V x u = -2Q) on the secondary flow pattern in the
free stream is seen in both calculations at planes II and III. This results in the clockwise secondary
flow pattern observed in the figures. Curvature in the meridional plane, see Figure 2, gives rise to u3
velocities along the blade surfaces in the hub-to-shroud direction. These play an important role in
boundary layer transport at stations IV and V.

0 0.3 0 03 F
U R 0 w R2

R2 
L

U2  PH SH U HS

P 3  P

IVVIV V

Figure 11 . The cross flow velocity components at Figure 12. The cross velocity components at planes
planes II - V in the impeller, calculated with 1 % II - V in the impeller, calculated with no tip gap
tip gap and a stationary shroud, and a rotating shroud.

Tip-Leakage Flow

The tip-leakage flow velocities in the u2 direction are shown in Figure 13 for the calculation with
the stationary shroud wall. The velocity of the shroud wall relative to the blades imposes a harsh boundary
condition on this pressure-driven flow. This flow is calculated with the distribution of grid points shown
arrowed in the 1 % tip-clearance gaps, which are shown to scale for the three measurement stations I, III
and V.

The resulting cumulative mass flow rate through the impeller passage is presented in Figure 14 Ps a
function of distance along the blade tip. Results from the two calculations with tip clearance are
presented, one with the rotating shroud wall and the other with the stationary shroud wall. With the

0

0 0.5 1.0 0 0.5 1.0 0 0.5 1.0
U2

Figure 13. The calculated cross flow velocity through the tip gap versus distance from the shroud wall at
planes I, II and V in the impeller. - location of grid points in the tip gap.
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rotating shroud wall, 3.2 2 of the flow through the
passage passed through the tip gap, and with the 0.05
stationary shroud wall this flow rate rose to 4.2 %.
With the particular tip gap distribution used, one 04
half of this leakage flow passed through the tip gap
by station II. These tip-leakage flows are consis- 003
tent with a discharge coefficient of approximately
0.5, based on the shroud tip loading calculated for

flow with a rotating shroud and no tip clearance. 002 - -

Polar Plot of Secondary Flow Velocities 001 - - -

An interesting question to be asked after
considering the secondary flow velocities and the 0 -

tip-leakage flow is whether the grid spacing need IU II IV e
have been as non-uniform near the walls as was in DISTANCE ALONG BLAD TIP
fact chosen. One way to answer this question is by
plotting the calculated relative tangential velocity Figure 14. The cumulative fraction of the mass flow
against the velocity normal to the calculation plane, passing through the tip gap versus distance along
as in the polar plot of Figure 15. Here, for the the blade tip. - - - calculated for 1 % tip gap and
calculation with a stationary shroud wall in the rotating shroud. -calculated for 1 % tip gap
impeller and with stationary walls in the diffuser, and stationary shroud. i, impeller inlet; e,
we present two polar plots, one at station IV in the impeller exit.
impeller and one at a radius ratio R/R2 - 1.017 in
the diffuser. Bath plots are for velocities on a
plane mid-way between the blade surfaces.

Marked on the plots are the points at which the flow angle differs by 50 from the angle of the limiting
streamline at the wall. It is then found that the only wall on which there is considerable collateral flow,
i.e. within 50, is the hub wall in the diffuser. With this criterion, this calculated flow is collateral
for 78 % of the distance to the opposite wall ! The boundary layer at this point would give little trouble
to the modeller.

The boundary layers at the other three locations exhibit different behaviour. To be at a location
where the flow angle differs by less than 50 from the calculated limiting direction, the near-wall point
should be approximately 0.003 of the hub-to-shroud distance from the wall and at these points the corres-
ponding values of y+ were approximately 50.

To be reasonably sure of the limiting flow direction, two grid points giving approximately the same
flow direction are required. In the present calculation this condition was satisfied with points at 0.0004
and 0.002 relative spacing.

Impeller Exit Velocity Triangles

The mass-averaged normal and tangential velocities are also shown on Figure 15 for the two stations.
At the diffuser station R/R2 = 1.017, the normal velocity is close to the radial direction, thus the
velocity triangle for the mass-averaged flow can be drawn as shown. This velocity triangle for the calcula-
tion with the stationary shroud wall and 1 % tip-leakage is compared with Eckardt's measured velocity
triangle in Figure 16. As a result of Lne lower calculated wake blockage, 0.074 compared with the measured
value of 0.183, the mass-averaged radial velocity at R/R2 = 1.017 is 0.367 wR2 compared with the measured

R2

Figure 15. Polar plot of the normal -04
and circumferential velocities calcul-
ated for 1 % tip gap with stationary
shroud and diffuser walls.

mid-way between the blade
surfaces at impeller plane IV. g mass- 02

averaged at impeller plane IV.
- - - mid-way between the repeating
boundaries at R/R2-1.017. A mass- 22 3

averaged at 1.017.103

IV S

4.0 -0.8 -0.6 -04 -02 0 02

R
2

Figure 16. Comparison of calculated W w01
and measured mass-averaged velocity .414
vectors near the impeller exit
(R/R2-I.07). measured;
- --- calculated with 1 % tip gap
and stationary shroud.

2R 31017
wR 2
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value of 0.414 wR2 . The calculated relative flow angle 0of 71.6 agrees well with the measured value of
71.2

°
, but the calculated absolute flow angle 03 of 22.3 is significantly smaller than the measured value

of 25.30.

Tangential Velocities in the Diffuser

Having calculated the flow in the impeller, it remains to calculate the shear stress distribution at
the walls in the vaneless diffuser. The shear work associated with these stresses, in the rotating refer-
ence frame chosen for the calculations, constitutes a major source of loss production in the diffuser.
Again the stationary-wall boundary condition provides a harsh test of the calculation procedure.

Figure 17 shows calculated relative tangential velocities, mass-averaged in the circumferential
direction. The profiles are shown at radius ratios of 1.017, 1.36 and 1.687, and it can be seen that with
the stationary diffuser walls the velocity gradient at the wall starts at a high level and gradually
decreases at larger radii. Also shown are two profiles at radius ratios of 1.017 and 1.687 for the case of
a rotating vaneless diffuser. In this case, in contrast, the shear at the wall due to tangential velocities
is relatively very small initially, but it rises to very high values at large radii.

-15 -10 U/R 2  -0.5 0

30

Figure 17. The calculated circumferential 25-

velocity component in the diffuser, mass-
averaged in the circumferential direction. 20 /

1 I impeller tip gap and stationary Distance
diffuser walls. - - - 1 % impeller tip gap from

and rotating diffuser walls. h
Imm["

16817 13 1 017%

R 2

0 -
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RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS - THERMODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE

We have considered the influence of the boundary conditions on the three-dimensional flow in Eckardt's
centrifugal compressor. Now let us consider how well the calculation procedure can model the overall
thermodynamic performance and how important a contribution is made by the boundary conditions.

The calculated distributions of pressure, velocity and rothalpy provide all the information necessary
to completely describe the thermodynamic performance of the compressor. Local distributions of pressure,

temperature and entropy can be obtained and these can be mass-averaged at intermediate calculation planes
throughout the compressor to define the compression process thermodynamically.

In this section, we present such results for the calculation with a stationary shroud wall and a 1 %
tip clearance in the impeller, and with stationary walls in the vaneless diffuser.

Mass-Averaged Flow Properties

Figures 18-20 show the variation of mass-averaged properties with distance through the compressor. In

the impeller, the distance is measured as the meridional distance along the hub wall, and in the vaneless
diffuser radial distance is used. The five measurement planes in the impeller between the inlet and exit
are shown, together with diffuser station 4 at a radius ratio R/R2 = 1.687. Eckardt's data is shown for
comparison in the vaneless diffuser.

The development of the static pressure ratio p/PtO N and the stagnation pressure ratio ;t/PtON are
shown in Figure 18. The agreement between the measured and the calculated static pressures is particularly
good. In the vaneless diffuser at R/R2 - 1.017 the measured static pressure ratio is 1.462 compared with
the calculated value of 1.483, and at diffuser station 4 the measured value is 1.82 compared with 1.831.
The stagnation pressure level in the diffuser is also calculated quite closely and the initial rate of
decrease of stagnation pressure, mainly due to shear at the diffuser walls, is reasonably well modelled.
At R/R2 - 1.017, the measured stagnation presscre ratio was 2.207 compared with the calculated value of
2.235, and, at R/R2 - 1.687, 2.094 was measured compared with 2.137.

Figure 19 gives a picture of the work done by the compressor, in terms of the stagnation temperature
rise In the Impeller, and the change in the absolute tangential velocity of the air..(The development of
angular momentum rc0  is not shown because of its similarity to the development of Tt.) The tangential

velocity ce is normalized by the impeller tip speed wR2 , thus giving the slip factor in the impeller exit
plane. The measured slip factor (actually derived from the overall stagnation pressure ratio and the
total-to-total efficiency) was 0.90, which is approximately 2 % lower than the calculated value of 0.916.
This difference is consistent with the differences noted between the two velocity triangles in Figure 16.
There, the difference in absolute tangential velocity was seen to be AZ0/wR2 - 0.019, and this was explained

by reference to Figures 7 and 9, in which the measured wake blockage was found to be 0.183 compared with the
calculated blockage of 0.074.

The calculated stagnation temperature Tt in the adiabatic vaneless diffuser should remain constant at
the calculated impeller exit value of 366.4 K. In fact numerical errors cause the calculated value first
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and diffuser walls. A , 0 , Eckardt's measurements, gap and stationary diffuser walls. - - - Rce-constant.

a ,U, Eckardt's measurements.
to fall below the measured value of 364.8 K and then
to rise to 368.3 K at diffuser station 4. Some im-
provement in the numerical procedure in the vaneless Diffuser
diffuser is clearly possible, although in fairness it Station
should be stated that this is a difficult flow to
calculate, when the boundary conditions are station-
ary walls and when one boundary layer is near 360
separation. The calculated rise in stagnation
temperature in the impeller of 78.3 K is approximate- ! Impeller

ly 2 % higher than the measured rise of 76.7 K (K) 
1

w Exit
showing at least that the calculation is consistent
in the impeller. 340 30 -

Finally, we present the mass-averaged static s
temperature T and the mass-averaged entropy a, the

properties required for the thermodynamic represent-
ation of the compression process on a T-s diagram. 320 20
Here we should note that the temperature and entropy Impeller
data in the vaneless diffuser, shown in Figure 20, Inlet
were obtained from instantaneous pressure measure- U

ments (the triangles) and from conventional pressure
measurements (the circles), together with the 30 10

assumption that the stagnation temperature remained

constant in the adiabatic diffuser. The agreement I
between the measured and calculated entropies is I
especially encouraging early in the diffuser up to a 280 0
radius ratio R/R2 of 1.2, which in many machines Meridional Distance 10 112 114 116
would be the e),tent of the vaneless diffuser. At Along Hub

radius ratios larger than 1.2, the calculated entropy
is higher than that derived from the measurements and
this may be associated with the anomalous stagnation Figure 20. The variation of mass-averaged temperature
temperature variation shown in Figure 19. and entropy through the compressor. - calculated

with I % tip gap and stationary shroud and diffuserThe mass-averaged static temperatures appear to wls.•, ,E rdsmeueen.

agree well throughout the diffuser and certainly they walls. A , 0 Eckardt's measurements.

do agree well where we have noted before good agree-
ment with static pressure and entropy. It is interesting to calculate, however, the change in entropy for
a temperature change of 1.9 K such as is seen at diffuser station 4. c In (352.4/350.5) gives an entropy

change of 5.4 J/kg K, close to the difference between the calculated value and the data point. Further
work is planned to attempt to improve our calculations of vaneless diffuser flow.

Temperature-Entropy Diagrams

The temperature-entropy diagram of Figure 3 is used as the basis for Figures 21 and 23. The data points,
the compressor stations, the isobars and the nomenclature are retained. Calculated results are then
superposed for comparison.

The temperature and entropy results shown on Figure 20 are replotted in Figure 21, together with the
stagnation temperatures of Figure 19. Figure 21 therefore gives a comparison of the measured and calculated
thermodynamic performance of Eckardt's compressor.
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Figure 21. Comparison of the calculated and measured Figure 22. State points deduced from Eckardt's data
thermodynamic performance of the Eckardt compressor, and required for efficiency calculations. 1, 3, 4,

- 1 calculated with 1 % tip gap and stationary static; 0, t3, t4, absolute stagnation; E3, relative
shroud and diffuser walls. 0 , 0 , A , from Eckardt's stagnation; U, isentropic centrifugal pressure rise.
measurements.

TABLE 1 TABLE 2

Pressures and temperatures for the state points Impeller and compressor efficiencies consistent
shown on Figure 22. Comparison of states deduced with the data presented in Figure 22 and Table 1.
from measurements and states calculated with a 1 %
tip-clearance gap and a stationary shroud wall. Deduced from

measurements Calculated
Deduced from

measurements Calculated 3 c 3k/WR2 0.338 0.340
State T T ---

StoN (K) PtN (K) 3 = sin-(Zr3/z 3)
jt*, tO, I l

-sin ( / )71.20 71.60tON 1.0 288.1 1.0 288.1 3 (cr3 3

0 0.999(1) 288.1 0.999 288.1 
t
k3 (c) = 1 - Cr3k/ r3 0.183 0.074

1 0.963(1) 285.0(1) 0.963 285.0 3 T - T1  0.920 0.917

U 1.384 316.2 1.384 316.2 T3 - T1

t2' 2.282 364.8 2.320 366.4 npl3  = In TyV/inT 3  0.925 0.922

3 1.462 324.3 1.483 325.9 T1  T 1

3' 1.462 321.1 1.483 322.5 nt-to3 - Tt3 , TO 0.954 0.951
El 1.657 332.9(2) 1.657 332.9 T - TO

E3 1.602 332.9(2) 1.598 332.9 T W13 ' T3 - T 0.605 0.649

t3 2.207 364.8 2.235 366.4 T3 -TU

t3' 2.207 361.3 2.235 362.6 fsl 1 4 - T4" T 1  0.870 0.853

4 1.82
(3)  

350.5 1.831 352.4 T4 - T 1

4' 1.82
(3 )  

345.2 1.831 346.1 nt-s04 = T4" T 0  0.864 0.846

4" 1.82
(3)  

342.0 1.831 342.5 T4 -T 0

t4 2.094 364.8 2.137 368.3 nt 0 4 = Tt4 l - T0  0.884* 0.872

t4' 2.094 355.9 2.137 358.0 Tt4  T0
=T 4, - T3 079 0.6

(1) Based on estimated inlet flow conditions. nD34 - T0.798 0.762
(2) Estimate based on calculated rothalpy increase T4 T 3
through Impeller equivalent to 0.6 K temperature V = cp(Tt3 - T0)  0.897* 0.916
rise. i t-T 0 0.9 091
(3) Extrapolation of static pressure data. w2R22

Note: the temperatures are all mass-averaged.

* The uncertainty in these efficiencies deduced from

the measurements may be as much as ± 0.01, the un-
certainty in the slip factor, ± 0.02.
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As anticipated by the agreement of Figure 20, the calculated states in the vaneless diffuser at
R/R2 - 1.017 are in reasonably close agreement with the states deduced from the measured data. The calcu-
lated static and stagnation temperatures are 325.9 and 366.4 K respectively, compared with the corresponding
measured temperatures of 324.3 and 364.8 K, and the calculated mass-averaged entropy is 10.6 J/kg K compared
with 9.8 J/kg K. It is interesting, therefore, to see the calculated processes between states I and 3, and
between states 0 and t3. The calculation shows that approximately one half of the entropy increase in the
impeller occurs in the inducer up to station II, where less than one quarter of the work has been done on
the air. The relatively long, lightly-loaded inducer appears to make a sizeable contribution to the losses.
The increase in entropy in the rest of the impeller is then relatively small in comparison with the work
done.

More than one half of the overall entropy rise occurs in the diffuser, and both the calculation and
the data show the process between states 3 and 4 to be a nearly straight line on the T-s diagram. In fact,
a straight line with a slope of approximately 1.4 kg/J, almost the same as calculated for the inducet, and
four times as small as that calculated for the impeller between stations II and V.

The design philosophy behind the geometry of Eckardt's impeller is apparent from the figure. The
pressure rise in the inducer up to station II is mostly due to a reduction in the relative kinetic energy
of the flow. After station II, the impeller passage turns quickly to the radial direction and the pressure
rise is mostly due to centrifugal compression.

Clearly the temperature-entropy diagram aids understanding of the compression procesoes, as was
appreciated by Vavra [11]. We now, therefore, summarize the measured and calculated performance of Eckardt's
impeller by presenting pressures and temperatures at the state points required for the calculation of the
overall and component efficiencies.

Figure 22 shows the state points deduced from Eckardt's data and shown earlier in Figure 3. It also
shows other states required for the calculation of thermodynamic efficiencies; these states are obtained
by isothermal and isobaric processes as shown on the figure. Figure 22 therefore represents a complete
thermodynamic representation of the overall compression process in Eckardt's compressor. Table I gives
a comparison of the measured and calculated values of pressure and temperature for all the state points
shown on the figure.

Efficiencies

The impeller and compressor efficiencies consistent with the data presented in Figure 22 and Table 1
ara tabulated and defined in Table 2. Also presented are values of the flow coefficient, the impeller exit

flow angles, the wake blockage factor and the slip factor.

The static-to-static, polytropic and total-to-total impeller efficiencies are all calculated to better
than one half of one percent. The calculated static-to-static, total-to-static and total-to-total compressor
efficiencies are 1-2 % below the measured values.

The wheel and diffuser efficiencies discussed by Vavra are also tabulated. The wheel efficiency gives
a measure of the impeller performance with the centrifugal pressure rise removed and represents an efficiency
of the diffusion process in the impeller. The calculated value of 0.65 agrees reasonably well with the
value of 0.6 derived from the measurements, and both are much smaller than the other impeller efficiencies
which are in excess of 91 %. The measured and calculated diffuser efficiencies are 0.8 and 0.76 respectively.

Influence of Boundary Conditions on Thermodynamic

Performance 380 IMPELLER' 'DIFFUSER

As we have seen, the present calculation EXIT STAT N

procedure gives a thermodynamic compression process 22 1 V4
corresponding quite closely with the actual process.
Furthermore it allows us to change the boundary 360
conditions of the flow in order to delineate the

individual contributions of effects such as tip 20
leakage on the compressor performance. (K)

Figure 23 presents the results of thesd computa- 340-
tional investigations. The results of three different
calculations of the impeller exit states 3 and t3 are 1

shown in comparison to the measured states. These
calculations were for the three sets of boundary-INLET &
conditions described above, and the temperature and 320 INE

entropy values for each of these states are given in
Table 3.

The largest variation in the calculated impeller

exit states is caused by the tip leakage. The . 300
calculation with zero tip gap gives an entropy s3 of
only 6.75 J/kg K compared with values of 10.56 and. 10
10.22 J/kg K for the two cases with a 1 % tip gap.
In fact, these two values with tip leakage are 1
remarkably close considering that one calculation 280
imposed a stationary shroud wall while the other used 0 10 20 30

a rotating shroud wall. These calculations do not 8 (J/kgKj
allow us to distinguish between the unresisted-
expansion and mixing losses experienced by the tip- Figure 23. Influence of boundary conditions on calcu-
leakage flow and the loss due to increased viscous lated thermodynamic performance. - calculated
shear at the shroud wall, but with further calcula- with 1 % tip gap and stationary shroud and diffuser
tions and consideration of results like those shown walls; Y- - -T calculated with 1 % tip gap, and rotating
in Figure 13 this may be possible, shroud and diffuser walls; , calculated with zero

tip gap and rotating shroud; A , , A , from
As expected, the closest agreement with the Eckardt's measurements.measured Impeller exit state is given by thelit
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TABLE 3

Impeller exit states 3 and t3, measured, and calculated with

three different sets of boundary conditions.

D3 Tt3 3 p3  ;t3 (c)
Description (K) (K) J/kg K ptO,N Pt0,N k3 3

Deduced from 324.3 364.8 9.77 1.462 2.207 0.183 25.30

measurements

1 % tip gap - 325.9 366.4 10.56 1.483 2.235 0.074 22.30

stationary shroud wall

1 % tip gap - 324.6 364.3 10.22 1.465 2.197 0.119 23.60

rotating shroud wall

zero tip gap - 325.4 364.3 6.75 1.495 2.225 0.056 22.20

rotating shroud wall

calculation which most closely models the measured wake flow. This was obtained with the combination of a
1% tip gap and a rotating shroud wall, as discussed above and as seen in Figures 7 and 8. In this case,
the temperatures and pressures at the impeller exit agree particularly well with the measurements.

Rotating Vaneless Diffuser

The increase in entropy in the stationary vaneless diffuser arises mostly due to the high shear at

the wall caused by the large tangential velocity of the flow. As discussed above and as shown in Figure
17, these shear stresses may be reduced, especially at small radius ratios, by rotating the walls of the
diffuser.

Figure 23 shows the calculated diffuser performance for the case of a 1 % tip gap and a rotating shroud
in the impeller, and with diffuser walls rotating at the rotational speed of the impeller. As can be seen,
the rotating diffuser gives less loss and improved performance at small radius ratios, up to about R/R2-1.35;
thereafter, the shear stresses at the walls become larger than with the stationary diffuser walls, and the
diffuser performance becomes progressively worse. The total-to-static and total-to-total efficiencies
calculated for the compressor with the rotating vaneless diffuser were 0.828 and 0.861 respectively. Thus,
apart from the increased work due to the shear in the diffuser and the higher pressure ratios of p4Pt
1.85 and Pt4/PtON = 2.25, extending the rotating vaneless diffuser all the way to a radius ratio of .67
would not appear to offer a performance gain. A combination of a rotating diffuser to a radius ratio of
1.3 followed by a diffuser with a stationary wall might offer some improvement in compressor efficiency,
but at the expense of mechanical complexity and weight.

COMMENTS ON THE FLOW MODEL

As described in the introduction to reference 1, it is fifteen years since we began studying various
aspects of the fluid dynamics of centrifugal impeller flows. Now, finally, we have created a computational
model which combines these effects and allows an assessment of the thermodynamic performance of compressors.

The key features of this model are:
1. the use of a general three-dimensional grid, without any orthogonality restrictions on the grid lines,
so that flows in real turbomachinery cascades may be calculated and circumferentially repeating boundary
conditions may be simply applied;
2. the handling of the equations in vector form, so that equations for three velocity components of local
interest in the flow are relatively easy to formulate;
3. the choice of the three velocity components:

a. the ul velocity in the bulk-flow direction will, over most of the flow domain, be the largest of the
velocity components;

b. the u2 and u3 velocities normal to the blade walls and normal to the hub and shroud walls respectively,
so that the boundary values of the velocity normal to the wall may be specified without numerical
interpolation problems;
4. the highly non-uniform grid spacing, which allows the location of grid points in regions of physical
interest, for example near the walls, while using an economical number of grid points;
5. a sophisticated solution procedure for the pressure-correction equations, which combines the use of
single and integrated strips of grid points to allow a rapid, accurate solution over highly non-uniform
grid spacing;
6. a Prandtl mixing-length viscosity model with a Van Driest modification, which can be used in the laminar
sublayer, in the logarithmic region of the boundary layer and throughout the entire flow domain, without
any restrictions on the grid point locations;
7. the nearly-separated pressure correction, which is convenient to use over the general non-orthogonal
grid and allows the pressure used in the density and total pressure calculations to be consistent with the
pressure used in the bulk-flow velocity calculation. Since this is usually the largest velocity component,
the nearly-separated pressure correction results in total pressure being conserved without a tight
convergence of the three-dimensional pressure distribution.

The calculations are economical to perform, both in terms of computer storage and computer time. A
calculation of the three-dimensional flow and thermodynamic performance of a centrifugal compressor at
one operating point, such as described here, requires 440k bytes of memory and 45 minutes of CPU time
on an IBM 3032 computer.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

a. Unlike the Ghost centrifugal impeller which we studied earlier [l], the impeller used by Eckardt has a
lightly-loaded inducer at the M2 test point. Thus the large leading-edge loss, with its associated large
turbulence levels and unsteadiness, which were observed in the Ghost inducer near the shroud wall, are not
expected in the Eckardt impeller and they were not observed. Since our partially-parabolic flow
assumption neglects such leading edge effects, we expected it to more closely model Eckardt's impeller
flow than it did the flow in the Ghost impeller. Indeed, the model is appropriate for present-day impellers
with lightly loaded inducers.

b. Further work should be undertaken to evaluate the relative importance of the loss mechanisms associated
with tip-leakage flows and with flow near t,.2 stationary shroud wall in the impeller. The question as to
the optimum tip-clearance gap still remains to be answered. The present method can be used to gain a better
understanting of these effects.

c. At its present stage of development, the calculation procedure gives the work done, the pressure ratios
and the efficiencies of Eckardt's centrifugal compressor within 1 or 2 %. Considering the approximations
made in estimating the impeller geo'etry, the tip-clearance gap and the inlet flow conditions, and considering
the uncertainty in the measurements and their interpretation, this is perhaps more than could be expected.

d. In more general terms, the model is applicable to steady, subsonic flows in stationary and rotating
turbomachinery cascades, which have small leading-edge effects. The present calculations represent
significant progress in handling steady relative flow with complex boundary conditions in passages of
complex geometry. They offer hope for improved predictions from preliminary design studies and for
reduced component development costs.
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APPENDIX. Thermodynamic Representation of States in a Rotor.

Figure Al shows the processes used to define auxiliary states for the representation of flow with
static pressure p, static temperature T and relative velocity U at a point in a rotor at which the
angular velocity is wr. Three auxiliary states are marked; state Or is the relative stagnation point,
state * is the rotary stagnation point and state r is the reduced condition.

The relationships between the temperatures are

Tor - T + U2/2cp

and Tor + wi r /2c

sothat I - T + U 
2  

2r2)/2c p H/c
p p

where H is the rothalpy, and the equations are written for a perfect gas.

Four pressures are considered:
1. the static pressure p,
2. the reduced static pressure Pr,
3. the relative stagnation pressure Pot ,
4. the rotary stagnation pressure por
The relationships between these pressures are calculated using the relation for isentropic flow of a
perfect gas. In particular,

T Y
4

_Y_

or p* f p/[(T* - U
2 

+ w
2
r
2
)/T*j y-1

2c 2
P P

_Y_
and ._ (To\Y-1

or p p/[(T* + w
22 )/T* Y-1.r 2c

p

The local relative Mach nLmber Mr may be found from the relation

__ 2 rel

Pr P

T ToPOr /P

UJ2 r 2

T* ®

S* $r S

Figure Al. Definition of the reduced static (r),
relative stagnation (Or) and rotary stagnation (*)
state points.
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DISCUSSION 
9

H.B.Weyer, DFVLR, Cologne, Ge
Did you perform parametric studies using your code - to demonstrate design features of separation free
impellers? Is there a chance to do that?

Author's Reply
To date, our program development for centrifugal compressor flows has concentrated on roproducing the main
features of the flow and performance of the compressor which Herr Dr Eckardt tested at the DFVLR. The data
available for this compressor (Rotor 0) is the most comprehensive in the literature and should be considered by
modellers before they embark on parametric studies. The results presented in this paper are being supplemented by
calculations using different thicknesses of inlet boundary layer. In this way, we are studying the sensitivity of the
wake development in Eckardt's compressor to inlet conditions.

In March this year, Herr Dr Eckardt reviewed the results presented in this paper and he pointed out that the 5%
boundary layer thickness on the shroud wall at the impeller inlet was too small. We therefore repeated the calcula-
tions with a 15% shroud boundary layer and a 1% hub boundary layer at the inlet. The wake development at the
impeller exit, R/R 2 = 1.017, was then calculated as shown in Figure 24, which can be compared with the develop-
ment shown in Figure 10b.

0.6 .

Unormat

02

0

PS SS

Fig.24 The calculated radial velocity distribution in the diffuser at R/R 2 = 1.01 7.
Calculation with 1% tip gap, stationary shroud, 15% inlet shroud boundary layer, and 1% inlet hub boundary layer

The normal vorticity of the thicker shroud boundary layer at the inlet develops a strong streamwise component in
the rotating impeller, and the secondary flow velocities, from the pressure side to the suction side near the shroud
wall, are now sufficient to convect the wake fluid into the shroud/suction side corner region. Here, in the adverse
pressure gradient caused by the blade unloading, the wake grows to give a blockage factor Ek3 (c) of 0.110.

Following our current study of the influence of inlet conditions on impeller flow and performance, we plan to
perform calculations of flows in other compressors and parametric studies will also be possible.

R.A.Novak, G.E. Company, US
Why was Bosman seemingly able nearly to reproduce the Eckardt discharge velocity profile without an inlet shear
layer, while Moore and Moore needed a 15% shear layer (as opposed to original 5% layer) to reproduce (nearly) the
measured profile?

Author's Reply
The momentum equation for inviscid, compressible, steady flow in a rotating reference frame may be written' 3

-ux(Vxlii+ 212) = TVs-VH.
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For flow with

(I ) zero absolute vorticity at inlet, i.e. V x u + 2'2 = 0,

(2) uniform rothalpy, Ht,

(3) uniform entropy, s

it can be shown" 4 that

Vx u = 22

everywhere.

It would at first appear that these assumptions would apply to Bosman's calculation of the flow in Eckardt's
impeller. If so, then one would expect no streamwise (- radial) component of vorticity at the impeller exit - the
above equation shows that in the relative frame the vorticity is only in the axial direction. Correspondingly,
however, one would expect a streamwise component of vorticity in the impeller inducer, since here the streamwise
direction is partly in the axial direction.

From these observations and Bosman's fourth conclusion, "the 3-D calculation shows the development of a single
passage relative vortex commencing in the inducer exit", one can conclude that Bosman did not start with the
obvious inlet condition of uniform axial flow (in the absolute reference frame) upstream of the impeller. What
absolute vorticity Bosnian imposed at the flow inlet we do not know but again we can conclude that the inlet
conditions are very important.

An alternative explanation is that gradients of entropy or rothalpy were introduced into Bosman's calculations by
numerical approximations.

Further correspondence with Herr Dr Eckardt has revealed that the 15% boundary layer thickness was measured on
the shroud wall near the inlet to Rotor 0, at 18000 RPM and 7.15 kg/s. A calculation of the flow at 14000 RPM
and 5.31 kg/s, assuming this measured inlet boundary layer shape, produced secondary flow velocities at station IV
in the impeller passage, which agreed well not with the measurements at 14000 RPM but with those at 18000 RMP!
This suggests that the subtle differences in secondary flow patterns observed by Eckardt may be due to small
differences in inlet flow conditions. These could be due to changes in Reynolds number for example.

Alternatively, changes in impeller Reynolds number or even changes in turbulence structure may also contribute.
Ironically, it may be that turbulence modification, due to rotation and curvature, influences distributions of normal
vorticity and that these in turn influence secondary flow patterns! If the latter is so, the agreement we obtain at
14000 RPM with measurements at 18000 RPM is fortuitous.

C.Rodgers, Solar, US
For a fixed clearance gap the dynamic distortion of the impeller will result in clearance flow varying with speed.
This could cause the changes in exit flow distributions exhibited by the Eckardt Impeller.

J.W.Railly, Birmingham University, UK
With reference to the calculating planes that lie across the bulk mean flow direction, are these surfaces exactly
normal to the blade surfaces; because it appears from the diagrams that there are no velocity components pointing
across the boundaries of these calculating planes.

Author's Reply
The calculating planes are not normal to the blade surfaces. The u2 and u 3 components of velocity shown in
Figures II and 12 do not lie in the calculation planes (the planes shown), but are shown on them for convenience.

C.Bosman, U.M.I.S.T., Manchester, UK
I observe that the cross flow velocities illustrated in Figure 12, plane IV indicate a passage vortex having the opposite
sense (i.e. contrary to the direction of rotation) to that observed by Eckardt and those presented in Paper No. 10.
Also the qualitative distribution is different from those observed by Eckardt in that the cross over point on the hub
to shroud distribution is nearer to the hub while Figure 6, Paper No. 10 shows it to be nearer to the shroud. As this
secondary flow is regarded as vital to the correct determination of the boundary layer development and migration
and consquently to the whole loss mechanism in the impeller, could the authors comment on this feature?

Author's Reply
As discussed above, the boundary layer on the shroud wall at the impeller inlet has a significant effect on the
secondary flow pattern measured in the Eckardt impeller. Calculations omitting the vorticity associated with this
thick shroud inlet boundary layer will not correctly represent the secondary flows.
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Computation of Three Dimensional Flow
through the Eckardt Compressor Impeller

C. BOSMAN Lecturer, Dept. of Mech. Eng.,
U.M.I.S.T., Sackville Street, Manchester, U.K.

Summary

The inviscid flow through the Eckardt impeller reported to the ASME in 1976 has been computed
using a time marching technique with primitive variables. Comparison is made at one operating point
between the experimental results, computed quasi-three-dimensional (QD) invlscld sesults using stream
surface techniques and the computed inviscid three-dimensional (30) results. The computed 30 results
exhibit the presence of a passage vortex, which is necessarily absent in the Q3O solution, and generally
show improved agreement with experimental results. The presence of a jet/wake efflux pattern is evident
in the 30 inviscid solution although its strength is less than that of the experimental result.

List of Symbols

b.f. boundary layer.
q-o quasi-orthogonal
s meridional blade chord ut shroud
x meridional distance measured from the L.E.
C relative static pressure rise coefficient 5 1 - 2/ 

2

L.E. leading edge.
M relative Mach number
P.S. blade pressure face.
S.S. blade suction face.
ut  blade tip speed
W relative velocity
A6 departure of flow angle from blade angle E 8 b-

flow angle measured to the meridional plane
5 b  blade angle measured to the meridional plane
I, II, 1i, IV, V observation planes use by Eckardt

Introduction

Conventional design procedures in both axial and centrifugal turbomachines are aided by flow
calculation based on well established prescribed streamsurface flow models. The primary, mean, hub-to-shroud
flow is usually calculated by assuming a blade-like surface, with some allowance for slip or deviation,
having a tangential thickness distribution equal to the tangential pitch between adjacent blade lurfaces2]
There are many examples of this type of calcylation employing either a fixed grid as in Bosman , Marsh
at al or streamline curvature as in Katsanis , Stanitz

1 
'at al. Estimates of blade surface property

values have usually followed by the application of blade-to-blade streamsurface calculations which at their
simplest estimate a single tangential property gradient from the mean flow above as in Stanitz and Prian(5)
or estimate the blade-to-blade flow detail assuming a streamsurfacy,?f revolution based on the streamlines
calcuated from the mean hub-to-shroud flow as by Smith and Frostt 6. Katsanis

7
), Stanitz and Ellis

(83
,

Hill 
)

t al. The application of these two dimensional calculation techniques when used in combination as
by Bosman and E1-Shaarawi(lo) is often referred to as quasi-three-dimensional (Q-3-D). Further developments
as by Krimerman and Adler (11) have relaxed the constraint of the blade-to-blade streamsurfaces to being
surfaces of revolution except at the hub and the shroud and employ multiple hub-to-shroud streamsurfaces.
All these methods suffer the inadequacy of constraining the fluid particles which enter the blade passage at
the corners formed by blade surfaces with hub or shroud, to remaining in their respective corners. The
effect of this is to suppress the passage vortex which though weak and insignificant in much axial flow
machinery, plays a vital role in the behaviour of most centrifugal impellers (

12 3
and appears to be even more

important in radial turhines.
(13 )

The real-,ation of these inadequacies led Denton
(14) 

and Bosman 
(15 

to develop simultaneously three
dimensional (3-0) calculation procedures which in no way suppresses the passage vortex phenomenon. In
application to centrifugal machines it is becoming increasingly clear that the inviscid 3-0 calculation
procedure gives better qualitative and quentitative(13) agreement with experimental results than the 2-0
or Q-3-0 procedures notwithstanding the lower numerical accuracy of the 3-0 methods. It appearr that even
the suction - shroud corner wake efflux phenomenon in centrifugal impellers is not wholly of viscous origin.
The current incorporation into the 3-0 calculation at UMIST of a two equation turbulence flow model with
wall slip and shroud in relative motion, may offer considerably greater accuracy of flrw detail than
hitherto.

Discussion

The object of the work presented is to make a detailed comparison of the results of a full three
dimensional (3-0) flow calculation with the type of computed results normally used in design procedures
which are of a two dimensional nature, being streamsheet flows, but which are often referred to as quasi-
three dimensional (Q-3-D) and further to compare these with detatie? experimental results. To this end
it was found convenient to take the published results of Eckardt which contain not only extraordinarily
good experimental details of the flow through a centrifugal impeller but also contains quasi-three three
dimensional computed results by the method of Stanitz(

41
and Stanitz and Prian

1 5 )
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The three dimensional computed resultl here presented have been obtained by the method which may be
found in Bosman and Highton 15 and Bosman

{ I 
. This method which is for viscous adiabatic flow is used

here in the inviscid mode and employs time marching with primitive variables applied to a three dimensional
structure of cells whose corners are formed by the grid points of a three dimensional grid. A merldional
projection of the grids 25 quasi-orthogonals (q-o's) may be seen in Fig 1, on which is superposed the 5

25

0.2 0- +
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0.15 13 p 1

87
E 12 \6
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0.0 0.0 0.05 0.1 0.15

FIGURE 1 COMPRESSOR CONFIGURATION AND COMPUTATION GRID

observation planes designated I. II, III, IV, V as used by Eckardt 
(1 6 )

. The computation grid consisted
of 7 points from hub to shroud, equally spaced along each q-o, and 7 points from blade-to-blade also
equally spaced along each circular arc. The blade leading edge (L.E.) and trailing edge (T.E.) coincide
with q-o's number 5 and 19 respectively. The impeller has 20 blades of a shape which may be seen in end

view in Fig 1.

The results are for the single test point at rotational 4 spee5 14000 rev/min at a mass flow rate of
5.31 kg/s, the upstream conditions being approximately 9 x 10 N/m pressure and 284 K temperature. The
computed resultg have been obtained to a relative velocity convergence criterion of 3 x 10

- 5 
with a time

step of 5 x 10 s. In order to make comparisons simple, the computed results have been presented .argely

in the manner of Eckardt(
16

).

Fig 2 shows the development of the hub-to-shroud relative velocity profiles uun dimensionalised on
tip speed, at mid-pitch and the similarly non-dimensionalised velocity profiles from blade-to-blade at the
mid-channel height between hub and shroud. In general the 3-0 results show a marked improvement over the
Q-3-0 results when compared to the experimental values. The 3-0 results show a consistently high level
of agreement at the channel centre point, the Q-3-0 results being consistently low. The general character
of the blade-to-blade results is in good agreement with experiment throughout th 6 impeller, even after the
appearance of the wake which is already in evidence at section III (see Eckardt

(  
Fig 9). The hub-to-

shroud profiles show less good agreement in the early part of the meridional deflection at sections I and
III but show marked improvement over the Q-3-D results in the later part of the meridional deflection at
section IV and V. It seems to be a common feature of 2-0 inviscid flow calculations that the hub-to-shroud
velocity profile at impeller exit generally show the higher velocity at the shroud whereas experimental
results and 3-0 calculations (12] show the reverse. Because of the existence of a substantial amount of
wake flow at section IV (Eckardt (16] Fig 103 in the shroud-suction corner, it might be argued that compared
to the Q-3-0 results the higher experimental flow velocities towards the hub and towards the pressure
side, are a result of jet flow displacement by the developing wake. However the inviscid 3-0 results display
similar characteristics to the experimental ones, suggesting that even if contributory, the viscous wake
explanation may only be partial.

a __ ___
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FIGURE 2 COMPARISON OF 3-D , 0-3-D AND EXPERIMENTAL

RELATIVE VELOCITY PROFILES AT MJD-CHANNEL

Similar remarks may be made concerning the impeller discharge flow as observed by Bosman Fig 3
shows that the jet wake character of the experimental flow is clearly reflected in the inviscid 3-0 flow

result, though naturally to a less marked

degree. The very strong jet-wake dis-
charge character of the 3-0 inviscid

0.5 results of eosman(1
2
) were explained by

the necessity to equalise the slip

0.4 velocity at the discharge section on hub
and shroud in order to satisfy irrotation-

0.3 ality, being imposed on a shroud flow

0.2 which was virtually unloaded by the

0.5 / / 0. passage vortex. The shroud flow had been
N, 0.0 ur,4 aded as a consequence of a passage

0' - m - vortex, counter to blade rotation, causing
0.3 Bosman z-20 r= 1.24t suction-to-pressure face flow migration on

the shroud. The strong diffusion in the
0.2 - suction-shroud corner caused by these

effects resulted in a strong inviscid wake.
0.1I -

In the present case the situation is
0 0"5 rather different as seen at Fig 9, in that

Eckardt plm V a 0.4 there is no visible shroud flow migration
t=l.,1 up to plane III, after which a pressure-to-

1.07"rt 0.3 suction flow migration develops before

0.2 being cancelled by the effects of slip at
plane IV. In this case as is evident from

0.1 Fig 4 there is substantial blade loading

0 after the inducer section, yet the effects
of slip still produce suction-shroud corner

iman z = 19(. r=rt diffusion as discharge is approached. One
is drawn to the conclusion that a suffi-
ciently heavily loaded shroud section would

FIGURE 3 DISTRIBUTION OF NON-D MERIDIONAL eliminate the tendency to create an inviscid
wake discharge but would inevitably induce

VELOCITY AT BLADE DISCHARGE a stronger wake by viscous separation.

Fig 5 illustrates the bulk mean relative Mach number distribution against shroud distance
red from blade L.E. The computed results which include both section area mean and section centre
-' es are compared to the experimental area mean values. All three distributions possess similar

. o, uf diffusion to about [x/s )- 0.5, followed by approximately zero diffusion to blade T.E. at
.. Since Eckardt s experimental results indicate (See Eckardt(16). Fig's 9, 19) that the

T A it ears at (x/s ) 0.5 he argued that the subsequent zero diffusion was a result of the wake

-t ,ing that the aiffusion would have persisted to the blade T.E. in the absence of the wake.
- L, Inviscid results suggest that in fact the zero diffusion feature for (x/s) > 0.5 is amo,r,*. g-jti of the flow.m
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There is basic agreement between
the computed 3-0 inviscid secondary flow
features and those observed experimentally.
Fig 6 compares the departure AS of the
flow angle a from the blade angle 

8
b,op

U at plane IV. Approximately 70% of

E 2001the flowunearest thewhub shows suction-
to-pressure face flow migration with
departure angles AS both computed and

0.4 experimental rising to nearly 200 near

O- the hub. Such large angles could not be

06gpredicted by blade-to-blade stream surface- 0.6 .12 calculations. The 30% flow near the
07 shroud shows pressure-to-suction face flow

migration, the stronger experimentally
100 .l .08 observed migration being influenced by

the presence of the wake. These flow
sepa7 oitn (eP.) angle departures are indicative of a single

contour A =i€1dl passage vortex having counter clockwise
Ct sense as seen in the figure. Fig's 7, 8,

e* p onnd rn/ti 9 and 10 depict the streamlines on the hub,

100 140 shroud, blade pressure and blade suction
a Ifaces respectively, having been constructed

0 sby streak line synthesis, and confirm the
soud n$ from diade I" W presence of an inviscid passage vortex

first becoming apparent at plane II. The
FIGURE 4 SHROUD DISTRIBUTION OF RELATIVE axial component of this passage

VELOCITY AND DIFFUSION
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0.3 . bib

0.2-

0.1 . I

0.5 1.0 _- _- .___

mmicional distance at shroud (x/s) shroud

FIGURE 5 COMPARISON OF COMPUTED FIGURE 6 COMPARISON OF FLOW

AND EXPERIMENTAL RELATIVE MACH NUMBER DEPARTURE ANGLE A AT PLANE IV

vortex as indicated by the cross migrations is in the same sense as blade rotation however the axial

component of circulation is counter to that of blade rotation as required by irrotationality because the

shroud relative velocities are very much larger than tho?2 27 n the other three faces. It is interesting

to observe that the impeller analysis reported in Bosman has a passage vortex whose migrations

indicated an axial component in a sense counter to that of blade rotation in spite of having blade shape
and hub and shroud profiles geometrically similar (though different in scale) to the present one. The

sense of the passage vortex which plays a large part in distributing blade load from hub to shroud,
appears to be dependent on details of hub, shroud and particularly blade profiles even where basic

geometry is similar.

Fig 4 demonstrates the 3-0 computed velocity distributions along grid lines on the shroud. The
hatched area indicates the extent of the wake region on the shroud as determined by Eckardt's observations

and the horizont~l fines indicate the levels of ideal relative static pressure rise coefficient C

(i.e. C I - w /w LE) based on the mean relative velocity of the L.E. flow. As can be seen Pin Fig 8,
the shroud flow fromL blade L.E. to plane III is almost confermal with the blade shape (i.e. there is

negligible blade-to-blade flow migration) hence, up to plane III the diffusion along relative streamlines
is also the diffusion along grid lines so that the contours on Fig 4 may be interpreted as the diffusion
experience of the free stream particles. Eckardt's experimentally observed velocities just outside the

boundary layer, (b.t.) at mid-pitch are also shown on Fig 4 at planes I, II, II and IV and should be

compared to contour 4 on the figure to assess the reliability of the calculated results. The experimental
observations indicate incipient b.t. separation on contour 5 at a point where C < 0.5, This is a level of

C at which we might not expect separation in a co-lateral b.t. but the shroud P b k will be highly skewed
oR account of the relative tangential motion of the shroud. It has been suggestedi

16
) that the point of

separation may be governed by the effects of rotation and flow curvature on the b.t. turbulence structure.
If this were so one would anticipate from Fig 4 that separation would have occurred on the blade pressure

face (contour i) rather than contour 5 where it act;ually occurred, because the pressure side flow has



a

I0-5

experienced similar curvature history to contour 5, the flow at the inducer shroud being almost conformal
with the blade (see Fig 8b). but has experienced a much more severe diffusion history. Indeed the
pressure side flow has experienced a Cp 0.7 and yet is still unseparated.

123 
6 3 ,p

4010

FIGURE 8a COMPUTED RELATIVE
STREAMLINES ON THE SHROUD

1 2345 6 7

FIGURE 7 COMPUTED RELATIVEI~z STREAMLINES ON THE HUB,
M OFIGURE 8b COMPUTED RELATIVE STREAMLINES

ON THE INDUCER SHROUD

Clm V .Eplone V

FIGURE 9COMPUTED RELATIVE STREAMLINES FIGURE 10COMPUTED RELATIVE STREAMLINES
ON THE BLADE PRESSURE FACE ON THE BLADE SUCTION FACE
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A plausible explanation of the occurrence of separation near mid-pitch on the shroud can be found by
consideration of tip clearance and of the shroud boundary sub-layer migration as a result of the relative
motion of the shroud and the fact that the shroud b.t., unlike the other b.£'s., does not benefit from
being energised by rotation. Consider the shroud boundary sub-layer not exceeding the tip clearance which
is transported tangentially by the relative shroud motion. The effect of this transportation will be to
transfer some low energy sub-layer from the blade pressure side, across the tip clearance, into regions of
high free stream energy on the suction side. Also high energy sub-layer on the suction side of the passage
will be transferred to regions of low free stream energy on the pressure side. The first of these processes
will encourage separation on the suction side while the second will discourage separation on the pressure
side. We would therefore anticipate large pressure side diffusions without separation, as occurs, and that
separation will occur in a region where diffusion is less than one would have anticipated for separation in
a co-lateral b.i., such as actually occurs, on the suction side of the channel.

Fig 11 has been drawn to illustrate and quantify the argument. Streaklines have been drawn, which
are the vector mean of the shroud values of W and U, to represent the relative velocity somewhere on the
Johnston diagram in the shroud boundary sub-layer. The streaKlines have then been joined to form contours
which represent the sub-layer particle trajectories relative to a blade. The sub-layer arriving at 8 has
originated from A and has a higher energy than would be anticipated from the history of the free stream
arriving at A by consideration of Fig's 8b and 4, which show that C B = 0.7. The sub-layer arriving at C
through the tip clearance has originated from 0 which had a C = 0.6 on leaving the blade pressure side
and is now in a free stream C = 0.2 and will sustain some c nsiderable further diffusion before separation,
which will however occur at aPigher C than would have been anticipated for the co-lateral b.1. on account
of the lower energy sub-layer. The argument leads to the conclusion that mid-channel separation is to be
anticipated. The action of the pressure difference across the blade tip will be to assist the shroud in
transporting the sub-layer in cases where the inducer shroud is positively loaded. This hypothesis suggests
that reducing tip clearance will shift separation towards the shroud pressure side.

separafion zone (exp)

f D

-U

FIGURE 11 COMPUTED RELATIVE STREAMLINES

IN THE INDUCER SHROUD VISCOUS LAYER

Conclusions

It is shown that the 3-0 inviscid flow calculation procedure reported by Bosman and Highton
(13 )

converges to a satisfactory solution for the experimental flow reported by Eckardt(16).

As compared to Q-3-0 calculations the results show considerable improvement in reflecting the
experimental meridional profiles of velocity and particularly blade-to-blade profiles.

As reported by Bosman
(12 ) 

the unseparated, inviscid impeller discharge flow has a jet wake character
similar to the experimental result, though naturally less pronounced.

Unlike the Q-3-0 calculation, the 3-0 calculation shows the development of a single passage relative
vortex commencing in the inducer exit where meridional deflection commences. The sense of the vortex is
the same as that of blade rotation and is confirmed by the experimental results.

Since in general Q-3-0 calculations do not exhibit a jet-wake efflux chaeacteristic it is assumed
that this characteristic is in pert related to the presence of the passage vortex.

In this impeller, the calculated passage vortex shows strong blade-to-blade flow migration on the
hub and weak migration an the shroud in agreement with the experimental results.

It appears that the cessation of mean passage diffusion after the point of separation is not wholly
explained by the wake growth and has some reflection in the inviscid flow.

A possible explanation is given of the occurrence of the onset of separation on the shroud at mid-
channel in terms of the relative shroud motion and tip clearance which doesn't rely on boundary layer
turbulence structure.
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DISCUSSION

R.A.Novak, G.E. Company, US
Why was the author seemingly able nearly to reproduce the Eckardt discharge velocity profile without an inlet shear
layer, while Moore and Moore needed a 15% shear layer (as opposed to original 5% layer) to reproduce (nearly) the
measured profile?

Author's Reply
The inviscid jet/wake efflux pattern appears to be related to the combination of the blade trailing edge unloading
phenomenon in the neighbourhood of a passage vortex. This conclusion is based on computed results which show
that if the radial part of the blade is long so that there is no passage vortex in the neighbourhood of the trailing edge
then 3-D inviscid calculations show no jet/wake efflux pattern. On the other hand if the passage vortex is suppressed
as in Q-3-D calculations which constrain particles to remaining in blade-hub-shroud corners, even where otherwise
the stream surfaces are allowed to twist as in Krimerman and Adler ' 1, then no jet/wake efflux pattern is observed.

Bosman' 2 suggests a mechanistic explanation for the wake in the case there presented but it is then related to the
shroud section remaining unloaded in the trailing edge region due to the passage vortex being in the opposite sense
to that of blade rotation. Now this explanation will not suffice in the Eckardt compressor because both the
experimental results and my computed results show the passage vortex to be in the same sense as blade rotation and
the shroud does not show a low loading in the trailing edge region. In this case then I have no mechanistic explana-
tion to offer.

I do not know in the case of Moore and Moore what efflux pattern they would have obtained for inviscid flow but
it must be highly significant that the sense of their passage vortex for their viscous flow as illustrated in Figure 12 is
contrary to both my own and the experimental results. The implications of this for their inviscid calculation and
the effects it must have on the secondary flow in the boundary layers is profound. It suggests however in the latter
case that the efflux pattern is not related to their boundary layer secondary flow.

I.W.Railly, Birmingham University, UK
Would the author confirm from his calculations that at the quasi-orthogonal corresponding with Eckardt's plane V,
the relative total pressure was everywhere the same (or, more specifically, that relative total pressure minus U2 /2 was
uniform over that plane). Also would the author confirm that the calculation was initiated with uniform absolute
total pressure upstream (i.e. there was no boundary layer profile) and that the qtatic pressure at "q-O" 25 was
uniform.

Author's Reply
The upstream conditions applied to the results presented were of uniform absolute total pressure with no boundary
layer profile. The applied downstream static pressure at q-O 25 was uniform. The relative total pressure at plane V
is not computed as a variable and does not appear in the printed results so that its variation is not known. However
the variation of this quantity is not a significant factor in the computed results as far as velocity distributions are
concerned because if one refines the grid, thereby reducing all errors including the lack of constancy of relative
stagnation pressure, the qualitative distributions as presented become more clearly defined and show no tendency to
diminution. In particular, the jet/wake pattern tends to reduce only if the grid is made coarser and acquires more
definition as the grid is refined. Like all 3-D methods the calculation contains first order errors and the acceptable
coarseness of the grid has to be assessed in the light of user experience. In our experience the grid used here is on
the limit of coarseness and has been dictated by available store and computer running time.

ii
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SUMMARY

In general, computation systems successfully applied to axial-flow turbomachinery have not been found

satisfactory for radial- or mixed-flow compressor configurations. There is, however, a good potential for

application of some of the recently developed inviscid-viscous interaction methods to stationary passages

in these geometries. This paper suggests the use of these interaction methods and shows how they may be

used for the specific case of radial- or mixed-flow cascade diffusers. It is expected that the methods will

contribute to the increased effectiveness of future centrifugal compressor design systems.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

AVDR axial velocity-density ratio, P2Vx,2 /P1Vx,1

c chord length

D diffusion parameter

M Mach number

m meridional distance

R radial coordinate (Ref. 3)

RVDR radial velocity-density ratio, p2Vr,2/P Vr,1

Rec  Reynolds number based on chord length

r radius

X length along chord line
V velocity
0 fluid angle measured from axial or radial direction

y blade setting angle
6* displacement thickness

a* momentur thickness

8 circumferential coordinate (Ref. 3)

p density

0 solidity

Subscripts

x axial component

r radial component

1 cascade inlet

2 cascade exit

1. INTRODUCTION

In the development of design systems for both axial-flow and centrifugal compressors, realistic

evaluation of the flow field on blade-to-blade stream surface approximations has been an objective for many

years. In the case of axial-flow compressor blade rows, the results of linear cascade experiments continue

to be useful in evaluation if the experiments are carefully controlled and correctly interpreted. These

requirements and the enormous practical range of aerodynamic and geometric variable sets under consideration

indicate that computational approaches to the problems should also be actively followed. Recently, compu-

tational systems have been moderately, but by no means universally successful in predicting turning angles,

total-pressure losses and internal flow fields in linear cascades. These methods should now be improved

and further developed.

An inviscid-viscous interaction computational method for cascade flows was reported in References 1

and 2. This method has been, like others, moderately successful in turning angle, loss and flow field

prediction. From the beginning of development it was believed that the best mechanism for program improve-

ment would be to collect the widest possible range of valid experimental test cases, to compute results

corresponding to the available data from these test cases, and to try to use differences as the basis for

concentration of subsequent effort.
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One group of possible test cA situations considered has been the class of cascade diffuser configu-
rations sometimes used in radial- and mixed-flow centrifugal compressors, As in every other test case
category studied, the quantity of useable data were found to be very limited. However, a few cases were
thought to be adequately defined and documented, and a number of trial computations were made. In this paper,
it is the intent of the authors to direct attention to a few interesting trends shown by the results, to
recognize the limitations exposed by the trials and to demonstrate that centrifugal compressor design
methods might be improved by continued effort along the lines already followed.

2. CASCADE FLOW-FIELD PREDICTION BY INVISCID-VISCOUS ITERATIVE COMPUTATION

The character of the inviscid-viscous interactive cascade flow field solution method used here was
discussed in general terms in Ref. 1, and considerable detailed information was given earlier in Ref. 2.
Fundamentally, the procedure is based on the old idea of iteration to convergence between an inviscid field
solution assumed to be adequate in a large part of the blade-to-blade passage, and limited viscous, but
highly influential regions near the cascade blade profile surfaces. The base inviscid solution was a well-
known computational method developed by Katsanis and McNally (Ref. 3). The base viscous region solution was
an equally well-known boundary layer procedure described by Albers and Gregg (Ref. 4). Although the refer-
enced reports describe the essential features of the computer programs used, both programs were modified to
adapt to the requirements of an iterative combined solution and to the specific demands of a generalized
cascade geometry. The interaction of inviscid and viscous solutions was based on a scheme suggested by
Prune, Rubbert and Nark (Ref. 5). It should be noted that the displacement effect of the viscous region
in the flow field, necessary in the inviscid region iterative computations, was modeled by "injection" of
fluid along the cascade airfoil surfaces. Boundary layer laminar separation occurrence was predicted by a
method due to Roberts (Ref. 6) and limited regions of turbulent separation were dealt with by methods
suggested by Carter and Wornom (Ref. 7). As reported In Reference 2 the combined interactive solution
program could be and was run in a continuous mode to reach a converged output.

3. RADIAL- AND MIXED-FLOW CASCADE DIFFUSERS IN CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS

The relationship between two-dimensional flows in radial and linear airfoil cascade configurations
has been discussed frequently in the literature. A clear and concise summary exists in the Scholz-Klein
text (Ref. 8). However, even in this encyclopedic reference, the total attention focused on radial- and
mixed-flow cascades is quite limited.

3.1. EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

Although it was evident that there have been a number of radial- and mixed-flow cascade diffuser
configurations built and tested, not many have been discussed in the open literature. In papers describing
experiments, the geometry is frequently not sufficiently defined for computational purposes. Finally, it
was not possible to find in any publication the detailed row performance measurements and blade surface
pressure distributions needed for test case studies.

However, References 9-14 serve as evidence that radial- and mixed-flow cascade diffusers exist and
exhibit satisfactory performance. Study of these references and discussion with some designers led to
selection of the multiple-row-radial-cascade diffuser tests of Reference 12 as representative in terms of
both configuration and aerodynamics. Background information on the diffusers discussed in Ref. 12 was
supplied by R.C. Pampreen and J.R. Switzer and released with the generous permission of the AiResearch
hUnufacturing Company of Arizona. This information included geometric data on the cascade arrangement and
selected experimental performance. The authors of this paper (Serovy and Hansen) accept responsibility for
any errors made in adapting the information received and for the choice of aerodynamic conditions reported
in the investigation.

3.2. DESIGN PROCEDURES

Radial cascade configuration design is, without question, an interesting aerodynamic problem. Refer-
ences to design frequently suggest that axial (i.e., linear) cascade methods might be used. While the
suggestions are valid, it is necessary to recognize the important influences present due to the radial
through-flow direction. In each row, there is an effective stream-tube area change due to the radius
increase from entrance to exit, but this increase is countered by the effective area reduction due to the
radial-wall boundary layers on the diffuser boundaries, There is as a result, a radial velocity-density
product change (RVDR) across the cascade (corresponding to the axial velocity-density ratio (AVDR) influence
in linear cascades). There is also a change in blade tangential spacing between inlet and exit of a radial
cascade. Both of the effects are permitted in the program of Ref. 3, but the RVDR effect is difficult to
handle in a quantitative sense.

3.3. EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE

Radial, multiple-row cascade diffusers represent one of several alternatives in centrifugal compressor
design. In well-documented examples, they have demonstrated good performance. There is, unquestionably,
better potential for variable geometry diffuser arrangements in cascade diffusers than in other alternatives.

4. RADIAL CASCADE COMPUTATION STUDY

As reported in Reference 12, a number of multiple-row radial cascade diffuser configurations were
evaluated experimentally in connection with a centrifugal research compressor with a design pressure ratio
of about 5/1. Because, in the present investigation, only a limited amount of time and money were available,
it was decided to concentrate on study of a single row of the diffuser. The row selected was the third
(last) row; and the selection was based on the fact that a relatively clear geometric definition was possi-
ble, and the additional fact that this cascade was tested so as to point out several examples of unresolved
problems in cascade aerodynamics.
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4.1. CASCADE GEOMETRY

The third blade row of the test case cascade was run under several sets of aerodynamic conditions in
the experiments of Reference 12. The row was designed to operate in a constant-thickness radial passage.
It was tested as designed and with varied blade setting angles. The row was also tested with half of the
blades removed so as to decrease the row solidity to half of the design value. Finally, the diffuser was
tested with the first and second rows in the radial passage, but with the same third row blades installed
as an axial diffusing cascade downstream of a 90-degree bend. This arrangement is shown in Figure 3 of
Reference 12.

The test case row consisted of NACA 65-18 (A1 o) 15 profiles (transformed to the radial-tangential
plane) at a setting angle of 27 degrees. The row solidity in the radial configuration was 1.24 with 88
blades. The intended design point angle of attack was 23 degrees. This would correspond to a mean camber
line incidence angle of about 0.5 degrees for an equivalent circular-arc camber line shape.

For discussion in this paper, four test computation cases are sufficient to illustrate the type of
results available, some features of radial cascade flows that might be of technical interest, and some
cases in which future calculations might be improved. The blade profiles were set up for computation as
follows:

Case 1 - axial arrangement, AVDR - 1.0,
Case 2 - radial arrangement, RVDR - 0.836,
Case 3 - axial arrangement, AVDR - 0.836.
Case 4 - radial arrangement, half solidity, RVDR = 0.836

All computations were made for an inlet flow angle of 50 degrees, measured from the radial or axial
direction. The AVDR and RVDR values of 0.836 correspond to the passage area increase between entrance and
exit of the radial cascade with parallel end walls. Computation field conditions for the flow cases are
shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3.

4.3. EVALUATION OF RESULTS

Case 1 simulates the third cascade row blades installed in the axial passage with parallel end walls.
Computational conditions, except for the unusually thick profiles, were similar to many two-dimensional
test cases used previously. Calculated suction and pressure surface boundary layers are shown in Figures
4 and 5.

Case 2 simulates the third cascade row blades installed in the radial passage with parallel walls.
This case uses the capability of the Katsanis and McNally inviscid flow calculation to change radius for a
stream tube between cascade entrance and exit. There does not seem to be a significant change in the
boundary layer growth shown in Figures 6 and 7 from that in Figures 4 and 5.

Case 3 uses the same geometry as Case 1, but an AVDR equal to the RVDR of Case 2 is imposed by chang-
ing the stream tube thickness. This would be equivalent to the axial cascade mounted between diverging end
walls (instead of parallel as in Case 1). The boundary layer calculations for the suction surface in
Figure 8 show a substantial change in character near the trailing edge as compared with Fiture 4. Figure

9 does not show remarkable changes from Figures 7 and 5 for the pressure surface.

Case 4 represents the half-solidity radial cascade. The suction surface boundary layer plots of
F i ure 10 again show the rapid growth near the trailing edge noted in Case 3.

Figure 12 showi approximate Mach number contours for Cases 1, 2 and 3. These contours give some
idea about the strong variation in conditions near the suction surface trailing edge which can be predicted
when stream tube areas are changed by different mechanisms.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A few consequences of attempts to compute the flow field in a radial cascade arrangement of blades
have been studied. It is recognized that the computation has been performed using conditions which do not
correspond to the real flcws in radial diffusers. However, the design of radial cascade diffusers on the
basis of linear cascade data correlations requires assumptions concerning effective area variation which
even this limited study calls into question. Therefore any move toward better accounting for AVDR and
RVDR would have positive effects. This investigation demonstrates the strong influence of the manner in
which stream tube area variation is accomplished in computing the flow through blade-to-blade channels.

A great contribution to the value of future radial cascade design and analysis could be made through
benchmark experiments reporting the results of flow field measurements in a typical cascade geometry.
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Figure 1. Geometry, calculation regions, and mesh sizes used for the
65-(183A 10-15 blade cascade in axial arrangement (Cases 1
and 3), Y - 270, a - 1.24, c -19.05 j.
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Figure 2. Geometry, calculation regions, and mesh sizes used for the
65-(18)A10-15 blade cascade, in radial arrangement (Case 2),
y - 270, a - 1.24, c " 19.05 mm.
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Figure 3. Geometry, claculation regions, and mesh sizes used for the
65-(18)A 10-15 blade cascade, In radial arrangement (Case 4),
y " 270, a - 0.62, c - 19.05 m.
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DISCUSSION

J.W.Railly, University of Birmingham, UK
We have carried out some calculations using a thin aerofoil theory and introducing a source distribution to allow
for boundary layer growth. After separation, the free stream velocity was assumed constant and the displacement
thickness determined. Subsequent loss calculations using the latter showed that mixing loss was much larger than
the "profile" loss of the boundary layer. If boundary layers were allowed for by a source distribution and the
inviscid calculations then repeated, the question of convergence of the process (if separation was present) occurred.
A further problem (in the rotating radial impeller) arises since the source flow contains a Coriolis force which is
mostly absent in the separated boundary layer, thus affecting the pressure distribution.

R.A.Novak, G.E. Company, US
Is the procedure described capable of dealing with rotation in the presence of radius change? This will certainly
change the picture.

Author's Reply to both comments
The mixing loss downstream of the trailing edge is significant. If the iterative process is carried out by adding the
full boundary layer thickness convergence can be a problem for separated flows.

The Katsanis program is written for a rotating blade row. The boundary layer program does not take into account
rotation. We have computed no test cases involving rotating blade rows where experimental data is available for

comparison.

4
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SUMMARY

Rotating non uniform flow has an important impact on mechanical vibrations of compres-
sors, especially when they are operating at high pressure level.

These rotating non uniformities have been experimentally measured by means of hot films,
in centrifugal compressors of different geometry and at different Reynolds numbers. Results
have been compared with other available data and theoretical predictions. These rotating
instabilities can only be explained by Senoo's theory for reverse flow in radial diffusers,
if a correction term in function of Reynolds number is added.

First inviscid results obtained with a time-evolutive interaction model are presented.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

b axial width of impeller or diffuser
DF diffusion factor of impeller DF = w2 /wl
L impeller blade length
Leq equivalent length of impeller blade Leq = L +DF

M absolute Mach number 2DF
m number of stall cells
N number of impeller blades
P static pressure
R radius
Reb Reynolds number with respect to diffuser width and local absolute velocity
ReR Reynolds number with respect to radius
t time
U peripheral speed
v absolute velocity
w relative velocity
X(e) auxiliary function

absolute flow angle with respect to radial direction
Cc critical absolute flow angle
Bb impeller exit blade angle, with respect to radial direction

vorticity
stream function

WRS rotational speed of rotating stall pattern (rad/sec)
Q impeller rotational speed (rad/sec)
Subscripts

1 impeller inlet 4 diffuser outlet
2 impeller outlet R radial direction
3 diffuser inlet a tangential direction

M mean
1. INTRODUCTION

Flow instabilities such as rotating stall and surge are not only important because of
their influence on efficiency and mass flow range, but also because they constitute a vib-
rational excitation, resulting in mechanical failures. The last reason becomes very impor-
tant in the case of radial compressors operating at very high pressure levels (up to 300
ata) as present in reinjection or chemical processes.

Typical for these applications is the very small volume flow, resulting in low specific
speed compressors and very small values of b2 /R2 .

This study concerns mainly the prediction of rotating instabilities in vaneless dif-
fusers with an extension to small values of b2/R2.

2. PUBLISHED DATA AND THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS

Rotating instabilities in radial vaneless diffusers have been studied previously by
Jansen(Refs. 1, 2), Senioo (Refs. 3, 4, 5) and Abdelhamid (Refs. 6, 7). Most of these ref-
erences agree on the following conclusions :
- Instabilities occur when the absolute flow angle a reaches a critical value ac. This
value strongly depends on diffuser geometry and aerodynamic parameters.
- Generated flow instabilities extend over the whole axial width of the diffuser (Refs. 6,7).
- Pressure fluctuations can reach about 10% of the inlet dynamic pressure (Ref. 7).
- These fluctuations can be interpreted by a stationary observer as cells of low energetic
fluidum, rotating in the diffuser at a fraction of the circumferential velocity of the
impeller tip (Refs. 2, 6).
In analogy to axial compressors, we shall call these rotating instabilities also rotating
stall.

Comparing results of references 2 and 6 with reference 7, one observes important
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differences in
- amplitude of the pulsations,
- number of stall cells,
- level of propagation speed of the stall cells,
- radial position of maximum amplitude.
It is also suggested that two different physical phenomena can be at the origin of
rotating stall (Ref. 7).

Furthermore, the analytical prediction methods developed by Jansen (Ref. 2) and Senoo
(Refs. 3, 4, 5) are not in agreement and lead to contradictory conclusions concerning the
influence of b 3/R 3.

A summary of geometrical parameters and flow characteristics of the published test
results are listed in Table I (Test Nr 6 to 16). Because not all of these values are
explicitly given in the references, some missing values had to be calculated or estimated
by means of correlations or approximations (f.e., in some cases the diffuser inlet air
angle U3 was calculated by a slip factor correlation). These values are followed by an
asterisk in Table I. Figure 1 shows a comparison of both analytical predictions with these
experimental results.

The criterium of Senoo is confirmed by the experimental results of Senoo (Tests Nr 6,
7), of Tsurusaki (Test Nr 9) and one result of Abdelhamid (Test Nr 15).

The criterium of Jansen shows good agreement with the results of Abdelhamid if one
applies a linear Mach number correction deduced from Jansen's correlation.

The discrepancy of tests 12 to 14 could be attributed to the sudden contraction at
rotor exit. It is quite acceptable that this discontinuity at rotor exit could create an
important flow perturbation and therefore influence the incipience of rotating stall.

Although most experimental results agree with one of the correlations, no conclusions
can be drawn from this comparison. This almost suggests the existence of two distinct
types of rotating stall in vaneless diffusers.

3. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIGO4

In order to clarify this situation, and to verify also the validity of these correla-
tions for small values of b3 /R 3 , a test program has been set up.

Four different impellers and diffusers have been designed with values of b3 /R 3 between
.018 and .07 (Table I, Nr 2 to 5). The variation of channel width between rotor and dif-
fuser is small except for compressor 5. The blade angles of the impellers are also very
similar except for rotor 4.

Besides the classical measurement devices, required for overall performance and steady
flow measurements, four hot film probes have also been installed in order to investigate
the flow instabilities. One is placed at rotor inlet, two at diffuser inlet, at 900 on
the circumference and one at diffuser exit.

These probes (Fig. 2), consisting of a platinum film diffused on a glas support, are
flush mounted on the walls. The silver points on both ends connect the film to two wires
inside the glas support and allow also to adjust the resistance of the platinum film. These
probes are used together with a constant temperature hot wire anemometer bridge and allow
to visualize the velocity fluctuations close to the wall with frequencies up to 5. kHz.
The main advantage of these hot films, compared to hot wires is their resistance to shocks
and dust. The output of the anemometer is connected to a dual trace oscilloscope and
and photographically recorded.

The overall performance curve of compressor Nr 2 is shown on figure 3 as a typical
example. The dashed lines separate the zones of stable and unstable operation and the
overlap indicates a zone of hysteresis. No change in pressure ratio or efficiency is ob-
served when passing from the stable to the unstable zone.

A typical variation of the signals along a constant speed line at rotor inlet and
diffuser inlet is shown on figure 4. At the diffuser inlet, the flow changes from stable,
where the only oscillations are due to blade wakes (point 1) to low frequency oscillatipns
(points 2, 3, 4) to higher frequency oscillations (points 5, 6). The amplitude of the
oscillations is progressively increasing with decreasing mass flow. At this mass flow no
oscillations are observed at rotor inlet, which confirms the assumption of diffuser ro-
tating stall.

Once in surge (point 7), oscillations become irregular and appear also at rotur inlet.
A phase correspondence can also be observed.

The signals of figure 5 are measured with two hot films at rotor exit. Both signals
show 1/4 period phase shift at 111 Hz which indicates the presence of 3 stall cells ro-
tating at 37 Hz or at 16% of rotor RPM (14 000).

A comparison of the instabilities at diffuser inlet and outlet is shown on figure 6.
The periodic oscillations at the diffuser inlet are damped out and become quite random
at diffuser outlet because the vaned return channel is acting as a filter on these oscil-
lations.

Experiments have shown two to four stall cells rotating in the diffuser at 10 to 16%
of rotor RPM.

A sudden change in frequency has been observed only in compressor 5. A comparison
between points 4 and 5 on figure 4 showsa jump from 45 Hz to 112 Hz. The signal frequency
of 45 Hz corresponds to two cells rotating at 22.5 Hz or 9.6% of rotor RPM. The signal
of 112 Hz,due to 4 stall cells, corresponds to a rotation of the cells at 28 Hz or 12% of
rotor RPM.

Comparing these results with other experimental data, it turns out that in radial
vaneless diffusers, the stall cells rotate at 10 to 16% of RPM.

Experimental values of the critical air angle for all the compressors of Table I are
plotted against Senoo's correlation on figure 7. No attempt was made to compare our
experiments with Jansen's criterium because the flow parameters of our tests are completely
out of the range for which Jansen's theory has been developed.

Based on the experimental results of Senoo and the present authors, one would tend to
conclude that Senoo's correlation is valid only for values of b3 /R larger than .05, and
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that below .05 the critical air angle slightly increases again.

However, the situation becomes much more difficult if one also includes the experimen-
tal results of Abdelhamid and the unpublished result of the University of Gent (RUG).
Furthermore, compressor Nr 3 has also been tested under real conditions (multistage at 200
ata). Rotating stall has been observed at 90o - ac = 6.3°(Test Nr 1).

Based on theoretical calculations, it was stated by Senoo that for narrow diffusers,
the Reynolds number has no influence on critical flow angle. However, observing the ex-
perimental results, the authors found out that Reb3 must have an influence on diffuser
stability.

Figure 8 shows the difference between measured critical flow angles and the one pre-
dicted by Senoo as a function of Reb 3 . This figure contains all the available experimental
data of Table I.

At low Reynolds numbers (below 105) a clear tendency of Reb3 influence can be seen
(represented by a full line). At higher Reynolds numbers, tests Nr 17 and 19 suggest a
continuous influence of Reb 3 on critical flow angle. However, test Nr I does not indicate
any further decrease in critical flow angle. Although this discrepancy could be explained
by a different influence of Reb 3 on wide or narrow diffusers or by a roughness effect, the
authors feel that not enough experimental data are available to draw a definite conclusion.
A possible correction is therefore shown by a dashed line.

This Reb 3 correction (full line and dashed line) is then applied to all Eexperimental
data (except Nr 1) to define the equivalent diffuser critical flow angle azc- at Reb 3 = 105.
Results are plotted against Senoo's correlation on Fig.9.The good agreement of most of the
points confirms the validity of Senoo's correlation at Reb o105 .Concerning the somewhat larger
disagreement for tests Nr 5, 8, 12 and 13, one should keep in mind Lhat they are obtained
with an important discontinuity at rotor exit. The value for test Nr 1U is outside the
figure. It should, however, be controlled if the available experimental data are correctly
interpreted in this study and if the stabilities are of the diffuser rotating stall type.
For test point Nr 10, the measured frequency is only 3% of rotor RPM, which is much lower
than in all the other experiments.

The discrepancy observed for test point Nr 16 could be attributed to the larger radius
ratio (R4/R 3 = 1.8). Both Senoo and Jansen agree that an increasing radius ratio can
influence the diffuser stability.

Taking into account the difficulties in measuring correctly the diffuser flow angle,
one can conclude that Senoo's correlation, together with a correction for Reb 3 gives a
good prediction of diffuser critical flow angle.

4. THEORETICAL APPROACH

Previous experimental and theoretical work gives only a limited answer to this problem
because they do not give any information on speed of propagation, wave shape or number of
cells. A theoretical research program has therefore been initiated, to analyze this problem
in a more fundamental way. At the present state, this model is far from complete, never-
theless, some indications about some aspects of the problem can already be obtained.

The instationary and viscous behaviour of the phenomenon does not allow many simpli-
fications of the three dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. The problem can be simplifiedin a drastical way by confining it to the definition of a stability criterium for the

diffuser flow (Refs. 2 and 8). In this case the amplitude of the instabilities is supposed
to be very small so that the equations ofmotion can be linearized in the vicinity of the
operation point investigated. By means of the well-known stability analysis techniques for
linear systems, it is then possible to deduce the critical inlet flow angle ac3, for which
the main flow becomes unstable. The number of cells is then determined from the wavelength
of the perturbations.

However, the prediction of the amplitude of the pulsations, the evolution of the wave
form and the change in number of stall cells is beyond the scope of the linear techniques.
These last parameters are nevertheless very important if one intends to determine the in-
fluence of rotating stall on the aerodynamic performances and mechanical excitation of
the compressor system.

A significant approach requires the preservation of the non linear form of the equations
of motion. However, to keep the problem mathematically tractable, we use the basic hypo-
thesis that the dynamic features which allow the oscillations are associated with the in-
viscid diffuser main flow. The boundary layers in the impeller or along the diffuser walls
are interpreted as destabilizing influences. In this way it is possible to fulfil the con-
ditions for the generation of self-excited vibrations, namely, the presence of
- an exciting system the impeller blade- or diffuser wall boundary layers
- a responding system the diffuser main flow core.
This basic hypothesis allows a simplification of the problem, as well with regard to the
viscosity effect as to the number of dimensions.

Attributing all viscous influencesto the boundary layers,the main flow in a radial
vaneless diffuser can be investigated using the incompressible, two dimensional Euler
equations in cylindrical coordinates.
Introducing the vorticity

3v vo 1 av RS- +()

R R R 30

and stream function t

I .34.vr R _

v _
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the Euler equations reduce to a hybrid set of equations.
- The hyperbolic vorticity transport equation

SR _+V o D (4)
at aR R ao

- The elliptic Poisson equation

a2 t + 1 a_ + 1 32
+ - - (5)

)R
2  R aR R

2 
302

These equations cannot be solved simultaneously as it is done with a time marching procedure
for completely hyperbolic systems. These equations have to be solved alternatively and the
right hand side of the Poisson equation is determined by the solution of the vorticity
equation. vR and v0 in equation (4) are deduced from equation (5) via equations (2) and (3).

The diffuser inlet flow conditions are determined by the impeller response. An exten-
sion of the theory of Adamczyk (Ref 9) for loss free, straight bladed impellers with no
exit slip allows to define following equations for the unsteady behaviour.

aV R2  U2  V R2+ X(6) (6)

at R2  ae

X-) + R2  tgs2b X(e) = R2 vR 2  (7)

3e Leq Leq

= U2 - yR tgo2b (8)

The set of equations (6), (7) and (8) gives the diffuser inlet flow velocities, vR 2 and
ve2 , as inlet boundary conditions for equations (4) and (5) while the solution of equa-
tions (4) and (5) defines the vorticity 2 as an exit boundary condition for the impeller
in equations (6), (7) and (8). Both systems must be solved in a coupled way.

Based on the experimental conclusion that rotating stall also occurs in vaneless
diffusers with an atmospheric exit, the diffuser outlet boundary condition is defined as

03 -o (9)
R=RL,

At the actual state of development, the program does not yet contain any boundary
layer triggering system as required by the basic hypothesis. Prior to this, more basic
research is necessary to find a suitable model for the dynamic behaviour of the boundary
layers along the diffuser walls. However, by introducing an artificial velocity pertur-
bation, one can already study some characteristics of the unsteady swirling flow in
vaneless diffusers. This artificial velocity perturbation must satisfy the following
conditions :
- the perturbation must be compatible with the boundary conditions;
- the perturbation must satisfy continuity.

The easiest way to satisfy both conditions is to perturb the streamlines in a limited
zone as shown on figure lOa. The shape of the perturbation is defined by a sinusoidal
shift of streamlines with respect to the free vortex flow. This locally perturbed flow
field i% used as initial condition for the solution of equations (4) and (5).

Figure 10b shows a computed flow field at time level 5, resulting from the single
velocity perturbation of figure Ila. The streamline distribution clearly contains a zone
of back flow, bounded in the tangential direction by a region of high speed radial flow.
One can conclude that a single perturbation of a homogeneous diffuser flow leads to a
rearrangement of the streamline pattern in high - and low speed "zones".

Furthermore, this cells are not stationary but propagate in tangential direction as
indicated on figure 11. The tangential shift of the radial velocity distribution at
radius (R4+R 3 )/2 between time level t = 0 and t = 5 allows to calculate the propagation
speed relative to the rotor. The corresponding value of wRS/Q = .143 corresponds fairly
well with the experimentally observed values. Important is also that this confirms the
basic hypothesis, namely that rotating stall in radial vaneless diffusers is mainly a
potential core instability, triggered by viscous effects.
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TABLEI

TEST NR REFERENCE Ri  b , N RPM b R R /N 90-c . Re M rO.Rs

1 Creusot- .1142 .0184 11 68 14000 .0175 1.55 6.4 1.7 10 .25 .138
Loire &

2 von Karman 114? .0313 11 68 14000 .0306 1.55 9.3 3.1 10 .39 .215
Inst.

3 1142 .0184 11 68 14000 .0175 1.55 10.4 1.1 10 .25 .428

4 .1142 .0832 19 45 14000 .0701 1.55 10.3 7.0 10' .38 .420

5 1142 .0412 17 65 14000 .0212 1.55 10.3 2.0 10 .27 .
13
I/.4'

6 .250 .056 18 41.5 .056 1.80 9.4 6.7 10" .20
Senoo

7 .250 .056 18 41.5 .076 1.80 10.5 9.1 10 .20
Ref. 5

8 .250 .056 18 41.5 .040 1.80 9.7 4.8 10 .20

9 Tsurusaki
Ref. 5 65 .130 2.25 12.2 .20

10 Abdelhamid .235 .063 1.51 21.1 1.5 10' J035*

11 Ref. 6 .305 .130 1.52 9.6 6.0 10' .398"

12 AbdelhaIid .1175 .152 10 27 5000 .076 1.55 15.5* 3.2 10
" °  

.71/.98

13 Ref. 7 .1175 .152 10 27 5000 .090 1.55 15.0" 3.7 10 " .34,-.7/.9

14 .1175 .152 10 27 5000 .108 1.55 13.9' 4.3 10
'*  

.321.65

15 .1175 .152 10 Z7 5000 .128 1.55 13.5* 4.9 10" .135 .31 .82 1.0

16 Abdelhamid 1175 .152 10 27 5000 .128 1.83 17.4* 4.6 10'" .127' .49/.65Ref. 7 ."

J. entu . .204 .077 20 0 5600 .077 1.6? 7.9 1.4 10 .37 .31
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DISCUSSION

H.Weyer, DFVLR, Cologne. Ge
Is the prediction of rotating stall based on Senoo's correlation only valid for the design speed of the compressor
or also for off-design conditions?

Author's Reply
Senoo's correlation or analytical prediction accounts for the variation in rotor speed only through the variation of
parameters like diffuser inlet flow angle, Mach number, or by a change in flow non-uniformity at diffuser inlet. It
does not indicate a direct influence of RPM on rotating stall.

Y.Ribaud, ONERA, Fr
When the rotating stall appears in the diffuser have the authors observed a back-flow with pre-rotation in the entry
region of the impeller? Pre-rotation can easily explain the measurement of static pressure being equal to the
stagnation pressure upstream of the impeller.

Author's Reply
We have measured the flow at the inlet to the impeller with the help of a hot film probe. The results are presented
in Figure 4 and one can not see any perturbation at the inlet of the inducer except for point 6.

D.Japikse, CREARE, US
Could the author explain how the flow angle was measured.

Author's Reply
The flow angle was not measured. It was calculated from the temperature rise across the impeller.

C.Rodgers, Solar, US
We have observed differences between our results at Solar and Senoo's results, observing exactly opposite trends in
critical flow angle. But in order to make sense of this type of measurement one should take results from more than
one impeller.

Author's Reply
The experiments described in the paper were made with similar impellers but the sweep-back angles were different.
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TIE INFLUENCE OF DIFFUSFR INLET PRFSSURr FIFLDS ON 4HF
RANGE AND DURABILITY OF CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR STAGES

By
David Japikse

President, Fluid Machinery Division

Creare Incorporated
Rox 71

Hanover, New Hampshire 03755
United States

SUMMARY

An anomalous range characteristic of two stages differing only in diffuser passage
number has led to this study. Pressure field data in the diffuser inlet region was care-
fully examined and a strong shock pressure recovery system was discovered when a low diffuser
number is used and a mild shock recovery process resulted when a large diffuser number was
employed. When strong shocks were present, it was found that a leading shock set up a
subsequent accelerating flow field which stabilized a second shock. In turn, the second
shock contributed substantially to the static pressure recovery process in the diffuser in-
let region. The combined effect was a highly stabilized flow field, in agreement with
the Kantrowitz' shock stabilization criterion. By contrast, the strong shock system con-
tributed to a loss in total pressure of up to 2% of the total pressure rise in the stage.
Two different stages are discussed where mechanical failure occurred. These cases may be
related to the strong shock system of the diffuser inlet region closely coupled to the
impeller blade tips.

NOMENCLATURE

AR area ratio
L/D 4  length to throat diameter ratio
m referenced mass flow
M Mach number
N; ND speed; design speed
p static pressure
P o s t a g n a t i o n p r e s s u r e ( * 0 5 ba s m n e f c a
p* critical pressure corresponding to P02 (p*0.52 P0 2 *' assuming perfect gas

behavior)
pr stage pressure ratio
r radius
R radius ratio, r/r

2
T static temperature
T 0 stagnation temperature
u wheel speed
20 diffuser divergence angle
620 diffuser divergence parameter differenced to show location relative to

transitory stall
0 density

Subscript

TS total-to-static
0 inlet, 2 impeller tip, 2* mixed out tip, 3 diffuser leading edge, 4 diffuser throat

Superscript

measured value

1 INTRODUCTION

This investigation was motivated by a careful study of the anomalous range character-
istics of the two compressor stage evaluations shown in Figure la. The two stages were
essentially identical except for a factor of two difference in the number of diffuser pas-
sages. The resulting aerodynamic difference was so astounding that it motivated a lonq
term investigation which involved many different stages from several different Creare
clients. Peculiar also to the problem was the fact that several impellers failed, possi-
bly for causes that are interconnected with the basic range characteristics.

2 THE ANOMALOUS STAGE

The stages whose overall aerodynamic characteristics are presented in Figure la are
typical small gas turbine stages with pr=5 and design mass flow in the range of 4 to 5
Ibm/sec. They involve state-of-the-art technology impellers with a blade backsweep angle
of 280. These particular stages use conical diffusers such that the region preceding the
throat is of a conical section leaving cusps on both the front cover and rear cover of
the well known "swallow-tail" configuration. Past the diffuser throat the passage is a
simple conical diffuser. The spacing between the diffuser leading edge (cusp) and the
impeller tip is characterized by a radius ratio of 1.064 for the Al staae and by 1.033
for the A2 staqe. In other words, these stages are similar to many industrial stages.
Exactly the same impeller was used for both test stages shown in Figure la, and, further,
they have exactly the same inlet and the same collector system. 'ence it is clear that a
significant fluid dynamic process must be altering the performance characteristics of the
stage and that this process must be a function of the diffuser number.
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Figure la. Comparison of compressors Al and Figure lb. Comparison of compressors Bl and
A2 operating maps; same impeller for each B2 operating maps; same impeller for each
stage except Al has 17 diffuser pipes and A2 stage except Bl has 19 diffuser vanes and B2
has 34 diffuser pipes. has 31 diffuser vanes.

0
0

0

00

0

Fiqure 1c. Comparison of compressors Cl and
C2 operating maps; same impeller for each
stage except Cl has 19 diffuser pipes and C2
has 27 diffuser pipes.

Table I Dimensional Comparison '

Number of /
Stage Pipes 20 AR L/ 4

Al17 6.01 2.5 5.6 Figure ld. Compressor D stage showing
A2 34 4.44* 2.58 7.5 transonic surge line kink at pr=4.2 or 4.3.

The diffuser is different in that twice as many diffuser passages are employed, but
there are further similarities in the diffusers as indicated in Table 1. We see that they
have very nearly identical area ratio. Further they have virtually the same diffuser
throat area (a small difference in throat area accounts for the different choke-lines on
Figure la). There are, however, differences in the divergence angle of the diffuser and

sinqle difference must lie in the fact that the wedge angle of the diffuser inlet system

obviously differs by a factor of two in the two configurations. Still, these differences
are not sufficiently great that one can immediately appreciate the difference in the two
stages shown in Figure la; instead, we must look carefully at the basic aerodynamic
characteristics of the two stages.

3 AERODYNAMIC EVALUATION OF SHOCK ENHANCED RANGE

The general impeller tip aerodynamic characteristics are substantially the same be-
tween the two stages, Al and A2, at least as far as can be deduced from rather simple im-
peller tip static pressuro2 and diffuser throat total pressure instrumentation. The only[

unusual characteristic was the comparatively luw value of C 2 * -4 (static pressure recov-
ery coefficient between the impeller mixed-out reference ste X and the diffuser throat).
This value is comparatively low along the surge line, being 0.12 to 0.22 for speeds of
85% ND or less for both stages and about the same for higher speeds for the A2 stage. By
contrast, the value of C 4rose to a peak of 0.48 for the Al stage for speeds greater

than L85% N , which cpu 
t

thmn as comp re favorably with conventional values associated with stage
stall (see for example Kenny ). Thus the survey of qeometric differences and aerodynamic
differences has pointed to the diffuser inlet region, where the staqe-stall values of

C2*4are different and where we encounter the largest single geometric difference: the
d ~fuser inlet wedge angle differs by a factor of 2. These differences encourage us to
take a careful look at the flow field characteristics in the region between the impeller
tip and the diffuser throat.
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For the Al and A2 stages substantial pressure tap data is available in the vaneless
and semivaneless space between the impeller tip and diffuser throat. Later, some similar
data for the D stage is also presented. Much of this data was taken both from the front
cover and rear cover, but only the front cover data is shown herein (the rear cover data
matched rather closely the front cover information). A series of comparative pressure
field surveys for the Al and A2 stages are shown in Figures 2 through 7. In each case,
the first figure refers to the Al stage and the second figure refers to the A2 stage.

It is interesting to first consider Figures 2 and 3 showing results along the 100%
speed line. Figure 2 shows the results close to surge whereas Figure 3 shows results
close to choke. An approximate diffuser center streamline is sketched into the figures
for reference. The configuration with the small number of diffusers (stage Al, 17 passages)
shows very strong pressure field distortions and it appears that a typical fluid particle
will probably pass through about two shocks before entering the diffuser throat. For the
A2 stage (34 passages) it is possible that the fluid particle may pass through three
shocks and the distortions are comparatively mild. For the case close to choke, distor-
'-ions are still greater for the Al stage than the A2 stage, but the shock structure which

"#1. .. .,,.

Figure 2. Pressure contour comparisons for the Al & A2 staqes at 100% N D  Near Surge

Figure 3. Pressure contour comparisons for the Al & A2 staqes at 100% ND. Near Choke

Figure 4. Pressure contour comparisons for the Al & A2 stages at 95% ND .i i0
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Figure 5. Pressure contour comparisons for the Al & A2 stages at 60% N

D*

is quite pronouncod for the Al stage appears to be masked for the A2 stage. Similar gen-
eral results are shown in Figure 4 for the 95% speed case and in Figure 5 for the 90%
speed case. Here we see that the pressure distortions for the A2 stage are becoming very
mild indeed but the Al stage still has very strong pressure distortions. At 85% speed,
a noticeable shock structure still exists for the Al stage but only a weak sonic line is
observed for the A2 stage. At 60% speed, our next lowest speed for which comparative
data is available, the shock structures have disappeared completely but pressure field
distortions are strongly in evidence for the Al stage and are very very mild for the A2
stage.

It is now interesting to reconsider Figure la and to note the point at which the
surge line diverged for the Al and A2 stages. This is at approximately 85% speed and we
observe that it is at this speed where the shock structure becomes pronounced and signif-
icant for the Al stage (other plots, available but not shown for the Al stage, only in-
dicate that the shock structures are extremely weak or non-existant at speeds below 85%).
In other words, when the impeller exit Mach number reaches a value of approximately 0.9,
then it is possible for a shock structure to develop which may begin to participate strong-
ly in the pressure recovery process and the flow stabilization events, if the geometry is
such so as to cause a certain type of strong shock structure.

The highest local Mach numbers observed for each figure are shown in Table 2. Clear-
ly the acceleration effects are much stronger for the Al stage than for the A2 stage.
This acceleration is sufficiently strong such that the transonic flows exiting the Al im-
pellerpass through a sonic line, are further accelerated, and then pass through a mod-
erately strong shock in order to establish the flow conditions observed. It is interest-
ing to note that the strongest shock observed is sufficient to cause a 2% loss in total
pressure, which is a substantial performance penalty. This applies to the Al stage where-

I l ... - : - I .. . .. .. .. .. ... . .. ... ...



Table 2 Maximum Local Mach Numbers Table 3 Shock Strength Comparisons

%ND m/m choke M2 *+ M max* M4
+  %ND m/mchoke Mx Px P ,N.S. +

A1 Stage AlStae
00 1.0 7.05 1.21 1.00 100 1.0 1.16 36.94 48.28 51.69

100 0.972 1.064 1.24 0.84 100 0.972 1.14 36.38 47.22 49.095
100 0.884 1.062 1.25 0.66 100 0.884 1.12 37.71 48.09 48.90
95 1.0 1.03 1.21 1.00 95 1.0 1.14 35.06 45.12 47.31
95 0.85 1.022 1.20 0.596 95 0.85 1.13 35.19 45.42 46.46
90 0.95 0.999 1.19 0.807 90 0.95 1.09 33.54 40.07 40.90
85 1.00 0.95 1.14 1.00 85 1.0 1.03 29.55 32.63 31.65
85 0.977 0.95 1.16 0.85 85 0.977 1.08 28.96 34.02 34.58
85 0.905 0.94 1.16 0.76 85 0.905 1.01 30.RO 33.3 31.52
80 0.92 0.90 1.07 0.76 80 0.92 1.07 25.38* 30.61 29.67
70 0.893 0.81 0.92 0.71 70 0.983 - - - -
60 0.955 0.72 0.80 0.72

A2 Stage A2 Stage
100 1.0 1.075 1.13 0.97 100 1.0 1.02 45.99 49.90 48.16
100 0.994 1.076 1.15 0.96 100 0.994 1.01 46.83 49.74 47.93
95 1.0 1.037 1.10 0.93 95 1.0 1.03 40.07 43.36 42.91
90 1.0 0.996 1.04 1.0 90 1.0 1.01 36.05 37.17 36.89
90 0.956 0.998 1.06 0.89 90 0.956 1.00 36.73 38.17 36.73
85 1.0 0.95 1.00 1.C 85 1.0 - - - -
85 0.95 0.96 1.01 0.85 85 0.95 ....
60 0.925 0.72 0.76 0.68 60 0.925 ....

*Using mi-scaled to reduced conditions. *Note: Only tap where M>1.0. Shock may not
+Based on 'educed conditions, be present.

+Pressure downstream from simple normal shock

of strength Mx , given by measured x

as substantially weaker shock systems are found for the A2 stage. It is of course evident
in Table 2 that the flow has accelerated as it prepares to enter the diffuser and the peak
Mach numbers are substantially higher than the computed impeller exit Mach numbers.

Further data is shown in Table 3. The computed values in Table 3 are bounding values
that are established as follows. We have used the highest of the three static pressure
measurements immediately in front of the shock to set the level of P and we have taken
the downstream static pressure, ,, to be the lowest of the three static pressures immedi-
ately after the shock. This givei us the lowest observed pressure difference (or rise)
setting the lower bound to the possible shock strength. The expected static pressure
after the shock (Py N S ) given in Table 3 has been computed for comparison puiposes from
the simple normal sfock relationship.

By comparing Mach numbers given in Tables 2 and 3, it is clear that the shock process
does not start at the highest Mach number, but rather at a slightly lower Mach number down-
stream. Thus it is evident that some diffusion has occurred before the shock. Further,
the shock does not occur at the tip Mach number but at a higher value. We also observe
that the actual static pressure rise across the shock is distinctly less than what would
have been obtained with a normal shock, except possibly at the 85% speed line. It can
be noted also that the static pressure rise across the shock structure, for the Al stage,
is quite strong and clearly overpowers the static pressure drop due to the acceleration
process. Further, the shock is sufficient to give a higher static pressure rise through-
out the entry region than was achieved with the nearly shock free entry flow for the A2
stage.

Therefore, it is apparent that the increased range for the Al stage vs. the A2 stage
at speeds greater than 85% ND is due to the presence of a uniquely different entry dif-
fusion process for the Al stage; that is, the characteristic shock structure. It is also
clear, however, from the normal shock calculations, that the resulting total pressure loss
will be greater for the Al stage than for the A2 stage which is in excellent agreement
with the lower observed efficiencies for the Al stage. Further, the very strong pressure
fields associated with the Al stage diffuser inlet region give an excellent possibility
for increased backflow and the data evaluation for these two stages showed approximately
2.5 times the computed backflow loss for the Al stage than compared to the A2 stage on the
100% speed line.

In order to obtain a deeper appreciation for the stability of the flow process under
consideration, we must go back and consider the path of a typical particle passing through
the pressure fields of the Al and A2 stages. If we consider figures 2 through 7, and par-
ticularly those on the high speed lines, it will become clear for the A2 stage, that the
diffusion is gradual all the way from the tip of the impeller to the throat. By contrast,
for the Al stage there is almost no diffusion from the impeller tip to the front of the r
shock. In fact, none of the pressure rise occurs between the tip of the wheel and the
face of shock, but instead, about 60% of the pressure rise occurs across the shock and 40%
occurs as subsonic diffusion downstream of the shock prior to throat entry.

*
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These differences may suggest an important characteristic of the enhanced flow sta-
bility of the Al stage. We can speculate that the diffusion through the stronq entry
shock is more stable to downstream disturbances than is a weak shock system. We parti-
cularly note, in the comparison just given, that, according to the Kantrowitz criterion*
the shock is strongly stable to downstream disturbances. This is due to the accelerating
velocity field located ahead of the shock structure. In other words, throat pulsations
will not cause the shock position to diverge. Under the influence of pulsations, the
entire flow structure will change, and the shock will move such that the pressures re-
balance, but the shcck itself will not be unstable. So long as the excurions of the shock
st-ucture do not carry it out of the stable velocity field ahead of it, the flow situation
will be stable.

It is important to observe that it is the interaction of the pressure fields of the
shocks from two adjacent passages that is critical to flow field stability. The reaccel-
eration after the shock of the preceding passage stabilizes the shock of the next passage.
When an entrance is rot strongly shocked, reacceleration after the shock of the preceding
passage is mild and, hence, the succeeding shock is not strongly stabilized. Thus the
best explanation that can be offered as to the fundamentally different range character-
istics of the Al and A2 stages lies in the inherently different shock structures in the
diffuser inlet reqion. We conclude that a stable (according to the Kantrowitz' criterion)
shock structure has been achieved for the Al stage.

It is now useful to return to Figure 1 and observe the characteristics of the seven
different stages presented therein. The first three figures, la, ib, and ic, each reveal
a pair of stages which were tested much as the Al and A2 stage. In other words, for each
configuration an impeller was used with two different diffusers having approximately the
same area ratio and the same diffuser throat area. However, the number of vanes or pipes
differed as shown in the figures. As with the Al and A2 stages, we observe a substantial
improvement in flow range for the B1 vs. B2 stages and also for the C1 and C2 stages.
Again, it is clear that a process exists that is stabilizing the stage characteristic and
providing enhanced range. Unfortunately, for the B stages and C stages, detailed pressure
fields of the type shown in Figures 2 through 7 were not measured. We can only speculate
that events similar to those characteristic of the Al and A2 stages may be present. It
is also clear that a rather sharp kink occurs in the surge line, particularly for the Al,
B1 and C1 stages, and to a lesser extent for the B2 and C2 stages at a pressure ratio of
approximately 3.7 to 4.3, depending on the particular stage. It is expected that this
pressure ratio would correspond approximately to an impeller exit Mach number of approxi-
mately 0.9. Figure ld shows the map for the seventh stage under consideration, to be
discussed in greater detail later, where only one impeller is available for evaluation.
Here again we see the possible beginning of a surge line kink at a pressure ratio of
approximately 4.2 or 4.3

Having described the fundamental differences between the Al and A2 stages, we are
left with the intriguing question: which condition is normal? From a traditional stand-
point it may seem that the A2 stage is normal due to its comparatively straight surge line
(truly accurate surge lines are never straight but may approximately fall in a nearly
straight line). On the other hand, the comparatively low value of Cp2 ,_4 along the stage
stall line for the Al and A2 diffusers below the 85% speed line, suggests that neither
stage is "normal" at the low speeds. Instead, the stage appears to have hit an early stall
limit. By contrast, the comparatively high values of Cp2* 4 of approximately 0.45 to 0.5
for the Al stage at speeds greater than 85% ND are much more nearly characteristic of the
stability limits of high pressure ratio stages, see for example Kenny 2 . In as much as
the stages considered by Kenny 2 deal with pressure ratios in the range of 6 to 10, it
would appear that the Al stage has characteristicswhich are more nearly normal. However,
the absence of similar characteristics at the low speed end raises questions which cannot
be answered here, so the question is moot.

Before closing this section, it is instructive to consider Figures 8 and 9 to further
appreciate the influence of this shock structure on the stage stability characteristics.
The present study was actually a mild interlude in a much more comprehensive evaluation
of a series of industrial stages. One characteristic used to correlate the stage range
is the measure of A2e. If we examine Figure 8, we observe typical channel diffuser pres-
sure recovery maps. Such maps represent the basic geometric and aerodynamic character-
istics of channel diffusers (similar maps are available for conical diffusers). The im-
portant characteristic here is the change in the relative location of pressure recovery
contours as a function of inlet aerodynamic blockage. Each contour map shown in Figure 8
corresponds to a different blockage level; it will be noted that the contours shift to
the right as one moves to ever increasing values of blockage. In other words, for a com-
pressor operating along a speed line from a hiqh flow to a low flow level, where the throat
blockage is known to continuously increase, we move closer and closer to the ridge of peak
recovery, which is also the region of transitory stall! Thus the hypothesis has been
suggested** that a measure of resistance to stage stall is the change in A2e for a point
located on the choke line vs. the stage stall line for the respective diffuser maps. Thus
one can obtain an estimated value of A2e and plot it versus the kn,-,n range characteristic,
as is shown in Figures 9a and 9b. The correlation is observed to be generally good, with
but a few exceptions. We note first that the Al and A2 staqes fall on the curve for the
low speed correlation but that the Al stage does not fall on the curve at the high speed

*The author appreciates the guidance from R. C. Dean, Jr., to include this approach.
**This hypothesis was put forward by R. D. Dean, Jr. at Creare in 1974.
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whereas the A2 stage does. Further, we note that the B1 and Cl stages are not on the
curve for the full speed correlation whereas the B2 and C2 stages are on the trend.
Rather similar results are shown for the part speed correlation. Actually, this cor-

relation should be much improved by plotting the results versus an impeller exit Mach
number rather than a percent of design speed, which can imply vastly different pressure
ratios and Mach numbers depending on the stages selected. It is felt that this cor-
relation can be quite useful to guide designers but is not a fundamental stage stall
theory in its own right.

3*- ---- - .~

3.3 • .- J - - 3,

Figure 8. Channel diffuser maps showing pressure recovery as

a function of inlet aerodynamic blockage.R, 1. 3* 1. 5

4.6 3. 0 7.2 4.0

C3 4.6 3 .0 6 7.2 *. . .

3~~ ~~~~ S. .. 33 5.433 33 3 1 £33 0 6.8 3 S S *S 3 4 3f *

a 4.6 3.1 0 7.2 4.2
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Figure 9. Stage operating range versus A26 diffuser parameter.
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It is interesting to note that the A2 and D stages both experienced mechanical fail-ures in the impeller 
discharge region. 

For the ! stage, the failure was 
apparently

catastrophic and resulted in the complete destruction of the impeller. For the D stage,
various failures had been experienced which ranged from substantial cracking in the im-
peller exit regions to occasionally loosing a section of an impeller in the knee region
or exit region. Therefcre, it is only natural to inquire whether the strong pressure
fields observed in Figures 2 through 7 may play a role in the failire mechanism.

Figures 10 and 11 show the level of pressure field variation that the impeller tip
experienced. Figure 10 shows the directly measured pressure contours as a function of
tangential location for the Al stage. Contours are shown at different radius ratio (R=
r/r ) where a value of I is exactly at the impeller tip and values greater than 1 imply
radial locations greater than the tip radius. It will be observed that peak-to-peak static
pressure variations at the impeller tip location are equivalent to approximately 20 psi
for an impeller that gives a static pres3ure rise of approximately 30 psi! Similar re-
sults are shown in Figure 11 for the D stage measured exactly at the impeller tip radius.
Unfortunately, only three pressure taps span a single diffuser pitch and it is strongly
expected (particularly by contrast to Figure 10) that the maximum, and possibly the min-
imum, pressure value has not been detected and recorded in this data. Nonetheless, peak-
to-peak static pressure variations ot at least 10 psi are in evidence for an impeller
whose static pressure rise is equivalent to approximately 22 psi! Clearly, very strong
pressure fields exist for both the Al and D impeller.

0 

.
0

Figure 10. Characteristic impeller tip Figure 11. Characteristic impeller tip
V pressure distributions, Al 

stage. pressure distributions, D 
stage.

Fortunately, for the case of the D impeller comprehensive structural analyses have
been carried out to determine the probable cause of failure in the impeller. It was con-
cluded that no one single cause was responsible for the failure, but rather that a number
of strong forces contributed to an over stressed impeller. The level of dynamic stresses
due to the diffuser inlet pressure fields was not high, but cf a sufficient magnitude that
it could easily be the "straw that broke the camel's back". So the vibratory stresses
brought about by the strong tip pressure field are not the sole source of excessive stress
for the impeller. However, it is quite possible that this source was neglected in the basic
design (due to a lack of data to quantify the effect) and that it is only a matter of time
until a critical number of cycles have accrued to yield a substantial vibratory stress
level. Thus it is probable that the strong pressure fields associated with a diffuser in-
let shock structure is responsible for the ultimate failure of the Al and D impellers.

The type of information shown in Figure 10 can be further modified to be of use to
designers. Figures 12, 13 and 14 show data for the Al impeller, the 42 impeller and the
D impeller, respectively. In this case, the peak-to-peak pressure differential established
at the impeller tip (or other specified radius) resulting from the diffuser inlet vane
pressure field has been plotted against the impeller discharge Mach number. The A2 impel-
ler, Figure 13 shows comparatively small differentials at least when compared with the Al
impeller shown in Figure 12. Similar results are shown in Figure 14 for the D impeller,
but it must be emphasized that these effects are probably underestimated due to the ab-
sence of the end values shown in Figure 11. It is recommended that the results of Figure
14 be increased by approximately 50 if a safe upper limit is desired. It is interesting
to note the plateau region in both Figures 12 and 14 just before a Mach number of 1.0.
It is curious that this effect has been found for two different stages from two totally
different manufacturers, but the reason is not at all obvious. The results of Figures
12, 13 and 14 ar .ilt aprlicable to other design studies due to their dimensional form.
Therefore, a non-dimenslonal tip pressure distortion parameter has been defined as:

'%P2/02, 2T 2

where the dimensional constant depends on the system of unitsemployed. This non-dimension-

al parameter varied es follows:
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'P2/ "2i

Impeller 2 R3=r3/r2

Al 0.13 ±0.03 1.064*
A2 0.03 ±0.01 1.033*
D 0.10 ±0.02 1.035

*Note: These values have not
been reversed!

The non-dimensional parameter has been plotted versus M2* but the trends were not as smooth
as in Figures 12, 13 and 14. The peak values for the Al and D impellers were found at
MA*0.95. It is recommended that this parameter be held below 0.05 for a safe design by
c oosing vane ntmber and R3 arpropriately (Figure 12 can be used as a guide).

0

aFigure 13. Impeller tip pressure distortion
versus tip Mach number, A2 stage.

Figure 12. Impeller tip pressure distor- 1
tion versus tip Mach number, Al stage.

Figure 14. Impeller tip pressure distortion

versus tip Mach number, D stage.

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the work presented herein, the following conclusions were reached:

1. Evaluation of the range characteristics from two highly similar stages, differing
principally in diffuser vane number, revealed a shock enhanced pressure recovery
and flow stabilization process. The low diffuser number contributed to strong
shocks such that a fluid particle leaving the impeller passed first through a
leading shock and was then accelerated to a subsequent shock where most of the
diffusion process occurred. The accelerating region between the two shocks pro-
vides a highly stabilized flow field, in agreement with the Kantrowitz shock
stabilization criterion.

2. Data revealed that this process began when the impeller tip Mach number equaled
or exceeded 0.9. A characteristic kink in the surge line was found at this point
for the two principal stages under investigation, and similar results have been
noticed with three other sets of data.

3. The efficiency degradation due to the shock stabilization process was substantial,
leading to a 2% loss in the total pressure rise from the impeller.

4. Two of the seven stages reviewed herein had mechanical difficulty with the impel-
ler. It is observed that the very strong pressure fields at the impeller tip
contribute to cyclic stresses that may drive the impeller to a failure mode.
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DISCUSSION

W.A.Connor, Holset Engineering, UK
I would like to congratulate the author on a very stimulating and thought-provoking paper. The compression system
instability work of Greitzer and others indicates that a close-coupled throttle should reduce or even eliminate the
tendency for a compressor to surge. Could the author comment on any possible analogy between this and the
throttling effect of the strong shock system produced by the 17 channel diffuser?

Author's Reply
The author is grateful for the supporting compliments. Yes, an added resistance will usually help stabilise a
compressor system. But one would hardly have thought that a two per cent stagnation pressure loss resistance would
make such a large increase in range. Thus I must believe that, while the increased resistance for 'A' and 'A2' may
contribute to enhanced range, a much stronger process probably exists.

P.M.Came, NGTE, UK
I would like to ask the author two questions. Firstly, were values of pressure recovery coefficient for the semi-
vaneless space calculated? Secondly, could the author please describe the geometry of the collector system down-
stream of the radial diffuser?

Author's Reply
We calculated pressure recovery for the semi-vaneless space. The values were approximately, for the 'A2' compressor
0.25 along the stage stall line, and for the 'Al' stage, 0.25 to 0.5, varying along the stage stall line. The collector
used was strictly axisymmetric with exit Mach numbers equal to a small fraction (we suggest less than a quarter) of
the diffuser exit Mach number.

N.A.Cumpsty, Univeristy of Cambridge, UK

Could the author please confirm which stage suffered mechanical failure; was it 'Al' or 'A2'?

Author's Repty
Impeller 'Al' suffered the mechanical failure. In the text of the report there is a misprint suggesting that it was the
'A2' compressor.

Y.Ribaud, ONERA, Fr
Do you think that the surge margin depends more on the number of vanes or on the curvature of the suction surface
in the semi-vaneless space, Kenny has been carrying out for some time calculations of the supersonic flow which
shows clearly acceleration of the flow before the shock, this acceleration effect being greater than the effect of the
number of blades. It seems to me that if the suction surface had a spiral form the acceleration of the flow would be
able to be attenuated if not nullified whatever the blade number.

Author's Reply
Thank you for your comments. In this particular case the vane number must be more important than suction side
vane shape in controlling shock strength and location. This is because a straight centre line bore, with a conical cross
section, is used to form the diffuser inlet. However. when one uses a vane shape (as opposed to a conical
configuration), then I agree that curvature should be used to control shock strength and location.

AL
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INFLUENCE DE L'HETEROGENEITE DE L'ECOULEMENT A LA

SORTIE DU ROTOR SUR LES PERFORMANCES DU

DIFFUSEUR D'UN COMPRESSEUR CENTRIFUGE

Henri HUS Christian FRADIN
Hispano Suiza ONERA

SOMMAIRE

Etude des performances d'un diffuseur de compresseur centrifuge aliment6
par une roue mobile d~livrant un 4coulement plus ou moins h~t~rogne. Les
mesures classiques au moyen de sondes pneumatiques ne donnant que les grandeurs
moyennes ne permettent pas de caract~riser correctement l'intensitg de la non-
uniformit& de l'gcoulement. Les mesures instantanges par capteurs de pression
et an~momtres a fil chaud donnent la structure fine de 1'gcoulement et condui-
sent 9 une estimation plus precise de l'effet de la non-uniformitg de l'gcouie-
ment sur les performances du compresseurs. Elles montrent notamment que les
pertes sont dues essentiellement 4 cette non-uniformit6 et permettent de
cloisir entre les diverses mthodes globales d'estimation du coefficient de
r~cup~ration de pression du diffuseur celle qui est physiquement la plus
plausible.

SUMMARY

Analysis of the performances of the diffuser of a centrifugal compressor.
The inlet flow is deliberately more or less non-uniform. The conventional
pressure probes and the corresponding mean values do not allow a correct evalua-
tion of the performance of the diffuser. The measurement of instantaneous values
of pressure and velocity by means of perssure transducers and hot-wire anemome-
ters gives the detailed structure cf the flow field. An accurate estimation uf
the effect of non-uniformities on the performances of the diffuser can be derived
from these measurements. They show that the pressure losses are directly related
to the non-uniformities. Validation of an overall estimation of diffuser perfor-
mance from conventional probe measurements is derived from this experiment.

4:
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NUlA'11ONS

B Coefficient de blocage, rapport de Ia section de passage utile la section de passage totale

Ca Vitesse d6bitante

C9 Vitesse tangentielle en axes absoloes

h. nthalpie d'arrk

h.0Enthalpie d'arr~t a l'entr6e do compresseor

K0  Ddbit masse

KKFlux d'enthalpie d'arrkt

KM, Dynalpie

K56  Flux d'entropie

Kg Moment cin6tique

kp(,,,)soefficient d'6talonnage dktermin6 en soofflerie

MNI ombre de Mach

p Pression statique

P. Pression d'arr~t

R, Pression d'arrat moyenne a la sortie do diffoseor

.5 Entropie

t Temps

T" Intervalle de temps s&parant le passage de deox aubes devant la sonde

* I 6 Exposant isentropique

Abscisse rapport
6
e a la profondeor do canal A la sortie de la rooe mobile

( C = 0 carter avant, 5' = 1 carter arriare)

XTaux de r6copdration de pression

CMasse volomique

Q F Vitesse p~riph6riqoe de la roue mobile

- les grandeors non surlign
6

es correspondent aux valeors instantan6es,

- one fois sorlign
6
es aux valeors moyannes compte teno d'un facteor de blocage,

- deux fois sorlign6es a des grandeors homogenes.

I1
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I- INTRODUCTION

Le diffuseur d'un compresseur centrifuge est toujours aliment
6 

Par un flux h6t6rog~ne en vitesse,
incidence et pression. 11 est done bien difficile de d6 f4 .ir do quelle fagon 1l&nergie cin6tique d6livr6e
par le rotor ost trarisform6e en 6nergie de pression et de Ce fait d'optimiser le diffuseur.

11 a done paru int6ressant de r6aliser un rotor qui d~livrerait wn, &coulonient azimutalement uniforms
et que, par des artifices convenables, on rendrait h~t6rog~ne, mais avec tine structure innpos6e. Le Principe
d~e cet essai repose sur des r6sultats acquis en soufflerie O-n montrant que l'jntroduction de per-tes de
charges importantes psi-met i'homog6n6isation d'un 6couiement h6t~rog~ne. Ce sont g6n~ralement des nids
d'abeilies a foibles inailies quo l'on utilise 4 cot effet et tin montage exp~rimental conqu dana cet esprit
a 6t6 r~alis6 en vue d~e coract6riser ls capacit6 de r~cup6ration de pression d'un diffuseur donn&.

2 - DESCRIPTION DU MONTAGE EXPERIMNTAL

Le bane d'essais eat constitu6 par une boucle fermee ati cireulc du fr~on 11L. Le rotor centrifuge
utilis6 (Fig. 1) eat ciassique par a fortms et compor-te une avant roue et tine rouie radiole, Cette dernie-re
ayant tin nombre d'aubes double de celui de l'avant roue. Ce rotor eat direetement diriv6 I'mi comprosse~r
d~e suralimentation do moteur Diesel congu et fabriqu6 par Hispano-Suiza.

Pour lea easais en vue i1 a 6t6 modifi6 par adjanetian de deux couronnes en nids d'abeilles en acier
inoxydable dont lea parois d'alv6oies avaient tine epaisaeur d~e 0,07 mm et les alv~oles hexagonales avaient
6 c~t6s do 1,2 mmi do largeur (Fig. 2). Lea nids d'abeilles 6toienit bras6s sur deux flasques supports et la
tenue m6caniqtie du montage a 6t& v~rifi~e souis des conditions d'acc

6
it~ration extr~mes (2 6 WQO g).

Des caches, placks do fagon p6riadique et obstruant tine partie seulement do la sectioni de sortie -ie
la roue (coefficient d'obstruction r6glable) pouvaient 6tre placks sur lea nids d'abeilloa Fig. 3) et
ofin d'asatirer la s6curit6 do fanctionnement, la vitesas do rotation du canpressur a 6t6 limit~e 6
5 500 tr/mri (acc~l~ration 7 000 g) co qui, avee ls fr~on 114 utilis6, donnait tin Mach p~riph~rique as
i'ordre do l'tinit6.

Un diffuseur classique a aubes (Fig. 4) 6tait place6 a sortie do la rotis mobile, tin diffusetir lisse
entro is rayon do aorti0 ds la ratio et le bord d'attaque des aubes (rapport des rayons 1,08) 6tait pr~vu

pour l'installation d'instrtiments do meaure destin6s a caract
6
riser l'6coulement isati du rotor.

3 - ESSAIS GLOBAUX

Dana tine premi~re s~rie d'essaia destin~s a d6finir la caract~ristique globale d6bit-proasion do Is
machine et 1e tatix do r~cupgration do preasion du diffuseur, des methodes clasaiqiea do mestiro et d~e
d6pouillement ont 6t& utilis~es. Ces ossais et d6pouillements ont 6t& effecti~a par Hispano-Suiza.

La figure 5 repr6sonte lea r6stiltats des estimations du taux do r6cup6ration do proasion dut diffuseur
effectu~es par diveraoa m~thodes:

a) la figuire 5o repr~sente le taix do r~cup6ration do pression du difftaetir

o
6 P. ots sont lea prossions d'arr~t reapoctivement a la sortie do la ratio mobile at du diffuseir

et P la prossian statique a la sortie do I& ratio mobile obtenue 6 partir do

- la mssure directs do la pression d'arr~t aui mayen d'une sonde pnetixatiquo (pitot) plac6e A ia sortie
du rotor,

- ia moyonne pond6r~e par le d6bit do Ia pression a la sortie dti diffuseur.

On observe quo la pr6sence des caches augments le tatix do r6cup~ration, ce qui aemble indiquer qtie la
m6thade n'est pas correcte, ello no seappuie d'ailleurs sur atictin' base th6oriqie.

b) potir la figure 5b nous avons essay6 do d~duire la preasion d'arr~t moyenno 6 Ia sortie dui rotor des mosures
de prossion statique, do d6bit et d'accroissement do tempgratire. La composanto tangontielle mayenne do
la vitesse oat d~dtiite do l'accroiasement d~lenthalpie d'arr~t par application du thgor~me d'Euler et le
composanto d6bitante ati mayen d'itgrations succosaives stir la conservation dui d6bit. L'inconv~nient do
cette m~thode, qui conduit d'ailleurs 6 des tatix de r6cupgration exag~r~s ( >1 ), eat de n~cessiter tine
hypoth~se stir le tatix mayen do romplissage do la veins, quo natis aons pris &gal 6 0,96.

c) l'attaquo du diffuseur 6tant subsonique g1ev6, le cal g~om6triqtie entre dotix auboges adjacents eat

ia valour g6osi6triqie do ce col (affect6 d'un totix do remplissage d~e veins do 0,97 6 0,98) ii oat possi-
ble do calculor la valour mayenno do Ia preasion d'arr~t 6 l'entr~e dut redrosseur. Par comparoison avec
lea r~sultats do ia m~thode (b) ci-dessus il eat possible d'obtenir tine valetir exp6rimentalo du taux do
remplissage do la veins 6 la sortie du rotor et c'est cotte valour quo lVon a conserv~e pour le trac6
do la figure 5c. On notora. quo l'ardro de grandeur du tatix do recup6ration eat analogue a colui donn6 par
la m6thodo (a) as qtie lo pr6sence do caches diminue is tatix do r~cup

6
ration (ce qui para~t plus vi-aisem-

biable).

4 - CARACTERISATION DES HETEROGENEITES

L'incertitude des analyses globales et notoament l'inveraion du sons do variation des taux do r6cup6-
ration du diffuseur aemblent montrer quo l'6tat du fltiide no doit pas Stre fonci~rement different dons lea
essais avec caches oti eons caches. Pour caract6riser is h~t~rog~n~it6s, des mesuros inatantan6es do
vitesses, en intensitg et on direction ant 6t effectu~es par 1'ONERA. Le tabieaui I r~sume l'ensenblo des
assures effectu~es et lea moyes isis en oeuvre la figure 6 indique l'ompacemnent des points do meaure.
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La meaure Lie l'angle instanitan6 de l'6coulement est bas6e sur la sym6trie des courbes repr~sentant
l'&volution du nombre de Nusseit en fonction de l'angle cornstitu6 par la direction de la vitesse et l'axe
du fil. La mesure du module instantan6 de la .,itesse est bas~e sur les travaux de Morkovin [1], Spangei.berg
[2] et Kovasznay [3]. La loi d'6change thermiquje, fonction des nombres de Reynolds et de Mach, propos~e par
ces auteurs a 6t v~rifi~e dans la boucle A fr6on de i'ONERA. L'influence des autres param~tres, tell, que
l'angle ' utre la direction du fii et celle de '&coulement, la ternp6iature du fil chaud, son coefficient de
r~cui

6
ration et la temp~rature de l'6coulement, a k6 6gaiement d~termin6e exp~rimentalement et prise en

compte dans lea d~pouillements. Ces L-,alonnages ont mis en 6vidence one d~rive dans le temps des informs-
tions d~ljvr6es par le fil chaud. Une *iechnique de d6pouiilement a 6t d6velopp6e pour pallier cette diffi-
cult6 elle consiste 4 associer:

*les mesures instantan~es de pression p~t

*les mesures instantan~es de vitesse V (t) desquelies on d6duit le nombre de Mach N (E) dana
l'hypoth~se d'une temp~rature d'arrC-t coostante et coonue (hypotii~se valable dans le freon)

*lea mesures moyenl es de preasion d'arr~t P obtenues par la sonde A trois trous
T

au moyeni de la relation ~ ~ ~ ~ )fi i~~ J1Pt~

oa ' eat le tempa s~parant le passage de deux aubes aucceasives et Kp (M,,5-) eat un coefficient de
correction, voisin de l'unit6, dktermin6 au cours de l'&talonnage de is sonde de preasion trois trous dana
le freon, A divers nombres de Mach et divers angles L -e entre la sonde et direction de l'8coulement.

5-STRUJCTURE DIE L'ECOULEMENT ISSU DE LA ROUE MOBILE

L'analyae des r~sultats globaux pr6sent6s figure 5 montre que,quelle soit is m~thode de d~pouillement
utilis~e, l'efficacit6 maximum du diffuseur s'obtient pour sensiblement ls m~me valeur ('V 8 ,5) du d~bit
volume a la sortie du rotor. Dana la comparaison de is structure de l'6coulement avec ou sans caches, nous
avoos donc choisi de pr~senter c~te a c~te des grandeura relev~es au cours des deux types dlessais dana lea
conditions d'attaque optimale du diffuseur.

5.1 - Valeurs instantan6es de la vitesse d~bitante

La figure 7 repr6sente is variation en fonction du temps t (rappor-t6 au temps T s~parant le passage
de deux aubes) de ia vitesse d~bitante A is sortie de la roue mobile pour quatre profondeurs relatives
entre carters avant et arri~re.

On remarque, malgr& one forte h~t~rog~n~it& axiale de is vitesse d6bitante, une grande similitude des
repartitions de vitesse dana le demi-canal entre extrados et aube intercalaire et dana le demi-canal entre

* 1 aube intercaisire et intrados.

Lea mesures au fil chaud ont mis en 6vidence des courants de retour situ~s au milieu du canal et au
voisinage du carter avant ( = 0,27) en l'absence de caches (Fig. 7a) et limit~s entre lea caches et
l'intrados de i'aube is plus proche, aube longue ou aube intercalaire, et pr~s des carters ( ~=0,27 et

=0,96) en presence des caches (Fig. in).

Cette structure de l'6coulement se maintient sans trop de deformation au fur et A mesure que Van se
rapproche de l'entr~e du diffuseur, c'est-a-dire loraqu'on passe du rayon de mesure "21" au rayon "23"
(Fig. 8).

Notons que i'exploration axiale de l'6coulement au moyen d'une sonde classique met d~ja en 6vidence
le d~ficit en d6bit c~t6 carter externe (Fig. 9).

5.2 - Valeurs instantan6es de is vitease tangentielle

lUne 6tude analogue a 6t6 effectu~e pour la composante tangentielle de la vitesse. Nous ne pr~sentons
ici que lea r6partitions azimutales de cette vitesse relev6e A la profondeur relative 5= 0,73 aux trois
rayons analys~s, sans caches (Fig. 10s) et avec caches (Fig. 10b). On remarquera encore l'effet predominant
des caches stir la structure de l'6coulement qui, hftgrog~ne par nature m~me en l'absence de caches, montre
d'importants gradients de vitesse tangentielle dana le sillage des caches. Comme nous l'avions signal6 plus
haut, is comparaison s'effectuant au lnme debit volume A l'entr~e du diffuseur, lea valeurs moyennes des
vitesses tangentielies ne sont pas lea lm~mea dana lea deux configurations.

6 - ESTIMATION DES TAUX DE RECUPERATION A PARTIR DES MESURES INSTANTANEES DE VITESSE ET DIE PRESSION

Le taux de r~cup6ration de pression du diffuseur 6tant fonction de sea qualit~s a~rodynamaiques
propres aussi bien que de i'h6t6rog~n~it4 de l'6coulement incident, ii importe dana one analyse fine du
type de ceile que nous venons de d~crire, de asparer la part de ces deux params~tres stir lea performances
du diffuseur.

Bien que l'4couiement soit fortnment h~t~rog~ne, ii eat possible de lui appliquer des r~gles de d~fi-
nition des 

6
coulements moyens analogues a celles F ,labor~es par le Groupe de Travail WG 14 de l'AGAR]I [4].

Le sch
6

ma qui semhle donner one analyse rat jonnelie des r
6
sultats exp6rimentaux repose stir lea

hypoth; ses suivantes:

4 la Is srtie de is roue mobile, l'6coulement 6quivalent ne d6bite quo stir one fraction B de la surface de
a'erial irit,-raut>' ; ec roctfrieieut '1' blo"tq' Ii et inde'- il 'r 'f' d" -ae I c

tion de l' coulement 4quivaient;

- ux hkt6rog~n,'it6s induites par is rouie mobile et qui soot stationnaires en axes li6s A ceile-ci, donc
fonctions p~riodiques du temps r~duit t/ 7 - , se suporposent des perturbations induitos par lea aubes du
diffuseur ; ces perturbations dues en partie aux effots irrotationneic induits par les parois des aubes
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et en partie aux undes de chuc attach~es aux bords d'attaque dans les fonctionnements supersoniques ne
devrcient pans tre prises en compte dans 1l6tude comparative des performances du redresseur, c'est
pourquoi nous avons choisi pour la definition de l'gcoulement 6quivalent les grandeurs mesur~es au ra.
"21" situ6 imm~diatement 4 is sortie de is roue mobile et au point A, milieu de 1'arc de cercle limitg

aux lignes de courant aboutissant aux bords d'attaque de deux aubes adjacentes, en faisanm I'hyputh~se
qu'en ce point les perturbations induites par le diff'useur sent minimales ;I

- '6coulement 6quivalent ai m~mes debit, dynalpie, moment cin~tique et enthalpie d'arr~t que l'6&culement

h~t~rog~ne qu'il repr~sente. On 6crit donc lee 6quations de conservation

masse -B K o

dynalpie E3 BC& + =K,

moment cin~tique B C5.L C9f = K e

enthalpie d'arr~t B' BC, K~

entropie B E (S-L5, ~ = K,

auxquellec e'ajoutent lee deux relations de coh~rence

2l + 19 -w

la seconde exprimant l'accroicssement moyen d'enthalpie A la travers~e du compresseur.

Lee grandeurs K%)',r,,I<g at Kk sont donn~es par lee intggrales suivantes

0 = . ,C& tt d

Ke= #f a Ce at C

K4 =f fCa CC+~ C P"~dd5

eCj (5 -.54) at di

On remarquera qua nouc n avons pas utilis6 directement la valeur de la temp~rature d'arr~t du gaz
mesur~e A la sortie du compresseur, catto grandeur intervient indirectement dans le calcul de la masse
volumique localep

W-

le paramn~tre Kk. peut donc 6tre obtanu indiff6remmant comae valeur moyanne pond~r~e par la debit de
l'enthalpie d'arr~t locale ou comma l'indique la formule ci-dessus.

On dispose donc de 7 6quations pour calcular las 7 inconnues E p5 C C6 B at on obtient
ainsi l'

6
coulement h~t~rog~ne 6quivalant, le coefficient de blocage B caract'~risant de fagon claire

l'hft~rogn~it6 de l'6coulement physique. Notainment la pression dlarr~t R~ de l'
6
coulement h~t~rog~ne

equivalent sara donn6 par1
-6 e-.

Le taux de r~cupgration de prassion du difftiseur peut 9tre d~fini alors par le rapport

R. RhP

oa R 5 sat la preccion d'arr~t moyanne calcul~e 4 la sortie du diffuseur.

Afiri de s~parer dans X la part qui inccabe a l'h~t~rogen6it6 calcul6e de l'gcoulement de cells qui
act intrins~que au diffuseur, nous d6finirons un 6coulement moyan uniforms ramplissant la veins ( B=) 9
la sortie de la roue mobile, ayant a~ae debit at m~me enthalpie d'arr~t qua 1'6coulement reel mais un
niveau d'entropie diff~rent.

Surlignant deux fois las grandaurs correspondantes nous obtenons les 6quations de definition
suivantas eC& K.

E..+ p

=K.

~' L K
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On en d6duit la pression d'arr~t de l'gcoulement homog~ne

ainsi que le nouveau coefficient de r~cup~ratjon

F -_

Si on applique la m~thode que nous venons de d6crire au d6pouillement des r~sultats exp6rimentaux
obtenus sur ce compresseur muni ou non de caches A la sortie de la roue mobile, on obtient pour les fonction-
nements correspondant A l'optimum. du diffuseur dans chaque configuration les valeurs port~es sur le tableau
Ii.

On remarque que le coefficient de blocage calcul6 est tr~s faible dans les deux cas (B = 1 correspond
aun 6coulement homog~ne) mais que la pr~sence de caches diminue le taux de r6cup6ration. Il est tr~s proche

de la valeur obtenue avec la m6thode globale d~crite au § 3c (Fig. 5c) consid~r6e comme la meilleure.

L'analyse des r~sultats obtenus par un calcul d'homog6n~isation de l'&coulement montre que pratique-
ment toutes les pertes d~termjn~es plus haut proviennent de 1'h6rog~n~it6 de 1l&coulement.

7 -CONCLUSION

L'6tude exp~rimentale d'un diffuseur de compresseur centrifuge aliment
6 

par un rotor muni de nids
d'abeilles destin~s a uniformiser 1'6coulement, puis par le mime dispositif modifie6 par mise en place de
caches obstruant partiellement la sortie des canaux interaubes a mis en 6vidence:

- l'insuffisance des nids d'abeilles utilis6s pour donner un 6coulement homog~ne a la sortie de la roue
mobile, surtcut en ce qui concerne Isa vitesse d

6
bitante ;

- la difficult& d'interpr~tation correcte des mesures globales en vue de caract6riser les performances du
diffuseur;

- la pr~sence d'jmportants 6coulement secondaires en aval des caches, conduisant mime a des courants de
retour pros des deux carters, tandis que V'on ne note de courants de retour que pr~s du carter avant 51

la roue nWest pas munie de caches;

- la faible att~nuation des h~t~rog~n~it~s dans le diffuseur lisse de rapport de rayon 1,08 plac6 entre la
sortie de la roue mobile et le diffuseur a aubes ; il slen suit qu'une grande partie des h6t~rog~n~it6s
s'smortit dans le diffuseur a aubes [5] [6].

Les mesures de vitesse et de pression instantan6es dans le diffuseur lisse permettent de d~crire la
structure fine de l'6coulement hft6rog8ne issu de la roue mobile. L'analyse de cet 6coulement et la d~fini-
tion d'6coulements hkt~rog~nes ou homog~nes 6quivalents a 1'6coulement r6el donne la valeur du taux de
r

6
cupgration de pression du diffuseur et montre le r8le essentiel de l'homoggn~isation sur les pertes.-I Cette analyse fine de 1'6coulement semble valider la m~thode globale de calcul du taux de r~cup~ra-

tion de pression du diffuseur, utilisant un coefficient de debit d~duit du blocage sonique du diffuseur.
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TABLEAU I

EQUIPEMENT DE MESURE DANS LE DIFFUSEUR LISSE

Grandeur mesurge Rayon Emplacement Sonde Remarques
de sondage de la mesure utilisge

(cf. Fig. 6)

Pression - Caract6risation de l'6cou-
statique "21 " lement moyen

0 Sonde
Pression A a trois - Evolution des grandeurs

• 41 d'arret "22" trous moyennes le long du rayon

:j Direction de -Etalonnage de sondes
'A la vitesse "23"

"21" A B C D E -Dktermination aux rayons

o Pression Orifice 21 et 23 de la valeur
o statique '22" A de

,_I2" paroi moyenne de la pression
M. "23" A B C D E statique

col du diffuseur

z Module et "21" An~mom~tre - N~cessit6 de l'gtalcnnage
•o direction "22" A a fil pr~alable des fils

9 - instantan~s chaud chauds
de la vitesse "23"

A Fc to"21 Capteur de - Ngcessit6 d'un 6talonnageFluctuation
. A pression pr~alable
as~ de pression "22" ioletqe'c , "3 pi~zo~lectrique

TABLEAU II

EXPLOITATION DES RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAUX OBTENUS

AVEC OU SANS CACHES A LA SORTIE DE LA ROUE MOBILE

(Comparaison au r
6
gime de r6cup

6
ration optimum)

Configuration Sans caches Avec caches

i) Avant homoggngisation

Taux de compression

statique p/P. 0,978 o,948

Taux de compression

d'arr~t 15/p. 1,843 1,862

Mach absolu 1,138 1,173

Mach dbitant 0,689 0,742

Coefficient de blocabe B 0,482 0,450

Taux de r~cup~ration
du diffuseur X 0,89 0,84

(ii) Aprhn homoggnisation

Taux de compression
statique 1,106 1,091

Taux de copression
d'arr~t Y/4 1  1,695 1,675

Mach absolu 0,951 0,955

Mach dbitant 0,297 0,295

Taux de r~cuper ion
du diffuseur X 1 1



A

Nids di'abeille

Chimret

Lie i~oncuslisjou Fig. I Schema du curnpresseiir dessu/s.

Roue radiale
munie d'aubes -

Fig. 2 Vue des ma's d'abellles destines a homogen~iser
Pi'coulement.

Fig. 3 - Vue des caches generateurs d'hetrogeneites.

Fiq. 4 Dilluseur d auhes.
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Taux de recup~ration-

axderperation du diffuseur dedult des mesures par
sondes pneumatiques.

- -\/ - t

6 7 8 9 10 HI U

Tbux dericuporation.-

U ___ Roue mwc caches

b) Taux de recupirotion utilisont la conservation du d.4bit et le ---

U thiorime d'Eler.

Pi
6 9 10 11 it

baux de recupirmtoo.

1,5 *Roue amc caches
-Roue Sss caches

c) Taux de ricup~rotion utilisant un coefficient de diblt dt'duit
£ de blocage sonique dui diffuseur.

1 8 9 to It 1

Fig. 5 - Diverses mithodes de dotpouillement donnant Ie taux de
ricupiratlon de pression dui diffuseur.
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AUiBE OUOIFFJSFJR

4 *RAYON-23'
4 RAYON"22

A C

A

SENS Of ROTATION B

Of L A ROUE MOBIL E

Fig. 6 - Emplacements des points de mesure dons le diffuseur
lisse.

vitesse d~bitante Sesc rtio
vitesse pw~iphSas eroato vitesse d~bitante

0,7 Position du squelette Position du squelette vitesse p~riphkr. Sens dle rotation

0,_____aai e 0,6-

050,5

040,4 -

0,3 0,3

O 0,1! Position -Position du
du squelette squelette d'une

VTdune aube aube
0l0ongue Iintercalaire

Poiin des caches

-0,7/ 1 -01 - ainutaux ViT
0.Ti a t 0,27 T_ 0 0,25 0,5 0,751

o 0,5 = 0,27
A 0,73 0(~ = 0.5
* 0,96 4 = 0,73

w ~= 0,96

a) sans caches b) avec caches

Fg. 7 - Comparaison de /a repartition azimutole de /a vitesse
d~bitante 6 /a sortie du rotor, rayon "21'" avec ou sans caches
(mesures effectudes au debit optimum de chaque configuration).
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vitesse d~bitante vitesse d~bitante Sens dle rotation
vitesse p~riph~r. Sens dle rotation______

0,8----------- - - ~vitesse p~riph~r.--
0, --- 0.8-

0,7 -- 0,7 _

0,6-- - 0,6 - _ - _

0,5 _ 0,5

Position du squelette Position du squelette
0,4 -- 0,4 ~

d'une aube longue d'une aube intercalaire0
030,3

0,1!( Rayon 21 - 0,1
I a Rayon 22

=0.73 A Rayon 23 t/T =0,73 /

0,25 0,5 0,75 1 00?5 ', , caches-0,7/'

a) sans caches b) avec caches

Fig. 8 - Comparaison de l'eolution entre /a sortie de /a roue
mobile (rayon "2 1') lentree du redresseur (rayon "23 ") de la
ripartition, azimutale de vitesse debitante avec ou sans caches.

Ivitesse d6bitante
1,41,vitesse p~riphdr.

0,7

0,6 -0,6

0.5 0,5__ ____ ____

0.4 0,4--

0.3 -0,3

0,2 -0,2

0,11- 
0',

0 0,25 0,5 0.'75 1 0 0,25 0,5 0,75

-0, 1 1 - . .- Rayon 21 profondeur dle veine
1 -01 & Rayon 22

-0, 1______ profondleur dle veine 0 Rayon 23

a) sans caches b)l avec caches

Fig. 9 - Analyse au me yen dune sonde pneumatique i* trois trous
de /a structure de l'dcoukement i) la sortie du rotor. R'partitions
sulvant la position axiale de /a sonde de /a composante dibltante,
de fa vitesse.
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vitese anyntille Sen devitesse tangentielle Sens de rotation
_______- tagetill Snscl rotation v itesse p~riph~r.
vitesse p~riph~r.-4

Position du sqluelette Positioti du sciuelette
[d'une aube longue d'une aube intercalaire

0,1-0,9 _

0,7____ 0,7 -

-Position du squelette Position du squelette
d'une aube longue d'une aube intercalaire _ ~j _

_0,6 oL- -- 4-

Position des caches- - _

", azimutaux I tT

0 0,25 0,5 0,75 t/T 10 0,25 05 07

* Rayon 21
o Rayon 22
* Rayon 23

a) sans caches b) avec caches

Fig. 10 - Comparaison des valeurs instantanees des composantes
tangentielles de la vitesse avec ou sans caches. Mesures effectues
a la pro fondeur rdduite 0, =073 au dibit optimum de chaque
configuration.
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DISCUSSION

H.Krain, DF% LR, Ge
Could the authors please expand upon their definition of blockage factor for the diffuser which was given as 0.4 or
0.45. Is this a percentage value'?

Author's Reply
Two blockage factors were mentioned in the paper. Tile classical throat blockage was 0.8 to 0.85. At outlet of the
diffuser the value of blockage factor was 0.48.

W.Jansen, Northern Research, US
Have the authors made any measurements which indicate the effects of the "caches" on the stalling characteristics
of the vane diffuser (rotating stall). Are you planning to conduct such investigations?

Author's Reply
The unsteady measurements and hot wire traverses have boen carried out exclusively in the stable operating regions
of the system. The analysis of the flow at stall, rotating or not. has not been done. It is not intended to carry out
research in this particular domain.

Y.Ribaud, ONERA, Fr
I would like to add to Fradin's reply by saying that in the region of stall there appeared in the vaneless diffuser a
separation, not only in meridional velocity, but also in the absolute velocity, this occurred in both configurations.

il
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SUMMARY

A design procedure for impellers and diffusers of high pressure

ratio centrifugal compressors is described. Particular emphasis is given

to a philosophy of design for supersonic inlet, vaned radial diffusers. Test

result? are presented for several transonic diffusers operating in a 61

pressure ratio stage. Observations of surge in this and other compressors

are used as a basis for a discussion of possible surge mechanisms in

centrifugal compressors.

NOTATION

A total geometric throat area of channel a absolute flow angle
9 diffuser rltvfowagemeasured from

r relative flow angle meridional direction
Aw  wetted surface area of semi-vaneless space 8. blade angle I

B blockage factor (defined as 1 - blocked Y ratio of specific heats
area/total area)

are/ttalara)6* boundary layer displacement thicknessCf skin friction coefficient
f boundary layer momentum thickness

C pressure recovery coefficient (of vaned
pr diffuser channel) a diffuser channel divergence semi-angle
D diameter (in radial plane)

K included angle of diffuser channel at
f( ) a function of throat

E A included angle of diffuser vane leading

F mixing parameters defined in text edge

G P included angle of diffuser channel at
outlet

H boundary layer shape factor (= 6*/B) * diffuser channel sidewall divergence

h height of blade or passage (in meridional semi-angle

plane)glplane) function defined in text
I. length of vaned diffuser channel

M Mach number
AR channel diffuser geometric area ratio

m meridional length (measured from impeller (outlet/throat)

inlet)
AS channel diffuser throat aspect ration number of diffuser vanes/ )

P pressure hth th

R gas constant LWR channel diffuser length/throat width

r radius PRC pressure recovery coefficient of semi-
vaneless space

T temperature
AH compressor total head enthalpy rise

U blade velocity (at impeller outlet if no
subscript)

V absolute flow velocity

W relative flow velocity Subscripts

w passage width s static condition

t total head condition

Superscripts th diffuser channel throat

relative flow condition (no superscript out diffuser channel outlet

means absolute flow condition) 2D two-dimensional equivalent

core or mainstream flow quantity Numerical subscripts refer to stations in

- average one-dimensional flow quantity compressor as shown in diagram following
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1. Introduction

In response to the evolving requirements of small engine projects, the National Gas Turbine

Establishment is engaged in a programme of research on high pressure ratio centrifugal compressors. The

first objective of this programme was to develop a complete procedure for the aerodynamic and mechanical

design of centrifugal compressors. Emphasis was then shifted to experimental research, with the twofold

intention of, firstly, assessing the effectiveness of the design procedure and, secondly, thorough analysis

of both overall performance and detailed measurements, to improve understanding of compressor flow

phenomena.

The initial experimental evaluation of the design procedure was described in Reference I which com-

pared the performance of two compressors each with stage pressure ratio 6J. Experimental investigations

have continued, at pressure ratios of 6J and 8. In this paper, following a more detailed presentation of

certain features of th. aerodynamic design process, the design and performance of the impeller and several

transonic vaned diffusers for the pressure ratio 6J machine are described. Observation of surge behaviour

in both of the N.G.T.E. compressors, and in a number of other compressors designed and tested elsewhere,

forms the basis for a discussion of the apparent connection between surge onset and the geometric features

of diffuser and delivery system.

2. Compressor design procedure

A self-sufficient design procedure for centrifugal compressors must provide for the following

essential requirements:

(i) Preliminary design procedure

(ii) Definition of impeller blade geometry

(iii) Impeller aerodynamic analysis

(iv) Impeller stress analysis

(v) Vaneless space aerodynamic analysis

(vi) Geometry definition and aerodynamic performance assessment of vaned diffuser

(vii) Provision of manufacturing data for impeller and diffuser.
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Reference 1 summarises the N.G.T.E. design procedure under these headings. Certain aspects of the

techniques and methods employed have been selected for more detailed treatment in the following paragraphs,

concentrating chiefly on the aerodynamic features. Figure 1 shows a summary flow chart of the entire

design package.

2.1 Preliminary design

The function of the Preliminary Design Program is to compute, on an essentially "one-dimensional"

flow basis, the chief parameters defining the skeletal geometry of the impeller and a rudimentary descrip-

tion of the flow at inlet and outlet. Taken togeth, r, these data then form sufficient basis for the sub-

sequent detailed geometry specification and aerodynamic analysis to proceed. Usually the designer will be

manipulating three types of parameter at the preliminary desi-gn stage, viz: fixed constraints (e.g. pres-

sure ratio, rotational speed), parameters having preferred values or ranges of values (e.g. inlet relative

Mach number, incidence), and parameters which are almost totally free from constraint (e.g. blade inlet

angles). The Preliminary Design Program has been arranged so that the designer may, by successive trials

varying the values of the "free" parameters, obtain a preliminary design within the limits of the fixed

constraints and, as far as possible, with optimum values of his "preferred" parameters.

The sequence of calculations performed by the program may be broadly summarised as:

(a) Impeller approach flow conditions

(b) Th-'oat conditions, for given choke margin

(c) Impeller outlet "mixed-out" conditions

(d) Impeller outlet unmixed "core" conditions.

Calculations (a) to (c) are performed in customary manner by solution of the equations of continuity

and momentum in one-dimensional form, also invoking the perfect gas equation and Wiesner's expression for

slip velocity
2 

at the outlet "mixed-out" condition, as summarised in Reference 1 and more fully described

in Reference 3. Calculation of the impeller outlet mixed-out flow conditions subsequently enables the

calculation of the vaneless space flow to proceed as described later. All geometric parameters at impeller

inlet and outlet are defined and may then be used as the starting-point for the full three-dimensional

impeller blade description (Section 2.3.1). Calculation (d) supplies flow conditions at the outlet before

the occurrence of the supposedly instantaneous mixing of boundary layers and core flow, this information

being required for the subsequent detailed aerodynamic analysis of the impeller. The "reversed-mixing"

calculation is, to the authors' belief, an unusual feature and is therefore described here in some detail.

Given a one-dimensional description of the impeller outlet mixed-out flow - relative velocity, Mach

number, and flow angle - the object is to calculate similar parameters for the unmixed flow, together with

the boundary layer blockage factor.

Ignoring the blade thickness at outlet as being small compared to the pitch, the fractional area

blockage is that due to the boundary layers which can be expressed as

F - 6* f(hN, D, 54)

where the boundary layer displacement thickness, 6*, is an average value for the four layers on hub and

casing and blade pressure and suction surfaces.

An analogous momentum deficit can be written as

G - (6* + 6) f(hN, D., 4)

where 0 is the momentum thickness of the boundary layers specified in the same way as 6*.

Hence, G _ (I H) F

where H is the boundary layer shape factor.

An empirical relationship between F and overall pressure ratio is assumed as follows:

F - 0.4 log,, (PRoverall)

which may be rewritten in terms of a blockage factor,

B - 1 - 0.4 logo (iRoverll)

Assuming H ' 2, an analogous factor based on G may be written

E 1 G-

S1 -1.5 F

- 1 - 1.5 (1 - B)

By an analysis
4 

akin to that of Stewart
5 

for axial blades, in which the governing equations of

continuity and radial and tangential momenta are solved, the following reversed-mixing" equation may be

derived:
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' ,'c CoS 3, +, o ° ,-, Io Y,- J EY J + ( ""'/ I  . o
cc Co'0 Csn . Cos 0

B 0g

where ss. F 2

an = W--±t =

Od- 1 +

2.2 ~ ~ ~ ~ Bldieoer efnto

Also, M"= ___

Therefore, in the reversed-mixing equation, only M is unknown and the equation is solved by an

iterative process.

Finally, r h sin i b s ees g

and W4 __

2.2 Blade geometry definition

Having obtained, by means of the Preliminary Design Program, the impeller geometry scantlings in

the form of inlet and outlet diameters and blade angles, the next step is to set up an initial three-
dimensional blade geometry, specifying hub and casing meridional profiles and distributions of blade

camber angle and thickness. Representation of the impeller geometry is achieved by means of a system of

three-dimensional analytic surfaces, for which full documentation is provided in References I and 6,

allowing a brief sumhary to suffice here. An impeller blade is modelled as three surfaces (Figure 2),

each of which in turn comprises four sub-surfaces or "patches". A patch may be envisaged as a surface

generated by an infinite number of straight lines running from hub to casing or by an infinite number of

cubic curves running along the length of the patch. These characteristics provide, on the one hand, a

surface which can be formed by a straight-sided cutting tool on a numerically-controlled multi-axis milling

machine and, on the other, a continuous family of shapes which are sufficiently "flexible" in lengthwise

direction to afford the designer freedom of choice during the process of aerodynamic analysis and blade

shape refinement.

The advantages of the "patch" system of blade specification when implemented on an interactive

computer with visual display output facilities are:

(a) Complete and unambiguous definition of the impeller shape

(b) Rapid visual inspection of distributions of key design parameters using graphical data

display

(c) Ease of generation of geometric data in other forms, as required by aerodynamic analysis,

stress analysis and manufacturing data programs

(d) Rapid changes to geometry during the design process.

2.3 Impeller aerodynamic analysis

The full geometric description of the blade geometry previously outlined permits the generation of

geometric data necessary for a process of successive aerodynamic analysis and revision of the flow path,

culminating in the evolution of a satisfactory impeller design. The method of aerodynamic analysis

employed in the N.G.T.E. design system will now be discussed; this is followed by an example of an impeller

design, for a compressor of pressure ratio 61, the performance of which is discussed in the later Sections

of this paper.



2.3.1 Method

It is widely recognised that the flow in an impeller is extremely complex, its structure being

strongly influenced by three-dimensional effects and viscous forces, and so ideally some representation of

these features should be included in an impeller flow model. Even at the present time, however, which is

some five years after the initial development of the N.r.T.E. design procedure, three-dimensional viscous

analyses for turbomachinery are only just emerging from infancy, require long periods of computer time,

and are thus unsuited for compressor design. The adoption in the present design system of a conventional

inviscid throughflow procedure is therefore not only inevitable but also, in all probability, to the

advantage of the compressor designer.

The particular program used is the Matrix Throughflow Program of Marsh
7
, specially adapted for

centrifugal impellers. Such programs are familiar to compressor designers. The analysis provides a com-

putation of the flow conditions obtaining on a "mean-stream-surface" of the impeller through solution of

a matrix form of the Laplace equation governing the stream function distribution along the mean-stream-

surface. Thus the distributions through the impeller of pitchwise average values of, for example, relative

velocity and static pressure may be obtained. By means of simple assumptions regarding pitchwise variation,

blade-to-blade, of static pressure, an additional computation giving blade surface static pressure and

relative velocity or Mach number may be made, thus providing an indication of the course of the diffusing

and accelerating processes on the pressure and suction surfaces.

As used in the impeller design procedure, the throughflow program draws upon the three-dimensional

"patch" definition of the impeller geometry, an interface program converting from this form to the mesh of

calculating points required by the throughflow program. At this stage certain modifications to the "actual"

geometry are incorporated so as to account, in an elementary manner, for the aerodynamic effects of boundary

layer blockage and slip, in order that the throughflow program may calculate a mean-stream-surface represen-

tation of the inviscid core flow. Taking boundary layer effects first, the overall blockage at the impeller

outlet, due to boundary layers on hub, casing, and blade surfaces, is obtained from the "reversed-mixing"

calculation (Section 2.1) which yields a definition of impeller outlet core flow and boundary layer blockage.

The overall blockage is divided between hub, casing, and blade surfaces by a simple, general allocation

(as in Figure 3) derived from impeller boundary layer calculations by the method of Reference 8. The hub

and casing boundary layer blockage thus evaluated is modelled as displacement thicknesses in the throughflow

program geometric data by adjustments to hub and casing coordinates. The blade boundary layer blockage is

included as an adjustment to the mean-stream-surface thickness parameter which, in unmodified form, models

the effect of blade blockage alone on the mean-stream-surface. Linear distributions of boundary layer

blockage between impeller leading and trailing edges are then incorporated. Blade boundary layer blockage

at the leading edge is taken as zero; hub and casing displacement thicknesses each of one per cent of blade

height are assumed. An alternative representation of the irreversible processes occurring within the

impeller is also available. In this latter model no displacement thicknesses are added; instead a distri-

bution of polytropic efficiency is scheduled throughout the entire (unblocked) impeller flow, following
7

Marsh's analysis

The second adjustment is required to account for the effect of slip on the mean-stream-surface

camber angle distribution. Between leading edge and about 70 per cent meridional distance the effects of

slip are assumed to be negligible and the mean-stream-surface is given a camber angle variation identical

to that of the blade itself (Figure 4). At the impeller outlet, the mean-stream-surface camber angle is

set equal to & , the relative flow angle of the isentropic core obtained from the "reversed-mixing" calcu-

lation into which is fed mixed-out conditions based on, inter alia, Wiesner's expression for slip factor
2

(Section 2.1). Between the 70 per cent position and impeller outlet a smooth curve joining these pre-

scribed values is assumed.

2.4 Design of an impeller

As an illustration of the use of the aerodynamic analysis summarised ante, the design of an impeller

for a pressure ratio 6.5 compressor will now be described, concentrating primarily on the means of effecting

improvements to the initially selected impeller flow-path geometry. The objectives of the centrifugal com-

pressor research project of which this impeller design formed a part are given in Reference 1.

The compressor was designed for a rotational speed of 40,000 rev/min, specific speed of 68 (Balj 's

definition ), mass flow of 1.81 kg/s and an overall pressure ratio of 6.5. Other salient design parameters

are given in Table I.
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Figure 5 portrays the first, arbitrarily chosen, impeller flow-path geometry. When analysed by the

Matrix Throughflow Program (with the distributed polytropic efficiency model) the mean-stream-surface

relative velocity diagram appeared as in Figure 6a. The blade surface relative velocities were transformed

into values of blade loading coefficient*, also given in Figure 6a. Two simple criteria were applied to

the calculated results. The first criterion was adapted from the work of Dallenbachl
0 

and Smith
11
: for

avoidance of boundary layer separation, relative velocity/peak velocity should not fall below 0.6 on any

surface. The second criterion, that the blade loading coefficient must not exceed 0.7, is based on Morris
.12 13& Kenny's interpretation of Hill & Moon's data concerning the effects of rotation on separation at the

suction surface of a rotating radial flow passage.

Inspection of Figure 6a shows that both criteria are contravened: there is an unnecessarily steep

diffusion gradient at the hub between leading edge and 40 per cent meridional distance which is linked

with the appearance of high loading at that point. The sharp drop following the peak loading is due to

the half-blade leading edge, doubling of the blade number acting to halve (approximately) the blade-to-

blade static pressure difference. The casing mid-channel velocity distribution suffei. somewhat less

rapid diffusion, although the steeper drop at about 20 per cent meridional distance has again caused a

corresponding local peak in the loading diagram. It will be noted that the loading fails to drop to zero

at the trailing edge as it naturally must in reality. This is an inevitable feature of the approximate

method of obtaining the blade surface static pressures which merely bases its calculation or. the mean-

stream-surface conditions obtaining at each grid point inside the impeller without attempting to satisfy

any kind of trailing edge closure conditions.

From this initial geometry and analysis a sequence of successive revision and further analysis was

undertaken. Eleven geometries in all were examined, but for the present account comments are confined to
the final outcome which is compared with the first attempt i.. Figures 5 and 6. It may be observed that
the steep hub diffusion was eliminated in the finally accepted design by a quite small adjustment to the

hub meridional profile which also removed the high peak loading at 40 per cent meridional distance. By

the use of some intuitive judgement, the casing camber angle distribution ahead of the throat (up to about

10 per cent meridional distance) was flattened (Figure 5) in order to avoid the possible danger of super-

sonic expansion on the suction surface - a feature which the throughflow program would not be able to

detect - noting the fairly high value of design .cidence of 70 and relative inlet Mach number of only

just less than unity (Table I).

3. Diffuser design procedure

3.1 The vaneless space

As has already been explained, flow conditions at impeller outlet are assumed to be one-dimensional,

i.e. blockage due to blades and boundary layers or wakes fully mixed-out, and the velocity triangle such
2

that slip velocity conforms to the correlation of Wiesner . This means that boundary layers on the two

sidewalls of the vaneless space grow from zero thickness at impeller outlet. The classic treatment given

by Stanitz
14 

for flow development in the vaneless space fails to distinguish between displacement and

momentum thicknesses, so it has been necessary to recast the analysis from first principles 
8
. In other

respects similar assumptions to those of Stanitz have been made, namely that static pressure and flow

angle are uniform across mainstream and boundary layers; however, only configurations with their centreline

in a radial plane are considered, although variation of axial dimension with radius (usually taken as

linear) is allowed. Sidewall boundary layers are treated as turbulent and attached.

The spiral flow calculations in the vaneless space can fall into two phases: the first in which

boundary layers develop on the two sidewalls with a central region of uniform core flow; the second in

which the two boundary layers have met in the middle. In both cases the analysis is written in terms

initially of h, h' (- h - 26*) and h" (- h - 26* - 2e), and the simple method of Stratford & Beavers
15 

for

a one-seventh power-law velocity profile, in which H (= 6*1) is a function of Mach number only, is used

to connect the boundary layer integral parameters. So long as the two boundary layers remain unjoined, h'

and h" can then be written as functions of h, 1 and M (= core Mach number), and three simultaneous differ-

ential equations emerge in terms of the three variables M, a (= flow angle) and 0 - one of these (Equation

C) is the appropriate form of the momentum integral equation. The Stratford & Beavers relation for H is

*blade loading coefficient is defined as APs/[YP s (')' mean-strem-surface
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responsible for the terms inside the square brackets in Equation A. Step-by-step solution of Equation A

for M, Equation B for a, and Equation C for B then proceeds in a series of small increments of radius.

1dM h(10 M + r tan' a) + 2H (I + H) 0 2  F0. 704 + _0. 14 H
drL  1 + " , ; - L1j+ 0.8 2  

1 + 0.1 xJJ

HC seca h sec a dh .... (A)= I f sca r dr

1 do E C 1B1
tan a dr dr C t' r.

2 
1

.. ..dO Cf sec a 6 sec
2  

_ 8dM (2+H-M2 *etan
5 

a

dr 2 r Mdr +(C)
M 

2 +-'

= 1 - -(1 + Ht)

where

+ I h+d l

After each step a check is made as to whether the two boundary layers have met: this is only likely

to occur if there is no vaned diffuser - i.e. if the vaneless space is large in extent. Thereafter it is

assumed that a similar power-law velocity profile is maintained, with physical thickness of boundary layer

equal to half the passage axial dimension, and the centreline total pressure is progressively reduced. In

that situation h' and h" become functions of h and M (= centreline Mach number) only. The three variables

are now M, a and Pt (
= 

centreline total pressure); Stratford & Beavers relations give rise to the various

r terms now appearing in all the three simultaneous equations (D, E and F). Step-by-step solution for

increments of radius proceeds as before. (Full derivation of Equations A to F will be found in Reference 8.)

= a b) 1 - (- _ - /
(
r o ..

I F +( ) ' rr _ IdM+ M r e

M a s + a 2 I cr ( .n..)(E

1 dh + sec' a (tan2 a e Cf (D)
rr r 02 +cos a

1 d = dM (1+ (Y1)Hr dh (E)
'

tan a dr e/ dr T 1-1' h dr r

M2 a]

:( r e 1- + h dr .(F)

dr M P a

where r -0.125 (i + 0.8 M2){ Pb 0. 09 7(1+ 0.- l .B 
2

( 0.B ~

rd 0.0136 1 + 0.i

L re ra rb
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With a vaned diffuser - the case of most usual interest - this treatment yields values of flow

angle and mainstream Mach number at the pitch circle of the vane leading edges, these being the two prop-

erties of prime concern for vaned diffuser design.

3.2 The vaned diffuser

The first feature of any vaned diffuser design to be decided is the level of Mach number at vane

leading edges. Although diffusion in the vaneless space is achieved with relatively high efficiency, it

occurs relatively slowly, so that most of the burden of diffusion has to fall on the vaned diffuser. Thus

there is in general a need to obtain the maximum length of channel after the throat (consistent with other

factors) within a given overall engine diameter, leading to an incentive to keep the vaneless space short.

Sidewall divergence of the vaneless space does not in principle alter this argument, as excessive diver-

gence can lead to a situation in which the meridional component of velocity at the wall approaches zero

and stalling results; while quantitative evidence is insufficient to lay down any hard and fast rule, 100

outward lean from radial on each or either wall of the vaneless space is felt to be about the limit of

safety on present knowledge, i.e. 200 included angle of divergence, and this accomplishes rela:tvely little

extra diffusion. The design practice at N.G.T.E. has for many years been to use a parallel-sided vaneless

space with radius ratio about 1.05, that figure being what is regarded as the minimum to avoid rotor blade

excitation. At the end of such a vaneless space the Mach number is still supersonic, around 1.05 to 1.15

depending on impeller pressure ratio, blade sweepback and specific speed. Consequently N.G.T.E. designs

of vaned diffusir are traditionally "transonic", capturing and diffusing flow from a condition of M > 1.

A further point to be noted in relation to this choice of Mach number level is the major influence,
16

amply demonsarated by Runstadler , of throat blockage on the subsequent pressure recovery achieved in a

given channel geometry. Blockage grows quite rapidly in the vaneless space (typical figures of blockage

factor being 0.95 at radius ratio 1.05 and 0.85 at radius ratio 1.25, with further blockage growth in the

semi-vaneless space between vane leading edge and throat), so that even disregarding any geometrical limit-

ation as to overall diameter there is a clear conflict between the effects of having on the one hand a

short vaneless space, low throat blockage (certainly beneficial) and high vane leading edge Mach number

(> 1, arguably disadvantageous), and on the other hand a longer vaneless space, higher throat blockage

(certainly disadvantageous) and lower leading edge Mach number (< 1, arguably beneficial). A satisfactory

resolutin of this conflict, in favour of a short vaneleas space, is possible if the vaned diffuser is

designed for efficient transonic diffusion in the semi-vaneless space.

A prime requirement is then to ensure that the Mach number is nowhere significantly increased above

the leading edge value, either by incidence or by vane surface shape. For this reason the semi-vaneless

spacd and the channel portions of the vane surfaces in the N.G.T.E. method are designed independently; use,

for instance, of single circular arc contours from leading edge to trailing edge would impose a restriction

denying the designer freedom to choose an optimum combination of vane number, leading edge angle (i.e.I
inci'ence), and throat area. Once the flow has passed the throat it may fairly be regarded as constrained

in direction by the channel walls, but ahead of the throat the vane surface shape must be designed in

relation to the rotating frame imposed by the flow leaving the vaneless space. Considerations of geometry

show that the total angle by which the vane surface between leading edge and th~oat can change is less than

the vane pitch angle (- 2n/number of vanes) by an amount equal to the sum of the vane included angle at

leading edge (A) and the channel included angle at the throat (K) - see Figure 7. If the vane is "unwrapped"

from around the rotor, to give an effective change of surface angle relative to the rotating flow field,

this difference (X + K) is seen to represent surface curvature in an expansive sense, wherefore it is desir-

able to keep both X and K to minimum values. The angle X is usually made 40, and a minimum of 10 taken for

K, the initial channel divergence angle, to allow for boundary layer growth immediately after the throat.

A cubic contour is then used for the vane surface between leading edge and throat, the object being ideally

to distribute the curvature more or less uniformly from leading edge to throat along a wholly concave pro-

file; in practice a mathemat-ical point of inflection in the cubic at up to about 10 per cent of the surface

length from leading edge is sometimes accepted if the surface locally appears visually straight on a

greatly-magnified scale of plot.

4The vaneless space flow calculations are performed using one part c a composite computer program having

I . the general purpose of predicting overall performance and intermediate flow properties at various stations

through the compressor over the whole compressor operating range; it is known as the Performance Prediction

Program.
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At all conditions below choking the channel is a subsonic diffuser. In the N.G.T.E. design method

the channel is disposed about a straight centreline (see Figure 7), the two sidewalls which enclose the

vanes being either parallel or slightly divergent. Some divergence of the channel sidewalls obviously

enables a greater area ratio to be achieved in a given length, which is usually advantageous. It is felt

that the amount of channel sidewall divergence should be limited to half the optimum divergence of a

straight-sided parallel-sidewall channel diffuser: vide Runstadler
16
, the latter is about 80 for throat

aspect ratio near unity, so the sidewall divergence limit is then about 40 - in the case of a straight-

sided channel that would give symmetrical divergence in both directions, preserving minimum wetted peri-

meter at all stations. Mostly, however, the channels are not designed to be straight-sided (in the radial

plane), partly in order to accommodate a low value of K for reasons indicated ante. Given a value of

- 1
°
, for example, either there must be a rapid change in wall angle while the Mach number is still

relatively high, which could cause immediate and permanent separation, or the profile must be "trumpet"-

shaped. The latter has the advantage that the rate of diffusion (pressure gradient) is least where the

Mach number is highest, and vice versa, so minimising the dangers of separation in the region where most

recovery is to be gained, at the expense of the final region where the dynamic head has lowest value.

Against this it may be argued that, in accomplishing diffusion from given conditions through a given

area ratio, the least boundary layer growth and hence the best pressure recovery corresponds to a velocity

distribution in which the diffusion is greater at the start than at the end. This thesis is readily illus-

trated by the simple incompressible concept that, between given limits of velocity (V) and surface length

(S), the boundary layer growth is a function of f V
4 

dS: this integral is clearly greatest for a "trumpet"-

shape of passage, less for a "wedge"-shape (i.e. straight-sided), and least for a "tulip"-shape. However,

the merit of such argument in this particular situation is debatable. Diffuser channels are usually designed,

for reasons of maximum pressure recovery, close to incipient stall, and have thick boundary layers at their

entry. In these conditions a rate of diffusion which is graduated from gentle at first and increases

towards outlet may have real advantages. If separation were never a danger, then the "trumpet"-shape is

certainly wrong; where that danger is imminent, the case is not proven one way or the other.

Channel designs are based on achieving given area ratio in given length, hence having a certain

effective divergence angle. For example, in the case of a parallel-sidewall channel, a "trumpet"-shape

might be chosen with included angle changing progressively from 10 at the throat (K) to 140 at outlet ( )

or in the case of a channel with 2J
° 

sidewall divergence, from K = 10 to P = 10'. Attempts to produce

comparative diffuser designs to check out experimentally the relative merits of "trumpet" versus "wedge"-

shapes of channel (the latter having K = p) have highlighted the difficulty of obtaining a satisfactory

vane surface shape ahead of the throat when K is high: Figure 8 illustrates two designs for the same duty -

the one with straight-sided channel (Figure 8b) is clearly unacceptable. For all these reasons it is usual

N.G.T.E. practice to adopt a design of channel having straight (but diverging) sidewalls and a "trumpet"-

shaped passage in the radial plane.

Designing the channel for optimum pressure recovery within the available geometric limits of dia-

meter is cf course of paramount importance. Here the work of Runstadler
16 

on isolated channel diffusers

has provided data maps of great value. Optimum pressure recovery is shown to correspond to a state of

incipient stall, and the value attainable to be heavily influenced by throat blockage. Runstadler's

rectangular diffusers were all straight-sided and had parallel sidewalls; the salient geometric parameters

governing pressure recovery are defined as outlet/throat area ratio (AR), length/throat width ratio (LWR),

and throat aspect ratio (AS). Inevitably, of course, many designs of diffuser channel do not lie on any

of the Runstadler data maps. In the first place he tested only three values of AS (1, 1 and 5) and the

great differences in pattern found between AS of I and I (in which range most compressor diffusers lie)

render accurate interpolation well-nigh impossible. Secondly, he concentrated on the range of LWR 10 to

20, whereas some compressor diffusers may be forced to have values considerably below 10. A third major

difficulty is to know how to treat channels with diverging sidewalls. Tentative means have, however, been

found to "extend" Runstadler's data to cater for intermediate AS, low LWR, and sidewall divergence, as

described fully in Reference 8 and summarised in Reference 17. Essentially the procedure used is to reduce

all channels for purposes of calculating pressure recovery to a common form of representation having

parallel sidewalls and AS - 1, by the following means. hth

(i) Introduce a "two-dimensional equivalent channel width" given by wth, 2D  = WthX 
--- 

. Then the

geometric parameters defining the "two-dimensional equivalent" channel are: Out
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h
AR; LWR 2D ; AS 2D out

2 th,2D 2 th,2D

and 20 ' 2 tan iAR
2D 2LWR2D

(ii) When AS <1, apply a change in 20 [- 6(20)] at the given LWR so as to produce an effective 20

(and hence an effective AR) at that LWR, for use with data at AS = 1; that is to say, assume

Cpr [LWR; 20; AS< 1] - Cpr [LWR; 20 - A(20); AS - 1

where A~(20) - 1 . )(2- - )

Then AR(As.l) - 1 + 2 LWR tan 420 - A(20)]

When AS > 1, within the usual range of interest only small error is likely by treating as if AS - 1.

If the channel has diverging sidewalls then throughout this section (ii) AS is to be read as
AS2D' LWR as LWR2D, and 20 as 202D.

Reduction to a common datum of AS - 1 has the advantage from the design point of view that the optimum 20

for that AS lies, according to Runstadler's data maps, close to 80 (±Jo at the level of throat blockage of

usual interest for compressor diffusers) irrespective of other parameters, so that one can immediately

select as one of the channel design conditions

AR ( s. ) - 1 0
2 tan-' 2 LWR2D

The vaned diffuser design problem can be stated as, generally, given circumscribing radii at vane

leading and trailing edges, and incident flow conditions at leading edge (angle, blockage and Mach number)

to find, for a combination of vane number and throat dimensions giving the total effective throat area

required to match the impeller flow characteristics, a vane shape which combines a satisfactory surface

contour ahead of the throat with a channel having geometric properties (AR, LWR and AS) affording the best

pressure recovery possible consistent with these other factors. In some circumstancs other considerations

may conceivably override the desire for optimum pressure recovery, if for instance it could be concluded

with certainty that compressor surge was affected by diffuser vane number (a matter which is discussed

later), but for the present we assume the design problem to be as just stated. It is immediately obvious

(e.g. from a simple picture showing only vane chord lines) that the more vanes there are the higher LWR

can potentially become. With the present design method an upper limit to vane number is usually imposed

by the appearance of an undesirable inflection in the cubic contour giving a convex region of vane surface

near the leading edge. Another restriction to freedom of choice of vane number may arise from the need to

avoid vibrations excited by "coupling" effects between rotor blades and diffuser vanes.

At this stage we take a provisional value of geometric throat area (A ), which is subject to future

adjustment in the light of calculation of throat blockage (B th) for a particular selected geometry of

diffuser. For a parallel vaneless space h6 (- axial dimension at leading edges) is known. Suitable

values for the radii of circles closing the vane shape at leading and trailing edges are prescribed. The

remaining variables are now

(i) n ( number of vanes): primarily controlling LWR

(ii) 1i primarily controlling 2e (- mean passage divergence in the radial

plane)

(iii) h7 ( axial dimension at trailing edges)

: primarily controlling 2 ( included angle of sidewall divergence)

To a first approximation, for a given h7 the effects of P and n may be represented as in the diagram

following. Hence the first skirmish is made using a rough estimate for h7 and varying p and n systemati-

cally. Wien a suitable n has been found (at the desired 20), a second skirmish is required, at the same n,

to adjust u and h together in order to bring both 20 and 2# to the chosen values. It should be
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appreciated here that none of the factors affecting 1i increasing

choice of n concerns conditions after the throat, and

since the amount of sidewall divergence between 20

leading edge and throat is small, h7 (and hence 2 )

can be altered without upsetting the choice of n; n increasing

W alone needs to change with h,, in order to restore

20. LWR

The vane shapes are generated each time by a short computer program (called thp Vane Design Program)

which has as input the following data:

inner and outer circumscribing radii (r6 and r7)

radii of circles closing vane shape at leading and trailing edges

leading edge lip included angle (1)

included angle of channel at throat (K)

included angle of channel at outlet (1j)

vane leading edge angle, to match incident flow direction (N)

number of vanes (n)

axial dimensions at leading and trailing edges (h6 and h7)

total geometric throat area (Ag)

and which produces a complete specification of one vane and one channel as per Figure 7, namely coordinates

of the surfaces GJSPDH and EQ, and the point of inflection in the cubic describing the portion DH (the

point of inflection should desirably be outside the region of the vane DH), together with a graphical dis-

play which includes a large-scale plot of the cubic portion DH, also the various channel dimensions and

properties required for assessment of channel pressure recovery (wth, h th' wout, hout, ', 20, 2 , AR,

LWR2D, AS2D). Each design of a series with varying n is examined to determine whether a maximum limit

imposed by cubic contour shape has been reached. Then, when a suitable design has been selected, the

channel pressure recovery coefficient (C pr) is obtained from the "extended" Runstadler data.

Finally, a check is necessary on the assumed value of B For this purpose an additional portion

of the Performance Prediction Program is used, which carries the calculation on beyond the end of the vane-

less space and evaluates blockage growth along two paths: first that on the vane surface (starting from

zero thickness), and second, a mean path on each of the two sidewalls (starting from the conditions at end

of the vaneless space). The "core" Mach number distribution along each path is assumed to be linear from

the starting value to the (unknown) mean throat value. Iteration is required between continuity and blockage

growth to determine the mean throat Mach number. (Built into this iteration, but not relevant to the

design-point case, is an empirical schedule which arranges for "core" total pressure to be reduced below

the leading edge value at flows towards the surge end of the flow range. This device was found a convenient

way of dealing with an otherwise unrealistic situation at operating conditions towards surge in which cal-

culated displacement thicknesses at the throat corresponded, on simple power-law velocity profile assump-

tions, to physical thicknesses greater than the throat dimensions.) Diffuser throat blockage factor (Bth)

is thus determined, and, if necessary, a change to A is fed back into the Vane Design Program and theg
procedure repeated.

4. Test experience

The N.G.T.E. design procedure has been used for the designs of a number of compressors for commercial

or research applications. For the N.G.T.E. internal research programme two compressors have been designed

and tested, their pressure ratios being 6.5 and 8.0 respectively. This Section describes some of the

observations made during a series of tests on the former compressor. The discussion of surge in Section 6

draws upon test experience with both compressors.

4.1 Tests with vaneless diffuser

The impeller for the pressure ratio 6.5 compressor has been described ante. In order to assess its

performance the impeller was first installed on the test rig with a vaneless diffuser. The measuring

station downstream of the impeller was chosen to be at a radial position of 1.065 x impeller tip radius,

rather than at the tip itself where strong pressure fluctuations due to passing "jets" and "wakes" may

engender poor measurement accuracy. Eight tappings were used to measure static pressure; total head pres-

sure was then derived on a mass-flow-continuity basis, and pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency were

calculated. An estimate, by the method of Reference 8, of the efficiency loss incurred between impeller
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outlet and the measuring station is 1j percentage points, so true impeller efficiency may be supposed to

be higher than the test-derived values by about this amount.

Experimental performance characteristics are shown in Figure 9. A peak efficiency at design speed

of 85.5 per cent was obtained which compares well with the design target modified to account for the vane-

less diffuser loss as already explained. The peak was in fact obtained at the design mass flow, with a

choke flow margin (defined as the difference between design and choke flows divided by choke flow) of 10

per cent. The combination of good efficiency and good choke flow margin is seen as a particularly satis-

factory outcome of specifying high impeller casing incidence (7 degrees) at design mass flow, the intention

having been to achieve high choke flow with the peak of the efficiency characteristic situated in the

region of design mass flow.

The attainment of correct incidence and flow margin depended critically upon estimates of the radial

variation of inlet axial velocity and incidence, required as input for the Preliminary Design Program and

obtained from an exploratory computation of the inlet duct flow using the Matrix Throughflow Program (as

described earlier).

In order to provide comparative measurements, therefore, a radial traverse of the impeller approach

flow was carried out at a station 12.7 mm upstream of the blade leading edge plane using a simple pitot

probe. Its readings were combined with wall static pressures taken at the same axial station, yielding

axial velocity and hence flow parameters in the impeller rotational frame. Figure 10 shows axial velocity

and relative flow angle compared to the throughflow estimates. Agreement is quite good, the only serious

discrepancies arising very close to the annulus walls where the presence of local boundary layers is

observed in the measured results. It is concluded that the throughflow predictions of inlet conditions

allowed a satisfactory compromise between impeller incidence and choke flow margin to be achieved.

4.2 Tests with vaned diffusers

Further tests with this impeller were carried out using several different vaned diffusers. The

results from three such builds will be described here. All these three vaned diffusers (details as in

Table II) were designed according to the method and principles set out in Section 3.2, save that the first

(that with 41 vanes) was an early design which departed from later thinking in having

(i) 202D appreciably below 80, the difference being subsequently estimated as losing about

percentage point in stage efficiency

(ii) no channel sidewall divergence.

A further point to note in relation to the first (41-vane) diffuser is that it was designed before the

Performance Prediction Program became available, and consequently was based on an unreliable estimate of

leading edge incident flow angle (o6); as Table II shows, subsequent calculations suggest that this dif-

fuser suffered 3.60 expansive incidence at the compressor design flow and speed, resulting in some further

penalty in stage performance. Vane shapes of all three diffusers are illustrated in Figures 11 to 13.

The second (13-vane) diffuser is a deliberate "oddity". It was designed to conform as nearly as

possible to the third (37-vane) diffuser in every respect except number of vanes. The value of 
20
2D

(- 8.50, c.f. 80 for the 37-vane) results from the increase in optimum value when AS < 1. As will be des-

cribed more fully in a later Section, certain evidence has been adduced as indicating that a small number

of vanes gives better choke-to-surge flow range, other things being equal. Should this prove to be the

case, it is clear that to take advantage of the increased flow range will necessitate some loss of design-

point efficiency due to the much reduced available area ratio of channel (Table II). In this series of

tests the 13-vane diffuser was included especially to check whether it gave improved flow range.

Figures 14 to 16 present the stage performance characteristics with these three vaned diffusers.

Let us first compare the 41-vane build (Figure 14) with the vaneless diffuser build (Figure 9). At the

design flow (- 1.81 kg/s) and speed, both these two builds had the same impeller tip clearance (= 0.28 mm),

and should thus have had the same impeller efficiency. The estimated loss in the 1.065 radius ratio vane-

less space of the "vaneless" build is 1.5 percentage points, so we take a value of 0.870 for impeller

efficiency. That implies 10.5 percentage points lost between impeller and outlet of that vaned diffuser -

a rather poor result. But that diffuser is realised to have been an incorrectly designed one, as explained

ante, and certainly capable of improvement. Figure 11 shows clear evidence of the leading edge expansion

resulting from 3.60 (estimated) incidence, causing the Mach number to rise from 1.05 (estimated) to around

1.29 (c.f. 1.22 from supersonic flow tables for that amount of incidence). What deserves particular note

is the quite wide choke-to-surge flow range of this vaned diffuser build (Figure 14): choke flow at design

speed is nearly identical between vaneless and vaned builds (calculation suggests that impeller and diffuser
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choke together at this speed, as is the usual intention for compressors designed at N.G.T.E.), go compari-

son of sirge flows gives direct comparison of flow range.

100 per cent design speed

choke flow surge flow sur e flow

vaneless 1.99 1.58 0.794

41-vane 1.98 1.67 0.843

Next we come to the 13-vane diffuser build. Unfortunately the no-rotation impeller tip clearance

was set at too low a value so that "zero" clearance was reached and the test stopped while the compressor

was still some way from surge at design speed. Nevertheless it is abundantly clear from comparison of

Figures 14 and 15 for 90 and 95 per cent design speed that the choke-to-surge flow range has not been

improved through this major reduction of vane number. Total-to-total efficiency, however, has risen.

There is a consistent increase of about 3 to 3J percentage points relative to Lhe 41-vane diffuser build;

at 1.9 kg/s and 100 per cent design speed the difference in efficiency is 3.4 percentage points. This

efficiency gain must be apportioned among several causes, which can be classified as

(i) effect of impeller tip clearance

(ii) more limited diffusion to the final measuring station due to relatively higher diffuser

channel outlet Mach number (a feature inherent in the design: Table II)

(iii) potential design improvements, namely less leading edge incidence and more nearly

optimum 2021.

In order to make a fair comparison of the several diffusers tested, means must be established of fixing a

datum which takes into account differences of impeller tip clearance and of the extent of diffusion. Some

discussion of tip clearance loss appears in the next Section of this paper: at 1.9 kg/s and design speed

the clearance for the build with 13-vane diffuser was 0.05 mm as against 0,28 mm for the 
4
1-vane build,

and this difference is reckoned to be worth about 0.75 percentage point in impeller (and hence stage) effi-

ciency. The question of what value to attach to the final dynamic head leaving the diffuser of any com-

pressor is to some extent tied up with the type of collector arrangement following the vaned diffuser and

with the application for which the compressor is intended; however, when as here a snail-shell form of

collector is used, a reasonable comparison may be made by calculating in each case the effect on efficiency

ot losing the wl~ole channel outlet dynamic head - this is tantamount to comparing total-to-static effi-

ciencies. On Lhat basis we get, at 1.9 kg/s:

41-vane build 13-vane build

estimated outlet R 0.259 0.334

dynamic head as % of Pt 4.56 7.43

value as %age points in efficiency 3.1 5.1

difference from datum datum -2.0

In sum, then, the 3.4 percentage points to the credit of the 13-vane build must be reduced by 2.75 (0.75

for impeller tip clearance and 2.0 for dynamic head), leaving a net advantage of 0.65 percentage point.

This shows that useful gain has resulted from elimination of the leading elge expansion due to incidence;

Figure 12 shows only very slight expansion in the transonic region, to a maximum Mach number of = 1.085.

Finally, turning to the 37-vane diffuser build, this had similar impeller tip clearance to the

original 41-vane case (0.33 mm c.f. 0.28 mm), and Figure 16 indicates about 1.0 percentage point improve-

ment in efficiency at design speed, while at the same time more diffusion has taken place. Casting up the

account in the previous manner, we have:
41-vane build 13-vane build 23-vane build

estimated outlet R 0.259 0.334 0.158

dynamic head as % of Pt 4.56 7.43 1.73

value as %age points in efficiency 3.1 5.1 1.2

difference from datum datum -2.0 +1.9

tip clearance effect datum -0.75 +0.1

total %age points datum -2.75 +2.0

measured efficiency difference datum +3.4 +1.0

corrected efficiency difference datum +0.65 +3.0
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This comparison indicates a satisfactory result of the diffuser redesign from the 41-vane build to the

37-vane build.

5. Effect of impeller tip clearance

According to the treatment used in Reference 8, the loss due to impeller tip clearance is assumed

to increase rapidly between zero clearance and some fairly small value, and thereafter linearly with the

quantity "clearance/passage height": in other words the linear relationship does not pass through the con-

dition "zero clearance, zero loss". The form of this assumption was suggested by a survey of the rather

limited amount of data available, and the treatment is not claimed to be rigorously accurate. In the fore-

going Section the instance of a compressor having clearance of 0.05 mm at design speed (that with 13-vane

diffuser) lies in the non-linear region, all other cases cited being in the linear region.

It is of interest to note some N.G.T.E. test experience obtained with change of impeller tip clear-

ance on the compressor of pressure ratio 8. This impeller, although of quite large diameter (270.8 m),

had blade height at impeller outlet only 5.31 mm, i.e. relatively smaller in proportion to impeller dia-

meter than the majority of compressors for which the available literature provides data coacerning the

effect of tip clearance on performance. In this respect it was quite similar to the N.G.T.E. compressor

of pressure ratio 6J. Small blade neight is, of course, inevitably encountered with any very small dia-

meter compressor, and the feature which is of importance in this discussion is the relationship between

blade height and what can be employed as a minimum practical operating clearance.

Two builds of this compressor of pressure ratio 8, with a vaned diffuser, differed only in the

amount of impeller tip clearance. With the first of those builds clearance fell as speed was increased

from 1.75 mm at zero rotation to around 1.14 mm at design speed. With the second of those builds clearance

fell from 0.97 mm at zero rotation to around 0.25 mm at design speed. There was a consistent improvement

of 1.3 to 1.5 percentage points in peak stage efficiency at all speeds (from 70 to 100 per cent of design)

in the later build as a result of closing the clearance.

Exchange rates between clearance and efficiency are often cited which would lead one to expect a

much larger change in efficiency for such a change in clearance. It is therefore worthwhile giving an

explanation of the reason which, it is believed, accounts for the difference in behaviour in the case of

this compressor. Essentially it amounts to the fact that the change in clearance makes a significant

change to total passage height, due to the small blade height. Predictions of performance by the method of

Reference 8 illustrate the point. Three cases have been calculated at design speed and the peak efficiency

value of flow:

a) datum case: blade height 5.31 mm + clearance 0.25 mm = passage height 5.56 mm;

thus clearance/passage height = 0.045

b) clearance increased by 0.89 mm to 1.14 mm, giving passage height 6.45 mm and

clearance/passage height 0.177; loss of impeller efficiency from datum case is

0.0147, which agrees well with the experimental result

c) clearance 1.14 mm as for case (b), but passage height left at datum value 5.56 mm;

thus clearance/passage height = 0.205; loss of impeller efficiency from datum case

is 0.0316.

It can thus be seen that if passage height remains substantially the same (as it would do if blade height

is such that clearance represents only a small proportion of the total passage) then change of clearance

has a much larger effect on efficiency. In the present instance, with so small a blade height, much of the

effect of changing clearance/passage height has been offset by the simultaneous effect of changing passage

height itself.

Reduction of tip clearance per se is of course always of benefit to efficiency, since two sources

of loss are thereby reduced: first, in the case of an unshrouded impeller, the leakage of flow round blade

tips from pressure side to suction side; second, the tendency for flow to recirculate from outlet to inlet

along a path following the casing surface. Other things being equal, reduction of impeller outlet passage

height (i.e. reducing N, keeping constant both hs and clearance/h) affects efficiency via the loss arising

from mixing at impeller outlet- which represents a major pa,-t of the whole impeller efficiency deficit.

The effect on this mixing is two-fold: in the first place the d,'namic head of the flow before mixing is

increased; secondly the area ratio of enlargement (area-after-mi:ing/area-before-mixing) is increased; the

flow in other words is first accelerated and subsequently has to undergo more diffusion relative to the

datum situation. There are other considerations concerning change of flow angles before and after mixing,

but the net effect of reducing impeller outlet passage height in this manner can be seen to be detrimental
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to efficiency. Thus a change of clearance which significantly affects passage height introduces two

opposing effects.

6. Compressor surge

It is commonly the case that, for a given rotor at a given speed, surge occurs at a higher flow

when the rotor is followed by a vaned diffuser than when it is followed only by a vaneless space. This is

almost always true at high rotational speeds (although one known exception will be cited herein); at speeds

of 70 per cent of design and lower, vaned and vaneless builds tend to surge at values of flow rather closer

to one another. The compressor with pressure ratio 6J described in previous Sections conforms to this

usual pattern. (Even if vaned and vaneless builds surge at the same flow at low speed, the choke-to-surge

flow range of the vaned build will be smaller due to the lower choke flow imposed by the diffuser throat.

For this reason we shall usually refer in this discussion to minimum mass flow rather than to flow range.)

The mechanisms by which surge is induced in either the vaneless or vaned diffuser case are not at

all well understood. But there is clear evidence that different diffuser geometries following the same

impeller can in some situations markedly affect surge of a compressor stage. Thus we can conclude that,

while a variety of potential surge-producing mechanisms may exist, it is one associated in some manner

with the vaned diffuser which is usually the first to come into play. This represents the case of greatest

practical interest for gas turbine compressors.

Data which, in this connectihn, are sometimes adduced as having particular significance relate to

the number of diffuser vanes. For instance, one example is known, for an impeller with 19 blades, where

reducing diffuser vane number from 29 to 13 was accompanied by a marked fall in minimum mass flow, parti-

cularly at the higher rotational speeds where flow range had formerly been narrow (see Table III,from

Reference 18). To this may be added the general baservation that there are quite a large number of pub-

lished instances in which compressors with relatively narrow flow range at design speed have had a large

number of diffuser vanes (more than the number of impeller blades) while some compressors with relatively

wide flow range at design speed have had a small number of diffuser vanes (e.g. that described in

Reference 19, with 34 impeller blades and 13 diffuser vanes). Such evidence has been linked with the idea,

put forward in Reference 20, that when the number of diffuser vanes is less than the number of blades at

impeller outlet then every diffuser passage is always receiving some mixture of "jet" and "wake" flow from

the impeller, whereas when the number of diffuser vanes is the greater it is possible to have some passages

receiving flow consisting alternately of all low-energy "wake" fluid and all high-energy "jet" fluid,

causing a rapid and large cyclical variation of mean total pressure and mean flow angle at the vane leading

edge. On that argument premature onset of surge in the latter situation is ascribed to some breakdown of

throughflow in the diffuser passage(s) so treated.

Given a vaneless space small in extent in relation to the rate of mixing-out between "jets" and

"wakes", such a flow situation might perhaps be envisaged. But as an explanation of differences in surge
21limit any such reasoning seems to be negated by the work of Baghdadi and Macdonald . They tested three

centrifugal-compressor-type vaned diffuser systems, which were supplied through a "vortex nozzle", consist-

ing of inwards radial flow through a ring of swirl-imparting vanes, followed by a contoured approach

section which turned the flow radially outwards ahead of the diffuser. This arrangement simulated the mean

outlet flow conditions from an impeller, but without the pronounced "jet-wake" pattern of a real compressor.

And yet these authors obtained a surge phenomenon typical of a compressor; they also record an effect of

diffuser vane number, the larger number having earlier surge (although marked differences of vane shape,

in addition to number, between their three builds detract from the conclusiveness of the latter fact).

In the same context it is most noteworthy that the 41-vane diffuser build of our compressor with

pressure ratio 6J (and 34 impeller blades at outlet) has, by comparison with other machines of comparable

pressure ratio (e.g. Reference 22), very wide flow range at design speed, and that changing the diffuser

to one with 13 vanes produced no improvement at all in flow range (see Section 4.2). A similarly wide

flow range at design speed has been achieved with another N.G.T.E. design of compressor having pressure

ratio 8, as shown in Figure 17, and in that case also the number of diffuser vanes (41) exceeded the

number of blades at impeller outlet (32). Diffuser vane number as such, therefore, certainly cannot be

the predominant influence on surge.

The compressor to which Figure 17 relates affords the one known instance where the minimum mass flow

at high rotational speed is lower (although not much) with a vaned diffuser than with only a vaneless space.
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It is also worth mentioning the question of diffuser vane incidence. Reeves
23 

has proposed linking

surge with a particular condition of incidence to the diffuser vane leading edges. Because of the design

error in vane leading edge angle mentioned in Section 4.2, the 41-vane diffuser build of our compressor

with pressure ratio 61 had mean incidence at surge (as estimated for all speeds tested) of about +4.90.

Similar calculations by our Performance Prediction Program for the machines of Reference 22 give values of

mean incidence at surge in the range +1.50 to -0.50, and another instance is known* for which the similarly

calculated mean incidence at surge is -4.80. Since the two extremes of incidence (+4.9 and -4.80) relate

to compressors with the best flow range at design speed of all those mentioned, the evidence clearly does

not support any critical value of diffuser vane incidence as a surge criterion.

The literature contains a number of suggestions relating surge to some diffusion limit in Lhe semi-

vaneless space (e.g. References 20, 21, 24, 25). This seems a more fruitful line of argument. It has been

found, in a survey of Available compressor data, that in almost all cases the pressure rise coefficient of

the semi-vaneless space (PRC), defined as (pth - P ', - P5.6 and calculated by our Performance"'~~ (',.,- '..) (^t,..- o °.) "d,.o-.
Prediction Program for the experimentally determined surge flows, shows a notable degree of consistency in

value over the high speed range for a given compressor. There is, however, a very wide variation of the

surge value of PRC among the different compressors, considerable variation appearing between different

builds having the same impeller but different diffuser geometries. An attempt has been made by the present

authors to correlate the variation in PRC at surge between compressor builds with the property "wetted sur-

face area of the semi-vaneless space/geometric throat area" [=Aw/Ag], where Aw can be approximated by the

expression

n .+ hh 6 sin- - wth - n sin

The parameter A w/Ag may be regarded as simply a form of passage 'L/D'; since wetted area = length x peri-

meter and A = cross-sectional area, it follows that A w/A is proportional to length/hydraulic mean depth.

Supposing there to be a diffusion pressure gradient for the semi-vaneless space at which some critical

degree of stall exists, then the longer the passage (i.e. the larger is 'L/D') the greater the overall

pressure rise attainable at that gradient, and so the further flow can be reduced before reaching the

critical situation. Thus a large value of A w/A might be expected to give wide operating range and vice

versa. Such a correlation would serve to explain the reason for two effects which have been found to lower

minimum mass flow, namely:

(1) reduction of vane number at constant A. and hth; this increases wth and hence Aw
(2) reduction of A by change of h th at constant n; A is reduced in proportion to h th'

but Aw is reduced less than pro rata with hth, so that A w/Ag increases.

The result of the survey is summarised in Figure 18, which for simplicity shows data for the range

of speed 90 to 100 per cent only. The two parts of this Figure relate to two different types of delivery

system. One is for vaned diffusers discharging into annular "dump" collectors of snail-shell form, the

"tongue" of the off-take pipe from the collector being reasonably remote from the trailing edges of the

diffuser vanes. (It is well known that a snail-shell collector in too close proximity to diffuser vane

trailing edges can promote a considerable circumferential non-uniformity of static pressure and cause

premature surge.) In the other case the diffusers discharged into radial-to-axial bends followed by one or

more rows of axial cascade vanes, the latter serving to provide further diffusion and subsequent flow
straightening. There is a notable difference in the pattern of data for the two cases. Four builds of our

compressor with pressure ratio 6j appear in Figure 18a, corresponding to diffusers with 13, 37, 41 and 57

vanes, in all cases tested with snail-type collector, this being the present form of the N.G.T.E. test rig.

The consistency of PRC between speeds for a given compressor affords support for the theory that

surge is somehow related to a limiting value of semi-vaneless space diffusion. But evidently that limit

depends upon the individual arrangement, and, although the evidence of Figure 18 is certainly not alone

adequate proof, there is some indication that the type of delivery system may exert a significant influence.

A test programme has been initiated to fit a bend-plus-axial-vane delivery system on the N.G.T.E. test rig

in place of the snail-shell collector, in order to see whether the 13-vane and 37-vane diffuser builds of

the pressure ratio 6j compressor will then change their surge characteristics.

*This being the Rolls-Royce compressor with 13-vane diffuser mentioned in Table III.
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It might be postulated that a delivery system consisting of an infinite plenum chamber could hardly

impose any overriding influence upon the onset of a phenomenon which is, almost certainly, related to a

stalling situation somewhere in the flow system. The snail-shell collector might be regarded as approach-

ing that infinite plenum. A bend-plus-axial-vane delivery arrangement, on the other hand, contains further

system components which could themselves be potentially capable of producing a form of stall - e.g. either

the convex side of the bend passage, or the axial vanes. The latter arrangement might then be regarded as

containing two stages of stall-prone diffusing elements, namely the semi-vaneless space and some part of

the delivery system. In that way a joint dependence on the semi-vaneless space and on the delivery system

in determining surge might be envisaged. Some analogy appears possible between such a mutual interrelation-

ship in a centrifugal compressor stage and the situation in a high-pressure-ratio multi-stage axial com-

pressor: there surge at high speed coincides with stall of the last stage, while at low speed surge occurs

at a condition where the last stage is free from stall but the first stage is well into stall. If there is

any truth in such a loose analogy, the part of a centrifugal compressor corresponding to the "last stage"

of the axial would be different according to whether there is or is not a stall-prone delivery system

following the vaned diffuser. Then, if a stall-prone delivery system is present (i.e. the bend-plus-axial-

vane case), that component could, at least in principle, be the critical element of the whole system at

high speed, and thus, conceivably, account for surge occurring at a flow above that experienced when the

semi-vaneless space is the last stall-prone element.

7. Conspectus

This paper has described a procedure for the design of high pressure ratio centrifugal compressor

stages and has illustrated its use with an account of the design and experimental performance of one impeller

and three diffusers for a pressure ratio 6J compressor stage. The diffusers were designed to operate with

supersonic approach flow and the measurements demonstrate that, with careful attention to the vane design

in the transonic region ahead of the throat, good performance can be achieved.

Observations of surge behaviour in a number of centrifugal compressor stages having vaned diffusers

support a connection between surge and the diffusion taking place between diffuser vane leading edge and

throat, as has been proposed by other investigators. The nature of the dependence is, however, apparently

also influenced by the arrangement of the compressor delivery system. Collectors of snail-shell type seem

to give a relatively better surge condition (i.e. lower minimum mass flow) compared with the collectors more

typically used in aircraft gas turbines, consisting of a radial-to-axial bend followed by axial straighten-

ing vanes.
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TABLE I

COMPRESSOR FOR PRESSURE RATIO 61

IMPELLER DESIGN DATA

Rotational speed 40,000 rev/min

Specific speed (Balje definition) 68

Prewhirl angle (0 3 ) zero

Number of full blades 17

Number of half-blades 17

Inlet hub diameter 60.96 mm

Inlet casing diameter J 134.6 am

Inlet casing relative Mach number (M;) 0.975

Inlet hub blade angle 31.36 deg

Inlet casing blade angle ) 8" 53.81 deg

Inlet hub incidence 14.4 deg

Inlet casing incidence 7.0 deg

Inlet axial velocity at casing/inlet

axial velocity at mean radius 1.1

Flow margin (- design flow/inducr choking flow) 0.91

Diameter at impeller outlet (D4) 274.8 mm

Blade height at impeller outlet -
i.e. passage height (h4) less tip clearance 5.81 -

Passage height at start of vaneless space (hs) 5.48 mm

Outlet blade angle (8u58) 30.0 deg

Blade tip speed (U) 575.5 m/s

Outlet absolute Mach number (1s) 1.11
Work input parameter (AH/U

2
) 0.80

TABLE II

VANED DIFFUSER DETAILS

rati9 1 6 D. , 1k N "0 Ag Wh ht *- h- 20 2 k" IML "2D

41 1.5 288.6 393 6.t1 6.11 72.5 1613 6.44 :.11 14.19 6.11 4 1 10.5 5.74 0 2.20 11.96 0.95 76.1 1.050 0.234

~ 05 208.6 400 5.48 10. 39 74.6 630 1 9.76 6.3 23.7 94 5.6 6.51 2.56 .80D 5.38 0.71 74.6 1.6 .97

37 .05 288.6 40D 5.48 10.02 74.6 1613 7.51 5.81 16.27 94 4 1 11.0 79 .49 3.52 18.10 2.05 74. '064 0.145

dimensions in mm; angles in deg.

estimated flow quantities at compressor design-point

8 -
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TABLE II

SURGE DATA FOR ROLLS-ROYCE COMPRESSOR

(Reference 18)

Mass flow at surge + mass flow at
intended compressor design point

Percent design Build with 13-vane Build with 29-vane
speed diffuser diffuser

100 0.957 1.052

90 0.758 0.815

80 0.600 0.658

70 0.456 0.505

60 0.358 0.384

This compressor had a bend-plus-axial-vane collector system
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37-VANE DIFFUSER

FIG. 13 GEOMETRY OF 37-VANE DIFFUSER
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DISCUSSION

D.Eckardt, MTU, Munich, Ge
The correlation for Aw/Ag with the limiting surge pressure recovery between diffuser inlet and diffuser throat offer
encouraging prospects for the difficult range and efficiency optimization problem. Do the authors agree that besides
the mentioned incidence and blade number effects the adequate matching of the diffuser throat area in itself is of
certain influence on the stage surge margin 23 ? Can the authors outline the matching philosophy of the investigated
stages and are range data for the various matching states available'?

Author's Reply
We agree that the correct matching of diffuser and impeller characteristics is very important for the achievement of
optimum stage efficiency. Further, as pointed out by Jansen in his paper presented at this meeting, it is important
to recognize the regimes of compressor operation in which surge is influenced either by the vaned diffuser or by the
impeller. All aspects, including choice of vane number (Aw/Ag) and incidence, should be taken into account in
choosing the geometry of the vaned diffuser in that region. The stages examined within the correlation of Figure 18
were not all designed by the same organization - three sources were in fact used - and so it is not possible to make
a general reply to the last part of Dr Eckardt's question.

J.W.Railly, University of Birmingham, UK
With reference to the authors' use of the area ratio Aw/Ag, this is evidently dependent also on the impeller tip
width. Would the authors please comment on this point.

Author's Reply
The parameter Aw/Ag certainly is affected by the tip width. Unfortunately among the compressors examined in
our study there were no examples of compressors in which only tip width was varied. However, there were cases
where the width of the vaneless space and the width of the vaned diffuser throughout its length was changed by
"cropping" the diffuser vane height in order to achieve a reduction of throaf area, Ag. The net effect on Aw/Ag
is such that Aw/Ag increases which, according to our theory, should allow a higher pressure recovery in the semi-
vaneless space and hence better surge margin. This is confirmed by the experimental results, as summarised in
Figure 18b of the Paper.

R.A.Novak, General Electric Company, Lynn, US
The author did not il his verbal presentation discuss the relative merits for surge and efficiency of accepting higher
diffuser Mach numbers with small vaneless space or lower Mach numbers with more vaneless diffusion. Could the
authors comment on this?

Author's Reply
We have not conducted a comparative test between subsonic and supersonic inlet diffusers but we have planned a
quite carefully controlled comparison, to take place shortly, between one of each type of diffuser running in a
compressor stage of pressure ratio 6Y2. We hope that this will indicate relative efficiency of the two types. In tests
on transonic inlet diffusers conducted so far we have achieved surge margins which are generally as good as most
published surge margins achieved with subsonic diffusers.

D.Japikse, CREARE, US
I would like to thank the authors for their contribution. Perhaps they would like to comment on the following:

(a) The Baghdadi swirl generator gives a stalled diffuser inlet with noticeable back-flow thus requiring care in
applying his results.

(b) How did the authors traverse the impeller inlet? How does the computed mass flow agree from the traverse
with the measured mass flow?

(c) The authors correlation in Figure 18 is interesting. The use ot this recovery coefficient has been employed
by many authors so it should be possible to obtain substantial additional data to support the concept.

Author's Reply
The consequences of stall occurring at the inlet to the Baghdadi diffuser may or may not affect his conclusion that
the jet-wake impeller exit flow has no significant effect on surge. We are interested to hear of this, however, because
it could account for the rather low values of PRC achieved by his three diffusers. The impeller exit in our own
experiments was not traversed. Stagnation pressure was calculated from measurements of static pressure and mass
flow in the NGTE compressors which feature in the surge study. We should like to emphasise, however, that the
values of PRC plotted in Figure 18 are calculated using the methods of Reference 8, and not measured.

We note with thanks your remarks concerning possibly supportive data from pressure recovery in the semi-vaneless
space. We did not put the correlations of Figure 18 forward in a definitive way and clearly further evidence would

be most desirable.
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C.Rodgers, Solar, US
Could the authors state whether among the compressors used for their correlation of Figure 18 there were stages
with both radial and back-swept impellers since the stability of the impeller characteristic and therefore the stability
of the whole stage would be affected by the back-sweep of the impeller.

Author's Reply
There were impellers wtvich were both radial and back-swept in the correlation. In fact a further correlation was
attempted in which the authors tried to take account of the varying degrees of back-sweep and hence work factor
on the stability of the stages. No satisfactory correlation was obtained using this simple idea, however.

!I
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A PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTER-AIDED CONSTRUCTION OF

RADIAL COMPRESSOR IMPELLERS WITH HIGH FLOW COEFFICIENT

Prof. Dr.-Ing. W. Fister/Dr.-Ing. J. Eikelmann

Lehrstuhl fur Fluidenergiemaschinen
der Ruhr-Universitat Bochum

D-4630 Bochum, UniversitatsstraBe

Germany

SUMMARY

A computer-aided procedure for the construction of radial compressor impellers with

high flow-coefficient is presented. The procedure consists of an iterative succession

of constructional design, recomputation of fluid-flow-mechanical characteristics and

specific geometrical correction based upon the given criteria. The significance of the

computational procedures and criteria used is verified on the basis of the operating

behaviour of two compressor stages.

1. INTRODUCTION

!I The flow-adequate construction of an impeller is an iterative process, which

essentially comprises the generation of the geometrical design, the recomputation of

fluid-flow-mechanical characteristics, and possibly necessary geometrical corrections

bases upon the given flow-criteria. The relatively complex generation and description

of the geometrical design of radial compressor impellers with spatially twisted blades

(fig. 1), together with an appropriate flow computation (e.g. three-dimensional or

quasi-three-dimensional method) require the employment of a high-performance computer.

The abovementioned flow-computational procedures require relatively long computing

times, and, at the same time, high memory capacity, using presently available computers.

It is therefore economically advisable to pre-optimize, as far as possible, the basic

geometrical design of the impeller, as regards flow characteristics, according to

simplified procedures and criteria, and to use the more sophisticated flow-computation

only for the final assessment.

In the following, the process of pre-optimization is described.

2. GENERATION OF THE BASIC GEOMETRICAL DESIGN

The form-determining impeller dimensions are calculated using the proven methods of

one-dimensional theory and simplified formulations of potential theory. This applies

basically to the rated dimension of the impeller inlet. When chaping the channel walls,

attention is paid to the smoothness of the surfaces - in mathematical terms - and the

lowest possible curvature.
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In the respect there are virtually no problems in the design of the surfaces of

revolution of hub and shroud. It is considerably more difficult to comply with the two

criteria in the construction of twisted blade surfaces. A combined procedure is applied

which first ensures low curvatures at the blade edges, and second leads to a smooth

blade surface through appropriate surface interpolation.

To generate the blade edge curves a procedure is chosen, in which the orthogonal

axisymmetric networks covering the surfaces of revolution of hub and shroud are

projected conformally onto a plane quadratic network (fig. 2).

Proceding from the predetermined geometry of the impeller inlet and outlet, the

blade edge curves on the hub and shroud are designed as continuously bent curves in the

projection plane (fig. 3). This is achieved in the computer-aided construction process

through the assumption of elliptical, parabolic or hyperbolic functions. The plane edge

curves thus produced are then conformally projected onto the surfaces of revolution of

hub and shroud, according to the relevant projection rule.

Fig. 4 shows the edge contours in axially normal projection.

The blade surface between the edges is designed according to COONS' surface inter-

polation. To this end the generated edge curves are approximated by cubic polynomials

either in total or in steps. The description of the nodal points in parametric represen-

tation results from COONS' [2] interpolation formula, according to fig. 5, the weight

functions F0 and F1 also being assumed as cubic polynomials. Thus a bicubic blade

surface is generated.

3. PRE-OPTIMIZATION OF THE BASIC GEOMETRICAL DESIGN USING SIMPLIFIED METHODS

The generated impeller channels are first evaluated according to the channel cross-

section pattern between inlet and outlet. This pattern is to be as continuous as

possible and to have at most one extreme value.

Taking into account the blade thickness a contour-adapted spatial network is

generated from the point-by-point description of the generated channel surfaces (fig. 6).

If in this difference-geometrical procedure the mesh width in normal flow direction is

chosen sufficiently small, the surface elements can be treated as trapezoids. The

respective channel cross section is obtained through summation over the cross section

elements.
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For further assessment of the geometry the approximative distribution of relative

velocity on the middle stream surface of the first kind is examined. For this purpose a

simplified two-dimensional approximation method of STANITZ and PRIAN [5] is used in a

modified form. In contrast to the original method the calculation is not carried out in

the axisymmetric coordinate system, but is based upon the contour-adapted network in

the impeller channel generated for the calculation of the cross section. The calculated

behaviours of relative velocity along the channel walls and in the middle of the channel

are to be as continuous as possible and to have at most one extreme value. Moreover,

theoretically occurring back flow areas of the impeller channel are to be avoided.

Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the distributions of relative velocity according to the

two-dimensional approximation method with those according to the quasi-three-dimensional

difference method.

After pre-optimization the impeller geometry is finally assessed on the basis of a

more significant computation of flow characteristics. To this end a quasi three-dimen-

sional difference method is used at present. It is possible to exchange this method

for a more suitable one without any problems.

The finally determined impeller geometry is prepared for the subsequent NC-manufac-

ture of the impeller. Computer-aided construction and NC-manufacture guarantee a high

degree of identity of the theoretically determined with the manufactured impeller

geometry. Fig. 8 shows a flow-chart of the whole construction process.

4. TESTING THE CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE

The construction procedure and the calculation procedures and criteria comprised

are tested with two impellers which have been designed with the aid of a computer,

manufactured, and experimentally examined. The impellers shown in fig. 1 are designed

for different speed coefficients Mau and flow coefficients 9. Characteristic values

are as follows:

Impeller 1: 9 = 0,10; Mau = 0,91; D = 200 mm and 90*

Impeller 2: 9 = 0,17; mau = 1,05; D2 = 250 mm and 0* 
= 70*

Both impellers are examined in vaneless diffusers (D4 /D2 = 2.0). The design of the

impeller outlet width b2 and the appropriate meridian contours are based, among other

things, on the criterion that in specified operation back flow areas on the pressure

side are to be avoided. In order to check the significance of this criterion, the

meridian contour of impeller 1 was first adjusted to an oversized outlet width

b2 = 17,5 no. According to fig. 9 this contour was reduced on the lathe in several
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steps to the calculated most advantageous outlet width b2 = 10 mm, and each time exami-

ned on the test stand.

Fig. 10 shows the calculated cross section patterns of the channel and the appro-

priate distributions of relative velocity on the stream surface of the first kind. All

patterns shown are continuous as defined by the assumption. The back flow areas at the

outlet of impeller 1 with outlet widths b2 > 10 mm are remarkable.

The appropriate characteristic curves of efficiency, which are found experimentally,

are shown in fig. 11. In this representation the instabilities of the characteristic

curves with an outlet width of b2 > 10 mm under partial performance load are conspicuous.

These phenomena correspond with the occurrence of the calculated pressure side back

flow areas at the appropriate outlet widths.

The measured dependence of the stage efficiency on the impeller outlet width is

shown in fig. 12. According to this the maximum efficiency of impeller 1 is achieved

with an outlet width b2 = 11.7 mm, whereas the stability of the characteristic curve

over the entire operating range is only achieved with an outlet width b2 = 10.0 mm.

In the technical literature a design criterion is sometimes recommended, according

to which the velocity ratio of the average relative velocity is to be w2/w1  0.7.

According to this an outlet width b2 : 10.5 mm was calculated for impeller 1.

Impeller 2 was directly manufactured with the geometry that had been found advant-

ageous. In this case the impeller outlet width is b2 = 25 mm. The calculated patterns

of the channel cross section and of the relative velocities on the stream surface of

the first kind are presented in fig. 13. For comparison purposes the corresponding

patterns are also presented, which result from a meridian contour of the impeller with

an outlet width b2 = 30 mm. It can be observed that, in the latter case, back flow

occurs on the pressure side, which is avoided by computation with an outlet width

b2 = 25 mm. In all other cases the patterns comply with the assumed criteria. The

stage's characteristic curve which was measured on the test stand (fig. 14) does not

show any discontinuity.

Finally it should be emphasized that the presented, computer-aided construction

procedure is merely to be a means of checking calculation methods and of finding design

criteria through specific studies of parameters. In this context it is of special

importance that during the construction process the generated impeller geometries are
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described in a numerically unambiguous way, and that in the subsequent NC-manufacture a

high geometric accuracy is observed, so that the influence of particular modified geo-

metry parameters on the behaviour of the impeller becomes recognizable.
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Fig. 1: Radial compressor impellers with double-curved blades
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Fig. 3: Boundary curves in the plane
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~Fig. 9: Meridional sections of impeller 1
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DISCUSSION

W.Jansen, Northern Research and Engineering Corporation, US
In the analysis the authors have not included the Kutta-Joukowski condition at the trailing edge. If this were done
none of the velocities near the trailing edge at the pressure surface would have been negative and much of the
reasoning of the paper would be eliminated.

Author's Reply
The Kutta-Joukowski-condition is indirectly included by means of the assumption of the flow direction at the
trailing edge. The represented distributions of velocities are finished at last normal-cross-section of the channel such
as the trailing edges are not included.

The occurrence of theoretical back flow areas at the pressure side based primarily upon the assumption of the non-
viscous channel-flow.

I.H.Skoe, Kongsberg Vaapenfabrik, No
Could the authors give absolute numbers for the efficiencies presented in Figures II and 1 7.

Author's Reply
The polytropic total efficiency of the stage 1 (Impeller I combined with a vaneless diffuser) was measured as 0.76
and that of the impeller was 0.84. The polytropic total efficiency of the stage 2 (Impeller 2 combined with a vane-

less diffuser) was measured as 0.86 and that of the impeller was 0.91.

P.M.Came, NGTE, UK
Could the authors please explain why they selected the bi-cubic patch for the representation of the impeller surface
geometry. Would not a cubic-linear patch have made the task of numerical control manufacture with a straight-sided

cutter a possibility?

Author's Reply

Bi-cubic patches guarantee a sufficient approximate description of universal twisted blades. In the special case of
blades with developable surfaces, the mathematical description is reduced to linear-cubic patches. This case is given
at the impeller 1.

Y.Ribaud, ONERA, Fr
What was the pressure ratio of the compressor described?

Author's Reply
The pressure ratio of the stage 1 was measured as 2.0. The one of stage 2 was measured as 2.4.

I.

I.+
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ROUE DE COMPRESSEUR CENTRIFUGE SANS FLEXION DANS LES AILES

par Jean POULAIN
ALSTHOM-A TLANTIQUE

93123 La Courneuve (France)

et Gilbert JANSSENS
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Adrospatiales (ONERA)

92320 Chtillon (France)

SOMMAIRE

Presentation d'un compresseur centrifuge experimental A aubes couch6es en arrisre dont la
g~omtrie est conque de faqon A 6liminer les contraintes de flexion dues A la force centrifuge. Ce
compresseur a 6tA exp6riment6 dans une boucle A fr~on. Une analyse th~orique des r~sultats exp~rimentaux
a permis de d~finir une version amtlior~e de Is machine. Ce compresseur semble bien convenir A une
structure multicellulaire et donne dans cette configuration un taux de compression d'6tage de 4,8 avec un
rendement polytropique de 0,83. Dans une version sans canal de retour le taux de compression eat de 5,3
avec un rendement de 0,85.

SUMMARY

A centrifugal compressor with backward leaned blades is presented. The geometry of the

compressor is designed in such a way as to eliminate the bending stresses due to centrifugal forces. The
compressor has been tested in a Freon loop. Due to a theoretical analysis of the test results, an
improved version of the compressor has been designed. This compressor seems well suited for a multistage
configuration and shows a pressure ratio of 4.8 with a polytropic efficiency of 0.83. In a single stage
configuration, without the return duct, its pressure ratio is 5.3 with an efficiency of 0.85.

NOTATIONS

C2o, vitesse du son locale
,& , largeur ou hauteur de veine

D , diam~tre
I , d~bit-masse

M ,nombre de Mach
N , vitesse de rotation de la roue mobile

, pression statique

pression d'arr~t
QA, d~bit masse dans lea conditions standard
- , temperature
Az, vitesse p~riph~rique A l'ext~rieur de la roue
/ W puissance

, rapport des chaleurs sp~cifiques A pression et volume constants
* rendement

TT taux de compression.

INDICES

valeur moyenne
0 conditions g~n~ratrices amont
A entree roue
2 sortie roue
3 entree diffuseur

4 sortie diffuseur
5, sortie 6tage
p polytropique

1 - INTRODUCTION

1.1 - Les compresseurs A aubages radiaux caract~ris~s par lea aspects suivants

- Les aubages A la sortie sont radiaux ils donnent A l@coulement un angle de sortie tras grand, 6gal A

900 moins l'1cart flux profil.
- La roue eat g~n~ralement compos~e de deux parties une avant-roue de forme h~licoldale qui se raccorde

sur la roue radiale proprement dite.
- Ii nexiste pas dans un compresseur radial de contraintes de flexion centrifuges dans lea ailes ; en

effet, tous les efforts se trouvent align6s sur un m6me rayon. Cette particularit6 autorise des
vitesses p6riph6riques 6lev~es, de lordre de U t= 550 m/s.

- Le coefficient manom~trique utile eat important, de P'ordre de 0,7, ce qui signifie qu'une quantit6
proportionnelle A 0,7 AL2 peut Atre effect'vement transform6e en pression.

- Des deux derniers caract~res qui viennent d'8tre cit6s, il r~sulte que ce type de compresseur eat
cFe.ahle de rapports de pression tres 6lev~s par btage, disons de l'ordre de 6 A 7 en air et 10 ou plus
avec des gaz lourds.

- En contrepartie des avantapes qui viennent dletre exposes, le compresseur radial pr~sente deux gros
inconvbnients : d'une part, il atteint son rendement maximal A proximit6 imm~diate du pompage, d'autre
part, il se prate mal A un montage multicellulaire.

Ce trqvaiI a f6 effectu( sous contrat DGRST.
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La figure I repr~sente un tel type de compresseur.

-~~ -.j .Fig. I- Compresseur radial.

1.2 -Les compresseurs centrifuges A aubes en arrigre caract6ris6s par les aspects suivants

- Les aubages A is sortie de Is roue sont inclin~s ;uis forment avec la direction dlentrainement un
angle variant de 25 A 600 environ et is roue est ordinsirement r~alis~e en une seule partie sans
6l6ment d'entr~e.

- La roue, queue soit r6alis~e avec ou sans frette avant, supporte des contraintes de flexion impor-
tantes dans les sules et, pour cette raison, is vitesse p~riph~rique eat limit~e A des valeurs de
l1ordre de Ala= 320 m/s.

- Le coefficient manom~trique a une valeur moyenne de l'ordre de 0,5, ce qui signifie qu'une quantit6
proportionnelle A 0,5 AtLzpeut 9tre effectivement transfora~e en presajon.

Par 1 influence combin~e des coefficients manomAtriques et des vitesses p~riph~riques une roue A sules
en arri~re classique est capable de fournir approximativement le quart du travail utile d~livr6 par une
roue radiale.

- En contrepartie, le compresseur A silas en arri~re of fre une courbe de fonctionnement extr~mement favo-
rable, avec un d~bit au pompage qui eat sensiblement 0,6 fois le d~bit optimum. Ce type de compresseur
se pr~te C-galement bien au montage multicellulaire, et cet avantage eat tel qulil est pratiquement
beaucoup plus r~pandu et utilis6 qua le compresseur radial, au moins dana le domaine industriel.

La figure 2 repr~sente un tel type de machine.

MI

Fig. 2 -Compresseur b ailas en arrikre, classique.j

2 - COMPRESSOUR AYANT FAIT LIOBJET DE NOS TRAVAUX

L'objectif que nous avons poursuivi a consist6 A concevoir et mettre mu point un compresseur
centrifuge ou l~g~rement, h~lico-centrifuge me rattachant aux compresseurs & silas en arri~re du point de
vue de lla~rodynamique et aux compresseurs radiaux dui point de vue des contraintes m6caniqies de flexion.

Le compresseur que nous avons 6tudi6 me caract~rise donc par las aspects suivants:

- C'est un cospremmeur exempt de flexion centrifuge dana lea aubages et capable sensiblement des mgmem
vitemmem p~riph~riques que Ie compresseur radial.

- Par suite de son deamin trbs particulier d~crit plus loin, ce compresseur pr~sente un angle de sortie
des aubes de 66* par rapport A Is direction dlentratnement.

- Les courbea de fonctionnement mont interm~diaires entre celleR dun compresseur A miles en arri~re et
celles d'un compreaseur radial, le niveau de rendement obtenu er. fin de recherche 6tant cependant
aup~rieur A celui des deux types de machines auxquels nous noum r~f~rons.
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La description de notre compreaseur eat faite A partir des figures 3a et 3b.

071

'I\;

a b

On peut voir sur Is figure 3a qua Ia veine eat l6g~rement h6lico-centrifuge puisque le fluide
quitte is roue non pas dana un plan perpendiculaire A l'axe as sur un c8ne de desi-angle au centre 6galj
A 661. D'autre part, dana ia partie droite de cette mcme figure 3a, il apparaft qua lea aubages sont
inclin~s d'environ 450 par rapport au plan arri~re de la roue.

En se reportant maintenant A Ia This aux figures 3a at 3b, on peut voir que lea ailes sont
engendr~es par des droltes telies que eBB'O orthogonalas A laxe de rotation de is roue et assurent
lalignesent aur l'axe de la matiare qui constitue lea aiues, dlisinant ainsi lea contraintes de fiexion
centrifuge. La direction de i'Acouleaent projet~e sur le plan arri~re de la roue eat cella de 1'616ment
B' A qui fait, dana notre example, un angle de 240 avec: is direction ra3'onnante.

La figure 3c pr~sente une vue en perspective de Is roue rL'alia~e salon lea princips qui

viennent d16tre expos~s.

-4

Fig. 3c - Roue mobile expdrimentale.

3 - PREMIER COMPRESSEUR EXPERIMENTAL

3.1 - Description

Un premier compresacur exp~rimental fut deasin6 pour lea conditiona de caicul suivantes

- Fluids v~hicul6 Air
- Rapport de preasion nominal TT 5,0
- Preasion d'aapiration Po 1,013 bar
- Temp~rature d'aapiration To is__ 15

- D~bit r~duit I VF-/92= 6,3 kg/s
- Puissance absorb6e w 1,AA3 340 kW
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- Vitesse de rotation N = 22 000 t/mn
- Nombre de Mach relatif A l'entr~e de

la roue aur diam4tre sup~rieur Mo 0,97

- Valeur du rapport ALZ/L.o 1,52

- DiamItre de sortie D = 450 mm

Les principales dimensions de la roue sont donnhes par le schhma de la figure n
0 

4. La roue

comporte 24 ailes dans Ia zone de sortie de 1'hcoulement et 12 ailes seulement dana la zone d'entrhe. La

cellule d'essai eat 6quiphe, en outre, d'un diffuseur ailet6 et d'un canal de retour de telle sorte que

l'exprimentation puisse Atre reprhsentative d'un 6tage de compresseur multicellulaire.

In In

•213

...... . . .. * Fig. 4 - Premibre version de [a roue mobile.

if
1aes 24ailes

La figure n 5 prhsente le diffuseur. Celui-ci eat caracthris6 par lea grandeurs ci-aprhs

- Nombre de canaux .......................................... 21
- Rapport hauteur sur col ................................... 1,26
- Rapport des sections entrhe sortie ....................... 2,9
- Rapport des diamrtres exthrieur, inthrieur ............... 1,43
- Angle de divergence moyen ................................ 70
- Rapport longueur moyenne sur col d'entrhe ................ 15,7
- Nombre de Mach & lentrhe du diffuseur (en air) .......... 1,0
Diffuseur de hauteur constante (A faces parall6les).

Le trac6 de ce diffuseur et en particulier la divergence avaient th dhterminhs en s'appuyant
sur lea travaux de Dean et Runstadler qui permettaient de prhvoir un coefficient de r6cup6ration de 0,69
& 0,70. Nous ne d6crirons pas le canal de retour qui est un organe classique qui ne prhsente aucune parti-
cularit6 notable. La cellule d'essais complete eat prhsent6e figure n* 6. Sur cette figure, on peut voir
Is roue repure 1, le diffuseur repbre 2, le canal de retour rephre 3.

I i . .. ..
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3.2 - Essais

Pour des raisons pratiques concernant les moyens d'essais, la roue ne fut pas essay6e en air
mais au r~frigdrant 12, sur une boucle fermde dont dispose VONERA A Palaiseau Il].

L'essai fu, c-1"ji': lans les conditions de similitude qui conaervaient le rapport 4z/Lo & sa
valeur nominale de 1,52.

On sait que -or 4-. rhangement de gaz, si la valeur de = Cp/Cv nest pas conserv6e, il

n existe pas de rLgle de similitude qui peimette de conserver en tout point lea principales grandeurs
arodynamiques du compresseur.

Le tableau ci-dessous fait la comparaison des conditions de dessin et des conditions d'esaai du
compresseur.

Air R6frig6rant 12
Comparaison au point nominal= 1,4 _ - y 1,13

u2/CLo  1,52 1,52

N t/mn 22 000 9 700

1T rapport de pression 5,0 4,75

Mach entree diffuseur 1,0 1,13

Invariant de d6bit I To/ag 6,3 12,4
F0/A,042, I1.

On remarque qua 1e nombre de Mach A 1'entr~e du diffuseur se trouve augment6 notablement dans

l'essai au r6frig~rant 12.

Les r~sultats lea plus reprAsentatifs obtenus avec ce premier compresseur experimental sont

pr6sent~s par les courbes de la figure n* 7.

7 Taux de compression
(K)

6

Point de calcul,

Tjp .Q775;

4- 08 / p.075
" 0,725 Fig. 7 - Premier compresseur experimental.

//,- 02
01 82 07

3, -

11,05N
1 N

2- 0,8N 09
Ojbit riduit Os = V rT/28

1 P11,013 (kgls)
5 id i5

On peut voir sur cette figure que le point nominal escompt6, correspondent A un rapport de

presmion de 4,75, eat obtenu pour une vitesse de rotation un peu inf~rieure A la vitesse nominale et qua

le rendement polytropique mesur6 en ce point eat de 0,785 soit une valeur d6jA int~ressante pour une

premiare tentative. N6anmoins, d'assez nombreuses imperfections furent constaties sur ce premier module

de compresseur, imperfections qui ont justifi6 la r~alisation d'un second modile.

3.3 - Imperfections constat6es sur le premier compresseur experimental

Ces imperfections peuvent Stre regroup~es on quatre postes principaux

- Evolution anormale des pressions mesur~es sur Ia carter avant de la roue du compresseur. La figure n 8

prdmente Is distribution des pressions mesurhcs our Ie flasque avant de Ia roue pour les points do
fonctionnement optima A diffhrentes vitesses de rotation. Sur cette figure, on pout voir qu'A Is

vitesse nominale, on aseiste A une chute de pression sensible A l1entree de la roue, la pression

statique ne retrouvant le niveau au bord d'attaque qulaprbs un parcours correspondent au tiers de Is

longueur do la roue. Le ph~nom~ne as trouve encore accentu6 lorsque la vitesse de rotation augments.
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- Distribution de pression anormale A la sortie d- Is roue. Dana cette zone, is presmion atatique
constat~e sur le filet ext~rieur eat plus faible que sur 1e filet int6rieur. Au point nominal, ii a6t

mesur4 un rapport ,vext~rieure/~Vint~rieure = 0,92, ce qui reprhsente une disBym~trie importante.

- En se reportant A Ia figure no 9, on peut, voir que I1'augmentation de preasion se fait totalement dana

is partie d'entr~e du diffuseur, lea sections arri~res aont inactivem, is preamion statique y eat
constante. Le rel~vement du nombre do Mach A llentr6e du diffuseur, li6A &l'utilisation du r~frig~rant
12 comme fluide dlessai, explique au momns en partie Is compression localis~e quo nous avona constat~e.

- Facteur de glissoment plus faible que celui que nous aviona eacompt6 par le calcul.

P L/p entreroue

p LOCALE

1,05 Nip ENTREE DIFFUSEUR

______a 1o0 NLOt

__________- .0,90 N eF'grmnentax
o 0,80 N

1- IL

12aiLes - 24ailes::

Fig. 8 - Distribution des pressions mesurles Fig. 9 - R6par-tition de Is pression statique dans
sur le flasque avant de la roue. le diffuseur.

4 - SECOND COMPRESSEUR EXPERIMENTAL

4.1 - Description et diff~rences avec le premier modale

Nous avona cherchd, pcur ce second compresseur. A effacer ou du momns att~nuer mu maximum lea
d~fauts constat~s sur le modale prdc~dent. Pour cc faire, lea dispositions suivantes ont bt prises

- Calcul de is roue pour un fonctionnement au r~frig~rant 12

Pour 6viter lea 6carts qui s~parent le fonctionnomont du compreaseur en air du fonctionnement mu r6fri-
g~rant 12, le nouveau compreaseur a 6t6 calcul6 directement pour un fonctionnement mu R 12. De cette
fagon, lea conditions de calcul correspondent pr~cis~ment A celles qua 1'on rencontre on eai.

Point de calcul correspondant aux conditions de Ia boucle dlesai

- Fluide v~hicul6 RWrig~rant 12

- Rapport do proamion Tr 4,75

- Pression daspirAtion P0 1,013 bar

- Temp~rature d'aspiration To ___-20 C

-D~bit r~duit 13 kg/a
- Vitease do rotation N = 10 000 t/mn
- Nombre de Mach relatif A 1'entr~e do ls roue A Ia pointe Mo =1,022

- Valeur du rapport tLz/Oaa(au diam~tre moyen de sortie) =J.0- 1,53
- Diam~tre do sortie moyan DI m440 mm

- Domain do la roue profond~ment modifi6

A l'entrbe do la roue, la divergence des cansux a Wt augmont~e pour fiviter ls d~preamion prfic~demment
constat~e A i'ouie. 11 convient do noter ici que 116coulement A llentr~e do la roue eat tranamonique,
voire l6gbrement supermonique, et qu'uno modification mgine l6g~re des angles at des sections conduit A
uno transformation importante des loim do vitemme at do pression. On sleat appuyA pour affiner 1e

domain do ls machine, dune part sur un programme do calcul ONERA [23 permettant de connaltre
l16coulement moyan (correspondent A un nombre dlaubea infini) et, dautro part, mur 1e programme do

KATZANIS pour la d~termination do Is distribution do viteamo daube A subs.

Au refoulement, lea silos do Ia roue ont 6t6 prolongeao aur 1e contour ext~rieur do telle fagon quo la
sortie so trouve maintenant perpendiculmiro A a ismridionne do is voine.

La nouvelle g~om~trie do la roue me trouva d~finie par is figure no 10. Comae pr~c~domment, le nombre
dWailes eat r~duit do 24 A 12 dana 1a section dlentrdo.

Lea momurem internem au compremacur ont d~montrA Ia mup~rioritA du nouveau tracA. La chute do premmion
mtatiqua A l'ontr~e do 10 roue a dispsru et lea premaionm mont maintonant pratiquement dquilibrdem
entre 1e filet int~rieur et 1e filet ext~rieur A is sortie do la roue.
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p LOCALE
p ENTREE DIFFUSEUR

60

%0'

Cv4* Fig. 11 - Repartition de la pression statique
darn le diffuseur.

Fig. 10 - Deuxi~me version de la roue mobile.
12aites M4ilesI

-Diffuseur de section tr~s peu 6volutive dans la r~gion du col

Pour 6viter une remont~e de pression localis~e comparable A celle que nous avions constat~e sur le
mod~le pr~c~dent, une 6volution de section trAs progressive dana is zone dlentr~e a 6t6 adopt~e. Les
valeurs ci-apr~s caract~risent le nouveau diffuseur:

- Nombre de canaux.......................................... 21
-Rapport hauteur sur col....................................1,06
-Rapport des sections entr~e sortie......................... 2,54

'I- Rapport des diam~tres ext~rieur interieur................. 1,43
4- Angle de divergence moyen.................................. 7-

- Angle de divergence local au col........................... 2,5*
- Rapport longueur moyenne sur col dlentr~e................. 14,25
- Mach A lentr~e du diffuseur............................... 1,08
- Divergence sur Ia vue m~ridienne........................... 1,085

Sur is figure n* 11, dorigine exp~rimentale, on peut voir les consC-quences de Ia modification du
dessin pour un fonctionnement au point nominal.

Sur le nouveau diffuseur, le gradient de pression au col est att~nutA avec pour cons~quences une plus
grande stabilitA6 des couches limites et une remont~e de pression qui s'Atend & lensemble du diffuseur,
avec des sections arri~res encore actives maigr6 le rapport de diffusion important. On remarquera
6gal-ment que le rapport de pression utile dana le nouveau diffuseur eat sup~rieur & celui du mod~le
prt Jent, bien que le Mach d'entr~e sit 6t6 r~duit de 1,13 A 1,080, ce qui est le signe dune
am~lioration sensible du rendement et des performances.

4.2 - Variante avec diffuseur lisse

Nous avons jug6 int~ressant de faire un essai avec diffuseur lisse, clest-&-dire sans aubes. On
gait, en effet, qu'un compresseur 6quip6 dun diffuseur lisse pr~sente h toutes les vitesses une plage
d'op6ration plus favorable qulavec un diffuseur ailet6.

Bien qu'su point nominal de fonctionnement, ls version avec diffuseur ailet6 bien adaptA donne
des rendements tris 6lev~s, un compresseur dquip6 de diffuseur lisse peut offrir, A vitesse r~duite, des
rendements 6gaux ou sup~rieurs A ceux obtenus avec un diffuseur A ailettes, et cette proprifit6 peut 6tre

tr~m int~ressante pour une utilisation A vitesse variable.

Par ailleurs, les pertes d'un diffuseur lisse ont une forme tr~s plate, par conshquent le point
de fonctionnement optimum du compresseur avec diffumeur lisse eat aussi avec une bonne approximation le
point optimum de Ia roue seule, ce qui eat une information importante pour parfaire, dana une 6tape
ult~rieure, l'adaptation simultan~e de la roue avec un diffuseur ailet6. Cette resarque permet de voir, A
partir des essais qui sont pr~sent~s figure n0 12 que le diffuseur ailet6 que nous avons essayd est un
peu trop ferm6 pour la roue et qu'une am~lioration probable pourraTt 6tre obtenue en majorant l6g~rement
as section dlentr6e.
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71Teux de compression
(Rt)
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-' I Deuxi~me compresseur exp~rimental.
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Le diffuseur lisse que nous avons exp~riment6 est caract~ris6 par

- un rapport diam~tral de 1,43
- un pincement A 1'entr~e 0~/., =077

- un pincement sur la vue m~ridienne i,&4/J&-,) =0,715

4.3 -Esaais avec diffuaeur ailet6

Les esas ant encore 6t6 effectu~s avec le r~frig~rant 12 dana Ia boucle d'essais de IONERA.

La figure n* 13 montre les performances mesur6es A Is sortie du canal de retour, clest-ak-dire
lea caract~ristiques de i'6coulement i 1'entr~e d'un 6ventuel second 6tage. On remarque que lea
conditions nominalea de fonctionnement sont encore obtenues pour une vitesac de rotation inf~rieure A

4 celle pr~vue, maim avec un rendement polytropique de 0,83 qui eat tr~s 6lev6 pour le taux de compression
recherch6. On a sinai un gain de randement de 4 A 5 points par rapport A is premi~re version. On remsrque
6galement que le domaine de fonctionnement A rendesent 6lev6 eat tr~s 6tendu et que mgme aux vitesses de
rotation proches de Ia vitesas nominale une marge en debit non n~gligeable peut faciliter le couplage de
cet 6tage de compression avec lea autres 6tages.

La figure n* 14 qui repr~sente lea performances mesurfies A is sortie du diffuseur ailet6, met
en dvidence lea pertes importantes en pression et en rendement dues au canal de retour. L'optimisatxor de
ce dernier n's pas 6t6 effectu~e et des gains de performance peuvent encore atre escompt~s.

7, 7aux de compresswo

6 point de calcul ,

5-.,

(Q75-, ,
- -- -Fig. 13 - Diffuseur ailet6 Sortie 6tage.

07 -- Deuxibme compresseur exp6rimeantal.

2 INI

0,9 5N

1 Q7N, L78N 1,7IN

5 ii 70 1~7jj&7
Oi, riduit as1~T/8

P017,013
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I---
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/ .' Deuxibme compresseur expdrinental.
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Par ailleurs, utilis6 en 6tage isol6, sans canal de retour, ce compresseur peut fournir un taux
de compression TT = 5,3 au r~frig~rant 12 (clest-A-dire T = 5,6 A lair) avec un rendement polytropique
de 0,85.

5 -CONCLUSION

Les essais effectu~s avec un compresseur centrifuge A veins 16g~rement h~licoldale et aubes-.4 couch~es en arri~re conques de fagon A annuler les contraintes de flexion centrifuge ant mis en 6vidence
les performances 6ievges tant en taux de compression qu'en rendement que Von psut esp~rer dune tells
machine. L'optimisation g~om~trique et a~rodynamique du compresseur na pu 6tre obtenue qus par couplage
dune 6tude thgoriqus et des r~sultats exp~rimentaux. Les difficult~s rencontrges dana une premi~re ver-
sion de la machine ont pu Sinai C-tre 61imin~es et Ia variants actuellement obtenus apparalt tr~s promet-
teuse pour uns version multicellulaire de compreaseura centrifuges de centrales frigorifiquss industriel-
lea. Mais mgme utilis6 en 6tage iao16 au gav6 par des compressura axisux, ce compresseur peut trouver
son emplai dana de nombreuses applications industrielles.
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DISCUSSION

I.H.Skoe, Kongsberg Vaapenfabrik, No
We have seen that total pressure deficits in the shroud region, caused by hub-to-shroud gradients in loss and work
input, can be restored by rotor exit radius increase in the direction of the shroud. Have you any traverse data for
the rotor exit for the two impellers?

Author's Reply
No, we have not any traverse data for the rotor exit flow for either of the two impellers

Y.Ribaud, ONERA, Fr
I would like first to say that Mr Poulain is the inventor of this type of impeller and then to ask him a question.
Does Mr Poulain think that in this type of impeller at high pressure ratio the worst stresses are in the vanes or in the
disc? If they are in the vanes then perhaps they could be thickened, but what is the advantages from the mechanical
viewpoint?

Author's Reply

The high stresses are in both blade and the disc. But we have designed a compressor with zero bending stresses.
If it were permitted to have bending stresses in the impeller vanes then even more back-sweep would be allowed and so
there would still be an advantage in this type of design. However. in this particular impeller the disc was designed
in an unsatisfactory way because the back-flange was flat, but it is to be noted that we could have achieved a highrotational speed without the use of titanium; the material used for the impeller was steel.

II
1*
1.



IMPROVEMENTS IN SURGE MARGIN FOR CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS
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Summary

The occurrence of surge in a compressor not only limits its operating range, but it
may prevent the attainment of maximum efficiency which often lies at or close to the surge
line. Much work has been conducted lately to understand the phenomenon of surge with the
aim to improve operating range and efficiency. This paper describes some positive aspects
of the effort that has taken place at NREC. It follows the trends that were successful in
previous investigations on both axial and centrifugal compressors.

Background

It is generally acknowledged that surge is initiated by compressor component stall.
In a centrifugal, all three components, the impeller, vaneless diffuser, and vaned dif-
fuser, will stall when the flow is reduced. This component stall is not a flow separation
along a wall or blade surface, but a rotating stall. The phenomenon of rotating stall is
often called a flow instability, but it is more correct to refer to it as an alternative
mode of the flow which satisfies the complete equations of motions. Steady flow is merely
the zeroth mode of the full unsteady flow equations. In rotating stall, one or more regions
of severely retarded flow travel around the circumference of the compressor at a constant
speed usually from twenty to seventy per cent of the rotor speed. This phenomenon has
been investigated in detail over the last twenty-five years (Ref 1), and although the flow
has large amplitude pressure fluctuations, linearized theories have provided reasonable
understanding of the inception process. Tanaka (Ref 2) has applied non-linear theory with
reasonable success.

When the steady flow suddenly changes to a rotating stall mode, the pressure rise
through the component drops considerably; this shows up as a step change on the performance
map (Fig 1). Surge analyses (Ref 3) show that when such a step change occurs, the compres-
sor system consisting of inlet volume, compressor stage, and discharge volume becomes un-
stable and surge will take place (Fig 1).

Figure 2 shows a compressor map with the stalling lines of the different components.
These stalling lines are nothing more than lines of constant angle of stalling incidence
(judiciously decreased at high Mach number levels). Figure 2 shows that surqe at high
pressure ratios is generally caused by vaned diffuser stall, at lower speeds (and high
specific speeds) impeller stall occurs first and initiates stall. When no vanee diffuser
is present, it is often the vaneless diffuser that initiates surge. At low pressure ratios,
even though the impeller stalls, the diffuser may generate such a pressure rise that no
net loss in stage pressure occurs and, therefore, the compressor does not surge, but oper-
ates with a mild rotating stall in the impeller. In multistage centrifugals, rotating stall
may exist in one stage with no compressor surge.

An alternative theory originally suggested by Stanitz (Ref 4) which maintains that the
pressure surface velocity should be kept positive to prevent surge was tested by NACA (Ref 51
However, these tests did not corroborate the theory, but recent experiments (Ref 6), similar
to those conducted by NACA, claim appreciable surge improvements.

Component Stall

General

The concepts of component stall in centrifugals run parallel to those used in axial
compressor technology. In fact, much of the current work on stall inhibitors finds its
origin in axial compressor work (Refs 7 and 8). In centrifugals, the blades are long in
chord and short in height and, since the experiments in axials have not been conclusive
in the placement of component stall inhibitors such as wall treatment, we had to conduct
tests with inhibitors at a number of chord lengths. For example, Ammann (nef 9) reported
success when placing wall treatment near the impeller blade trailinq edges. Wiggins (Ref
10) was successful by placing circular grooves at the inlet of the impeller. Our program
consisted of some thirty different treatments with configurations based on possible stall
inhibiting characteristics. Most of these were unsuccessful and their (mostly negative)
results are described in Reference 11. The present paper describes those stall inhibitors
that give the most improvements.

Impeller Wall Treatment

There are three types of treatment used here. The case with no treatment is denoted
by Item A. There are two treatments, B and r, near the impeller blade leading edge. One
of the upstream treatments, B, had circular grooves as shown in Figure 3A. This would



accommodate flow communication in circumferential directions. Treatment C shows axial
grooves, inclined at an angle, such that radial flow with a rotational component can easily
enter the grooves and communicate in axial directions. A last wall treatment, D, is lo-
cated near eighty per cent chord length. This location was selected to provide a space to
alleviate flow separation along the blades.

Vaned Diffuser

When scrutinizing successful treatments in axial compressors, the conclusion is that
wall treatment is successful when a rotating cascade is moving by a stationary wall treat-
ment. However, a vaned diffuser is a stationary cascade and, in order to achieve the
desired effects, the wall treatment must move with respect to the vaned diffuser. Since the
impeller is the only rotating part, the configuration becomes as shown in Figure 4. Again,
there is the possibility of flow movement in the meridional direction with the slots set at
such an angle that they can accommodate the entering flow with a rotational component. The
space in the back of the slots is provided as a settling or return channel. This is the
only configuration of this type of wall treatment tried on the vaned diffuser. Its place-
ment with respect'to the vaned diffuser is similar to that of the optimum impeller configu-
ration.

Test Compressors

General

The testing of the stall inhibitors was mainly conducted on two types of compressor
stages. The impeller wall treatment was tested on stages that produce a medium pressure
ratio of three-to-one at the design point. Both the impeller and diffuser treatment were
applied to a stage that produces a six-to-one pressure ratio. In these high pressure ratio
stages, the problem of flow range and lack of efficiency is particularly severe, with the
additional problem that the high efficiency is right at the surge line and, therefore, not
usable.

Medium Pressure Ratio Staqe

The important flow variables for this stage are given in Table I. Its main features
are a twenty-five degree backslope design impeller of medium specific speed, with bladed
vaned diffusers. The impeller blade design was carefully selected to produce acceptable
blade surface velocities at the hub and shroud streamtube (Fig 5), and to consist of
straight line elements for ease of manufacturing (Ref 12). The physical shape of the im-
peller and diffuser is shown in Figure 6.

This stage is mainly used as the test vehicle for the impeller wall treatment. Since
vaned diffuser stall causes surge in this stage, all testing was conducted by removing the
vanes and having the remaining sidewalls function as a vaneless diffuser. This modification
caused, of course, a severe drop in efficiency, but the surge line was now dictated by im-
peller stall and any improvement in impeller stall would clearly show up.

High Pressure Ratio Stage

The important flow variables for this stage are given in Table I. The main feature of
this stage is the radial bladed impeller which has thirty-two blades, half of which are
splitter blades extending over the last seventy per cent of the :hord length. The impeller
blade surface velocities are shown in Figure 7. The vaned diffuser consists of thin blades,
rather than island diffuser blades. The physical appearance of the stage is shown in Figure
8, where the extended hub disk with the slots is clearly visible. The meridional view of
the two stall inhibitors is shown in Figure 4.

Test Results

Impeller Wall Treatment

The test results are best presented when plotted on a performance map for the stage
without vated diffusers. Figure 9 shows a comparison of pressure ratio and efficiency of
the smooth wall and the circular grooves, Cases A and B. The effects of the circular
grooves are minimal. In fact they cause a slight reduction in efficiency.

Figure 10 shows the comparison between the smooth wall and the inclined axial grooves,
Cases A and C. Here the range improvements are significant, with little to no drop in ef-
ficiency. Moreover, the area of high efficiency extends over a large flow range. The im-
proved stage stalls due to impeller stall; vaneless diffuser stall occurs still at lower
flow rates. The same effect is shown in Figure 11 for the high pressure stage.

Figure 12 shows the comparison between the smooth shroud wall and the treatment near
the trailing edge of the blades, Cases A and D. Here the effects are discouraging with
no improvement in the surge line but a significant drop in efficiency. Even though these
results are negative, they are important because they provide guidance for future imnrove-
ments, as discussed in the next section.

I
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Vaned Diffuser Treatment

Since the severest lack of surge margin occurs in a high pressure ratio stage, the
vaned diffuser treatment was applied to this stage. Tests were conducted with and with-
out the treatment applied. Figure 13 shows the comparison between a conventional (un-
treated) and the treated vaned diffuser.

The results are quite dramatic, and not as anticipated. About half the increase in
surge margin is achieved by the increase in choke flow. This can still be called a surge
margin increase since an increased flow by opening up the vanes would have yielded a cor-
responding increase in surge flow. In the present case, both increases in low and high
flow results. Nevertheless, the loss in efficiency is appreciable in this case. It is
estimated that roughly seventy per cent of this loss increase is caused by the vaned dif-
fuser treatment; the remainder is caused by the impeller treatment.

Discussion of Results

The picture that is emerging from previous investigations in References 2, 7, and 8
and the current work is that separated flows, backward flows and rotating stall are all
intimately connected. When reducing flow, the corresponding positive incidence causes flow
separation, back flow and restriction of the blade throat area. The restricted flow area
gives rise to "spilling" of flow to the next flow passage and a rotating stall pattern is
established. This pattern is very inefficient and generates pressure drops, a condition
necessary for stage surge to occur. Further evidence of the existence of rotating stall
was obtained from dynamic pressure measurements at the stationary shroud at the leading
edge location of the impeller blades. No evidence is visible by observing the time-wise
pressure. However, the frequency-analyzed results exhibit an emerging frequency peak at
around 130 hz. The frequency corresponds to a system of two stall cells at a speed of 55
per cent of the wheel speeds. (It is well known that these barely observable dynamic
forces generated by rotating stall can cause detrimental bearing failures in high fluid
density compressors and pumps.)

The treatments provide a path for the back flow, different from the flow path. Con-
sequently, throat blockages are reduced and the occurrence of rotating stall is delayed to
lower flow rates. For this reason, circumferential grooves are not very effective since no
path for back flow is provided (Refs 7, 8 and treatment B). Similarly, wall treatment be-
yond the blade throat section is not effective.

The drop in efficiency observed here and by others is not surprising. The wall treat-
ment is very crude. No attempt is made to provide the treatment with an incidence-free
inlet section. If blade leading edges were shaped as the wall slots, no surprise in the
low efficiency would be expressed. Furthermore, the shape of the treatment flow section
with its sharp corners is contrary to good fluid dynamic design practices. Finally, the
location and direction of the discharge flow in the wall treatment segment is not consis-
tent with the main flow. A Russian patent (Ref 13) by Atengoff shows a configuration that
utilizes a movable concentric ring over the wall slots. At design point, this ring closes
off the flow in the slots. When moving towards lower flows, the slots in the ring are tan-
gentially aligned withthe wall slots so that the flow circulation in the slots can take
place. However, no results are published to indicate the design-point efficiency improve-
ment. Current research is directed to arrive at treatment whose geometries are governed by
fluid dynamic principles, and thereby reducing the losses incurred by the wall treatments.

The increased compressor cost by applying treatment should not be surprising to those
familiar with modern compressors that have extensive bleed provisions, variable stators or
three spool shaft systems. By demanding expanded compressor operation, the complexity and
cost of the machine will increase. These increases have been small compared with the bene-
fits of expanded operation, and the treatments presented here fall into the same cate-
gories.
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TABLE I

GEOMETRIC VARIABLES FOR IMPELLERS USED IN THIS STUDY

Medium High
Pressure Pyessure

Shroud Clearance (in) 0.010 0.012

Inlet Hub Radius (in) 1.500 1.310

Inlet Shroud Radius 3.331 3.000

Exit Radius (in) 5.075 5.075

Inlet Shroud Blade Angle (deg) -66.5 -60.0

Exit Blade Angle (deg) -25.0 0.0

Blade Included Angle at Inlet
Shroud (deg) 8.7 3.7

Average Leading Edge Normal
Thickness (in) 0.015 0.014

Average Trailing Edge Normal
Thickness (in) 0.0785 0.093

Throat Factor 0.519 0.606

Passage Width at Impeller
Exit (in) 0.460 0.350

Impeller Axial Length (in) 2.750 3.190

Impeller Blade Length (in) 5.676 5.850

Impeller Hydraulic Diameter (in) 0.760 0.684
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WALL TREATMENT
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FIGURE 3A CROSS SECTION OF COMPRESSOR STAGE WITH WALL TREATMENTS
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INCLINED. TREATMENT D HAD INCLINED GROOVES IN DIRECTION OF FLOW
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FIGURE 3B - DETAIL OF IMPELLER WALL TREATMENT FOR
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FIGURE 4 - CLOSE-UP OF DIFFUSER TREATMENT.
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FIGURE 6 - PHOTOGRAPH OF THE MEDIUM PRESSURE COMPRESSOR STAGE
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FIGURE BA -PHOTOGRAPH OF THE HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSOR CONFIGURATION

FIGURE 8B - CLOSE-UP PHOTOGRAPH OF VANED DIFFUSER TREATMPNT
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DISCUSSION

H.Krain. DFVLR, Cologne, Ge
The paper has presented experimental results showing an increased flow range it a suitable casing treatment is
employed. Could tile authors please supply a reasonable explanation of these results with respect to centrifugal
compressor fluid dynamics. Do tile authors have an idea as to which flow effects may lead to the increased flow
range observed?

Author's Reply
Tile phenomenon of rotating stall is of course caused by the angle of incidence exceeding a certain value onto one
blade leading to a separation and blockage so that the flow is deflected into tile next passage. The casing treatment
provides a way of redistributing the flow between adjacent vane passages and so delays the rotating stall.

R.A.Moyes, Compair Industrial Limited, UK
Were the results presented the best of a series o' treatments using various dimensions, locations, and forms or was
some specific non-empirical approach used in the initial selection of these features?

Author's Reply
We tried to attack our investigation on surge with a reasoned approach, where we first took all the theories that have
been postulated for the initiations of surge and then try to provide means for delaying surge based on the theories.
Thus, we investigated boundary layer fences (preventing low momentum flow), turbulence generators, leading edge
slots, side wall settling chambers. The presented data are those that provided the best results.

D.Japikse, CREARE, US
I should like to congratulate the authors on the results obtained after years of careful investigation. Their comments
would be appreciated on the following:
(a) How have you accounted for your additional work input with the rotating slots at the impeller tip?
(b) The authors indicated that in centrifugal compressors one invariably looks for rotating stall. Surely they

must agree that cases exist where surge was not preceded by rotating stall as in the work, for example, of
Toyama, Runstadler and Dean.

(c) Similarly the authors indicated that a "compressor will surge when it reaches the first of several stalling lines".
But it is well-known that one can operate with a stalled impeller and also with stalled zones in vaneless and~vaned diffusers.

4i Author's Reply
(a) The additional work input was measured as a slight temperature and pressure rise increase. However, the

temperature rise was proportionately much larger, causing a drop in efficiency. Our current work is to devise
treatment geometries where we can maintain the pressure rise increase and thus raise the efficiency.

(b) As far as the authors are aware surge observed in their compressor stages has been initiated by rotating stall
but it is not possible to be completely certain on that point.

(c) The authors agree that a stage can operate with a stalled impeller provided that the diffuser recovery factor is
good enough to maintain a characteristic with a negative slope but it is still possible to get a drop in
performance under these conditions.

P.Ramette, CEPr, Saclay, Fr
The wall treatment designated type 'C' on the impeller and the rotating wall treatment on the diffuser are similar.
Yet the results in the compressor maps are very different. Wall treatment type 'C' at the impeller changes the stall
line but does not change the speed line very much (Figure 10) and the rotating wall treatment at the diffuser changes
the speed line (Figure 13) but does not affect the stall line very much. Can the authors explain why the results are
so different?

Author's Reply
The authors do not claim to understand the precise effects that are occurring here.

C.Rodgers, Solar, US
I would like to point out that although an impeller can operate in a stalled condition, this is dangerous from a
mechanical point of view because of the presence of vibrations.

Author's Reply
The authors agree with this comment, particularly noting the effect of vibrations or the shaft stability performance.
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MODEL 250-C30/C288 COMPRESSOR DEVELOPMENT

Dennis C. Chapman
Detroit Diesel Allison Division

General Motors Corporation
Mail Stop U28, P. 0. Box 894

Indianapolis, IN 46206

SUMMARY

Advanced versions of the Allison Model 250 engine series are now in production for the Sikorsky S76
and Bell Long Ranger helicopters. These engines, designated 250-C30 and -C28B respectively, use a single
stage centrifugal compressor matched at 8.7:1 pressure ratio at design speed. The initial design met
flow, pressure ratio and efficiency requirements, but encountered both a localized deficiency in the
surge line around 85% speed and excessive impeller blade vibratory stress at high speed. Several poten-
tial remedies were tried unsuccessfully and the compressor was redesigned. The redesign featured redis-
tributed impeller blade loading, revised impeller blade thickness and increased number of diffuser
vanes. These changes elimindted the vibratory stress problem. A unique inducer shroud bleed system,
requiring no control, resolved the surge line problem and improved high speed flow and efficiency as well.

INTRODUCTION

The Allison Model 250 gas turbine engine (military T63) shown in Figure 1, first entered production
in the early 1960s for light helicopter application. The initial engine was rated at 317 horsepower and
consisted of a seven stage axial/centrifugal compressor, single can combustor, two stage gas generator
turbine and two stage power turbine. This same basic configuration in the same envelope has since been
grown to a 420 horsepower rating and over 14,000 such engines have been produced. Planning for addi-
tional increases in the horsepower output of this engine began shortly after production started with com-
ponent technology development programs. The initial compressor effort was a three stage axial/centrifu-
gal compressor at the same 7:1 pressure ratio as the original compressor. This compressor lacked ade-
quate part speed surge margin and a single stage centrifugal compressor at the same pressure ratio was
designed. The 7:1 centrifugal stage was quite successful and was FAA certified in a 500 horsepower en-
gine designated 250-C28. Continuing demand for higher horsepower led to the design of a higher flow cen-
trifugal stage at 8.5:1 pressure ratio. That compressor, in two different flow sizes, has now entered
production in the 650 horsepower Model 250-C30 (shown in Figure 2) and the 500 horsepower C28B/C en-
gines. The C30 engine currently powers the Sikorsky S76 Spirit Helicopter and the C28B/C engines power
the Bell 206L-I Long Ranger II and MBB BO-105L helicopters. This paper discusses the design and develop-
meit of the compressors for these latest models of the 250 engine series.

Figure 1. Allison Model 250 engine. Figure 2. Model 250-C30 engine.

INITIAL DESIGN

Preliminary market and design analyses established a requirement for 5.6 lb/sec corrected flow for
the C30 compressor. To minimize the sizing impact on the remainder of the engine and improve specific
fuel consumption, a pressure ratio of 8.5:1 was desirable. With single stage centrifugal compressor ex-
perience at both 7:1 and 10:1 pressure ratio as background, a single stage centrifugal configuration was
chosen. A goal efficiency of 78% (t-t, MN = 0.17, at design point was established. Restrictions
placed upon the design included maintaining the original engine design speed of 51,000 rpm and an engine
envelope limitation/driveshaft interface requirement which established a maximum diameter for the collec-
tor at diffuser exit. The speed restriction was not a serious performance factor because a specific
speed of 91 resulted. The collector diameter limitation impacted the collector/diffuser aerodynamic de-

L J Lsign by restricting diffuser area ratio, and by requiring a folded collector.
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The resulting design is shown in cross-section in
Figure 3. The impeller is straddle mounted between
a rear thrust bearing and a ball bearing free to move - )- OAO
axially in the front support. The front support in- ,ROTATED

cludes five nonradial struts through which bearing
lubricating oil and anti-icing air are conducted.
The titanium impeller consists of 18 full blades and
18 splitter blades with 50 degrees of back curvature
and an inlet radius ratio of 0.36. Corrected tip
speed of the impeller is 2160 ft/sec. The diffuser
consists of 31 wedge type vanes with the leading edge
at a radius 8% greater than the impeller exit radius.
Diffuser area ratio is 2.4. Flow from the diffuser
exit enters a collector of generally rectangular
cross-section which has two exits, each including a -- &'-

go turn elbow. Air is discharged from these elbows •
into the engine side air tubes which carry the air to
the rear of the engine where it enters the combustor.
Compressor pressure ratio and efficiency are based on
measurements taken in the side air tubes downstream
of the collector elbows.

It should be noted that this combination of high
impeller tip speed and high blade backcurvature was
made possible in that time frame only by application
of advanced finite-element structural analysis tech- C93niques. The availability of these techniques atY] -"I

Allison was instrumental to the successful completion I"-"I
of this program. p

Figure 3. Model 250-C30 compressor.

Component Rig Tests

The component rig performance map for the initial configuration is shown in Figure 4. Design point
objectives of 5.6 lb/sec flow, 8.5:1 pressure ratio, and 78% efficiency were met or exceeded and suffi-
cient surge margin was demonstrated for steady state engine operation. The line of constant T4/1 in
Figure 4 is a reasonable approximation to an engine operating line during a rapid acceleration. That
line is seen to be to the left or unstable side of the surge line from approximately 75% to 92% corrected
speed, clearly not acceptable for engine transient operation. The diffuser throat area was reduced to
94% of the initial design value and the test map of Figure 5 resulted. Both steady-state and transient
(acceleration) engine operating lines are again shown. Design flow and pressure ratio were maintained at
design speed and the transient operating line now falls to the right, or stable, side of the surge line.
The surge margin relative to the transient operating line in Figure 5 is adequate for in-plant develop-
ment testing of engines. Experience with production engines, however, dictates that a minimum surge mar-
gin of approximately ten percent is required to account for production tolerances on compressor, turbine,
fuel control, etc.

Further reduction of diffuser throat area to increase surge margir would have unacceptably compro-
mised efficiency on the operating line. A compressor discharge bleed system which functioned by sensing
compressor pressure ratio was available. Referring to Figure 5 again, increased surge margin was re-
quired UP to dt least a pressure ratio of 6:1 during transient operation. An engine cruise power oper-
ating condition occurred on the steady-state operating line at that same pressure ratio, precluding use
of compressor discharge bleed at th3t pressure ratio.
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Analysis of detailed impeller inlet instrumentation revealed that the surge line in the 80-85% speed
region was greatly influenced by inducer stall, as would be expected. Referring to Figure 5, as speed is
decreased from the design level along the surge line, a localized dip is encountered between 85% and 80%
speed. Shroud static pressure taps over the inducer reveal a breakdown in static pressure rise in the
inducer inlet corresponding to that dip in the surge line. As speed and flow are reduced even further,
the static pressure rise is again established and a backward facing thermocouple in front of the impeller
near the shroud records much higher temperatures than those measured in the inlet plenum. Thus the in-
ducer has passed from unstalled flow conditions into stall and finally into a backflow regime which re-
lieves the stall and improves the surge line.

Several alternate configurations were tried experimentally attempting to improve surge margin at in-
termediate speeds. Those included alternate diffuser vanes (shape and number), shroud treatment (honey-
comb and grooves) and shroud bleed. None of these configurations provided an acceptable combination of
surge margin and efficiency.

Impeller Blade Cracks

While the surge margin problem was being investigated, impeller blade cracks began to appear on de-
velopment engines. These cracks appeared near the inducer tip leading edge and were traced to high blade
vibratory mode (15 through 18) coincidence with diffuser vane passage (31 order) frequency which occur-
red above design speed as shown in the resonance diagram of Figure 6. Although potentially troublesome
coincidences occurred throughout the operating range, only those near design speed responded with high
vibratory stresses. Vibratory stress levels of *44,000 psi were measured at around 52,000 rpm. A
maximum allowable level of ±18,000 psi was established for the region of the leading edge in which the
cracks were developing.

Several approaches to resolving the cracking
100% problem were attempted, including both analysis and

32000 - experiment. A brief overview of the results will be
30- presented. The first modification involved a reduc-

tion of 0.100 inch in impeller tip radius to increase
28000 the radial gap between impeller and diffuser. Vi-

2bratory stress levels were reduced to approximately260]00 - *16,000 psi. This was adequate for continued devel-

240001 31 ST0 opmental engine running, but surge margin was re-
duced to unacceptable levels. Another attempt to

22000 - 7-1-27T reduce the excitation from the diffuser vane con-
20000 - sisted of reducing the diffuser vane inlet wedge8, angle to less than one-half degree. A reduction of
18000 -less than 10% in vibratory stress levels resulted.

C A special impeller with thicker blades was tested16000 - and found to have little effect. Damping coatings
L14000 trapplied to the blades in the inducer region reduced

12000 stresses to the b15,000 psi range with one side coated

and to *7,200 psi with both sides coated. These
10000 coatings were ultimately judged to present exces-

sive quality control and reliability problems and
80 were therefore abandoned. It seemed possible that
6000 the forces exciting the inducer could be transmitted

-_ through the exducer blading although the exducer blad-
ing was "quiet" vibrationally. To simulate a separ-

2000 ate inducer configuration, a slot 0.020 inch wide and
extending from shroud to hub was cut in the full blades

0 20 30 4 just forward of the splitter leading edges. Vibratory00 10 2stress levels at the inducer leading edge were re-Rotor speed-rpmlO00 duced to approximately *11,000 psi, and a design ef-
fort to define a two piece rotor was initiated.

Figure 6. Impeller resonance diagram.

Referring again to the resonance diagram of Figure 6, it can be seen that the 12th through 14th modes
of the impeller were coincident with 31 engine order in the high speed operating region of the engine yet
did not produce high stresses. Was it therefore possible that these modes were less r-sponsive than the
higher ones? Twenty-seventh order would coincide with the 14th and 15th modes just above design speed
where the high stresses were occurring. A twenty-seven vane diffuser was designed and fabricated to ex-
plore this possibility. The resulting vibratory stresses were approximately *30,000 psi. In an attempt
to determine if the excitation phenomenon was sensitive to velocity or to Mach number, the 27 vane dif-
fuser configuration was tested at inlet temperatures of goF and 1140F for a variation of 11% in cor-
rected speed at a fixed mechanical speed. The stress level was essentially unaffected by the change in
aerodynamic conditions.

REDESIGN

None of the aforementioned experimental approaches produced a satisfactory combination of performance
and vibratory stress level. Nor was any theoretical approach forthcoming which could satisfactorily ex-
plain the phenomenon. The decision was made to design a new impeller. To minimize the impact upon the
remainder of the compressor, the impeller inlet and exit dimensions were maintained. Impeller internal
blade loading was redistributed in an attempt to improve performance. And finally, blade thicknesses
were tailored to avoid any impeller blade modes in the frequency range which had responded in the initial
design.
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The high vibratory stresses of the original design were encountered in the frequency range from
26,300 to 28,000 Hz. Allowing for a blade frequency scatter of ±3.5% stretched the required "window" on
the resonance diagram to the range from 25,400 to 29,000 Hz. The required window was identified on a
theoretical basis and later confirmed experimentally as shown in Figure 7. Special care was taken with
this particular impeller to control blade thicknesses and therefore blade frequency scatter. With normal
manufacturing practices, the individual blade frequency scatter essentially eliminated the window and
rendered that approach useless. Had it later proven to be necessary, sufficient care in manufacturing to
control individual blade frequencies might have been possible.

Redistribution of the blade-to-blade loading within the impeller can be observed in Figure 8 where
the original impeller design is shown on the left and the redesigned impeller on the right. The new de-
sign has much less turning in the mid-region of the impeller which reduced the loading in that region at
the expense of increased loading in the exducer region. The blade "wrap" of the new impeller is also
increased significantly. Both designs have the same inlet and exit dimensions, back curvature and blade
numbers.

,Prectced window Required window

2 -- ---

2200 -

Original im eller Redesigned ineller
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Impeller bla, number

Figure 7. Measured impeller blade frequencies. Figure 8. Original and redesigned impellers.

Redesigned Impeller Blade Vibration and Performance

Early strain gage testing of the new impeller design with the 31 vane diffuser revealed significantly
reduced vibratory stress levels (*44,000 psi to *27,000 psi) which were still above the target. An
earlier program at Allison had shown some indication of reduced impeller vibratory stresses with in-
creased number of diffuser vanes. A 37 vane diffuser had therefore been designed and fabricated. That
diffuser reduced the vibratory stress levels due to diffuser vane excitation in the new impeller to

9500 psi which satisfied all our objectives. It is perhaps of interest to note that the 37 vane
diffuser also reduced the stress level of the original impeller, but only to ±15,000 psi. These levels
were attained with the original radial gap between impeller and diffuser. So an acceptable solution to
the impeller vibratory stress problem had at last been found.

Aerodynamic performance for the new impeller with 37 vane diffuser configuration is indicated by the
compressor map shown in Figure 9. Compared to the compressor map of Figure 5, the surge margin is re-
duced. Subsequent cross-testing revealed that both the impeller and diffuser contributed to the decrease
in surge margin. A reduction of 3% in diffuser throat area provided adequate surge margin except for the
localized area around 85% speed.

Earlier in the program, examination of corrected shroud static pressures as a function of flow and
speed revealed that, at certain locations on the shroud, the static pressures are higher than ambient at
part speed and lower than ambient at high speed. This effect is illustrated in Figure 10. This sug-
gested the possibility of a bleed slot connecting the flow path at a given shroud location to ambient as

to
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shown in Figure 11. At part speed, air would bleed out from the inducer to atmosphere, increasing the
airflow into the inducer, reducing blade incidence angles and also possibly reducing the boundary layer
thickness on the shroud. This should improve part speed surge characteristics and perhaps efficiency as
well. At high speed, where the inducer throat capacity limits flow, ambient air could flow into the in-
ducer behind the throat. Thus inducer choking and attendant reduction in inlet static pressure could be
relieved. An early attempt to use this concept with the original impeller did improve part speed surge
margin and increase high speed flow capacity, but high speed efficiency was adversely affected. The sec-
ond attempt was made with the new impeller and 37 vane diffuser and with a different slot location. The
results were exceptional. The inducer bleed flow concept was tested on a compressor with diffuser throat
area approximately 3% smaller than that which produced the performance shown in Figure 9. It should also
be noted here that calculated efficiencies for a compressor with inducer shroud bleed fully account for
the energy in the bleed air, i.e., the flow, pressure ratio and efficiency accurately reflect the power
required to drive the compressor:

_ (exit flow) (overall ideal enthalpy rise)

(exit flow) (overall actual enthalpy rise) + (bleed flow) (bleed enthalpy change)

The compressor rig test map with inducer shroud bleed is shown in Figure 12. Compared to Figure 9,
the inducer stall point has been moved down in speed and pressure ratio sufficiently to permit the use of
a pressure ratio sensing bleed valve at compressor discharge. Peak compressor efficiency was increased
at all speeds above 60% of design speed and by 1.5 to 3.2 percentage points in the region of principal
operation between 100 and 85% of design speed.

High speed encreasedfln '.0-- Improved efficiency !J/ l,0

Part speed *Reduced inducer incidence Out bleed 9.0 / Oi ,rg, tue/

*1mproedefficiency 8.0 M8(h NuwUr . .17

l. 1, .2 26 . . -. . . 0 . ~ ,
6.0 - IV

5.0 -1

I I blee Id2

2.0 A

3.4 1.8 2.2 2.6 3.0 3.4 3.8 4.2 4.6 3.0 3.4 5.8 IV-~

0. 0.9 0 . 1. 3 . 5 . 1.9 2. 2.3 2.3 2.36q1,
c"rI[tM nw-WV 118

4 Figure 12. Compressor performance with inducer

Figure 11. Inducer shroud bleed concept. shroud bleed.

A more important indication of benefit to the en- Model 250-C30Compressor
gine is to compare efficiency at equal surge margin. Efficiency improvementwith inducer shroud
At the steady state surge margin level of the com- 8 bleed at equal surge margin

pressor with inducer shroud bleed, the bled compressor
is three percentage points higher in efficiency in the
90 to 100% speed range as shown in Figure 13. The
large (7 percentage points) increase at 85% speed oc-
curred because the baseline compressor was stalled and 4 I
short on range at that speed while the bled compressor
was unstalled. Inducer shroud bleed, which requires
no expensive and potentially troublesome controls or 2
valving, provided a major improvement in compressor
performance. The combination of redesigned impeller ,, I 3

with inducer shroud bleed and 37 vane diffuser pro- 0 _8 84 B8 92 96 1o
vided a compressor which met all requirements of the Percent design corrected speed
250-C30 engine program and is the configuration cur-
rently in production. Figure 13. Performance effect of inducer

shroud bleed.

250-C28B/C COMPRESSOR

The C28B/C compressor is a simple trim (both impeller and diffuser) of the C30 compressor to provide
approximately 4.5 lb/sec flow at design speed, or a reduction of approximately 20 percent. That trim has
been accomplished with quite similar results to those shown for the C30 compressor. Minimum surge margin
of the C28B/C compressor is superior to that of the C30 compressor and some installations are operating
without compressor discharge bleed for engine transients.
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CONCLUS IONS

This compressor development program solved two major problems, a blade vibration and cracking problem
and an intermediate speed surge line problem. Not only has the resulting compressor met all the require-
ments for the advanced Model 250 engines, but the technology developed in this program has proven quite
beneficial to other programs as well. The inducer shroud bleed concept has demonstrated outstanding im-
provements in some other, but not all compressors. Future objectives for the compressors include reduc-
tion in cost of producing the impellers and improved low speed surge margin to eliminate compressor dis-
charge bleed requirements for engine acceleration.
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SUMMARY

The development of the small gas turbine engine has been a considerable stimulus for the development of
the centrifugal compressor. Compressor design requirements vary for differing engine applications and
these are briefly discussed for three engine types. These types are the expendable turbojet, the low cost
single shaft turbopropeller engine and the automotive truck gas turbine engine. Technical and test data
are presented for representative types of compressor.

I INTRODUCTION

During the last decade considerable progress has been made in increasing the performance bounds of
centrifugal compressors. A stimulus for much of this progress has been the use of the centrifugal compressor
in the small gas turbine engine. For most applications the small gas turbine has been under intense pressure
for improved design and performance; a considerable portion of this pressure has been applied to centrifugal
compressor development.

Given this stimulus the centrifugal compressor has advanced due to a number of factors which include:

* the expanding technology base that enables potentially inadequate designs

to be recognised and discarded early in the design analysis stage with the
consequent conservation of development funds.

* the availability of advanced computers and computational processes for

aerodynamic, stress, vibration and geometric analysis.

* the growth of experience with transonic inducers and diffusers.

* the acquisition of rational design data not hitherto available, particularly

that regarding diffuser design.

* wider recognition of the importance of impeller vane backsweep.

The centrifugal compressor has a number of virtues which justify its use in the small gas turbine. Its
blading is relatively easy to design and, manufacture to cope with the low mass flows of small engines, its
efficiency levels are acceptable, it is cheap and rugged.

At Noel Penny Turbines Ltd (NPT) the development of centrifugal compressors has been primarily associated
with the development of advanced small gas turbine engines for aircraft, automotove and industrial purposes.
The aircraft applications are simple, expendable or short life jet engines for remote piloted vehicles
(RPV's) in the .45 KN to 2.0 KN (100 lbf to 450 lbf) static thrust range and a family of simple single
shaft turbopropeller engines in the 225 KW to 450 KW (300 SHP to 600 SHP) range. The automotive
applications have concerned truck and off-highway vehicle engines in the 335 KW to 450 KW (450 iP to 600 HP)
range. Some aspects of the centrifugal compressor development associated with these engines are outlined
in the following paper.

2 COMPRESSOR REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Engine Types

Three engine types are considered, by example, namely

* the expendable or limited life RPV turbojet engine

* the low cost single shaft turbopropeller engine

* the automotive truck gas turbine engine.

The compressor design requirements differ considerably for each engine type. Perhaps the only common
requirements are that the compressor designs and arrangements must lend themselves to low cost engine design
and that surge lines are unkinked. High efficiency is required for the turbopropeller and automotive
engines bet for many RPV missions, though desirable,it is not of first importance. Wide flow range is usually
demanded for all applications but the term 'wide' is strictly relative.

2.2 RPV Jet Engine

Figure I illustrates the wide variety of compoient configuration used in small RPV turbojets. The
centrifugal or axi-centrifugal compressor can be fed by an axial or radial inlet, it can exhaust to a
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straight through or reverse flow combustor and it can be driven by an axial or radial turbine. Figure 2
indicates tyoical design point performance levels for current engines and also gives suggested targets for
advanced engines using high technology turbomachinery (Ref 1). The turbomachinery of most current engines
is of conservative design.

Achieving low frontal area is a most important requirement for any turbojet and is dominated by the
compressor configuration. With the small INV turbojet frontal area is, to a considerable extent, traded
with cost and performance. When it is of critical importance an axi-centrifugal compressor will be used.
For engines above 2KN (450 lbf) thrust an all axial compressor becomes a practical, but expensive,
proposition.

For both the centrifugal and axi-centrifugal compressors low frontal area requires designing for high values
of specific speed and flcw-speed function, as is illustrated by Figures 8 and 9. Engine life requirements
usually span 1 to 10 missions and design life 2 to 40 hours. Depending on choice of turbine material and
entry temperature this lifing allows higher specific speed compressors to be used than would normally be
the case. Further frontal area reduction is often achieved by severe restriction of the dimensions of the
radial diffuser, to the detriment of compressor efficiency.

To keep the control system cheap and simple an unkinked compressor surge line is desired. High flow range
is not needed nor use of impeler vane backsweep, thereby helpinj the frontal area problem.

For many appiications fast engine acceleration is not necessary and rotational inertia considerations do not
directly impazt impeller design.

High corrosion resistance is an important consideration when the flight vehicle is designed for sea water
recovery and this influences primarily choice of material and surface treatment. Engine specifications often
call for the ability to withstand repeated sea recovery with immersion periods up to 24 hours.

2.3 Low Cost Single Shaft Turbopropeller Engine

The small turbopropeller engine markets directly against the turbocharged piston engine. To compete
successfully, that is to achieve widespread acceptance, it must have good performance and a competitive
manufacturing cost. Configurations for advanced, low cost turbopropeller engines are depicted in Figure 3
and Figure 4 shows a design point performance map applicable to these and similar configurations.

Figure 3 shows single shaft engines having a minimum of turbomachinery. All compression is achieved in a
single centrifugal stage. Design pressure ratios of the order 7:1 to 9:1 are indicated from Figure 4.
High compressor efficiency is needed to achieve the performance shown.

Fuel and control systems for turbopropeller engines can be very expensive and can form a large portion of
the engine total price. These systems can be simplified and cheapened if wide mass flow range is available
from the compressor and the surge ine is unkinked. The high pressure ratio and high flow range requirements
necessitate use of impeller vane backsweep.

Compressor frontal area restrictions arenot usually severe since it is the main reduction gearbox th,,t tends
to dominate the maximum engine cross sectional area.

Design specific speed tends to be low and is set by stress limitations in the turbine, not by compressor
aerodynamic considerations.

Restriction of engine rotational inertia is not a prime requirement since this type of engine operates with
little speed variation in the flight mode. Certain inertia limits have to be met, however, to avoid the
fitment of a large and therefore heavy and costly engine starter.

Target design life will be of the order 10,000 hours. This can be met by a steel or titanium impeller
having a solid hub at the higher pressure ratios and machined from a forging.

2.4 Automotive Gas Turbine Engine

The automotive gas turbine has been under development for many years as an alternative powerplant to the
spark and compression ignition engines used in passenger cars, trucks and off highway vehicles. These
applications probably represent the most difficult design task of the gas turbine spectrum.

Although offering many real and potential advantages over piston engines the prime requirements of an
automotive engine, namely low cost, good fuel economy, particularly at low power levels, and high durability
are difficult for the small gas turbine to achieve. Despite this the automotive gas turbine has made
substantial technical advances in recent years.

Figure 5 depicts typical one and two shaft truck gas turbine configurations and Figure 6 gives a design
point performance map. Heat exchange is used in the thermodynamic cycle to give good fuel economy at both
high a'.d low power levels. The use of heit exchange limits the design pressure ratio requirements to between
about ,: to 1:1.

The compressor needs to be of high effiriency, have an unkinked surge line and have high flow range at all
operating speeds. The high flow range requiroment enables the engine, in tne interests of good fuel economy,
to be operated at peak turbine entry temperatures at all power levels. Impeller backsweep is thus required.

To give acceptable vehicle driveability very fast engine acceleration is needed from idle to maximum power.
Consequently low rotational inertia is required of the compressor and this tends to conflict with obtaining
good aerodynamic design.
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As with the turbopropeller engine compressor design specific speed is Set by stress limitations in the
driving turbine.

Life design targets for automotive compressors are usually Severe, typically 10,000 hours, 30 major cycles
per hour.

Table I summarises the compressor design requirements for the three applications discussed.

3 PERFORMANE LIEVFLS OF SMALL GAS TURBINE CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS

Figure 7 shows achieved rated performance for small compressors in terms of stage static - total polytropic
efficiency versus specific speed. Upper bounds are tentatively shown defining 1973 and 1979 technology
levels. The 1073 data has been taken from (2) and it covers design pressure ratios from 1.6:1 to 12:1; the
high pressure ratio data relates to the lower efficiency levels. The 1979 data is for high pressure ratio
machines in the 5:1 to 10:1 range and is taken from the literature and other sources. This type of
presentation has shortcomings but nevertheless is considered to reasonably portray performance advances over
the stated time interval.

A most significant advance of recent years has been the ability gained in designing impeller inducers and
radial diffusers to accept transonic inlet flow with little compromise of efficiency or flow range. Attain-
ment of high stage pressure ratio with limitation on the maximum diameter of the compressor demands the use
of transonic inducers. This is evident from Figures 8, 9 and 10.

Figure 9 shows the relationship between specific speed and the flow speed function (m N 2/IJi ) for
increasing pressure ratio. Suggested boundaries are superimposed which enclose design areas for turbojet and
turboshaft-turbopropeller compressors. Good performance has been demonstrated by experimental machines at
high pressure ratios and very high flow speed functions (3). However this combination produces formidable
design problems with respect to the driving turbine.

Figure 10 shows the relationship between inducer tip minimum relative Mach Number, flow speed function and
inducer hub-tip ratio which can be used in conjuntion with Figure 9.

A stimulus for using a transonic radial diffuser rather than a subsonic one is also to reduce frontal area.
Well designed transonic diffusers can be highly efficient up to incident Mach Numbers exceeding 1.3 (4).

An efficiency versus pressure ratio chart for small centrifugal and axi-centrifugal compressors is shown in
Figure 11. The efficiency levels shown are appropriate targets for the design of high performance
machines. Where greater latitude is allowed on the diffuser than implied in the chart higher efficiency
levels would be assumed. The converse also applies. The chart is one of a number used at the authors'
Company for project design purposes.

4 TECHNICAL AND TEST DATA FOR THREE SMALL TURBINE ENGINE COMPRESSORS

4.1 Compressor Types

In this section certain technical and test data are presented for three representative small gas turbine
centrifugal compressors selected from the NPT range. These are

- the NPT 'M' compressor of 6:1 pressure ratio; a generic model for a family
of turboshaft-turbopropeller compressors in the 7:1 to 9:1 pressure ratio
range; tested 1970.

the NPT 'C' compressor of 4.5:1 pressure ratio; a generic model from which derivative
compressors have been developed for turbojet and other applications; tested 1972.

the NPT 'J' compressor of 5:1 pressure ratio; designed for an automotive truck gas
turbine; tested 1975.

Pressure ratios quoted are outlet collector static pressure to inlet total pressure.

Views of the 'M', 'C' and 'J' impellers are shown in Figures 12, 13 and 14 respectively. Figure 15 shows
a 'J' diffuser. Table 2 lists salient technical data.

1.2 NPT 'M' Compressor

Leading design requirements were high efficiency, wide flow range and long life. Target isentropic
efficiency was 77.8% S-T at 8:1 pressure ratio. Impeller vane sweepback was deemed necessary to achieve the
performance. Specific speed was set by stress limitations in the drive turbine.

The design process used was enti rely computer based. Preliminary design of the impeller and the total
aerodynamic design of the intake and diffuser system was carried out on a high performance desk top
computer with graphic peripherals. Final impeller design was done using the National Gas Turbine
Establishment (NGTF) impeller desig;n programn,, package describld in (5). The desk top computer programmes
nsed were developed by N'T.

All the aerodynamic variables affecting impeller inlet and exit velocity triangles were established at
the preliminary design Staoge. Also at this stage tentative meridional flow path and hull and shroud vane
camber distributions were established, together with a first stress analysis. Final impeller design involved
geometrir modelling using 3 dimensional analytic surfaces, through flow analysis by a matrix method an
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3 dimensional stress analysis by a finite element technique. The final output of the design process was
an NC tape for the 5 axis a'chining of the impeller using a single straight flanked cutter.

Through flow analysis was used to design the inlet duct which was of the radial inflow type. The duct
was carefully matched to the transonic inducer. 13 full and 13 splitter vanes were selected
for the impeller. These allowed acceptable blade loadings to be achieved, enabled the desired inducer
throat area to be obtained and satisfied cost objectives. As well as influencing aerodynamic performance
vane numbers affect cost, with cost tending to be more than proportional to vane numbers.

The diffuser has radial and axial sections. Although required to diffuse and produce a static pressure
rise the prime purpose of the axial section is to straighten the flow. The transonic radial diffuser is
of the channel type and its design geometry was described in 3 dimensions by a mathematical method evolved
from that of (6) and existing NPT methods.

This method when programmed on a desk top computer provides a very general, flexible and rapid design
tool for channel diffusers; it describes the geometry by use of first, second and third order curves.
Diffuser aerodynamic analysis was carried out by use of another desk top computer programme that assessed
performance of a given geometry from impeller tip through to the dump at the axial straightener exit.
The method accounts for shock losses and employs boundary layer calculations to determine the throat
blockage of the radial diffuser; the blockage is used in the determination of the 3 dimensional diffuser
channel performance. This part of the method is based on that developed in (7). Reference (7) uses
2 dimensional data with a 3 dimensional correction. The 2 dimensional data was taken from Runstadler
(8) and considerably extended in terms of area ratio, blockage and aspect ratio. A through flow type
of analysis is used downstream of the channels with computed pressure losses based on blockage, diffusion
and dumping conditions.

The 'M compressor was tested at the NGTE. The rig module incorporated an engine type radial inlet duct
complete with support struts and the diffuser axial straightener exhausted into a constant section ring
collector. Figure 16 indicates the flow path configuration. Comprehensive instrumentation was fitted
as detailed in Table 3. Data acquisition was controlled by an Intercole Compulog II data logging system.
This system is entirely software controlled and has routines for pre-scan transducer calibration by dead
weight testers, full instrumentation scan and raw data storage, data normalising, data analysis, test
point setting and holding and data validation.

Prior to a full build being run the impeller was tested at 95% and 100% of design rotational speed without
the radial and axial diffuser vanes being fitted. Impeller exit total pressure was determined from mass
flow rate and from the mean of 30 static pressure taps circumferentially distributed at the vaneless space
radius ratio 1.035. The impeller test total-total pressure performance is shown in Figure 17. A test
total-total pressure ratio of 9.2 : 1 and an isentropic efficiency of 85% were obtained at the design point.
Target pressure ratio and efficiency were 9.4 : I and 86% respectively. The impeller test data was used for
final 'tuning' of the radial diffuser throat size.

The static to total pressure ratio map for the first full build test is shown in Figure 18; at the design
point a pressure ratio of 8.0: 1 and isentropic efficiency of 78.2% were obtained ie slightly better than
target. The pressure ratios quoted are for collector ring static pressure to the total pressure at the
leading edge station of the radial intake duct struts. Design target efficiencies did not assume any
inlet duct loss. Figure 19 gives a total-total pressure ratio map, the outlet total being measured at the
radial diffuser outer radius. This map shows a design point total to total isentropic efficiency of 80.7%.
The compressor achieved its overall performance targets by having its diffuser performance slightly better
than and its impeller performance slightly less than design intent.

Test distributions of inlet duct wall velocities were determined from the wall static pressure data and the

inlet total pressure. Figure 20 compares design point and test data and the agreement is good.

The through flow analysis method used in the impeller design incorporates two options for loss modelling.
Une option is the use of polytropic compression and expansion efficiency distributions along streamlines
and the other a distribution of blockage along all channel walls from entry plane to exit together with the
assumption of an isentropic core. The latter method was used for the 'M' impeller. Figure 21shows test
shroud static pressure distributions and the distribution at design point mass flow is seen to compare well
with the design curve. The test performance of the diffuser at the design point is given in Figure 22.
This shows static pressure rise from the vaneless space station at radius ratio 1.035 to the collector ring.
A continuous pressure rise is maintained along the flow path including a useful increment in the axial
straightener vanes. The difference between test and design performance for the bend and axial straighteners
was due to a pessimistic estimate of design total pressure loss in the bend. Table 3 indicates the pressure
tapping locations used to compile this figure.

During the testing excellent repeatability of data was demonstrated by the data logging system.

Furter development work is being undertaken on t e '' compressor with the view to raising the static to

total isentropic efficiency to 80%. The impeller has been manufactured in both steel and titanium.

4.3 NPT 'C' COMPRESSOR

The 'C' compressor was designed as a source design for a series of compressors for small turbojet and
turboshaft engines. To meet the various applications it has been scaled up and down and modified to raise
or lower its specific speed and the impeller has been matched with a number of diffusers of differing design.
Although designed for a pressure ratio of 4.5:1 the compressor was required to achieve good performance at
pressure ratios up to 6:l to meet certain turbojet altitude requirements. The moderate flow range, low
frontal area and very low cost requirements of the RPV turbojets called for a radially vaned impeller.
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The 'C' impeller and its derivatives have been produced as one piece designs in aluminium alloy or
stainless steel or as two piece designs (Figure 13) with an aluminium alloy impeller section and steel
inducer.

The testing of the 'C' compressor was for overall performance only and a test static-total pressure ratio
map is shown in Figure 23. For this tezt map the impeller was matched with a 13 vane radial diffuser,
channel area ratio 1.65:1. Flow range at design speed was 14%.

4.4 NPT 'J' COMPRESSOR

This compressor was designed for a two shaft recuperative heat exchanger automotive truck gas turbine
The power turbine of the engine had variable geometry nozzle guide vanes. The prime purpose of these vanes
was to enable the engine to operate at high cycle temperatures at all power levels in the interest of good
fuel economy. This required the compressor to have wide flow range over a large rotational speed range.

The engine was designed to produce a flat rating power at extremes of ambient temperature up to altitudes
of 2750 metres. To meet this the 'J' compressor was designed for a static-total pressure ratio of 5.1:1 at
the ISA SL condition. At this condition engine flat rating and idling speeds occurred at 90% and 55% of
design compressor speed respectively. High efficiency was therefore required from idle up to design speed.

To obtain wide flow range the compressor featured impeller backsweep, a low inducer hub-tip ratio, and a
subsonic diffuser having a low number of curved vanes. Design specific speed was set by gasifier turbine
stress and total gasifier rotor inertia considerations.

The 'J' compressor was tested at the NGTE and was only instrumented to obtain overall performance. Figure 24
shows the static-total pressure ratio performance map for the second build standard. As can be seen the
desired wide flow range was achieved, the hatched lines on the map indicating the regions of engine operation
to achieve full flat rating and part load performance. The design pressure ratio was obtained, also the
efficiency target for the build standard. For this build the area ratio of the diffuser channels was set
low at 1.60:1.

The 'J' impeller, like that of the 'C' has been manufactured as a one or two piece design.

5 FINAL COMMENT

In the Introduction it was stated that the development of small gas turbine engines has been a major stimulus
for the development of the centrifugal compressor. This is likely to remain so in the forseeable future.
However, the growing interest in the development of advanced piston engine turbocharger systems particularly
turbocompound arrangements could well produce a stimulus of equal magnitude. To meet the advanced turbo-
compounding requirements we can forsee the development of very high efficiency, low cost single stage
compressors of 4 to 6:1 pressure ratio having flow ranges in excess of 45%, thus giving a lead to the
automotive gas turbine.
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TABLE 1. CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR REQUIREMENTS FOR THREE DIFFERENT SMALL GAS TURBINE APPLICATIONS

COMPRESSOR REQUIREMFNT AND RPV TURBOJET LOW COST SINGLE AUTOMOTIVE
DESIGN PROBLEMS SHAFT TURBOPROP GAS TURBINE

PRESSURE RATIO 4 -6 7 - 9 4 - 8

HIGH EFFICIENCY DESIRABLE IMPORTANT IMPORTANT

SPECIFIC SPEED HIGH LOW MEDIUM TO LOW

DESIRED MINIMUM FLOW RANGE 12% 16% 28%

(DESIGN SPEED)

LOW INERTIA NOT IMPORTANT NOT IMPORTANT VERY IMPORTANT

FRONTAL AREA RESTRICTION SEVERE MODERATE MODERATE

LIFE REQUIREMENT LOW HIGH VERY HIGH

CONTAMINATION RESISTANCE VERY HIGH MODERATE HIGH

LOW CYCLE FATIGUE LOW HIGH VERY HIGH
RESISTANCE
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TAILE 2 SUMMARY OF LEADING COMPRESSOR DESIGN FEATURI.S

(i) GEOMETRIC COMPRESSOR DES IGNATION

FEATURE C J M

Inducer Hub diameter ram (in) 40.4 (1.59) 61.9 (2.44) 50.8 (2.0)

Inducer Shroud diameter mm (in) 95.00 (3.74) 145.2 (5.72) 124.5 (4.9)

Impeller Tip diameter mm (in) 163.7 (6.45) 275.3 (10.84) 234.9 (9.25)

Number of Vanes/Splitters - 17/17 17/17 13/13

Impeller Vane Backsweep (0) 0 35 36
Angle

Number of Diffuser Vanes - 13 13 19

Diameter of Diffuser mm (in) 180.9 (7.12) 304 (11.97) 247 (9.71)
Leading Edge

Diameter of Diffuser mm (in) 257.1 (10.12) 432.3 (17.02) 370.8 (14.6)
Trailing Edge

Diffuser Area Ratio 1.65 1.6 2.1

(ii) AERODYNAMIC

Rotational Speed N/f rad (rpm) 6084 (58100) 3822 .'6500) 5236 (50000)

Mass Flow mA / z kg/s (lb/s) 1,03 (2.28) 2.45 (5.4) 1.95 (4.3)

Pressure Ratio Overall 4.5 5.1 8.0
(S-T)

Inlet Swirl (0) 0 0 0LoadingA H/U2 0.82 0.76 0.79

Impeller Tip Speed at m/s (ft/s) 498 (1634) 526 (1726) 615 (2017)

Design, U/f

Inducer Tip Rel Mach No. - 1.00 0.97 1.17

Impeller Tip Abs. Exit - 1.16 1.04 1.14
Mach No.

Diffuser LE Mach No. - 1.0 0.90 1.06

Axial Straightener Mach No - - - 0.13

Specfic peed- [rm(ft3
Specific Speed e 0.72 (92.2) 0.64 (82.7) 0.62 (79.9)

Flow Range at Design - 14 28 18
Speed % * (Test)

( n choke - n surge)/A surge

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _j
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TABLE 3. NPT 'M' COMPRESSOR. TEMPERATURE C PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION SUMMARY

LOCATION TYPE NUMBER COMMENT

Radial Intake PT 5 Probes set in
Inlet inlet struts

Intake Duct PS 13 Hub and shroud
wall statics

Inducer Inlet PS 5 Wall statics
PT 9 3 head comb (3)
PT 1 Traverse yaw meter

Impeller Shroud PS 30 Shroud statics,
2 planes

Impeller tip PS 30 Front and rear wall
- vaneless circumferential
space RR = 1.035 statics.
Vaneless Space PS I Diffuser leading
at RR = 1.05 edge

Radial Diffuser PS 8 1 diffuser vane
Semi Vaneless suction surface
Space

Diffuser Throat PS 5 3 Channels

Diffuser Channel PS 6 Along centre line
of one channel

Diffuser Exit PS 9 Used to calculate
Throat total pressure

Diffuser Exit PS 3 Keil probes
radius PT 3

Diffuser Bend PS S Wall statics, hub
and shroud

Axial Vane PS 5 Along centre line
of I channel

Axial Vane Exit PT 6 Keil probes
PS 6 In annulus shroud

Collector PS 6 On mean diameter
T 6 Exit total temp-

erature

Impeller PS 4
Backplate

CODE PS = Static pressure

PT = Total pressure

T = Total temperature
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DISCUSSION

D.Japikse, CREARE, US
I was interested to observe the good surge margin of this compressor which was obtained on the first test in contrast1<with the Allison compressor described in Paper No.20 in which difficulty was encountered in obtaining sufficient
surge margin in a compressor of 8 to I pressure ratio. Why was it so easy for the NPT compressor and so difficult
for Allison's?

Author's Reply
Wc have ideas as to how we obtained such a good surge margin which were incorporated in the design but I am
unable to state this information for proprietary reasons.

R.A.Novak, G.E. Company, US
Could the author please explain why the splitter-vane leading edges appear to lean forward in this compressor 'C'.

Author's Reply
The lean of the splitter-vane leading edges was somewhat arbitrary to suit manufacture and there was 1,3 particular
aerodynamic reason for it.

D.Eckardt, MTU, Munich, Ge
In the case of the 'J' compressor there was only a very small diffuser area ratio of 1.6. Could the author explain if
this was due to a spatial limitation.

Author's Reply
There was originally a space limitation on the design of this compressor and although that limitation was later
lifted the area ratio was not changed. The design exit Mach number of the diffuser was quite high at about 0.35.

R.A.Moyes, Compair Industrial Ltd, UK
I observe that the impeters described in the papei do not have rake at the tip. Is there any aerodynamic
significance?

Author's Reply
We have no experience of the aerodynamic effects of rake. Some designers claim that rake acts in a manner akin
to back-sweep and also that it helps in reducing impeller tip noise or blade slap. Forward rake can be beneficial
as regards reducing machining time in the tip region when cutting on a 5-axis machine. Forward rake is avoided by
some designers since it could lead to extensive damage due to its natural gouging tendency should a shroud 'rub'
occur.
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EFFICIENCY OF CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR IMPELLERS
by

Colin Rodgers
Chief Analytical Engineer
Solar Turbines International

2200 Pacific Highway
P.O. Box 80966

San Diego, CA 92138

SUMMARY

The correlation of efficiency levels of low and high pressure ratio centrifugal
compressors and pumps with specific speed have produced relatively large uncertainty
concerning the state of the art in maximum attainable efficiency potential. This
uncertainty has arisen from the practice of extrapolating the published performances of
widely differing impeller and diffuser designs, the differences in determination of
efficiency measurement and computation, and basic data uncertainty and repeatability.

Improved efficiency correlation can be obtained, if the impeller and diffuser
performances of centrifugal compressors and pumps can be separated. This allows the
impeller performance potential to be correlated separately in terms of peak polytropic
efficiency versus specifi7' speed based upon average flowpath density. Test data are
presented in this paper, to support the improved correlation, on several compressor
impeller geometries at low and high Mach number and specific speed, together with design
charts showing attainable state-of-the-art impeller efficiency levels as dependent upon
geometry and operating conditions.

NOMENCLATURE

b Blade Height
C Absolute Velocity
cf Skin Friction Coefficient

CFS Volume Flow
Cp Specific Heat at Constant Pressure
D Diameter
g Gravitational Constant
GPM Gallons per Minute
J Joules Equivalent
H Head
L Blade Length along Mean Streamline
MU Machine Mach Number (Based on tip speed and inlet stagnation conditions)

N Rotational Speed
NS  Specific Speed

q Work Factor or Loss Coefficient
R Gas Constant
rhyd Hydraulic Radius

U Impeller Tip Speed
W Relative Velocity or Flow Rate
Z Blade Number
0 Blade Angle (relative to uxial direction)
A Difference
P Density
'7 Efficiency
9 Flow Coefficient
0 Head Coefficient
7 Specific Heat Ratio
V Kinematic Viscosity
(d Angular Velocity

SUBSCRIPTS

1 Impeller Inlet
2 Impeller Tip
h Inducer Hub
d Diffusion
f Friction
th Theoretical
p Polytropic
r Meridional
a Shroud
w Windage

SUPERSCRIPT

- Average



INTRODUCTION

The expense and duration of developing new centrifugal compressor designs to obtain
higher performance levels often precludes departure from established baseline design
procedures yielding satisfactory performance results. This, however, may confine and
eventually stagnate compressor design technology.

With a confined technology spectrum, it is difficult to clearly establish the influ-
ence of major impeller performance parameters on impeller loss fractions and, hence, on
efficiency trends. A broader centrifugal compressor technology must intrinsically be
established when diversified market applications demand compressor designs to suit an
ever increasing range of flow capacities for various impeller types. It is common, for
example, in industrial centrifugal compressor applications to demand flow capacities for
a given impeller family, varying by an order of 50.1, which pushes the extremities of the
specific speed or flow coefficient curve to ever lower and higher limits.

The importance of the specific speed efficiency relationship, and the design param-
eters selection that enables optimum performance te be attained along the peak efficiency
locus, is paramount technology for successful competitive designs. Reluctance to use the
specific speed relationship in preliminary design by some designers appears to stem from:

" Insufficient published test data to clearly identify efficiency levels and trends

• Apparent diversity of specific speed curves required to cover variations in
density ratio, hub diameter ratios, and Reynolds number

" Reluctance to use a "dimensional" parameter grouping with no real physical
meaning othek than excellence of shape, unlike true dimensionless similarity
parameters such as Reynolds numbers and Mach number

The derivation and use of specific speed has been extensively treated by many
authors. (Refs. 1, 2, and 3 are outstanding.) Further treatment would be superfluous,
except to reiterate that specific speed combines the two most common non-dimensional
turbomachinery parameters, flow and head coefficients (f, 0). with a constant, in the
following relationship:

0.5

Specific Speed f Constant x 
()

The three most common forms for specific speed used in the United States are:

N5 (Pumps) = N'0.5 (2)
H'

NS (Compressors) = 0.75 (3)

Non-Dimensional N. = * CF50 5  (4)

(gH)
0 .

7 5

Thus,

NS pump N. compressor
Non-Dimensional NS ' 0 - 129 (5)

To aid comparison between U.S. and metric designed pumps and compressors, the non-
dimensional form of specific speed is adapted herein.

Commercial pump design practice in the U.S. (Ref. 3) is to essentially rely upon a
single specific speed curve, often known as "the chart," as a yardstick with which
designers may judge the merit of their designs before commencing detail design, or to
assess potential efficiency level. Use of the chart does not reveal the particular design
features of the impeller that will produce optimum efficiency.

For this reason, it is necessary to initiate design with information relating to the
corresponding optimum velocity triangles - the optimum variation of both ? and 0 along
the optimum efficiency locus. Even with this information, good design, manufacturing, and
test development practice is still necessary to attain the peak efficiency level. Thus,
choosing specific speed "a-priori" is not an unconditional guarantee of maximum perfor-
mance. Ref. 3 provides additional information in the form of pump impeller tip flow
coefficient and exit blade angle. It will be shown later that similar optima can be
derived for compressible media impellers, except that, as would be expected from dimen-
sional considerations, both Mach number and Reynolds number variables have to be taken
into account. This is a consequence of the fact that exact geometric (vector triangles)
and viscous similarity cannot be maintained as both Mach and Reynolds numbers are varied.

For low Mach numbers (M 
< 0.6), however, it is possible to compare centrifugal pump

and compressor impellers at Yhe same Reynolds numbers on the basis of efficiency versus
inlet specific speed, since the density ratio is small. Tests on centrifugal pumps using
both air and water are commonly conducted. Some of the better documented tests, described
in Ref. 4, show that pump performance characteristics on air (at low speed) and water can
indeed be correlated, if corrections are made for the changes in viscosity and seal
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losses. The effect of using air in a water pump test is the same as using a fluid of
viscosity 15 times greater than that of water, or reducing the water test speed 15 fold.
Such pump and compressor comparisons for the same geometry at low speed are valid, but
have been extrapolated ad infinitum, for all forms of compressors and pumps with widely
different impellers, diffusers, and volutes. These extrapolations may lead to erroneous
correlations of peak stage (impeller plus diffuser) efficiency.

It is established that high Mach number compressor performance is critically influ-
enced by the matching and vaned diffuser configuration, and that choking conditions
result in radical discontinuities in the variation of the impeller and diffuser velocity
triangles and losses. The casing losses of high specific speed pumps and compressors can
also significantly influence the overall stage performance dependent upon throat area
ratios and discharge treatment.

A more logical performance comparison (when specific geometries are available) ought
to be possible by comparing impeller performances alone. The difficulty, however, is
evaluation of impeller performance, especially for small high-pressure ratio impellers,
where physical measurement of the impeller exit flow conditions is virtually impossible.

IMPELLER EFFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

Since the measurement of impeller exit momentum is problematical, it is customary to
assess impeller efficiency based upon a computed exit average vector triangle. Computing
methods are diverse and provide slightly different results depending upon the particular
analytical model hypothesized.

Impeller performance is usually determined by testing an impeller with a short
vaneless diffuser or dump secion downstream of the tip. A conventional impeller effi-
ciency calculation technique .s based upon establishing a mean exit vector by using the
discharge total temperatures average tip static pressure, flow and continuity equation.
This technique, by no pretense an absolute measurement, provides a reliable yardstick for
impeller efficiency assessment and was used to determine the performance of many
impellers discussed herein.

An intrinsic weakness of the technique is the inability to rate the quality of the
impeller exit flow distribution and wake mixing effects on the downstream diffusion
system. It has been determined that impeller performance calculated in this manner does
not always exhibit acceptable repeatability when the downstream diffusion process is
changed.

With nearly uniform exit flow conditions, assumption of a mixed-out exit velocity
triangle condition is meaningful and not overly sensitive to assumed blockage values and
recirculation effects. At stall and lower flows, however, the flow may dichotomize into
high and low momentum paths with possible recirculation of the low momentum fluid back
into the impeller and/or rotating stall. The calculation of a mixed rotor tip relative
velocity under such conditions may result in apparently high diffusion rates, since W2
mixed can be substantially lower than the main core flow vector.

Representation of the imDeller tip flow conditions by either blockage, jet and wake
momentum deficiency, or profile corrections is a controversial subject (in both radial
and axial compressor design) and becomes a matter of the taste and experience of the

individual designers. All impeller geometries discussed herein were designed with the
assumption of constant blockage (from five to ten percent depending upon specific speed)
plus windage and recirculation losses qw, treated as a simple external energy loss.

Albeit, analysis of impeller test data, using constant blockage and the defined
windage plus recirculation allowance, tends to discredit the impeller with apparently
excessive diffusion capabilities; the tip vector condition is ever elusive, in that
blockage is variable and influenced by several factors amongst which are:

• Impeller Geometry - Hydraulic diameter and blade thickness

" Diffusion Factor

" Inducer Incidence - Boundary layer growth near choke and stall

" Clearance Effects

IMPELLER SIMILARITY CONSIDERATIONS

Impellers designed for the same head, inlet flow, and rotational speed with dif-
ferent molecular weight gases are not geometrically similar. To maintain equal diffusion
ratios, the exit passage width (for a given discharge blade angle) can be shown to be
proportional to:

Exit Width x P l/p02 (6)

where

1
P /Pl 1 + q . 2 (7:K2
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and

MU - U2 (g YRT1 )-0.5 (8)

This means that, although the inlet specific speed may be identical, the impeller geom-
etry differs, and the larger density change design approximates a lower specific impeller
exit shape with its consequent smaller exit blade height.

In Ref. 5, an alternate definition of specific speed is proposed which attempts to
account for this compressibility influence and also selects polytropic efficiency instead
of adiabatic efficiency. Polytropic efficiency is used as a better-reference of state-of-
the-art than adiabatic efficiency, since it is more indicative of the true aerodynamic
(or hydraulic) losses. A constant polytropic efficiency over a density ratio range from
1.0 to 4.0 indicates that aerodynamic losses are proportional to the impeller work. A
drop in polytropic efficiency over this density ratio range would, therefore, indicate
proportionately higher losses as impeller work increases. Essentially, the use of poly-
tropic efficiency and average specific speed reduces the compressor impeller flowpath to
an equivalent incompressible frictional path, analogous to that of a centrifugal pump
impeller, although generally at a lower Reynolds number.

Specific speed is defined with the volume flow represented by the average of the
inlet and exit volume flows, namely:

N [(CFS 1 + CFS 2 )/21 0.5

NS  H0 .75  (9)

Note: To be consistent with the use of polytropic efficiency, polytropic head is used in
this equation.

thus,

[1+ i 0.5

9 -NsP/] (10)

Utilization of the average specific speed N therefore, reflects the physical
geometry change of reduced exit with a higher desity ratio impeller design by displacing
it to a lower specific speed/lower efficiency position. All that has been changed in the
dimensional similarity of specific speed derivation is really the reference density
condition. It is to be anticipated that the higher density design will result in lower
polytropic efficiency (apart from clearance effects) since the impeller passage fric-
tional losses will increase with reduced hydraulic diameter.

Although the use of R is empirically innovative in minimizing the number of param-
eters associated with effigiency correlation, the effects of impeller geometric differ-
ences, such as hub diameter ratio, blade sweep, solidity and curvatures, are not specif-
ically delineated. Inadequate or excessive blade solidity, for example, would prevent an
impeller design from reaching the peak efficiency locus. The effects of these more
refined aspects of impeller design upon the efficiency of the specific speed relationship
will be discussed shortly.

TEST CORRELATION

Correlation of efficiency versus specific speed for a given type of turbomachine is
a common practice throughout industry. When accomplished on an overall stage basis, with
relatively similar rotors and stator designs, it may provide relatively smooth data
trends. This practice, however, can be abused, as mentioned previously, by extending the
extrapolation to cover wider variations in geometry. As a result, data correlation can be
poor, showing large scatter. Additionally, differences in measurement techniques and
methods of efficiency assessment aggravate the data scatter.

In this particular correlation, the peak polytropic efficiencies of many (radial
discharge) impellers manufactured at Solar were correlated against mean polytropic
specific spetA over their range of test speeds. At the higher specific speed stages,
both peak and efficiencies at higher flows than the peak were used.

The design features of the impellers used are described in Ref. 6. Fig. 1 shows low,
medium, and high impeller flow configurations to illustrate the range of specific speed
covered.

Before discussing the results of the correlation, it is necessary to define its
limitations in terms of those parameters influencing the viscous and non-viscous flow-
path losses:

Size: Impeller tip diameters ranged from 10 to 36 cm (4 to 14 inches).

Type: All impellers were of the three dimensional inducer type with blade exit
juTes ranging from 0 to 50 degrees (from the radial).

Inlet: Axial accelerating (nozzle) type.

Hub Diameter: The hub-to-tip diameter ratios varied (DIh/D2 ) from 0.27 to 0.36.
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D-1 (115214-14)

E-2 (121752-1) A-1 (121747-5)
Fig. 1 Test impellers

Surface Finish: All impellers were manufactured by Integral milling with a polished
surface.

Blade Numbers: Blade numbers varied from 14 to 36 depending upon specific speed and
Mach number.

Density: All impellers were tested at ambient suction conditions.

The influence of clearance losses is also an important performance consideration. In
all test cases discussed here, the impeller casing shrouds were either manufactured from,
or coated with, an abradable material so as to allow the minimum possible clearance
without destructive damage. In many instances, slight rubbing did occur at maximum test
speeds. Solidity and form of the impeller blade were designed to provide a relatively
smooth mean-line diffusion throughout the flow path with no (calculated) zones of nega-
tive surface velocity, at the design condition. Impeller designs with higher operating
inlet relative Mach numbers used modified parabolic inducer camber-line geometries from
the leading edge past the throat, with low suction surface curvature. Impeller efficiency
was calculated using the average of five static pressure taps at the impeller tip, the
measured airflow, casing discharge temperature and a tip blockage of 5 to 10 percent,
with a windage correction (subtracted from the exit momentum) according to the empirical
relationship:

* - 2U 2 2 ( 1 1 )

w 2 x 105 W x (11

Impeller tip traversing was practical for the larger impellers and revealed accept-
able agreement between the measured and computed tip total pressures near the peak
efficiency flow conditions.

Impeller efficiencies were examined for the various test tip speeds, which for one
impeller ranged from 1080 to 2060 feet per second (fps). The correlation of impeller
polytropic efficiency and mean specific speed for many impellers designed, fabricated,
and tested in accordance with the previous limitations is shown in Fig. 2. Although some
data scatter is inevitable, the general trend represents an improvement upon previous
correlations of overall stage data. Even for this restricted range of impellers, some
scatter must be anticipated due to measurement errors. Cumulative error of instruments on
impeller efficiency computation was on the order of +2.0 percent.

Fig. 2 reveals peak impeller polytropic efficiencies of 93 to 94 percent at mean
specific speeds on the order of 0.6 to 0.8, with peak radial impeller (p - 0 deg)
efficiencies slightly lower than those of the backswept type. Of particuar interest was
the data from a radial impeller (Ref. 6) run to a tip speed of 1900 fps and a backswept
impeller run to 2060 fps which showed only a minor decrease of polytropic efficiency with
increasing tip speed. This result will be discussed in more detail later. That peak
impeller polytropic efficiencies of 93 to 94 percent are attainable (including windage)
is significant in that:

. The residual inefficiency of flow path loss must be relatively small.

. Even with the relatively small size (Re - 1 x 105), viscous losses are apparently
small, no doubt due to aerodynamically smooth surfaces.

These results prompted an analytical study to investigate the residual losses in the
form of a simplified mean streamline model of the impeller flow path. The presumption
that such a model is indeed a valid representation of the flow process requires further
deliberation of the fact that the performance level the impeller can produce, in terms of
exit momentum and its distribution, is not necessarily what the downstream diffuser wants
to accept. For example, the impel' r tends to produce a Couette meridional flow profile,
whereas the diffuser would prefe .o accept a flat profile.
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Fig. 2 Test impeller efficiencies versus average specific speed

FLOW PATH MODEL

A simple mean streamline flow path model was generated in which the ratio of the poly-
tropic to actual work input, needed to achieve the impeller tip stagnation pressure rise,
could be expressed in terms of the losses by:

q - qf -q (qf 
+ 

q 
+ 

q

1 k w)t f d (12)
qp t h 

+  
q w - _ q -(

The viscous loss coefficients qf and qw were associated with flow path friction and
discharge windage. A "diffusion loss" was postulated encompassing all other loss sources
with the exception of clearance losses, which were assumed to be negligible on the basis
of the data constraints.

Both frictional loss assessments used were semi-empirical because data concerning
the direct measurements of these quantities in centrifugal compressors were not avail-
able. The flow-path frictional model was based upon friction losses in 90 degree curved
stationary pipes:

qf - Cf j__ d (1/U 2 ) [1 + 3.5cos0 2- 3  (13)

where hd1 6 2

r h D1 + RMS 4Z_+_2_D_+D_2 _ (14)
hyd 

2
Dlh+ 4Z 2D 2 + 4Z

r Cos b icos

The effective impeller curvature in space (for radial discharge conditions) was
assumed to be proportional to the backswept angle p3 (Mixed-flow diagonal discharge
impellers possess lower equivalent curvatures and ae not covered here due to insuffi-
cient mixed-flow impeller data.) Since the frictional model is based upon stationary
curved circular pipe data, its application range is limited by passage aspect ratio
considerations. For example, low speed pumps conventionally Use low blade numbers with
higher passage aspect ratios and hydraulic radii. Rotation effects on the friction
coefficiet are assumed to be negligible for a turbulent flow regime at a Reynolds number
of 1 x 10 . The friction and windage losses were calculated using each of the impeller
geometries investigated together with the efficiency and work factor q to determine the
residual loss qd'

Fig. 3 shoes the relatively small residual loss band versus the work factor q,
indicating increasing "diffusion" loss with increasing work factor. This trend is
expected, as Ref. 6 shows, an almost linear relationship between q and diffusion factor

(DF) for a particular impeller geometry and speed. A disadvantage to the correlation
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Fig. 3 Diffusion loss versus work factor

vis DF is, however, that DF must be estimated from the controversial vector conditions at
the impeller exit, whereas q is obtained directly from test. The diffusion loss in Fig. 3
is expressed as:

qd = 0.15 (q - 0.5) (15)

Postulated diffusion losses, therefore, become increasingly smaller for lightly
loaded impellers and appear to approach zero with a work factor of 0.5. This implies that
the majority of impeller losses must be frictional, as corroborated in Ref. 4. Fig. 3
also shows the individual diffusion losses for two high-pressure ratio impellers tested
over a wide range of tip speeds (identified by the shaded symbols). These data, which
follow the general diffusion loss pattern trend, imply the important conclusion that the
reduction in peak efficiency with increasing density ratio for a high-pressure ratio
impeller of given geometry stems basically from increasing diffusion loading, providing
shock boundary layer separation losses are small.

One impeller in particular (shaded circles) was operated to an inducer tip relative
Mach number of 1.36 without indication of significant shock losses, both from the q data
trend and examination of the inducer tip shroud steady-state static pressure distrigu-
tion. This impeller, shown in Fig. 4, had an inducer section designed for efficient
transonic operation with small curvature and blade thickness preceeded by an axial inlet.
Distortion of the inlet flow and departure from transonic blade design criteria would be
expected to precipitate significant shock losses.

Simply labeling all residual loss as arising from internal diffusion does not
preclude mixing losses downstream of the impeller. Mixing losses are also a function of

internal diffusion and blade blockage. The latter was less than three percent for the
impellers investigated.

Having generated the flow-path model from friction and diffusion losses using test
data from a wide variety of specific speed impellers, an inverse computation procedure
was conducted to compare impeller test and estimated performances. To complete such a
comparison, it was necessary to calculate the work factor q from impeller geometry, flow,
speed, and slippage or deviation criteria with deviation as a dependent function of
diffusion factor. Such a calculation was computerized, and although not described herein,
comparative analyses of the test and estimated peak impeller performances showed agree-
ment to within +1.5 percentage points on efficiency and +5 percent on work factor.

The impeller flow-path model based on a single streamline analysis, assuming loss

sources fitting the test data and polytropic compression, did, therefore, satisfactorily
predict peak impeller performance for a wide variety of impeller configurations with
ambient suction conditions. The application of such a model to encompass other alternate
impeller configurations, operating conditions, gas or fluid properties, and suction

conditions, and the interpretation of results thereby obtained is left to individual
discretion.

PREDICTION OF SPECIFIC SPEED CURVES

After an improved technique was established for correlating the efficiency of radial
discharge centrifugal impellers near peak efficiency conditions based upon existing
impeller geometries, the incentive materialized to generate design c'urves for prompt
identification of the efficiency potential of future or alternate designs. The computer-
ized procedure for impeller performance prediction previously mentioned suggested an
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Fig. 4 Transonic impeller

immediate tool to generate such impeller peak efficiency versus mean specific speed
design curves. The many parameters involved, however, have to be generalized to cover
typical design configurations. Optimization for a particular design and the associated
design restraints is, of course, best accomplished by successive computer iterations.

The following dependent variables were selected as an example of the capability to
generate specific speed design curves.

* Impeller Tip Blade Angle (92) 0, 25, 50 deg

* Impeller Inlet Flow Coefficient (0) 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4

* Impeller Mach Number (MU )  0.77, 1.54

* Impeller Diameter Ratio (Dlh/D2 ) 0.3

* Impeller Diffusion Ratio (W1 /W 2 ) 1.4

* Impeller Solidity (rDD2 /2ZL) 0.25

* Impeller Tip Reynolds Number (b2 U2/p 2 ) 1 x 105

Figs. 5 and 6 show impeller specific speed design charts for Mach numbers of 0.77

and 1.54 respectively as constrained by the previous parameters and an inducer tiprelative Mach number not exceeding 1.3. These specific speed charts indicate:

* Optimum mean specific speed increases as the tip blade angle increases for a
given Mach number. Efficient high specific speed impellers should, therefore, be
of the backswept-type, providing blade stresses are acceptable.

* Optimum specific speed for a given tip blade angle decreases slightly with
increasing Mach number.

Optimum efficiency at a given mean specific speed and Mach number is a function
of the inlet flow coefficient. Low inlet flow coefficients are optimum at low
specific speeds; nigh inlet flow coefficients are optimum at high specific
speeds. This follows similar trends in established centrifugal pump practice.

Peak impeller efficiency (for a fixed solidity) decreases by up to two percentage
points, increasing the Mach number from 0.77 to 1.54 (for constant Reynolds
number).

Highly backswept impellers (50 degrees or more) are some two percentage points
higher in peak efficiency than radial impellers for the constraints of Figs. 5
and 6. Straight radial impellers provide the highest efficiency at very low
specific speeds.

Although not examined in this study, the data trends would support the test evidence
that mixed flow impellers with tip blade angles exceeding 50 degrees would be optimum at
specific speeds approaching 1.5.

These design charts provide a quick "look-see" at the optimum efficiency zones and
the effects of blade sweep and inlet flow coefficient for fixed diffusion rate, diameter
ratio, blade solidity, and Reynolds number.

Due to the latter constraints, the practice of referring to such charts as a design
aid is rapidly becoming outmoded, since the desk computc is a far more versatile design
aid and may be programmed to search for optimums without laborious, two-dimensional,
chart-form, graphical determination of optima.
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DIFFUSER CONSIDERATIONS

The improved correlation of impeller efficiency may assist in more accurate defini-
tion of optimum impeller features, but its inherent shortcoming is that it does not
quantitatively rate the efficiency potential of the overall stage; i.e., impeller plus
stationary diffusion system (diffuser). Futhermore, the specific speed of the impeller
cannot be readily calculated and requires iteration of the impeller tip vector triangle.

If it is assumed that the impeller and diffuser performances can indeed be separated
and that their performances are not interdependent, it should be possible to apply the
extensive data generated for two-dimensional and conical diffusers to evaluate overall
stage performance potential. (See Ref. 7.)

Although component separation works reasonably well for the impeller (with undis-
torted inlet flow), such is not the case for the downstream diffuser. This is expected,
since the single most dominant parameter affecting the performance of a particular
diffuser geometry is the inlet blockage. Thus, diffuser performance with a centrifugal
compressor or pump depends upon the particular impeller discharge flow conditions. (See
Ref. 8.) Extensive literature, including Refs. 9, 10, and 11, is available which deals
with the performance characteristics of various forms of stationary diffusion devices.
The most common devices, in order of decreasing efficiency and increasing flow range,
are:

" Vaned diffusers

" Volute or scroll diffusers

" Vaneless diffusers

Vaneless diffusers in themselves can, with proper design, be a source of relatively
small loss, but as little diffusion other than vortex dissipation is accomplished, the
exit energy is relatively high and may be lost entirely. Improved overall recovery is
obtained from a vaneless diffuser by adding a volute or scroll discharge to reduce
discharge losses. In effect, the scroll tongue performs as a single blade or airfoil and
as such, exhibits a stalling limit, which reduces its flow range compared to a vaneless
diffuser. Maximum diffuser system static pressure recovery is, of course, obtained with a
cascade of diffuser vanes at the expense of reduced flow range. Typical static pressure
recoveries (impeller tip to discharge static) for all three systems are given below.
These recovery levels may be used, together with the impeller performance levels pre-
viously discussed, to arrive at representative overall stage efficiency levels.

Type of Diffuser Vaned Volute/Scroll Vaneless

Static Pressure Recovery 0.65/0.78 0.55/0.68 0.5/0.6

Using a maximum vaned diffuser static pressure recovery of 0.78, together with the
optimum impeller performance levels from Figs. 5 and 6, the representative optimum
overall stage performance capabilities, shown in Fig. 7, can be plotted in the conven-
tional form of adiabatic total-static efficiency for comparison purposes. Maximum stage
adiabatic efficiency is seen to be 83.5 percent with a Mach number M0 of 1.54 and a of
50 degrees.

As the optimum impeller performances (with aerodynamically smooth surfaces) reflect
essentially frictional loss sources, it is difficult to conceive how attainable centrif-
ugal compressor performances can be raised above the stage levels shown without higher
attainable diffuser static pressure recoveries or possibly increased impeller diffusion.
Unfortunately, higher impeller diffusion levels precipitate reduced range and increased
diffuser inlet blockage. The estimated effect of increasing the impeller diffusion ratio
Wl/W 2 from 1.4 to 1.8 is also shown ii Fig. 7, (assuming 0.78 recovery) and indicates
only slightly higher stage efficiencies with blade angles 02 of 25 and 0 degrees.

It would appear, therefore, that if (as postulated) the losses in high performance
optimum design impellers are essentially frictional, future efforts to further raise
overall stage efficiency should concentrate upon improving the flow mixing and distribu-
tion of the impeller exit and diffuser inlet. These efforts may involve investigation of
the vaneless diffuser end wall profiling and of boundary layer control devices.

Various forms of diffuser entry boundary layer control and bleed have been tried
throughout the industry, including end-wall plenums, diffuser vane end-wall gaps, and
throat bleed. Incorporation of these features may provide small apparent improvements in
compressor performance, but are often accompanied by minor parasitic performance penal-
ties; for example, boundary layer bleed which cannot be usefully employed elsewhere. It
is difficult, therefore, to conceive that ultimate stage efficiencies higher than 90
percent for small high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressors can be attained (Ref. 7).

Efficiencies greater than 90 percent are attainable for large centrifugal pumps,
according to "the chart" in Fig. 8, in terms of non-dimensional specific speed. Chart
efficiencies of 80 and 89 percent are indicated for flow rates of 0.028 and 0.57 m /s.
Peak efficiencies for overall compressor stage at a low Mach number, N - 0.5, are
superimposed for comparison. The computed compressor efficiencies (detgrmined in a
similar manner in Fig. 7) compare qualitatively with chart efficiency trends, even with
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the Reynolds number disparity. Ref. 12 offers test confirmation that adiabatic stage
efficiencies of 86 percent can be attained with relatively large low pressure ratio

4I

centrifugal compressors designed near optimum specific speed.

The performance and operating range of high (air) pressure ratio centrifugal com-
pressors suitable for aircraft gas turbine applications eventually become limited as the
inducer tip relative Mach number increases beyond approximately 1.4. For aircraft appli-
cations in particular, it is desirable not only to attain high pressure ratios effi-
ciently, but also to swallow high airflow rates per unit frontal area; i.e., to utilize
high specific speed designs. Optimization was applied to the compressor performance
prediction program previously described to determine the maximum specific speed and
efficiency deg-adation for typical high pressure aircraft type centrifugal compressors as I
a function of pressure ratio for '1 limit of 1.4. The results of optimization are shown
in Fig. 9 indicating a reduction ifl both specific speed and efficiency as pressure ratios
are increased beyond 7.0. A reduction in efficiency is also reflected at pressure ratios

below 7.0 as a consequence of operating beyond the optimum Mach number and specific~speed.
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CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of the test performances of many h:gh and low speed centrifugal compressors
(for which the author held developmental responsibility) has shown a satisfactory corre-
lation of impeller polytropic efficiency versus specific speed based upon average

impeller density. This correlation is contingent upon the ability to assess the impeller
and diffuser performances as separate components, and presumes the impeller-diffuser
interaction effects are small.

The use of polytropic efficiency and average specific speed essentially reduces the
impeller flow path to an equivalent incompressible frictional path, and is, thus, analo-
gous to flow-path conditions in a centrifugal pump, although generally at a lower
Reynolds number. Examination of test impeller efficiency levels and, hence, internal
losses indicates that the majority of the losses is frictional from both the flow-path
geometry and the windage between impeller and stationary shrouds, providing clearance
losses are minimal. With friction as the major loss source, it is difficult to perceive
that substantial performance improvements can be made to the impeller other than in
possibly improving its discharge flow conditions and, thereby, improving the static
pressure recovery of the downstream stationary diffuser.

The frictional hypothesis appears to be also characteristic of flow conditions in
the channel of high-efficiency transonic impellers where shock losses may be minor if
proper transonic entry design blading can be applied. An impeller mean streamline
empirical frictional loss model with blade loading loss allowances satisfactorily dupli-
cates test impeller polytropic efficiency versus average density specific speed trends.
Analytical demonstration of this model assists in the generation of design specific speed
charts for high performance centrifugal impellers within specific design constraints.

Although the particular correlation of impeller efficiency may assist in improved
selection of optimum impeller geometries, its inherent shortcoming is that the efficiency
potential of the overall stage (impeller plus stationary diffuser) cannot be determined
without additional knowledge concerning the diffuser static pressure recovery, as influ-
enced by the impeller exit flow distribution.
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DISCUSSION

W.Jansen, Northern Research, US ti

Could the author explain whether he really means that the diffusion losses are not a function of impeller relative
velocity ratio. Also could tihe author suggest why diffusion ratios are limited to 1.7 in his impeller designs where

values of 2.0 would give less fnctional losses.

Author's Reply
I do not mean to imply that diffusion ratio is unimportant but nearly all of the compressors of Figure 3 have
diffusion ratios lying in the relatively narrow range, from 1.4 to 1.7. They are limited to these values in order to
avoid impeller stall.

Y.Ribaud, ONERA, Fr
What values will stage efficiency reach for the optimum value of specific speed?

Author's Reply
Polytropic efficiencies of about 0.85 can be obtained for machines of mass flows of around 3 lb/s.

D.Japikse, CREARE, US
What type of vaneless diffuser was used, was it a pinched type or an unpinched type and, in any case, how was back-
flow controlled?

Author's Reply
The choice of impeller "b" width to the vaneless diffuser "b" width was dictated by considerations of the design of
the diffuser throat area, (particularly its aspect ratio) when the impeller was run with the vaned diffuser. Width
ratios ranged from 0.9 to I.1.

There would certainly be the possibility of backflow into the impeller in some cases beyond the point of stall, when
running with a vaneless diffuser.

P.Langdon, Holset Engineering Ltd, UK
I have observed that in some of your impellers you feature short splitter blades near the tip. Have you found any
gain from these? In our work at Holset we have sometimes obtained improvements in surge margin and slip factor
but sometimes we only get an improvement in slip factor and certainly we obtain no improvement in efficiency.
What methods do you use for positioning the splitter vanes and do you think that improved positioning would lead
to better performance gains?

Author's Reply
We use splitter blades like everyone else to help to optimise the blade loading, but we do not have any special
method of positioning them and it would be informative to conduct research in this area. However from mechanical
considerations we would like really not to have to design impellers with short splitter blades at the tip at all.

L~Li
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compressible and 3-D effects were studied. The influence of non-uniform flow at the rotor
outlet on performance and surge margin, namely for high pressure ratio compressors, were
discussed.
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